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Introduction 

Studying high energy elastic scattering of hadrons (strongly interacting particles) is 
challenging, both experimentally and theoretically. Precise measurements of elastic 
differential cross sections (da/dt) require detectors with high momentum and spatial 
resolution, and efficient particle identification. To study the large momentum transfer 
(t) region, moreover, one needs large geometrical acceptance, and hence large detectors, 
since cross sections are extremely small (of the order of nasobarn, i.e. ~ 10~ 3 3 cm' ) . In 
this region, the rare elastic events are easily swamped by inelastic "background" events, 
and by random noise in the detectors. It is the task of the on-line trigger and the off-line 
data analysis to extract the elastic events from a huge sample of mainly inelastic events. 

On the theoretical side, no coherent and fundamental description of elastic hadron 
scattering has yet been developed. The fundamental theory for strong interactions, 
Quantum Chromodynamics (QCD), remains largely excluded from the field of elastic 
scattering, and, in fact, from low-p ( ("soft") processes in general. Theoretical descrip
tions are therefore left to more phenomenological models. These models can be critically 
tested only by experimental data. 

The WA7 experiment at the CERN Super Proton Synchrotron (SPS) has mea
sured the elastic differential cross sections of pion-proton (irp), kaon-proton {Kp), 
antiproton-proton {pp), and proton-proton {pp) at lower SPS energies (20-50 GeV/c 
lab.momentum) over a wide range of momentum transfer. The measurements probe 
energy and momentum transfer regions which were largely unexplored prior to this ex
periment, and are therefore major contributions to our phenomenological knowledge of 
elastic hadron scattering. The WAT experiment did, for instance, discover the much dis
cussed dip structure in the pp elastic differential cross section at 30 and 50 GeV/c. Sincp 
this discovery, elastic pp scattering has also been measured in the high energy regime at 
energies up to ^ = 5 4 6 GeV (centre-of-mass energy) by experiments at the CERN Inter
secting Storage Rings (ISR) and antiproton-proton collider (SppS). The pp total cross 
section and real-to-imaginary part of the forward elastic amplitude (p) have also been 
measured over a wide energy range (p is currently being measured at the CERN SppS 
energy y/i=546 GeV). The antiproton-proton data complement an already extensive 
range of proton-proton data at energies up to \ / s=62 GeV. Hence, a phenomenological 
picture of (anti)proton-proton elastic scattering and total cross sections now starts to 
emerge. In fact, the amount and quality of pp and pp elastic scattering and tota. cross 
section data has reached a level where data seriously constrain and test elastic scattering 
models. (Elastic scattering and the total cross section are related through the optical 
theorem). This important confrontation between data and models has actually led to 
a critical revision of "conventional" model assumptions, while new dynamical models 
are being developed. These models may possibly lead to a better understanding of the 
relationship between the phenomenological Regge theory for strongly interacting parti
cles, and the fundamental and dynamical QCD theory. The development of dynamical 
descriptions of elastic hadron scattering may even pave the way for a fundamental de
scription within the framework of QCD. The WA7 experiment has played an important 
role in these new developments, by measuring elastic differential cross sections exten
sively in the energy region 20-50 GeV/c. To obtain a more complete phenomenological 
picture, data at super-high energies are needed, pp data may soon become available 
at ^ = 9 0 0 GeV and ^/i=2 TeV from the CERN pulsed collider and the Fermilab 
Tevatron, respectively. In fact, the CERN UA5 collaboration has already reported pre
liminary results at y/i=900 GeV. On a larger timescale, the proposed Superconducting 
Super Collider (SSC) may, if constructed, produce proton-proton collisions at energies 
around y/i=40 TeV. The prospects for meson-proton data at equally high energies are 
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unfortunately not so good, since meson-proton experiments will remain confined to 
fixed-target machines for the foreseeable future. 

This thesis consists of a series of experimental and theoretical papers and review 
articles. They have partly been published in journals or conference proceedings, and 
partly appeared as preprints. Each chapter may be regarded as an independent piece of 
work; however, they complement each other, and their content is intimately connected. 
The author has intended to provide a comprehensive and up-to-date picture of elastic 
hadron scattering. 

Chapter 2 describes the WA7 experiment and data, and reviews some theoretical 
models in light of the results. Sections 2.1-2.5 contain a chronological series of short 
papers describing the experimental results. These papers have been published in Physics 
Letters B. Section 2.6 consists of the final and more comprehensive WA7 summary 
paper, published in Nuclear Physics B. Concerning the first three papers (Sections 2.1-
2.3), the author was primarily involved in the off-line data analysis. In the experimental 
programme which followed, described in Sections 2.4-2.6, the author participated in the 
development of detectors (multi-wire proportional chambers), and was solely responsible 
for the off-line data analysis, and for writing the experimental papers appearing in 
Sections 2.4-2.6 (including the WA7 summary paper). 

Chapter 3 reviews the energy and momentum transfer dependence of high energy 
pion-proton and proton-proton elastic scattering at large momentum transfer. It focuses 
on the power-law behaviour s~at~b of the large-t differential cross sections, which is the 
form predicted by various prominent models for large-t elastic scattering. Some of these 
models are discussed and compared with data. The paper constituting this chapter has 
been published as an Oxford University preprint. 

Chapter 4 presents a model independent impact parameter analysis of antiproton-
proton elastic scattering data at energies from v

/3=7.6 GeV (30 GeV/c lab.momentum) 
to v"s=546 GeV. The analysis, which is based on the eikonal representation of the 
scattering amplitude, provides information about the shape (profile) and opacity of the 
colliding particles. This information is used to compare antiproton-proton and proton-
proton collisions in the impact parameter plane, and to critically test two prominent 
classes of geometrical models (geometrical scaling and factorized eikonal models). It 
is shown that the fundamental hypotheses of these models are violated at presently 
accessible energies. The work represents the first comprehensive impact parameter 
analysis of antiproton-proton data over such a wide energy range. The paper forming 
Chapter 4 has been published as a CERN preprint. 

Chapter 5 describes the nuclecn valence core model of Islam, Fearnley and 
Guillaud. The model provides a dynamical description of (anti)proton-proton elastic 
scattering at large momentum transfer, by assuming that the colliding nucleons scat
ter off cores of valence quarks via vector meson exchange. Diffraction is assumed to 
dominate at small momentum transfer. The main presentation of the model is given 
in Section 5.1, which contains a paper published in Nuovo Cimcnto A. Section 5.2 is 
based on a contributing paper to the XXII International Conference on High Energy 
Physics, Leipzig (DDR), July 1984. It reviews the main aspects of the model, provides 
predictions for super-high energies in the TeV region, and briefly discusses the model in 
the context of quark confinement and effective QCD models for the nucleon structure. 
This discussion is expanded in a paper presented in Section 5.3. This paper, which will 
be published in the Proceedings of the Workshop on Elastic and Diffractive Scattering, 
Blois (France), June 1985, also outlines the scope for further development of the model. 
Professor Islam, Dr G. Sanguinetti (Pisa), Dr V. Innocente (Naples), and the author 
are currently working on an improved formulation of the diffraction amplitude. The 
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direction» being pursued are outlined in Chapter 6. 
Chapter 6 ia based on a paper which reviews recent experimental and theoretical 

developments in the field of pp and pp elastic scattering and total cross sections. Since pp 
and pp data are available a t ISR and SppS energies, where low energy effects presumably 
are small, it is of considerable interest *o compare these data with general asymptotic 
theorems derived from first principles (unitarity, analyticity, crossing symmetry). Such 
a comparison may indicate how far presently accessible energies are from the asymptotic 
regime, where strong interaction phenomenology can be derived from first principles. 
The paper proceeds with a discussion of various prominent phenomenological models, 
and compares these with data in the low energy (WA7) and high energy regime. In 
reviewing the data and models, the paper relies heavily on the preceeding chapters. It 
may hopefully provide an overall summary of the work, as it projects the key points and 
results onto a larger "picture". The paper has been published as an Oxford University 
preprint. 

The appendix contains two conference contributions, both which present the pp 
30 GeV/c data, and discuss some relevant theoretical models. The basic content of these 
papers has already been covered in Chapter 2; however, the discussion of the results 
is somewhat complementary. It therefore seems appropriate to present the papers ir 
the form of an appendix. The first paper has been published in the Proceedings o* 
the 18th Rencontre de Moriond, La Plagne (France), March 1983 (ed. J. Tran Thanh 
Van, Editions Frontieres, 1983), p.73-79. The second paper was a contribution to the 
International Europhysics Conference on High Energy Physics, Brighton (UK), July 
1983. It has been reviewed by T. Ekelof and G. Matthiae in the Conference Proceedings 
(ed. J. Guy and C. Costain, Rutherford Appleton Laboratory, 198o) ; p.283 and 714. 
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Chapter 2 
The CERN WA7 Experiment, 

and Theoretical Interpretations of the Results 
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We present the result of a measurement of pp elastic scattering at 
50 GeV/c in the four-momentum transfer range 0.7 < |t| < 5 (GeV/c)2. 
These data ccme from an experimental programme at the CERN SPS, in which 
we are measuring hadron-proton elastic scattering over a wide range of 
four-momentum transfer and incident beam momentum. Results on TT-p elastic 
scattering atincident momenta of 20 and 3o GeV/c at large angle 
(7 < |t| < 17 (GeV/c>2) have already been published . Previous studies 

(2-5) of pp elastic scattering for incident momenta above 10 GeV/c have 
been limited to |t| < 1 (GeV/c)2. 

The double-arm spectrometer shown schematically in fig. 1 is an 
extended version of the apparatus described in ref. 1 . The incident 
antiproton was identified with a differential ferenkov counter (CEDAR). 
The high intensity (2.107 ppp) unseparated beam contained 2% antiprotons. 
The scattered particles were detected in hodoscope counters (PR1 and Pfi2), 
with elements ranging from 15 x 15 cm to 30 X 30 cm 2. With these count
ers relatively rough kinematic correlations were imposed. The particle 
trajectories were determined with multiwire proportional chambers (KWPC, 
CH0-CH1O). The momentum of the forward going particle was measured with 
an error ± 15% using a spectrometer magnet with an integrated field of 
1.8 Tm. The forward scattered particle was detected by two threshold 
ierenkov counters (dl and 62) filled with N and He mixture giving 
thresholds at 8 GeV/c, 29 GeV/c and 53 GeV/c for IT, K and p respectively. 
In the recoil arm a silica-aerogel £erenkov counter with a refractive 
index 1.03 was mainly used to veto TT mesons. The trigger included geo
metrical constraints from the hodoscope counters, C*erenkov information 
for incident and scattered particles, and a rough threshold energy require
ment for the forward scattered particle, which was imposed by an iron-
scintillation-counter calorimeter. Veto counters were arranged around 
':he target to eliminate multiparticle inelastic events. 

The off-line analysis included track reconstruction from MWPC digitiz
ations in the forward and recoil arms and from the beem hodoscopps 
Elastic candidates were selected on the basis of a fit combining geometrical 
(3-prong vertex) and kinematical constraints. The background estimate 
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was based on the x 2~ distribution of reconstructed events, the coplanarity 
distribution, and a comparison of the scattering angle measured in the 
forward arm, with the prediction from the measured recoil-proton angle. 
5135 events survived the final x 2~ cut. The remaining background is 
estimated to increase, roughly linearly, from 1% at |t| =0.7 to 30% at 
|t| > 4 (GeV/c)2. 

After subracting the background, and correcting for geometrical 
acceptance and detection efficiency, we obtain the differential cross-
section shown in fig, 2 and compared with data from references 6,7,8 at 

(2,3) lower energies. The data are compared with existing data at 50 GeV/c, 
in the overlapping region 0.7 < |t[ < 1 (GeV/c)z. Our data are system
atically lower. However, allowing for the different normalization errors 
(± 30% in our case) the overall agreement is satisfactory. Although we 
have acceptance up to |t| = 12 (GeV/c)2 no event has been observed above 
|t| = 5 (GeV/c)2. 

The most salient feature is the sharp dip at |t| = 1.5 ± 0.1 (GeV/c)2. 
Near this |t|-value the measured differential cross-section is compatible 
with zero, as illustrated by the x 2 distributions for different |t|-ranges 
shown in figure 3. At both smaller and larger |t[-values, the elastic 
signal is very clear. A similar dip exists in pp elastic scattering for 
momenta aijove 150 GeV/c . Our pp data at 50 GeV/c almost coincide 
with pp ISR data at 1064 GeV/c (fig. 4). 

Figure 2 shows that the structure visible at lt| =0.5 (GeV/c)2 in 
pp cross sections at low energies cannot be seen at 50 GeV/c, or is 
reduced to a mere break. From this figure it is conceivable that a new 
structure starts to develop around |t| "- 2 (GeV/c) 2 at 10 GeV. It is not 
clear if either of these two structures has evolved to the dip that we 
observe at |t| = 1.5 (GeV/c)2 at 50 GeV/c. Data at intermediate energy 
would be of crucial importance to clarify this point. 

Three theoretical models dealing with the dip structure in elastic 
(12) scattering could be mentioned. The first one invokes pure diffraction. 
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With this model, using the proton shape derived from ep scattering, the 
experimentally observed |t|-values of the dips in pp and pp, are quite 
well predicted from the measured values of the total cross-sections. 
The second model invokes Regge-mechanism involving an imaginary 
Pomeron-exchange amplitude P and Reggeon- (u,f) exchange amplitude R. 
For pp elastic scattering at PS and SPS energies, the total amplitude is 
|p +Im (R)| 2 + |Re (R)| 2 and a shoulder is observed. At 1SR energies, 
R becomes negligible, and the dip (fig. 4) is due to P going through zero. 
For our pp data at 50 GeV/c, Re (R) ̂  O due to the cancelling u- and f 
contributions. The observed dip would therefore correspond to P +Im (R) 
going through zero at 50 GeV/c. In these two models the dip is associated 
with the structure around 0.5 (GeV/c)2 at lower energies. The third approach 
comes from ref. 14, 15 which describe pp data from PS to ISR energies and 
our pp data in terms of interference between diffraction which dominates 
the forward peak, and hard scattering, which dominates at large angles. 
In the hard process the hadrons are viewed as a core of valence-quarks 
surrounded by a cloud of gluons and sea-quarks: the cores interact through 
vector-meson exchange, and the clouds through Regge exchange. To fit the 
data, the radius of the interaction region has to be considerably larger 
for pp than for pp, and the pp dip at |t| = 1.5 (GeV/c>2 is interpreted 
as the second destructive interference between diffraction and the hard 
process, while the pp dip is due to the first destructive interference. 
According to this model the dip could be associated with the structure 
around 2 (GeV/c)2 at IO GeV/c. We are looking forward to taking new data 
in order to clarify the situation. 

The energy dependence of the differential cross section has been 
parametrized as 

do _ -a. — = const x p, , dt lab 

at two fixed values of |t| = 2 and 4 (GeV/c)2. The energy dependence is 
weaker than for 90 scattering where ct'vlO, as illustrated in fig. 5 where 
the straight lines correspond to a = 2.5 for |t| = 2 (GeV/c)2 and 
a = 1.6 for |tj --•- i (GeV/c)2. 
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Figure Captions 

Fig. 1 The experimental set-up. 

Fig. 2 pp elastic differential cross sections at 50 GeV/c compared 
with results of ref. 6,7,8. The data from ref. 6,7 are 
presented as smoothed curves. 

Fig. 3 x 2 - distribution for reconstructed events in three adjacent t 
bins showing the absence of elastic signal at t = 1.5 (GeV/c)2. 

Fig. 4 The pp differential cross sections at 50 GeV/c compared with pp 
cross sections at ISR energies (ref. 9). 

Fig. 5 The energy dependence of the pp differential cross section at 
fixed angles. The straight lines are an eye-fit through the 
data points: 3.6 GeV/c ( 1 6 ), 5 GeV/c ( 6 >, 6.2 GeV/c ', 5.8 and 
9.7 GeV/c ', 10.1 GeV/c , 50 GeV/c (this experiment). 
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PION-PROTON ELASTIC SCATTERING AT 20 AND SO GeV/c INCIDENT MOMENTA 
IN THE MOMENTUM TRANSFER RANGE 0.7 < | / | < 8.0 (GeV/c)2 
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Measurements ot the differential elastic cross sections for rr'p scattering at incident momenta of 20 and 50 GeV/c and 
ir+p at 50Ce\)c in ihe momentum transfer range 0.7 < i/l < 8.0 (GeV/c)3 arc presented. The data are compared with 
various models ul' elastic scattering, 

Measurements of the differential elastic cross sec
tions at large momentum transfers (0.7 < |/ | < 8.0 
(GeV/f) 2)forn :pat S0GeV/c and iTp at 20GeV/c. 
performed recently at the CERN SPS are presented. 
Results on pp elastic scattering at 50 GeV/c [I] in the 
same angular range and on ntp clastic scattering at 
very large angles at 20 and 30 GeV/c (2] have already 
been published. 

The apparatus used, which is shown schematically 
in fig. 1, consisted of a double arm spectrometer view
ing a liquid hydrogen target upon which an unse pa-
rated, high intensity (~2 X 107 ppb) secondary beam 
was incident. The position of the beam particle was 

1 Presently at the University of Stockholm. Sweden. 
2 Presently at Camtcc Electronics Ltd., Buckland Road, 

Leicester, UK. 

determined from a beam hodoscope consisting of 
three planes each containing forty scintillator fingers 
2 mm wide. A differential f erenkov counter(CEDAR) 
was used to tag one of the minority beam components, 
and a threshold beam Cerenkov was used to identify 
the incident .T+ at 50 GeV/c where protons accounted 
for 27% of the beam. The trigger, imposing rough 
geometrical and kinematical constraints, was con
structed from correlations of elements in the hodo
scope arrays (PR I. PR3, HI and H2 in fig. 1), together 
with information from the large atmospheric pressuie 
ferenkov counters (£l, 0*2), which was used to iden
tify the forward scattered particle. Scintillation coun
ters around the target were used to veto events with 
two or more particle trajectories outside the accep
tance of the apparatus, while multiplicity constraints 
in the trigger hodoscope arrays reduced multiparticle 

442 0 031-9163/82/0000-OO00/S02.75 © 1982 North-Holland 
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Tig. 1. Schematic view of the apparatus. 

events. A silica-aerogel threshold Cerenkov counter 
(£3) enabled high velocity recoil particles, mainly 
pions, to be rejected. The spectrometer magnet in the 
forward arm had an integrated field strength of 1.8 
Tm, allowing the momentum of the forward scattered 
particle to be determined to ±6% at 20 GeV/c and 
±15%al50GeV/c. 

The multi-wire proportional chamber (MWPC) 
digitisings, together with the hodoscope information, 
enabled the particle trajectory in each arm to be re
constructed using a total of 38 wire planes. The trig
gers containing at least one fully reconstructed vertex, 
satisfying rough cuts upon the kinematical variables, 
were then fitted using Runge-Kutta tracking through 
the magnetic field, with elastic kinematical constraints 
being applied at the vertex. The background was then 
estimated, for each t bin separately, upon the basis of 
the x 2 distribution from the fit. with the aid of the 
coplanarity and Ad distributions, the latter being the 
difference between the measured forward scattering 
angle and that predicted from the recoil trajectory of 
an elastic event. In each case the number of elastic 
events was found by subtraction of the background 
distribution, after extrapolation underneath the elas
tic peak, from the total event sample. At small | ; | the 
ratio of background to elastic events for \ 2 degree of 
freedom < 35 was approximately 10% and although 
this proportion increased at higher — / there wjis a 
clear elastic signal in all cases except the region near 
the rf+p dip. The data have been corrected for the 
angular dependent efficiencies of the forward arm 
Cerenkov counters and MWPC track reconstruction. 
Global corrections, at each energy, for hodoscope and 
beam Cerenkov efficiencies, muon beam component, 
lifetime, random and S-ray vetoes have been applied. 
The rr~p event sample at SO GeV/c contains a contam
ination of approximately 5% K~ p events, since the 

CEDAR was used to identify incoming p's in order to 
permit the measurement of the pp elastic cross sec
tion, and the forward arm Cerenkov counters were 
not capable of efficiently separating jr _'s from K~'s 
at 50 GeV/c. (The K~/;t~ ratio in the beam was less 
than 5% and it is assumed that the differential cross 
sections are similar for the two meson types). 

The rr~p differential elastic cross section at 20 
GeV/c is shown in fig. 2, together with the very large 
angle data from the first phase of this experiment [2] 
and the 9.7 GeV/c results of ref. [3] . It can be seen 
that the prominent dip visible at If = 2.8 (G'-*V/c)2 in 
the lower energy data has all but disappeared at 20 
GeV/c, leaving in its place a shoulder with a very 
shallow dip, as seen by Cornillon et al. [4] at 22.6 
GeV/c. Beyond the dip the new data join smoothly to 
the large angle measurements and the entire region 
111 > 4 (GeV/c) 2 can be described by the constituent 
interchange model [5) (CIM) fit of ref. [2]. 

At 50 GeV/c the Tr"p differential cross section 
shown in fig. 3 illustrates that the dip at |r| = 2.8 
(GeV/c) 2 has now totally disappeared, although there 
is still a change of slope at this point. There is no evi
dence in these data for the prominent dip observed at 
|f I = 4 (GeV/c ) 2 by Baker et al. [6J in J T p elastic 
scattering at 200 GeV/r, (see fig. 4). 

Fig. 5 illustrates the close identity of the Irl < 2.5 
(GeV/c) 2 n~ p cross sections over the momentum 
range 2 0 - 2 0 0 GeV/c, suggesting that this part of the 
angular range is dominated by diffraction, even at in
cident momenta as low as 20 GeV/c. 

The n + p elastic differential cross section at 50 
GeV/c, illustrated in fig. 6, has a slightly shallower 
slope than the n~p data at the same energy, and a 
small dip at |r | = 3.8 (GeV/c) 2 . It is also found that 
both the TT~p cross sections and the rr+p cross section 
reported here lie on a single geometrical scaling curve 
of a^daldt versus a, • t. 
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There are several predictions for a dip structure in 
this region, notably in the eikonal picture of Chou and 
Yang [71. It is necessary, however, to extrapolate the 
pion form factor Fn to high*?-* in order to calculate 
the large four-momenium transfer dependence of the 
elastic cross section in the geometrical model. The as
sumption of vector meson dominance of the pion 
form factor has been shown by Chan et al. [8J to 
lead to the prediction of a dip at | r 1 - 5.1 (GeV/c)2 

for rr+p scattering al 175 GeV/c, at which energy the 
total cross section is only 0.6 mb larger than al SO 
GeV/c. The same authors also postulate the form 
factor F„(q2) ~ f„(q2)^3, based upon the additive 
quark model, which gives a narrower central peak, in 
good agreement with the measured /r+p cross section 
except near the dip. The shallow dip predicted by 

•^ Fig. 3. n"p elastic scattering at 50 CcV/c. The solid line is the 
«scaled pp differential cross section from 1496 CeV/c, ob
tained by scaling the unabsorbed overlap function, of ref. [9J. 
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Fig. 4. A compilation of n~p elastic scattering data between 20 and 200 GeV/r. The cross sections at 50 and 200 GeV/c have 
been scaled down by 10 and 100 respectively. 

Chan el al. [8 | at 1/1 = 4 (GeV/c) 2 using this form 
factor does not persist if a more precise parametriza-
tion of the form factor product F^q^F^q1), is 
used in their calculation, the resulting curve being 
shown in fig. 6. This form does not describe the 50 
GeV/c rr~p data so well, giving a central peak that is 
siill too wide. In both channels the geometrical model 
requires a steeper t dependence of the pion form fac
tor than that given by vector dominance if it is to de
scribe the data. 

Barger et al. [9] have generalized the geometrical 
scaling concept lo treat channels with different aci/aT, 
but only the rescaling of the unabsorbed overlap func
tion from the measured pp elastic cross section gives 
predictions comparable to tr :p data and these have a 
very prominent narrow dip at 1/1 = 4 (GeV/c) 2 as 
illustrated in fig. 3 for the ir~p case. It should be 

^ Fig. S. A comparison of rr'p smoothed elastic differential 
cross sections. 
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.4 .. 
mechanism, with a consequent power law fall-off in 
l/l. 

Finally, it should be noted that the large U| for -I 
> 5 (GeV/c) 2 behaviour of the rr*p 50 GeV/c differ
ential cross section is not inconsistent with a | r | ~ 7 

dependence, as expected at high energy in the mul
tiple scattering model [12]. 

The measurement reported here made extensive 
use of apparatus and analysis procedures developed 
for the very large angle experiment and we wish to 
thank the authors of ref. [2] for the use of their work. 

..'•X x.. i 

Tig. 6. ti*p elastic scattering at 50 GeVVc. The dashed line in
dicates the Cllou-Yang model calculation using Fn{q2) = 
fp tq 3 ) 2 3 following the calculation of Chan et al. (8| . but 
with refitted parameters. The solid line illusttatcs i n - 7 be-
haviour. 
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Measurements of the K p and K p elastic differentia] cross 
in the momentum transfer range 0.7 < in < 8.0 GeV/c. 

We report measurements of large momentum trans
fer elastic scattering differential cross sections for K~p 
at 20 GeV/c and K*p at 50 GeV/c. 

The data presented in this paper were obtained con
currently with the ir1 p data of ref. [1). The apparatus, 
shown schematically in fig. 1, was described in that 
publication, so that only details specific to the measure
ment of the Kp cross sections are included here. At 20 
GeV/c the unseparated negative beam contained 3% 

1 Presently at the University of Stockholm, Sweden. 
2 Presently at Camtec Electronics Ltd., Buckland Rd., Leicester, 

UK. 

sections at 20 and 50 GeV/c, respectively, have been made 

K", and at 50 GeV/c the positive beam contained 5% 
K +. In both cases the incident kaons were identified 
by a differential Cerenkov counter (Cedar). 

The event reconstruction procedure was identical 
to that used for trp scattering and is described in ref. 
[1 ]. The event selection criteria were also similar, but 
with the constraint that the information from the two 
atmospheric pressure Cerenkov counters (Cl, C2) in the 
fast arm had to be compatible with the passage of a 
kaon. At 20 GeV/c the first Cerenkov counter, CI,was 
filled with a 80% nitrogen, 20% helium mixture to 
give pion, kaon and antiproton thresholds of 6.65, 
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23.5 and 44.7 GeV/c respectively, and the second, C2, 
with a 55% carbon dioxide, 45% freon mixture to give 
corresponding thresholds of 3.75,13.3 and 25.3 GeV/c. 
The additional requirements that only one beam track 
be reconstructed in the beam hodoscope and that there 
be no signal from a beam threshold Cerenkov counter, 
filled with neon at atmospheric pressure to give pion 
and kaon thresholds of 12.8 and 45.8 GeV, respective
ly, limited the maximum contamination of the K~*p 
data in any |r I bin to 0.3%, taking account of the 
measured detector efficiencies. At 50 GeV/c the fact 
arm Cerenkov counters were both filled with a 46% 
helium, 54% nitrogen mixture, in order to optimize 
the meson (ir, k): proton separation, giving pion, kaon 
and proton thresholds of 7.8,27.6 and 52.4 GeV/c, 
respectively. Kaon and pion events were separated 
using the signal from the Cedar counter in the beam, 
set to identify kaons. There was a small contamination 
of pion events in the kaon event sample, due to the ar
rival of a kaon and a pion in the beam, within the time 
resolution of the trigger electronics. The K + p cross sec
tion has been corrected to compensate for this effect. 

The data have been corrected for the angular depen
dent eiTiciencies of the Cerenkov counters and MWPC 
track reconstruction. Corrections, at each energy sep
arately, have been applied for detector efficiencies, 
target absorption, muon beam component, and random 
and S-ray vetoes. 

The K~p elastic differential cross-section at 20 
GeV/c, shown in fig. 2, includes data taken during the 
first phase of this experiment [2] for |r | > 7 (GeV/c) 2 . 
It is clear that a dramatic change of slope occurs in the 
region of |r | = 3 (GeV/c) 2 . For 1.0 < Id < 2.5 (GeV/c) 2 

the K~ p and ir" p cross sections, shown in fig. 3, are 
observed to be identical, although the difference in to
tal cross sections, 21.4 and 25.4 mb, respectively, indi
cates that this is not a simple manifestation of geomet
rical scaling. 

The rC+p elastic scattering data at 50 GeV/c, shown 
in fig.4, has an exponential slope to | / | = 3.6 (GeV/r) 2 , 
followed by a narrow dip and a change of slope. There 
is a remarkable similarity between the K + p data and 
the rr*p cross section at 50 GeV/c reported in ref. [I | , 
although once again the total cross sections differ, 
being 18.2 and 23.3 mb respectively. 
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Fig. 2. K~p elastic scattering at 20 GeV/c. The data for in > 7 GeV/c2 is from the rirst phase of this experiment |2 | . 
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The existence of dala for both n*p and K^p elastic 
scattering at 50 GeV/c allows a stringent test to be 
made of the generalized geometrical scaling of Barger 
et al. [3] , which tries to relate the differential cross 
sections of channels with different oti/t>j. Fig. Sa 
shows that the reseating of the eikonal from pp elastic 
scattering at 1496 GeV/c gives an excellent description 
of the K + p data. However the same method applied to 
ff+p scattering at 50 GeV/c, fig. 5b, does not agree 
nearly so well, predicting a dip in the differential cross-
section at |r | = 3.2 (GeV/c) 2 instead of the observed 
value of -t = 3.8 (GeV/c) 2 . The fact that not one of 
the four reseating prescriptions given in ref. [3] is ade
quate to describe both the >r+p and the K + p data 
clearly casts doubt upon the suggested generalizations 
of geometrical scaling. 
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A measuiement of the proton-proton elastic differential cross section at 50 Ge V/c incident momentum in the mofr-rn-
turn transfer range 0.8 < If I < 4.0 (GeV/c)2 is presented. The data are compared to pp data at lower and higher energies, 
and to some model predictions. 

A measurement of the 50 GeV/c pp elastic differ
ential cross section at momentum fansfer 0.8 < | / | 
< 4.0 (GeV/c)2 is presented. The experiment was part 
of a programme at the CERN SPS, in which hadron -
proton elastic scattering was measured o-e- -.ide 
range of momentum transfers and b ' -. Re
sults on it'p elastic scattering at ver ;t angles at 
20 and 30 GeV/c [1], pp elastic sc. wing at 50 GeV/ 
efor0.7<|r |<5.0(GeV/c) 2 (2J,andjr*p [3J and 
K*P [4] elastic scatterinR at 20 and 50 GeV/c for 0.7 

University of Strasbourg, France. 
2 Present address: NORDiTA, Copenhagen, Denmark. 
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< | f | < 8.0 (GeV/c)2 have already been published. 
Previous results on pp elastic scattering at 50 GeV/e 
are limited to If | < 2.0 (GeV/c)2 [5] and U| < 1.0 
(GeV/c)2 [6]. 

The apparatus, shown schematically in fig. 1, con
sisted of double-arm spectrometer downstream of p. li
quid hydiogen target, upon which an unseparated beam 
of high intensity (~ 1 X 107 ppb) was incident. The 
beam contained ss 18% protons. The beam particles 
were detected by a beam hodoscope consisting of 
three planes, each containing 40 scintillators 2 mm 
wide. A differential Cerenkov counter (CEDAR1) on 
the beam line was used to identify the incident protons. 
The scattered particles were detected by counter ho-

Fig. 1. Schematic view of the apparatus. 
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doscopes (HI, PR1 and H2, PR2) and multiwire pro
portional chambers (MWPCs)in each arm, and by 
Cerenkov counters in the forward arm. The trigger im-
posed rough geometrical and kinematic constraints by 
means of hodoscope matrix correlations, incident beam 
signature requirements, and an energy threshold re
quirement for the forward scattered panicles, imposed 
by an iron/scintillator-sandwich calorimeter. Veto 
counters surrounding the target were used to eliminate 
multi-particle events with tracks outside the geomet
rical acceptance of the experiment. Multiplicity con
straints on the hodoscope matrices reduced multi-par
ticle inelastic events. The momentum of the forward 
scattered paricles was determined with a precision of 
±15% by a spectrometer magnet with an integrated 
field of 1.8 Tm. The scattered particle trajectories 
were determined by nine MWPCs (CHO-CHS, CH7 
-CH9) with a total of 35 wire planes. Particle iden
tification in the forward arm was provided by two 
threshold Cerenkov counters (Cl and C2), filled with 
a N^/He gas mixture at atmospheric pressure. For both 
Cerenkov counters, the resulting thresholds were 8, 
29 and 53 GeV/c for it, K and p, respectively. 

About 6 X 10 s triggers were analysed. The off-line 
analysis provided forward- and recoil-arm track recon
struction from the MWPC digitizings, and beam position 
determination from the beam hodoscope information. 
Three-prong vertices passing rough kinematic cuts were 
then fitted, using Runge-Kutta tracking through the 
magnetic field and applying elastic kinematic con
straints. The event selection was based on the x 2 / de
gree of freedom (dof) of the fit, and the best vertex 
from each trigger was selected. 

The background estimate was based on the resulting 
X 2 /dof distributions for each f-bin. Aconsistency check 
was provided by the coplanarity and A0 distributions, 
the latter being the difference between the measured 
forward scattering-angle and the one expected for an 
elastic event given the measured recoil scattering-angle. 
For each f-bin, the number of elastic events was ex
tracted by introducing a x 2 -cut, and subtracting the 
extrapolated background distribution below the cut. 
Gear elastic signals were seen in all /-bins. Background 
accounted for less than 10% for the lowest r-values, 
rising to a maximum of «30% around If I = 1.4 (GeV/ 
c ) 2 . A total of 2303 events survived the x 2-cuts, and 
1995 elastic events were obtained after subtracting 
background. 

The data have been corrected for angular dependent 
MWPC track-reconstruction efficiency and geometrical 
acceptance of the apparatus. Global corrections applied 
include random multiplicity veto, beam hodoscope 
efficiency, calorimeter loss, lifetime, target absorption 
of incident beam particles, and interactions in the beam 
hodoscope. The overall normalization error is estimated 
to be less than 20%. 

The pp 50 CeV/c differential cross-section measured 
in this experiment is shown in fig. 2, together with 
earlier pp 50 GeV/c data of Akerlof et al. [6!. Also 
shown for comparison are pp data at the same mo
mentum [2 ] . Our 50 GeV/c data nicely overlap the 
small-1 f| data of Akerlof eta!. The pp and pp data, 
as seen from the figure, coincide in the small- |r | region 
[< 1 (GeV/c ) 2 ] , as well as in the high-If I region 
[> 2.5 (GeV/c) 2 ) . Our data feature a prominent change 
of slope at |f I » 1.4 (GeV/c) 2 , followed by a shoulder 
and a subsequent fall-off in | f I for 111 > 2 (Ge V/c ) 2 . A 
similar shoulder is reported by Rusack et al. (5) at the 
same momentum. 

IO'I 1 1 1 1 j ; 1 1 

- I (GaV/c)1 

Fig. 2. pp elastic differential cross section at 50 CtV/c (this 
experiment) compared with smau- l/l pp data at 50 GeV/e 
| 6 | andpp data at the same momentum [2|. Solid curve is 
the theoretical pp SO GeV/c elastic differential cross section 
calculated in the nucleon core model of Heines and Islam [7]. 
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Fig, 3. pp elastic differential cross sections at 24 GeV/c |8 ] , 
50GeV/c (this experiment), 100 CeV/c |91 (X 10"'),200 
GeV/c (9,10| (X IO~9;an<f 1064 CcV/c (11J (X 10"3). 

Fig. 3 provides a comparison with pp data at lower 
and higher energies. The pp 24 GeV/c data of Allaby 
etal. (8| show a change of slope around |r I =» 1.3 
(GeV/c)2, followed by a less pronounced shoulder. 
The apparent shift of the break-point is not a simple 
manifestation of geometrical scaling, since the total 
pp cross section is virtually constant between 24 and 
50 GeV/c-. The higher energy data show that the 50 
GeV/c shoulder has developed to a shallow dip around 
|r|«1.4(GeV/c') 2 for 100 GeV/c incident momentum 
[9], and to a more pronounced dip at the same |f | -
value in the 200 GtV/c data [9,10]. The dip thus de
velops with increasing energy, and is seen to be very 
pronounced in the pp ISR data at 1064 GeV/c 1' 1 ] . 

Several models predict the development of a dip in 
this r-region. A general view of diffractive models is 
that the dip is due to a zero in the imaginary part of 
the scattering amplitude, and may be filled in by the 
existence of a real part [12-14], A real part contribu
tion of the pp elastic scattering amplitude has been 

verified experimentally, being significant at lower en
ergies [p = Re(4)/lm(4) a -0.2 at 50 GeV/c], while 
going through zero at intermediate energies (p = 0 at 
300GeV/c)[15]. 

The geometrical model of Chou and Yang 113] in 
the purely diffractive eikonal picture, succesfully re
produces the dip structure at (SR energies, but fails 
to treat the lower energy dip development. Also, the 
model predicts a too steep fall beyond the second 
maximum, together with a second minimum around 
Ul a 4 (GeV/c)2 (and several dips beyond), which are 
not-?en. 

An attempt to overcome these problems has been 
made by Bourrely et al. [14], whose model in the im
pact picture is a modified version of the C-Y model, 
with additional energy-dependent Regge-background, 
The model reproduces the low-energy shoulder, and is 
generally h good agreement with pp scattering data in 
the momentum range 14 to 2000 GeV/e. However, the 
pp elastic differential cross section at 50 GeV/c calcul
ated in this model [16] significantly disagrees with the 
experimental data with respect to the position of the 
dip, the height of the second maximum, and the slope 
beyond the second maximum. 

The nucleon core model of Heines and [slam [7] 
incorporates a hard scattering mechanism, dominant 
at large momentum transfers, with a diffraction regime 
at lower transfers. The two mechanisms interfere de
structively to produce the observed dip-bump struc
ture, including the lower energy shoulder. The nucleon 
structure emerging froiii the model is that of a valence 
quark core surrounded by a cloud of qq sea. By fitting 
eight diffractive and hard parame'ers, experimental pp 
data have been reproduced in the momentum range 
15 to 1500 GeV/c and over a wide r-range. The solid 
curve in fig. 2 shows the pp elastic differential cross 
section at 50 GeV/c calculated in this model * ' . The 
theoretical curve provides a quantitative fit to the 50 
GeV/c data, and reproduces well the shoulder. The 
model also describes the pp 50 GeV/c data [18], and 
the pp dip development it indicates agrees with recent 
V/A7 elastic pp data at 30 GeV/c. * 5 

The slope parameter b = (d/df)(In do/df) of our 
data is found to be 2.3 ± 0.1 (GeV/c)-2 in the fall-off 

** From ref. |17). Parameters used in this calculation ace 
Slightly different from those in ref. [7J. 

*7 Elastic j!p 30 CeV/c data to be published in Phys. Lett. B. 
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region If I > 2.0 (GeV/e) 2 . This should be compared 
to the e 1 - 8 ' behaviour reported for pp scattering at \/s 
= 53 CeV [19]. It further underlines an inadequacy 
of diffractive models which predict too steep a fall be
yond the second maximum (typically e 6 ' ) , as pointed 
out by Sukhatme [20] . 

The energy dependence of the pp cross st siion for 
fixed I r I- values between 2 and 14 (GeV/c) 2 n the 
beam momentum range 9 - 1 4 9 6 GeV/e is shown in 
fig. 4 [6,8,10,11,19,21-29], At any fixed value of If I 
do/df falls with energy, but the rate of fail decreases 
rapidly with increasing energy, eventually flattening 

out. The energy for which asymptotic behaviour is as
sumed to be reached seems to increase with If I. An a-
symptoiic regime is apparently reached above " 200 
GeV/cfor |f |<4(GeV/<r) 3 . Forhigherf-values.asymp-
topia is not yet reached in this energy range. Our 50 
GeV/c data are seen to lie in the energy region where 
the slopes start to change, while it is still possible to 
parametrize by a power-law of the form 

( d o / d f ) , ~ P g £ m , Ptib<S0GeV/c, | f | < 4 ( G e V / c ) 2 . 

a(f)is found to increase rouplly linearly with |f |. A fit 
yields the r-dependence 

• G«V 

500 5000 

10 20 5 0 100 3 0 0 1000 

p 0«V/ C ••*•> 

Fig. 4. Energy dependence of pp elastic cross section for fixed 
Ifl- values» 2,2.5, 3, 3.6,4,6, 8,10,12 and 14 (CeV/c)J in 
the beam momentum range 9-1496 GcV/c. The solid lines are 
eye-flu through data points at 9 GeV/c (21), 12.1 GeV/c |22|, 
14.2 G^V/c [8|, 16.9CeV/c (23], 19.2 GcV/c (24|, 19.3 
GeV/c (23). 21.3 GeV/c [23], 24GeV'c [8|,29GeV/c (251, 
SO GeV/c (this experiment), 100 GeV/c (6), 150 GeV/c [2<|, 
200GeV/c (101,201 GeV/c [27),2B2G«V/c (28],400GeV/c 
129|. 1064GeV/c (111 and 1496GeV/c (19|.Someof the 
points arc interpolations form nearby experimental points. 

Fig. 5. Energy dependence of pp elastic cross section for fixed 
scattering angles 0 c m at IS*, 20°, 30* and 40°, in the beam 
momentum range 9-200 GeV/c. The straight lines are eye-
fits through datapointsat 9 GeV/c (21 J, 10 GeV/c |8J. 12 
GeV/c (81, 14.2 GeV/c (8|, 19.2 GeV/c [24]. 21.1 GeV/c 
(24), 24 CeV/c (81,50 GeV/c (this experiment) and 200 
GeV/c (9). 
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a(t) =«0 .61 /1+0 . ; . 

At higher |/]-values, the same parametrization is seen 
to hold for smaller momenta. 

Donnachie and Landshoff have suggested that a new 
dynamical mechanism begins to dominate in the asymp
totic regime. The multiple-scattering model, involving 
triple-gluon exchange, is a possible cancidate [30). The 
model predicts 

d o / d r - f - 8 , 0 « | r l < < s 

for this high-energy regime. For 50 GeV/c, well below 
the asymptotic domain, we find 

do/dt-r6-5-0*, | f | > 2 . 0 ( G e V / c ) 2 . 

The fixed wide-angle energy dependence of the 
D - L model has the form [30) 

d o / d f ~ s - " , n = 8 

for high energies, as compared to the value n = 10 pre
dicted by the dimensional counting rule [31 J, which 
seems to apply to the PS energy range. 

Fig. 5 [8,9,21,24] shows the fixed-angle energy 
dependence for the pp elastic crc^s section at scatter
ing angles 9 c m between 15° and 40°, in the momen
tum range 9 - 2 0 0 GeV/c. We find that a certain ratio 
of - f / s , corresponding to flcm » 40°, is needed to 
reach a dimensional counting behaviour (n = 9.5 ± 0.5) 
in the momentum range 10-24 GeV/c. For smaller 
scattering angles, the energy dependence is weaker. 
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The pp elastic differential cross section at 30 GeV/c incident momentum has been measured in a two-arm spectrometer 
experiment (WA7) at the CERN SPS. The iri-range covered extends from 0.5 to 5.6 (GeV/c)a. A pronounced dip-bump 
structure is observed, with a sharp minimum around |fl *> 1.7 (GeV/c)3.The results are compared with existing pp data at 
lower energies and with out earlier pp data at 50 GeV/c. A number of model predictions are discussed. We also compare 
the pp 30 GeV/c differential cross section with that of pp at the same momentum. Finally, the energy dependence of the 
pp fixed-irl differential cross section in the incident momentum range 3.6 to 50 GeV/c is presented. 

A measurement of th J pp 30 GeV/c elastic differ
ential cross section in '.ne momentum transfer range 
05 < 111 < 5 2, (GeV/c)2 is presented. The experiment 
was part of a programme at the CERN SPS, in which 
hadron -proton elastic scattering was measured over a 
wide range of momentum transfers and beam momen
ta. Results on rr-p elastic scattering at very large angles 

1 University of Strasbourg. France. 
2 Present address: CERN EP, Geneva, Switzerland. 
3 Present address: NORDITA, Copenhagen, Denmark. 

at 20 and 30 GeV/c [ 1 ] , pp elastic scattering at 50 
GeV/c for 0.7 < U K 5.0 (GeV/c)2 [2], and <r«p [3] 
and K*p [4] elastic scattering at 20 and 50 GeV/c for 
0.7 < |f|<8.0(GeV/c) 2 have already been published. 
A recent measurement of the pp 50 GeV/c elastic dif
ferential cross section for 0.8 < |;| < 4.0 (GeV/c)2 

was published also [5 j . This experiment is the first to 
measure pp elastic scattering between 10 and 50 
GeV/c over a wide If l-range. Previous pp data in this 
energy interval are limited to |r| < 1J (GeV/c)2 

(6-8). 
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C 1 - 2 Carankov countart 

Magnat / 

C5*.,t c.d.r* T «2, SHO ["ran 
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Fig. 1. Schematic view of the apparatus. 
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The apparatus, shown schematically in fig. 1, con
sisted of a double-arm spectrometer downstream of a 
liquid hydrogen target, upon which an unseparated 
beam of high intensity («=2 X 10 7 ppb) was incident. 
The beam contained "2% antiprotons. The beam par
ticles were detected by a beam hodoscope consisting 
of three planes, each containing 40 scintillators 2 mm 
wide. A differential Cerenkov counter (CEDAR1) on 
the beam line was used to identify the incident anti-
protons. The scattered particles were detected by 
counter hodoscopes (HI, PR1 and H2, PR2) and 
multiwire proportional chambers (MWPCs) in each 
arm, and by Cerenkov counters in the forward arm. 
The trigger imposed rough geometrical and kinematic 
constraints by meansof hodoscope matrix correlations, 
incident beam signature requirements, and an energy 
threshold requirement for the forward scattered par
ticles, imposed by an iron/scintillator-sandwich calo
rimeter. Veto counters surrounding the target were 
used to eliminate multi-particle events with tracks 
outside the geometrical acceptance of the experiment. 
Multiplicity constraints in the hodoscopes reduced 
multi-part:::!? inelastic events. The momentum of the 
forward scattered particles was determined with a 
precision of ±10% by a spectrometer magnet with an 
integrated field of 1 £ Tm. The scattered particle tra
jectories were determined by nine MWPCs (CHO-C H9) 
with a total of 35 wire planes. Particle identication in 
the forward arm was provided by two threshold 
Cerenkov counters (CI and C2) at atmospheric pres
sures. Cl was filled with a N 2 /He gas mixture, yield
ing the thresholds 9 , 3 2 i and 60 GeV/c for v~, K' 
and p, respectively. The corresponding thresholds for 
C2, filled with C 0 2 , were 5 , 1 7 5 and 33 GeV/c. 

1.9 X 10 6 triggers were analysed. The off-line ana
lysis provided forward- and recoil-arm track recon
struction from the MWPC digitizing!, and beam posi
tion determination from the beam hodoscope infor
mation. Three-prong vertices passing rough kinematic 
cuts were then fitted, using Runge—Kutta tracking 
through the magnetic field and applying elastic kine
matic constraints. The event selection was based on 
the x 2 /degreeof freedom (dof) of the fit, and the best 
vertex from each trigger was selected. 

The background estimate was based on the result
ing x 2 /dof distributions for each (-bin. A consistency 
check was provided by the copfcwriry and <M distri
butions, the latter being the difference between the 

measured forward scattering-angle and the one ex
pected for an elastic event given the measured recoil 
scattering-angle. For each r-bin, the number of elastic 
events was extracted by introduding a x 2 -cut, and 
subtracting the background extrapolated from above 
the cut. Clear elastic signals were seen in all f-bins, 
except in the dip region. Depending on If l-bin, back
ground accounted for 3-20% of all events below the 
cut, with th(! exception of the dip region [ 15 < \t\ < 
I S (GeV/c) 2 ] which contained =50% background. A 
total of 12 429 events survived the x 2 -cuts, and 
11870 elastic events were obtained after subtracting 
background. 

The data have been corrected for angular depen
dent MWPC track-reconstruction efficiency and geo
metrical acceptance of the apparatus. Global correc
tions applied include random multiplicity veto, beam 
hodoscope efficiency .calorimeter loss,lifetime, target 
absorption of incident beam particles, and interac
tions in the beam hodoscope. The overall normaliza
tion error is estimated to be less than 20%. 

The pp 30 GeVVc elastic differential cross section 
is shown in fig. 2 , together with the pp 50 GeV/c cross 
section of ref. [ 2 ] . A prominent dip around |r| = 1.7 

- I (O.V/B) 1 

Fig. 2. pp elastic differential cross section at 30 GeV/c inci
dent momentum (this experiment), compared with the pp 
50GeV/cdataofref. (2]. The solid c.årve b the theoretical 
pp 30 GeV/c elastic differential crass section calculated in 
the nucleon core model [15), 
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- r(G.we) 

Rg. i. pp elastic differential cross section at 30 GeV/c (this 
expe iment), compared with pp data at 5.0 [9],62 |10|. 
10.[ (t 11 and 50 (21 GeV/c. The data from refs. (9| and 
(10) are presented as smoothed curves. 

(GeV/c) 2 is observed at 30 GeV/c, as compared to 
the equally prominent dip around iri *= 1.5 (GeV/c) 2 

at 50 GeV/c. Our data thus show that the dip moves 
towards lower i/i-values as th; energy increases. At 
both energies, the dip is followed by a pronounced 
second maximum and a subsequent fall-offin In. The 
pp 30 GeV/c data also indicate a change of slope 
around |rl = 0 . 8 (GeV/c) 2 . 

Fig. 3 (2 ,9 -11 ] includes a comparison with lower 
energy pp data ( 5 - 1 0 GeV/c). It is seen that the 
structure around \t\ * O i (GeV/c) 2 in the low energy 
data has disappeared in the 30 and 50 GeV/c data, 
leaving only a change of slope. Moreover, the inward 
dip movement observed when increasing the energy 
from 30 to 50 GeV/c naturally associates the promi
nent dip at these energies with the structure around 

|r| = 2 (GeV/c) 2 seen at 10 CeV/c [11]. One is thus 
led to conclude that the dip must develop rapidly be
tween 10 and 30 GeV/c, and, during this process, 
move towards smaller jfi-valuesasenergy is increased. 

Such a dip movement is in sharp disagreement 
with predictions by the geometrical model of Chou 
and Yang (12), in which the dip a t f r | = 1 . 5 ( G e V » 2 

in the pp 50 GeV/c cross section is associated with the 
low-UI structure around | r | » 0.5 (GeV/c) 2 seen at low
er energies (fig. 3). Chou and Yang thus concluded that 
the dip moves towards larger I r (with increasing energy, 
and predicted a diparound |/i = 1.1 (GeV/r) 2 in the 30 
Ge V/c cross section. It is clear that this prediction is in
consistent with our pp data. 

Recently, Kroll has tested the Gc netrical Scaling 
(GS) model using the pp 50 GeV/c data of ref. [2 ] , 
and finds that GS works well at this energy [13J. It is 
therefore natural to ask if the GS prediction for pp 
30 GeV/c is consistent with our data. GS predicts a 
dip movement according to - f a j p ~ l / a t o r Since 
for pp o t o t is larger at 30 GeV/c than at 50 GeV/c, 
GS would lead to a dip in the 30 GeV/c cross section 
at a smaller Ul-value than at 50 GeV/c. This result 
disagrees with our data. Of cot'rse, 30 GeV may be 
too low an energy to expect a simple GS behaviour. 

In the nucleoli core model of islam et al. [14,15], 
the dip is interpreted as a destructive interference be
tween a diffractive and a hard scattering amplitude. 
The model indicates 114) that the pp dip at 50 GeV/c 
should be associated with the low-energy structure 
around |r| * 2 (GeV/c) 2 (fig. 3). It thus correctly 
leads to the observed inward dip movement with in
creasing energy. Using a set of diffraction parameters 
(with hard scattering parameters fixed by pp elastic 
scattering), the model can reproduce the overall beha
viour of the 30 GeV/c angular distribution (fig. 2). 

In the recent model of Donnachie and Landshoff 
[16] , high energy pp and pp elastic scattering are de
scribed in terms of single and double pomeron and 
triple-gluon exchanges. At lower energies (pllb <, 50 
GeV/c), additional Regge-pomeron contributions are 
needed to reproduce the dip in the pp data. In this 
model, the low energy pp dip therefore originates 
from a different process than the pp dip at ISR ener
gies. 

Fermilab pp data at 100 and 200 GeV/c [ 17] indi
cate that the dip persists to higher energies. The dip 
position is uncertain due to poor statistics, but data 
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Fig. 4. pp iiastic differential cross section at 30 GeV/c (this 
experiment), compared with pp 30GeV/cdataof ref. [I9| 
(the large-If I data point is from Cocconi et al.}. 
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point towards little or no dip movement between 50 
and 200 CeV/c. Preliminary results from the CERN 
pp collider indicate that the dip has disappeared at \ / 7 
= 540 GeV (18] . At this energy, the differential cross 
section features an abrupt change of slope around If I 
" OS (GeV/c) 2 , followed by a shoulder, pp measure
ments at ISR energies are needed to investigate the 
dtp development in the intermediate energy region. 

Fig. 4 shows a comparison between pp (this expe
riment) and pp [19] elastic differential cross sections 
at 30 GeV/c. While the cross sections almost overlap 
at low |r|, a major difference is seen in the dip region 
where the pp cross section features only a break 
around lf| *> 1,4 (GeV/c) 2 . Moreover, this break ap
pears to coincide with a change of slope in the pp 
cross section, associated with the dip. High-|;| pp data 
at 30 GeV/c are scarce, but a measurement at Id = 6 
(GeV/c) 2 [19] indicates that the pp and pp cross sec
tions are comparable here. 

The energy dependence of the pp elastic differen
tial cross sections between 36 and 50 GeV/c at fixed 
If |-values of 2.0 and 4.0 (GeV/c) 2 is shown in fig. 5 
[2,9-11,20,21 ] . Parametrizing the differential cross 
section at fixed |r| as 

Fig. 5. Energy dependents of pp elastic differential cross sec
tions at fixed in-values of 2.0 and 4 j0 (CeV/c)2. The straight 
lines ate eye-fits through data points at 3.6 CeV/c (20|, 5.0 
GeV/c (9|, 5.8 GeV/c (211.6.2 GeV/c (10), 9.7 CeV/c |2l ]. 
10.1 GeV/c [ 111, 30 GeV/c (this experiment) and 50 Ge V/c 

we find a = 2 5 for Id = 2 (GeV/c) 2 , and a = 1.6 for 
|( | = 4 (GeV/c) 2 . This energy dependence differs 
from what we find for pp scattering in the same ener
gy range [5 ] , where apJt) is found to increase roughly 

!PPC 
'pp' 

linearly with Id according to a _ ( r ) = 0.61rl + 0.7 
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Results are presented from experiment WA7 at the CERN SPS, which has measured the elastic 
differential cross sections of TT*P, K*p, pp and pp at incident momenta of 20, 30 and 50GeV/c. 
The measurements cover the momentum transfer range 0.5<|r|< 8 IGeV/c)\ corresponding to 
cm. scattering angles between 10° and 50°. The experimental set-up, trigger logic and data analysis 
are described. The experimental results are compared with existing meson-proton and nucleon-
proton data at lower and higher energies covering the medium- and large-|/[ region. Some prominent 
models and their predictions for elastic scattering at VVA7 energies and beyond are reviewed, with 
emphasis on geometrical scaling, factorizing eikonal models, lowest-order QCD and other dynami
cal exchange-type models. Results for pp two-body annihilation into TT'TT* and 1C"K* at 30 and 
50GeV/c, obtained in parallel with the elastic pp data, are also presented. 

1. Introduction 

The CERN SPS experiment WA7 has measured the elastic differential cross 
sections of rr'p, K*p, pp and pp scattering at incident momenta of 20, 30 and 
50GeV/c in the momentum transfer range 0.5<|f|<8 (GeV/c)3. This paper 
describes the experiment, reports the results, and reviews some prominent theoretical 
models for elastic scattering in light of existing data at WA7 energies and above. 
The results presented here have previously been reported in the form of letters [1-5]. 
In an earlier phase of the WA7 experimental programme, elastic hadron scattering 
at very large momentum transfers was measured at 20 and 30GeV/c [6]. 

Results for pp two-body annihilation into ir'ir* and K"K* at 30 and 50GeV/r, 
which were measured in parallel with the elastic pp cross sections, are also presented. 

' Presently at Brunei University, Uxbridge, England. 
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While the pp 50GeV/c data complement existing pp data, which cover a wide 
range of energies and momentum transfers [7-11], the pp, irp and Kp measurements 
probe s- and /-regimes which were largely unexplored prior to this experiment. 
Elastic pp data above 10GeV/c were limited to |i|< 1.3 (GeV/c)3 [12-14]*, while 
lower energy data reached higher |r| values [15-17]. The pp elastic differential cross 
section has recently been measured in the non-forward region at 100 and 200 GeV/c 
[9] and at V7=546GeV [18]. Compared with proton-proton data, medium-|f| 
meson-proton data are very limited. The large-|/| irp and Kp data of Baglin et al. 
[6] do not cover the region below |i| = 6 (GeV/c)2. Until recently, ir"p data covering 
the medium-| f| region up to | f| = 5 (GeV/ c) 2 only reached a momentum of 23 GeV/ c 
[19,20]; irp data above 50GeV/c did not extend beyond |i| = 2 (GeV/c)2 [21]. ir*p 
data have now become available at 100 and 200 GeV/c [22]. However, only the ir"p 
200 GeV/c data extend beyond |t| = 3.5 (GeV/c)2. Kp data are even more scarce; 
data reaching |rj = 5 (GeV/e)2 only exist for momenta up to 10 GeV/c [19]. The 
recent K*p data at 100 and 200 GeV/c [22] cover the region up to |rj = 2.5 (GeV/c)2. 

There is at present no coherent and fundamental description of elastic scattering 
processes. The dominant theory of strong interactions, QCD, remains largely 
excluded from the field of elastic hadron scattering. Of course, this is true for all 
low-pt (soft) processes. Some attempts have been made to obtain lowest-order QCD 
predictions for the s- and «-dependence of large-momentum-transfer exclusive 
processes [23]. While there are indications that these predictions may be consistent 
with the large-|/| behaviour of pp data [24], there is considerable uncertainty about 
their agreement with irp data (see ref. [24] and subsect. 4.1.4). Comprehensive 
descriptions of elastic scattering, covering both forward and non-forward scattering, 
are left to more phenomenological models. In the forward direction, analyticity 
effectively constrains the properties of the elastic amplitude. In the past, Regge-pole 
analysis was widely applied in the forward direction, but it is now less appealing 
as a result of the rapid increase of the total cross section [25]. A more serious 
problem is that Regge phenumenology lacks a basis in a fundamental theory of 
strong interactions like QCD. 

Several phenomenological models have been suggested to describe non-forward 
elastic scattering. The theoretical situation is rather confusing, since the models are 
rooted in very different physical pictures. Effective constraints can only be provided 
by data. The observation of a dip in the pp cross sections at the 1SR prompted a 
major theoretical investigation into the dip-producing mechanism. Surprisingly, 
most models have been able to describe, quantitatively or qualitatively, the shape 
and the movement of the dip [26-30]. The situation clearly calls for more data 
to enable the different models to be critically evaluated, as well as further 
developed. 

* Upper limits Tor (he pp elastic differential cross sections at 20 and JO GeV/r at very large |/| had 
been established by Baglin el al. [6]. 
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The WA7 experiment, whxh employed a dedicated medium-r set-up covering the 
region 0.5<|i|< 10 (GeV/c)2, was a modified version of the large-angle set-up 
described in ref. [6]. Data taking fell into two periods. The meson-proton data and 
the pp 50 GeV/c data were recorded in period I, while the pp 30GeV/c and pp 
50 GeV/ c data were taken in period II. The set-up was upgraded and slightly changed 
between the two periods. 

The following differential cross sections were measured: 

0.6<|r|<6.5(GeV/c) 2, 
0.7<|r|<8.0(GeV/c)\ 
0.7<|r |<8.0(GeV/r)\ 

elastic (period I) 

JT~p-» 7T~p 20 GeV/f 
JT~p-» 7T~p 50 GeV/c 
7T+p-+ 7T*p 50 GeV/ c 

K-p^-K-p 20 GeV/c 
K + p - K + p 50 GeV/ c 

pp-»pp 

elastic (period II) 

pp- . PP 30 GeV/c 
pp- . PP 50 GeV/ c 

hilation (period I) 

PP-> • IT IT* 50 GeV/ c 
PP+. •K"K.+ 50 GeV/ c 

hilat ion (period II) 

pp- . • TT'TT* 30 GeV/ c 
P P - • K T 30 GeV/e 

0.6<|/|<4.5(GeV/-) 2 , 
0.7<|f|<8.0(GeV/c)\ 

50GeV/c 0.7<|r|<5.0(GeV/e) 2 ; 

0.5<M<5.8(GeV/c)\ 
0.8<|r|<4.0(GeV/c) 2; 

2.0<|t|<4.0(GeV/c) 2 

2.0<M<4.0(GeV/c) 2 

2.0<|/|<4.0(GeV/c) 2 

2.0<|r|<4.0(GeV/c) 2 

(upper limits), 
(upper limits) ; 

(upper limits), 
(upper limits). 

Sect. 2 reviews the experimental set-up and trigger logic of period II, and briefly 
describes he A- the period I set-up differed. Sect. 3 describes the data analysis in 
period II, and also summarizes special characteristics of the period I data analysis. 
The differential cross sections are presented in sect. 4. The presentation is followed 
by a discussion in which relevant theoretical models are reviewed and confronted 
with data. Meson-proton data and (anti)proton-proton data are treated separately. 
Conclusions are drawn in sect. 5. 

2. Experimental set-up and trigger logic 

A description of the set-up and trigger logic for the 30 GeV/ c pp and 50 GeV/ c 
pp runs (period II) is given. A brief description of how period I differed is given 
in subsect. 2.5. 
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2.1. GENERAL LAY-OUT 

The experimental set-up, shown schematically in fig. I, consisted of two detector 
arms downstream of a liquid hydrogen target. The beam particles were detected by 
a beam hodoscope, while identification was provided by two differential Cerenkov 
counters (CEDARs). The scattered particles were detected by counter hodoscopes 
and multi-wire proportional chambers (MWPC) in the forward and recoil arms, 
while identification was provided by two threshold Cerenkov counters in the forward 
arm. The momentum and the energy of the forward scattered particles were deter
mined with a spectrometer magnet and a hadron calorimeter, respectively. 

2.2. BEAM-LINE AND TARGET 

A secondary, unseparated beam (E1B/H1B) in the SPS West Experimental Area 
was used. Electrons in the beam were effectively absorbed by a lead absorber far 
upstream. The ix-content was estimated to be ~5%, and the hadronic content was 
measured to be w7p/iC" = 0.94/0.03/0.03 at -30GeV/c, and n-+/p/K4'=-
0.58/0.38/0.04 at +50 GeV/c, using the beam hodoscope and the CEDARs. The 
beam intensity was, typically, 1 - 2 x 107 ppb, with a burst duration of ~ 1 sec every 
10 sec. 

The position of an incoming beam particle was provided by the beam hodoscope 
(BH), composed of three planes with 40 scintillator strips each. The strips were 
2.2 x5 x 100 mm3 large, overlapped by 0.1 mm, and were arranged in 2 rows of 20 
elements. The three planes were mounted vertically and at ±45° to the vertical. The 
spatial resolution of the beam hodoscope was 2 mm. 

The beam hodoscope was also used for beam intensity measurement. An ionization 
chamber further upstream served as an independent intensity monitor, and was 
used to check for saturation of the beam hodoscope counts at high rates. No 
saturation effect was observed in the beam hodoscope for intensities up to 3 x 107 ppb. 

Of the two CEDARs used for identifying beam particles, CEDARi (CDI) tagged 
protons (p), while CEDAR2 (CD2) tagged kaons at -30GeV/c. A third CEDAR 
(CD3), tagging antiprotons, was located in the beam line downstream of the target. 
This was used to identify simulated antiproton events, in which a pion accompanied 
an incident antiproton within the resolution time of the apparatus, scattered, and 
failed to fire the forward Cerenkov counters. CD3 was not used during the 50 GeV/c 
pp measurements. 

The target was liquid hydiogen contained in a 1 m long mylar cylinder with a 
radius of 4 cm. Surrounding scintillation counters were used to veto multi-particle 
events with tracks partly outside the geometrical acceptance of the experiment. 

2.3. SETUP DOWNSTREAM OF TARGET 

2.3.1. Counter hodostopes. The scintillation counter hodoscopes Hl, PR1 in the 
forward arm and H2, PR2 in the recoil arm detected scattered particles. The 
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Fig. 1. Schematic view of the experimental set-up in period II. 
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hodoscope signals constituted the input to the trigger logic which checked the 
geometry of the events. 

H1, situated immediately downstream of the magnet, consisted of 12 ring elements, 
each 5 cm wide. Each ring was divided into an upper and a lower half in order to 
reduce the jitter. The rings simulated a polar coordinate structure which was suitable 
for the trigger logic. H2, placed alongside the target, contained 10 vertically mounted 
elements, each 5 x 28 or 12 x 28 cm2. 

The two downstream prompt-hodoscopes PR1 and PR2 had a time resolution of 
approximately 0.5 nsec. PR1 consisted of 48 counter elements, each 15x15, 15 x 30 
or 30x30 cm2. The elements were arranged in a configuration of 8 "rings", which 
facilitated correlations with the HI rings. PR2 contained 12 elements, each 30x 
30 cm2, which were organized in a 3 x 4 matrix configuration. 

A more detailed description of the counter hodoscopes is given in ref. [6]. 
2.3.2. Multi-wire proportional chambers (M WPC). Tracking of the scattered parti

cles was provided by 9 MWPCs with a total of 35 wire planes. There were 6 MWPCs 
in the forward arm (CH0-CH5) and 3 MWPCs in the recoil arm (CH7-rH9). 
Off-line reconstruction of the tracks was based on MWPC digitizings. 

MWPCs in the forward arm each contained from 3 to 6 wire planes. The v/ire 
orientation was partly vertical and horizontal (X, Y), partly rotated (U, V)*, thereby 
reducing the number of ambiguities caused by multiple clusters. Wire spacing was 
1, 2 or 4 mm. CH5 was rotated 45° to maximize the geometrical acceptance. 

Each recoil MWPC contained 3 wire planes with wire orientations X, Y and U 
or V. The wire spacing was 2 mm. 

Table 1 summarizes the MWPC characteristics. Each wire inside the geometrical 
acceptance of the set-up corresponded to one read-out (R/O) channel. The total 
number of R/O channels was 18304. 

2.3.3. The spectrometer magnet. The field volume of the magnet was 1.5 x0.75 x 
1.5 m3. With a current of 5000 A, the vertical field component at the centre of the 

TABLE 1 

MWPC characteristics in period 11 

CH Planes Orientations Wire spacing (mm) R/O channels total 

0 4 V, K U. X 2.2.2, 1 704 
1 5 X.V.Y.V.X 1.2,2,2,1 2496 
2 3 X.V.U 1,2.2 1984 
3 6 X, U, X. X. V, Y 2 ,2.2,2,2,2 3808 
4 4 U. Y. V. X 4.2.4.2 2848 
5 4 X.U.Y.V 4,4,4,4 2144 
7 3 Y.X, V 2,2,2 1216 
8 3 Y.X.U 2.2.2 1600 
9 3 Y.X.V 2.2.^ 1504 

* V, (.1 rotational angles were ±arclunlK/IS) relative to the horizontal X-axis. 
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magnet was 1.2 T, and the field integral along the z-axis was 1.8 T • m. Polarity was 
switched between the -30 and +50 GeV/c runs, so that the scattered beam particles 
were always bent towards the beam axis. The momentum of the forward particles 
was determined off-line with a precision of ±10% and ±15% for -30GeV/c and 
+50GeV/c incident beams, respectively. 

2.3.4. Cerenkov counters. Two threshold Cerenkov counters in the forward arm 
(CI.C2) identified the scattered particles. Cerenkov information was available at 
the second trigger level. The gas fillings were at atmospheric pressure, and were 
selected to give suitable momentum thresholds. The characteristics of CI and C2 
are given in table 2. 

2.3.5. The calorimeter. An iron calorimeter, situated at the end of the forward 
arm, allowed the energy of fast particles to be measured. It consisted of iron plates 
(200 x200 x 10 cm3) and 6 scintillator planes in a sandwich configuration. A scintil
lator plane consisted of 20 to 32 counters, each 100x12.5x2, 100x25x2 or 100x 
30 x2 cm. The jum of the voltage amplitudes from each counter was proportional 
to the energy deposited. A pulse height threshold corresponding to a conservative 
energy cut was selected, and the discriminated signal (CAL) was used at the second 
trigger level. 

2.4. TRIGGER LOGIC AND DATA ACQUISITION 

The «rigger was divided into two levels in order to minimize dead time. The first 
level implemented a fast logic which did a rough check on the event geometry. The 
second level performed a more accurate check on the event geometry, and incorpor
ated target and multiplicity vetoes as well as CEDAR and calorimeter information. 

2.4.1. First trigger level. The first, preliminary selection of event candidates was 
performed by a fist trigger logic (T = 20 nsec), which did a rough check on the event 
geometry as defined by the counter hodoscopes. Counter hodoscope elements were 
first ORed together into "rings" (or columns). The ORed signals entered four 
programmable fast matrix coincidence units. The matrices defined ring coincidence 
combinatior which required approximately straight line track segments pointing 
at the target in each spectrometer arm, and opening angles consistent with elastic 

TABLE 2 

Cerenkov characteristics in period II 

CI C2 

IT K p ir K p 

-JOGeV/r 

rSOGeV/f 

threshold (GeV/r) 
gas filling 
threshold (GeV/r) 
gas filling 

9.2 32.5 61.8 
N ;/He 

7.8 27.5 52.3 
Nj/He 

4.9 

7.8 

17.3 33.0 
CO, 
27.5 52.3 

N ;/He 
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kinematics. A fast STROBE signal was defined by the coincidences 
STR0BE=(PR1R*H1R)*(PR2R*H2R)*(H1R*H2R)*(PR1R*PR2R) 

(R = ring element). The strobe latched counter information into CAMAC registers 
and MWPC information into read memory hybrid (RMH) modules. The strobe was 
inhibited for 300 nsec to allow the second trigger level to reach a decision. At a 
beam intensity of 1.5 x 107 ppb, the STROBE rate was, typically, 1.5 x IO5 per burst. 

2.4.2. Second trigger level. The slow logic did a more sophisticated check on the 
event geometry by correlating individual prompt hodoscope elements. Individual 
signals were input to a 48x48 programmable "slow" matrix which checked 
PR1 *PR2 single element coincidences according to elastic kinematics. 

At least one hit in each of the four counter hodoscopes was required. Hodoscope 
multiplicity constraints were introduced in the trigger at this stage to reject high-
multiplicity events. This logic vetoed events with HI 3=3 OR PR1 3=3 OR H2s=3 
OR PR2 s> 3. The target veto information also entered the trigger at this level. A 
"CANDIDATE" (CAND) trigger signal was generated by the coincidences 

CAND = (slow matrix)«(multiplicity veto)*(target veto). 
Cerenkov and calorimeter information finally entered the logic to generate particle 
"EVENTS" according to the signatures 

-30GeV/c p-EVENT= STROBE* CAND* CD1 * CAL, 

-30GeV/c K-EVENTs STROBE*CAND*CD2*C2*CAL, 

+50GeV/c p-EVENT=STROBE*CAND*CDI*CAL 

(p-trigger only,. 
An EVENT signal generated an interrupt to the on-line computer, which recorded 

the event. If the slow logic did not generate an EVENT signal within 300 nsec of 
the original strobe, the CAMAC and RMH registers were reset. There were typically 
20 p-EVENTS (-100 p-EVENTS) per burst. 

2.4.3. Data acquisition system. The experiment useda NORD-lOon-linecomputer 
with 196K of 16-bit memory, two magnetic tape units, and a 9M-byte disc system. 

Standard CAMAC and the CERN-designed RMH system constituted the data 
acquisition system. The CAMAC registers stored information from the scintillation 
counters, CEDARs and Cerenkov counters. MWPC information was recorded by 
the RMH system. 

The read-out time from CAMAC and RMH was ~4 msec, and was the dominant 
contribution to the dead-time. 

2.5. SET UP AND TRIGGER LOGIC IN PERIOD I 

Special characteristics of the experimental set-up and trigger logic for the 
7r"p/K p 20GeV/c, -n p/pp 50GeV/f, and w'p/K/p 50GeV/c runs (period I) 
are outlined below. (A detailed description of this period is given in ref. [31].) 
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TABLE 3 

Beam Cerenkov (CPI) characteristics 

IT K P 

threshold (GeV/c) 
photoelectron yield 20GeV/c 
photoelectron yield 50GeV/c 

12.8 
7.2 

11.5 

45.4 
0 
2.2 

85.6 
0 
0 

2.5.1. Set-up. The main differences from the period II set-up were as follows: 
(i) A high-yield threshold Cerenkov counter (CPI) was used in place of a second 

CEDAR because of limited space in the beam line. It was filled with neon at 
atmospheric pressure. The thresholds were the same for all incident momenta (table 
3). CPI was included in the w-trigger at +50GeV/c. 

(ii) Three "prompt veto" counters situated immediately downstream of the target 
completed the target veto box. 

(iii) There were 6 MWPC modules in the forward arm with a total of 26 wire-planes 
(X, Y,U/V). The recoil arm included 4 MWPCs with 3 wire-planes each 
(X, V, VI V). 

(iv) The appropriate Cerenkov thresholds are given in table 4. 
(v) The calorimeter, an early version of that used in period II, contained only 

two scintillator planes. It was introduced in the trigger in the final -20GeV/c runs, 
and remained in the trigger in the subsequent ±50GeV/c runs. 

(vi) The counter hodoscope HI consisted of 14 ring elements of 5 cm width, 
while H2 contained 8 vertically mounted counter elements (5 x 28 or 12 x 28 cm"). 
H2 was situated directly in front of the first MWPC in the recoil arm, separated 
from it by a silica aerogel Cerenkov counter (see (vii)). The 48 rectangular elements 
of PRl were arranged in 10 "rings". PR2 contained 8 counter elements, each 
32 x30 cm2, organized in a 2 x4 matrix configuration. 

(vii) A silica aerogel threshold Cerenkov counter (C5) was located in the recoil 
arm immedi ,ely behind H2. Providing ir/p separation in the momentum range 
1 </) p<4GeV/f (corresponding to 1 < | / |<6 (GeV/c)2 at WA7 energies), it was 

TABLE 4 

Cerenkov characteristics in period I 

Cl C2 

ir K p n K p 

-20GeV/r threshold <GeV/c> 6.7 23.5 44 7 3.8 13.3 25.3 
gas filling N../Hc CO,/freon 

-50GeV,r threshold (GeV/r) 7 8 27.5 52 3 7.8 27.5 52.3 
gas filling N :/Hc N,/Hc 

+ 50GeV/< threshold (GeV/r) 7 8 27.5 52.3 7.8 27.5 52.3 
gas filling N ;/He N./He 
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introduced in the ir-trigger at ±50GeV/c to veto low-|f| events with a pion in the 
recoil arm (see next subsection). 

2.5.2. Trigger logic. The trigger in period I differed from that of period II at 
(i) the first trigger level, which also included the target "prompt ve» V: 

STROBE = (PRlR*HlR)*(PR2R*H2R)* 

(HlR*H2R)*(PRlR*PR2R)*(promptveto) , 

(ii) the second trigger level, at which the slow matrix also checked the correlation 
P R W * ( H 2 R * P R 2 R ) . 

The final EVENT signatures were 

- 2 0 G e V / c TT-EVENT = STROBE* CAND*C1*C2(*CAL) \ 

- 2 0 G e V / c K-EVENT=STROBE*CAND*CDI*C2(*CAL) \ 

- 5 0 GeV/ c 77- EVENT = STROBE * CAND(* CI f * C2(* (C5-veto))" * CAL, 

- 5 0 G e V / c p -EVENTsSTROBE*CAND*CDl*CAL, 

+50 GeV/c T T - E V E N T ^ STROBE* CAND *CP1 *C2*(C5-veto)*CAL, 

+50GeV/c K-EVENT=STROBE*CAND*CDl*C2*CAL. 

C5 vetoed events with a pion in the recoil arm ("background"). The veto was, 
however, only active for low-|(| events, which were defined by PRI and HI coin
cidences: 

C5-veto = C5*[(PR1, ringl + 2 + 3)* Hl R] . 

This restriction was imposed in order to avoid accidental vetoes of recoiling protons 
above |l | = 6 (GeV/c)", where C5 did not distinguish between pions and protons. 

3. Data analysis 

A description of the analysis of the 30 GeV/c pp and 50 GeV/c pp data (period 
11) is given. The analysis of period I data differed mainly in the final event selection 
and in parts of the normalization. These differences are briefly described in sub-
sect. 3.4. 

3.1. EVENT RECONSTRUCTION, DATA REDUCTION AND KINEMATIC FITTING 

The number of raw data events reaching the reconstruction routines was reduced 
at an eary stage in the analysis by rejecting "bad" events which could not be properly 
decoded. In addition, disallowed combinations of PR!,,„„,<*(H2R*PR2R) were 
rejected. This rejection, simulating an extended slow matrix, was typically —15%. 

' Calorimeter introduced in final runs. 
" C I and CS-veto only in second pan of the run. 
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To reconstruct events, pattern recognition procedures were applied on the MWPC 
digitizings in the two arms. In order to simplify the pattern recognition, roads were 
defined by the fired counter hodoscope elements. Only MWPC digitizings within 
the roads were considered. 

Track finding started downstream of the magnetic field. Straight lines were fitted 
to the MWPC clusters, requiring a minimum number of digitizings. Acceptable lines 
were extended through the magnetic field into CH0-CH2. The roads in CH0-CH2 
were found by a Monte Carlo calculation of the curved particle trajectories in the 
magnetic field. Once an acceptable track had been found, a first approximation to 
the momentum was calculated. Next, straight lines in the recoil arm were recon
structed. 

The 2-prong vertex was defined as the midpoint on the shortest distance between 
the forward and recoil tracks. This distance was required to be less than 3 cm. 

Beam tracks were reconstructed from the f.rcd beam hodoscope elements, assum
ing zero beam divergence. The reconstructed beam tracks were then checked against 
the 2-prong vertices. The square of the distance from the 2-prong vertex to the 
closest beam track (3-prong vertex parameter) was required to be less than 3 cm 2. 
A 3-prong vertex was defined to lie on this line 5 of the distance away from the 
2-prong vertex. 

Vertices were required to be located within the target. To eliminate obviously 
inelastic vertices from the sample to be fitted, conservative cuts were imposed on 
the forward momentum, the scattering angles, the coplanarity, and the quantity J0, 
where A6 is the difference between the measured forward scattering angle and the 
one expected for an elastic event given the measured recoil scattering angle. 

A kinematic fit with an elastic hypothesis was made to all remaining event 
candidates. Input to the fit consisted of the beam track, the MWPC digitizings in 
CH0-CH2, and the forward and recoil straight lines. If no beam track had been 
reconstructed (2-prong vertex), a nominal beam position and direction was used. 
The particle trajectory in the magnetic field was computed using Runge-Kutta 
numerical infgration [32]. Conservation of four-momentum was imposed on the 
\ertex. The \ I rom the least squares fit was the main selection criterion for elastic 
esents. Since 'he number of MWPC digitizings varied, the number of degrees of 
freedom (d.o.f.) varied between 8 and 14, with a mean value of 12. 

About 1.9x10" - 3 0 G e V / c triggers and 6.1 xlO* +50GeV/c triggers were ana
lysed, of which —88% were rejected during the event reconstruction and the 
preceding data reduction. Of the remainder, - 3 7 % and - 5 5 % ( - 3 0 a n d + 5 0 G e V / r ) 
were rejected by the kinematic cuts and during fitting. Total event rejection at this 
stage was thus - 9 2 % and - 9 4 % . 

3.2. t V I M Sf:LK HON AND BACKGROUND SUBTRACTION 

Each event usually had several fitted vertices. To obtain a clean and homogenous 
data sample, 2-prong vertices were first rejected. The 3-prong vertex with the smallest 

file:///ertex
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X Vd.o.f. was then selected (hereafter called (best) "event"). For final event selection, 
the particle signatures were inspected, pp and pp events were required to have the 
following signatures ( -30 and +50GeV/e): 

p(p)-EVENT 

CD1 

Cl*C2 

During -30 GeV/c data taking, CEDAR3 was tuned to antiprotons. An additional 
requirement for pp events was CD3. 

K-events have not been extracted from the -30GeV/c data. 
The x 2/d.o.f. distributions for selected pp and pp events are shown in figs. 2a, b 

for three different (-bins. Clear elastic signals are seen, except in the pp dip region. 
The distributions clearly reveal the pp 30 GeV/c dip-bump structure and the pp 
50 GeV/c shoulder. 

In order to estimate the background underneath the elastic signals, a set of 
xVd.o.f. cuts were imposed (arrows in fig. 2). The selected cuts took into account 
an observed broadening of the xYd.o.f. distributions at low |r|. Monte Carlo 
simulations showed that this effect was mainly due to multiple scattering of the 
low-momentum recoiling protons. About 45% (12 429 events) of the selected pp 
events and ~16% (2303 events) of the selected pp events survived the jtVd.o.f. 
cuts. The background was then extrapolated from above the cut, assuming a square 
root ^Vd.o.f. distribution passing through the origin [33]*. The observed deviation 
from a square-root shape at high ^Vd.o.f. was attributed to the effect of the kinematic 
cuts. The dashed curves in fig. 2 represent the square-root fits to the background. 
Depending on the «-bin, the estimated background amounted to 3-20% of all pp 
events below the cut, with the exception of the dip region (1 .5< | / |< 1.8) where it 
was about 50%. For pp events, the background was less than 10% at the lowest 
|r|-values, rising to a maximum of ~30% around |r|= 1.4 (GeV/c) 2. Subtracting the 
background below the cut yielded the estimated number of elastic events below the 
cut: 

•<»tl .<cut( ' ) = s ' V i o l . < c u l ( ' ) — Nbs .<cm( ' ) -

The number of elastic events above the cut was estimated for each /-bin 
individually from the resulting elastic # 2 /d .o . f . distribution be low the cut 
(•N«i.«w(')). "This distribution was required to decrease smoothly to zero. If this 
condition was not satisfied at the cut, the elastic distribution was extrapolated 

* The square-root shape of the background distribution was suggested by the data. However, this 
distribution has also some theoretical justification, since it is (he background shape expected in a 
least squares fit with 3 constraints (33). Our fil had both geometrical and kinematic constaints, but 
presumably the background events were of a kind that satisfied the geometrical constraints. Moreover, 
of the 4 kinematic constraints, only 3 were effective, because the recoil momentum was not measured. 
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Fig. 2. jVd.o.f. distributions for selected pp 30 GcV/c evenls fa) and pp 50 GeV/c events (b) for three 
different r-bins. Cuts are marked by arrows. Dashed curves represent the square-root fits to the background. 

smoothly to zero above the cut by an eye-fit to events above the calculated back
ground. The extrapolation yielded the estimated number of elastic events above the 
cut (JV.i. ,„,(/)). At small |'| (|i|< I (GeV/c)2), this number was negligible compared 
to the number of elastic events below the cut. At higher |(|, the estimated elastic 
events above the cut added from 0 to 14% to the elastic event number below the 
cut (pp 30GeV/c); for pp 50GeV/c, however, the elastic contribution above the 
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cut was negligible or zero in all /-bins. (It follows from this procedure that back
ground could be overestimated below the cut due to a presence of elastic events 
within the *2/d.o.f. range (cut-*cut + 8) from which the background was extrapo
lated. The maximum overestimation of background was ~13% (upper limit) in a 
particular f-bin (pp 30 GeV/c). However, the resulting underestimate of elastic 
events below the cut was negligible (<1%) because of the small ratio of estimated 
background to total number of events in the actual /-bins (<I0%).) 

The total number of elastic events in a /-bin was defined as the sum: 

Nel(0=Nel,«u.(') + N e l | > c t l t ( f ) . 

(The elastic event numbers Nel(t) are given in the differential cross section tables.) 
A total of 11 896 elastic pp 30GeV/c events (=0.6% of the raw data events) and 
1995 elastic pp 50GeV/c events (=0.3% of the raw data events) were extracted. 

The coplanarity and A6 distributions for events below the #2/d.o.f. cut are shown 
in figs. 3a,b (solid lines) for pp 50GeV/c, I.0<|/|<1.1 (GeV/c)2. Clear elastic 
signals, centered roughly around zero, are seen above a low "background". No 
elastic signals are observed in a x2/do.f. range immediately above the cut (cut -» cut + 
8), as illustrated by the dotted curves in figs. 3a, b. These curves indicate that the 
background is distributed over a wide range in coplanarity and Ad, although it tends 
to peak around zero. 

3.3. NORMALIZATION 

The differential cross sections were calculated from the formula 

dg^ N.,(/) 
it At- T p - F b •£„(/) 

where N^it) is the estimated number of elastic events in the /-bin after background 
subtraction; At is the l-bin width; Tp is the number of protons per cm" in the target 
(4.23 x 1024 cm - 2 ) ; F b is the incident beam panicle flux (event gated), measured by 
CEDAR1 to -1.4x10'° antiprotons and -7.8x10' protons: ee(t) is the global 
correction factor for the /-bin, given by eg(/) = f] f,(/), where e,(i) are the individual 
correction factors described below (E, is an effective detection efficiency. If an event 
loss 5j is given, the corresponding effective detection efficiency is e, = 1 -8,). The 
correction factors t-, are thus applied as correction factors to the beam particle flux 
Fb. 

Two groups of corrections, /-dependent and /-independent, were calculated. 
t-dependent corrections 

(i) Acceptance. The geometrical acceptance of the experiment, including the 
trigger matrix acceptance, was calculated by a Monte Carlo simulation of elastic 
events. Fig. 4 (solid curve) shows the elastic acceptance as a function of |/| for 
-30GeV/c incident antiproton beam. 
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Fig. 3. Coplanarity (a) and AB (b) distributions for selected pp 50GeV/r events for 1.0<|(|< 
1.1 (GeV/c) ! . Solid lines are for events with * 2 /d .o. f . below the cut; dotted curves (smoothed) are for 

events with ^ 2 /d.o. f . above the cut. 

(iV) Reconstruction efficiency. Elastic events could fail to be reconstructed because 
of MWPC inefficiencies. To correct for this loss, the reconstruction efficiency was 
calculated from the sample of selected events, applying the reconstruction criteria 
of the pattern recognition. The angular efficiency distribution did not exhibit sig
nificant structure; it dropped smoothly from =80% around \tJ = 0.7 (GeV/c)J to a 
plateau around 70% at higher |r| values, at both -30 and +50 GeV/c. 

(m) Target absorption. Inelastic absorption in the target reduced the effective 
beam flux. The loss of elastic events depended on the elastic vertex distribution in 
the target. This exhibited a shift towards the downstream end of the target with 
decreasing |i| (an acceptance effect), and hence the absorption correction was largest 
at small |(|. The 30GeV/c antiproton flux was corrected for an average absorption 
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Fig. 4. The geometrical acceptance of the pp 30GeV/c set-up as a function of |f|. Solid curve is fo-
elastic events; dashed and dotted curves are for annihilation events into K~K* and ir"ir*. respectively. 

The curves have been smoothed. 

of ~ 11 % at low |»| and -9% at high |r|. Corresponding corrections for the 50 GeV/c 
proton flux were 9% and 8%. 
t-independent corrections 

(i) Beam hodoscope efficiency. Only 3-prong events were accepted in the event 
selection. It was therefore necessary to correct for the loss of elastic events due to 
beam hodoscope inefficiencies. Studying the beam hodoscope information per plane 
for a large sample of reconstructed events, the combined efficiency for the three 
planes was calculated to be 90± 1% at -30GeV/c and 87.5± 1% at +50GeV/c. 

(ii) Beam hodoscope interactions. The incident protons were tagged by CEDAR1, 
which was situated upstream of the beam hodoscope. Beam particle interactions in 
the beam hodoscope reduced the effective flux of incident protons (p) on the target 
by an estimated 2±0.5% at both -30 and +50GeV/c. 

(iii) Random multiplicity veto. The multiplicity constraints on the counter hodo-
scopes reduced the trigger rate by roughly a factor 100. However, the constraints 
also introduced accidental, random multiplicity vetoes of elastic events which were 
accompanied by high multiplicity interactions between the beam halo and the 
experimental surroundings. The random veto depended on the beam intensity, and 
was expected to be negligible at low intensities. The average event loss due to 
random multiplicity vetoes was calculated to 15±3% at -30GeV/c and 14±3% 
at +50GeV/r. 

ACCEPTANCE OF-30 GeVA pp SET-UP 

PP- PP 
. . . . pp-K-K-
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(ili) Calorimeter loss. The statistical fluctuations in the pulse heights from the 
calorimeter gave a loss of elastic events estimated to be 22.5 ±3% at -30GeV/c 
and 20±3% at +50GeV/c. The correction was calculated from special calibration 
runs with no calorimeter in the trigger. 

The beam particle fluxes and the individual correction factors applied to the 
fluxes are summarized in table 5. 

The (relative) statistical uncertainty in the estimated number of elastic events 
(jVei(r)) and in the individual correction factors e,(r) were added in quadrature (o 
obtain the total (relative) statistical uncertainty in each r-bin. The statistical uncer
tainty in Nc[ was approximated by sNel(t)f Ncl(t) = -JNtot,<CM(t)/7Vel(i) (the contri
bution from the statistical uncertainty in the estimated background was negligible), 
and dominated above | r |=l (GeV/c)2 where it was 10-100% at -30GeV/c and 
10-50% at +50GeV/c, depending on the (-bin. At low |t|, the statistical error in 
Ncl was comparable to the statistical errors in the Monte Carlo calculated acceptance 
(3-5% in all f-bins), the random multipliuiy veto correction (~4%), and the 
calorimeter loss correction (~4%). The statistical errors in the other detection 
efficiencies were negligible (~l%). 

The systematic normalization uncertainty is estimated to be ±15%. This error is 
not included in the uncertainty in dtr/dr given in the differential cross section tables 
(tables 6-13), which is statistical only. 

The overall normalization was checked by comparing our pp 50 GeV/c differential 
cross section with existing small-|f| pp 50GeV/c data from Akerlof et al. [21] (fig. 
17). The agreement was found to be well within the statistical and systematic errors 
of the two experiments. 

3.4. DATA ANALYSIS IN PERIOD I 

Special characteristics of the ir~p/K"p 20GeV/c, ir'p/pp 50GeV/c, and 
jr*p/K +p 50 GeV/c (period I) data analysis are given below. (A detailed description 
of ihe data analysis for this period is given in ref. [31].) 

3.4.1. Event selection and background subtraction. The required particle signatures 
were 

-20GeV/c ir~p: TT-EVENT 

CI»C2 

-20GeV/c K"p: K-EVENT 

CDI 

CPT 

C7*C2 

I reconstructed beam track 



TABLE 5 

Ream particle fluxes and correction factors applied to the fluxes 

-20GeV/c -50 GeV/ c -30GeV/c +50 GeV/c 

Tr p K p ""P PP PP PP 

beam particle fl:.x 4.2x10" 7 .6x l0 g 1.2 x i o 1 2 2.5x10'° 1 . 4 x l 0 m 7.8 x 10' 
Dux counter BH'" CEDARI BH CEDARI CEDARI CEDARI 

acceptance (1)"" 0.007-0.07 0.008-.0.08 0.006-0.07 0.01-0.08 0.007-0.14 0.03-0.11 
MWPC efficiency (»)"" 0.80-> 0.61 0.80-0.61 0.70-0.80 0.70-0.80 0.81-0.65 0.82-0.65 
target absorption ( ' )"" 0.93 - 0.95 0.94-0.96 0.93 - 0.95 0.88-0.91 0.89-0.91 0.91-0.92 
BH efficiency 0.84 ±0.01 0.84 ±0.01 0.89*0.02 0.89 ±0.02 0.90±0.0I 0.875 ±0.01 
beam interactions in BH 1 0.98 ± 0.005 1 0.95 ±001 0.98 ± 0.005 0.98 ±0.005 
random mull, veto 0.86 ±0.04 0.86 ± 0.04 0.67 ± 0.05 0.67 ± 0.05 0.85 ± 0.03 0.86 ±0.03 
calorimeter loss 1 1 1 1 0.775 ± 0.03 0.80 ±0.03 
CerenkoveH. ( I ) "" 0.30-0.98 0.99 ± 0.006 0.50-0.82'° 1 
7r contamination ( I ) "" 1 1 1 1.14-1.0"' 
BH overcount 0.76 ±0.02 1 0.77 ±0.02 1 
M. K ,p in the beam 0.91 ±0.01 1 0.92 ±0.01 1 
live-time 0.67 ±0.01 1 1 1 
1 beamtrack requirement 1 0.67 ± 0.02 1 1 
6-ray veto 0.88 ±0.01 0.88 ±0.01 0.88 ±0.01 0.88 ±0.01 
counter hodoscopc eft. 0.94 ±0.01 0.94 ±0.01 0.96 ±0.02 0.96 ±0.02 
off-line reconstruction eft. 0.90 ±0.05 0.901 0.05 0.90 ± 0.05 0.85 ±0.05 
3-prong vertex cut 0.98 ± 0.005 0.98 ± 0.005 0.98 ± 0.005 0.98 ± 0.005 

Beam hodoscope. 
1 f-dependent correction factors. The variation of the correction factors with increasing \t\ is given. Relative errors in the corrections are from I to 10%. 

Corrections for first part of the -50 GeV/r run (only C2 in ff-trigger). 
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TABLE 6 

-20GeV/c ir"p-> jr"p 

| ( | [ (GeV/c ) J ] Elastic events'"1 do- /d t [ cm 2 / (GeV/c ) 2 ] 1 1 " 

0.6-0.7 29 270 4 . 1 0 ± 0 . 5 2 x l 0 - 2 8 

0.7-0.8 28 578 8.97 ± 1 . 1 0 x 1 0 - " 
0.8-0.9 20815 4.82 ± 0.53 x l O " 2 9 

0.9-1.0 14 828 2 . 9 6 ± 0 . 3 5 x l O " M 

1.0-1.1 10 294 1 .52±O.I5xlO" M 

1.1-1.2 7211 1 .15±O.I2xlO" M 

1.2-1.3 5 529 6.61 ±0.58 x 10" 3 0 

1.3-1.4 4 147 4.71 ±0.42 x I O - 3 0 

1.4-1.5 3 080 2 . 9 2 ± 0 . 2 3 x l O " 3 0 

1.5-1.7 3 570 I . 2 5 ± 0 . 5 7 x l 0 - 3 0 

1.7-1.9 1643 5.47 ± 0.27 x l O - 3 1 

1.9-2.1 642 2 .09±O.I2xlO" 3 1 

2.1-2.3 220 7.2 ± 0 . 6 x 1 0 ' " 
2.3-2.5 64 2 . 0 ± 0 . 3 x l O ~ " 
2.5-2.7 22 6 . 6 ± l . 6 x l 0 " 5 3 

2.7-2.9 14 4.3 ±1.5 x 10" 3 3 

2.9-3.1 16 4 . 9 ± l . 3 x l O ~ 3 3 

3.1-3.5 32 4.7 ± 0 . 9 x 1 0 - " 
3.5-4.0 15 1 .7±0 .5x lO"" 
4.0-4.5 11 1.2 ± 0 . 4 x 1 0 " " 
4.5-5.5 4.5 2.3 ±1.2 x 10" 3 4 

5.5-6.5 2.5 1.5 ±1.2 x ] 0 - 3 4 

"' Estimated number of elastic events arter background subtraction. 
"" Errors in da/dr are statistical: a systematic normalization uncertainty 

of ±15% is not included. 

- 5 0 G e V / c 7T~p: TT-EVENT 

(C1*)'C2 

- 5 0 G e V / c pp: p-EVENT 

CD) 

CT*C2 

+50GeV/c 5T>: T - E V E N T 

CDT 

CP1 

C1*C2 

+50GeV/f K > : K-EVENT 

CDI 

CI*C2 

CI only in the second part of the run. 
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TABLE 7 

-50GeV/c ir"p-»ir"p 

|<|[(GeV/c)*] Elastic events'" do-/d([cmV(GeV/<:)3]' 

0.70-0.75 16 384 1.27*0.11 x l O " 2 8 

0.75-0.80 17 873 ! . 0 6 ± 0 . 0 9 x | 0 " ! s 

0.80-0.85 18041 7.04 ± 0 . 5 0 x 1 0 " " 
0.85-0.90 17 202 6 .25 i0 .46 x l 0 " M 

0.90-0.95 15 485 4.43 ± 0 . 2 9 x 1 0 " " 
0.95-1.00 13 605 3.47 ±0.21 x 10"" 
1.00-1.05 11695 2 . 5 2 ± O . I 5 x I 0 " " 
1.05-1.10 9 582 2 . 0 5 ± 0 . 1 2 x l 0 " ! ° 
1.10-1.15 8019 1 . 4 8 ± 0 . 0 8 x | 0 " M 

1.15-1.20 6 606 I . I 6 x 0 . 0 6 x t O - M 

1.20-1.25 5 373 8.2910.42 x 10" J 0 

1.25-1.30 4 493 6.81 x 0.34 x l O " 5 0 

1.30-1.35 3 654 5 . 6 l ± 0 . 2 9 x l O " ) 0 

1.35-1.40 3 085 4 . 0 6 x 0 . 2 0 x | 0 " 1 0 

1.40-1.45 2 698 3.29x0.16 x 10"-° 
1.45-1.50 2 581 3.11 ±0.16 x I 0 " 3 0 

1.50-1.55 2 324 1.61x0.08 x 10"'° 
1.55-1.60 2 246 1.40 ±0.07 XlO" 3 0 

1.60-1.65 2 056 1.06x0.05x10"'° 
1.65-1.70 1868 9 . 3 8 x 0 . 4 4 x 1 0 " " 
1.70-1.75 1639 7 .33x0 .34x10"" 
1.75-1.80 1369 5 . 5 3 ± 0 . 2 6 x | 0 " " 
1.80-1.85 1 137 4.31x0,21 x lO"" 
1.85-1.90 985 3 . 5 7 x 0 . 1 8 x 1 0 " " 
1.90-1.95 749 2 . 6 5 x 0 . 1 4 x 1 0 " " 
1.95-2.00 661 2 . 2 5 * 0 . 1 3 x 1 0 " " 
2.0-2.1 999 1 .62*0 .09x10"" 
2.1-2.2 573 9 .51x0.65x10"'" 
2.2-2.3 391 6 . 2 7 x 0 . 4 7 x 1 0 " " 
2.3-2.4 257 4 .40x0 3 7 x 1 0 " " 
2.4-2.6 249 1 .94x0 .20x10"" 
2.6-2.8 97 7 . 3 5 x 1 . 0 6 x 1 0 " " 
2.8-3.0 42 3 . 6 0 x 0 . 6 5 x 1 0 " " 
3.0-3.2 21 1 . 6 7 x 0 . 4 5 x 1 0 " 
3.2-3.4 18 1 .44x0 .42x10"" 
34-3 .6 II 9 .1x3 .5x10"'* 
3.6-3.8 9 6 . 5 x 2 . 8 x 1 0 " " 
3.8-4.0 6.4 4 . 4 x 2 . 4 x 1 0 " " 
4 0-4.5 18 4 . 9 x 1 . 4 x 1 0 " 
'..5-5.0 10 2.9x I . O x l O " 
i.O-5.5 10 2 . 5 x 0 9 x 1 0 " 
5.5-6.0 7.9 2 0 x 0 . 8 x 1 0 - " ' 
6 .0-65 6.4 1 . 5 x 0 . 6 x 1 0 " 
6.5-7.0 5.6 1 . 5 x 0 6 x 1 0 " 
7.0-7.5 3.7 I.O1O.6X 10"" 
7.5-BO 2.8 8 2-r 5 0 x | 0 " " 

'••'-"" Sec footnote» 10 l»blc 6. 
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TABLE 8 

+50GeV/c j ^ p - i ^ p 

\i\[(Cc\/c?) Elastic events1" dcr /d / [cmV(OeV/c) 2 ] 1 

0.7-0.8 8.54 ±0 .87X10" " 
0.8-0.9 6 . 2 5 ± 0 . 7 7 x | 0 " " 
0.9-1.0 3.87 ±0.55 x | 0 - 2 9 

1.0-1.1 2.38 ±0.37 x | 0 " " 
1.1-1.2 1.49 ± 0 . 2 4 x 1 0 " " 
1.2-1.3 9.39±1.58x|0" 3 ° 
1.3-1.4 5 .85± l . 01x lO" 3 0 

1.4-1.5 3 .64±0.64x l0" 3 ° 
1.5-1.6 2.57±0.45x]0" 3 ° 
1.6-1.7 1.46±0.21 x l O " 3 0 

1.7-1.8 9 . 9 4 ± l . 6 2 x l 0 - 3 ' 
1.8-1.9 6 . l 5 ± l . 0 9 x l 0 " 3 1 

1.9-2.0 4.09±0.73 x l O " 3 1 

2.0-2.2 2 I 6 ± 0 . 3 9 X 1 0 " 3 ' 
2.2-2.4 1.08±0.19X10" 3 1 

2.4-2.6 4.12 ±0.82 x 10" 3 2 

2.6-2.8 J.40±0.30x10" 3 2 

2.8-3.0 7 .44*1 .83x10" " 
3.0-3.2 4.25 ±1.23 x l O " 3 3 

3.2-3.6 2 .16±0 .69x |0 " 3 3 

3.6-3.8 3.3 + 3.5X10" 3 4 

-3.3 
3.8-4.0 3.5 + 3.8 x l O " 3 4 

-3 .5 
4.0-4.5 9.0x3.5 x I 0 " 3 4 

4.5-5.0 6 .84±2 .80x |0 " 3 4 

5.0-5.5 5.32 ±2.27 x IO" 3 4 

5.5-6.0 4.86x2.06 x IO" 3 4 

6.0-7.0 l . 9 2 ± 0 . 9 | x | 0 " 3 4 

7.0-8.0 7.4x5.7 x IO" 3 ' 

See footnotes to table 6. 

Fig. 5 shows the x2 distributions for selected pp events at 50GeV/c for three 
different i-bins. The dip-bump structure is clearly revealed. 

After imposing (-dependent x2 cuts, the background distribution was extrapolated 
smoothly to low x2, being constrained to pass through the origin. Alternatively, the 
distribution above the cut was fitted to a polynomial function of x2 and extrapolated 
below the cut. The two approaches gave consistent results within ~6% (-20 GeV/c). 
A consistency check at low \t\ was provided by the coplanarity distributions, in 
which the background was fitted either by a gaussian distribution or by eye. 
Background subtraction in high-|/| bins was based solely on the x2 distributions. 

3.4.2. Normalization. The period I set-up, trigger and data analysis program 
introduced the following correction factors not required for period II: 
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TABLE 9 

-20GeV/c K.p-»K"p 

| ( | [ (GeV/c) 2 ] Elastic events'" d<r/d( [ cm7(GeV/c ) 2 ] " " 

0.6-0.7 1684 2.85 ±0.27 x l 0 " 2 ! 

0.7-0.8 1297 6.27 ± 0 . 5 9 x 1 0 " " 
0.8-0.9 1009 3.55 ± 0 . 2 6 x 1 0 - " 
0.9-1.0 680 2 . 2 0 ± 0 . 1 6 x l 0 _ M 

1.0-1.1 493 1 . 4 9 ± 0 . l l x | 0 - 2 * 
1.1-1.2 336 9.70*0.78 x ] 0 " M 

1.2-1.3 224 6.37 ±0.55 x I O ' 3 0 

1.3-1.4 149 4 . 0 ± 0 . 4 x l 0 - 3 0 

1.4-1.5 92 2 . 4 ± 0 . 3 x l 0 " M 

1.5-1.7 147 1 .7±0.2x |0- 3 ° 
1.7-1.9 63 6 . 9 ± 0 . 9 x l O " " 
1.9-2.1 23 2 . 5 ± 0 . 6 x l 0 " " 
2.1-2.3 9.4 I . 0 ± 0 . 3 x l 0 " " 
2.3-2.5 1.8 l .9± 1 .6x10-" 
2.5-2.7 1.0 I . O t l . O x l O " 3 2 

4.0-4.5 1.0 3.7 ±3.7 x 1 0 " " 

' " " " See footnotes to table 6. 

T A B L E 10 

+50GeV/c K*p-> K*p 

| i | ( (GeV/c) 2 } Elastic events'*' d c r / d ; [ c m : / | G e V / c ) ! ] " " 

0.7-0.8 1.01 ±0.11 x | 0 " 2 8 

0.8-0.9 6.75±0 8 3 x l 0 " 2 ' 
0.9-1.0 J.70±0.52 x 10" 2* 
1.0-1.1 2.57*0.39 x | 0 " 2 * 
1.1-1.2 l . 6 3 ± 0 . 2 6 x l 0 " M 

1.2-1.3 1.03 ±0.17 x | 0 2 ' 
1.3-1.4 6 .05±O. IOx lO - 3 0 

1.4-1.5 3.92 ±0.67 x IO" 3 0 

1.5-1.6 2.75 ± 0.47 x 10" w 

1.6-1.7 1.52x0.27 x I O " 3 0 

1.7-1.8 1.2210.22x10-" 
1.8-1.9 7 .68*1 .49x10- " 
1.9-2.0 4 .8510.96x10-" 
2.0-2.2 2.98 ± 0 . 5 7 x 1 0 - " 
2.2-2.4 1.22 ± 0 2 7 x 1 0 " 
2.4-2.6 5.19*1.41 x 1 0 " 
2.6-2.8 2.19*0.85 x 1 0 " " 
2.8-3.2 1 .12*0.53x10-" 
3.2-3.6 3 . 1 * 2 . 0 x 1 0 " " 
3.6-4.0 2.4 + 6.0» 1 0 " 

-2.4 
7 3 * 5 . 7 x | 0 - ' 4 4.0-5.0 

2.4 + 6.0» 1 0 " 
-2.4 

7 3 * 5 . 7 x | 0 - ' 4 

50-6.0 3.9*3.9x10 u 

6.0-8.0 2**2.2*10 M 

i..11.1 ^ t t footnote» to uble 6. 
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T A B L E 11 

-30GeV/c pp-»pp 

| r | [ (GeV/c) 2 ] Elastic events'" < W d i [ c m 2 / ( G e V / c ) 2 ] ' 

0.50-0.55 2315 2 .60±0 .18x l0 - 2 8 

0.55-0.60 2036 J.58±0.10xJ0" 2 8 

0.60-0.65 1688 1 .08±0.07x l0" : 8 

0.65-0.70 1266 7.15 ± 0 . 4 9 x 1 0 " " 
0.70-0.75 934 4.43 ±0.32 x 10" 2 ' 
0.75-0.80 722 2.83 ± 0 . 2 0 x 1 0 " " 
0.80-0.85 559 1 .68±0 .13x l0 " " 
0.85-0.90 441 I . l 7 ± 0 . 0 9 x l 0 " 2 9 

0.90-0.95 409 ? .68±0 .69x l0~ w 

0.95-1.00 312 6 . l 2 ± 0 . 5 2 x l O " 3 0 

1.0-1.1 482 4.22x0.32 x | O" 3 0 

1.1-1.2 261 2 .09±0 .18x l0 " ) 0 

1.2-1.3 123 1.04±0.12xlO" 5 0 

1.3-1.4 61 4 . 6 8 ± 0 . 7 3 x l 0 - 3 1 

1.4-1.5 20 l . 53±0 .41x )0 " 3 ' 
1.5-1.6 5.8 3 .9±2 .2x lO~" 
1.6-1.7 3.2 1 .8± l . 6x lO~" 
1.7-1.8 3.9 1.9± 1 .4x10"" 
1.8-1.9 13 6 . l 7 ± 1 . 9 6 x l 0 " " 
1 9-2.0 20 9 .9312.53x10"" 
2.0-2.2 45 1.04 3:0.17x10"" 
2.2-2.4 44 9.52 x 1.59x10"" 
2.4-2.6 42 8 . 9 9 ± l . 5 7 x l 0 " " 
2.6-2.8 32 6.31 ± 1 . 2 7 x 1 0 " " 
2.8-3.0 1/ 3 .42*0 .96x10" " 
3.0-3.4 24 2 .48x0 .57x10" " 
3.4-3.8 7.0 6.7812.81 x 10~" 
3.8-4.2 4.3 3.7 x 2 . 0 x 1 0 " " 
4.2-5.0 1.2 6.1 + 7.3 x I O " 

-6 .1 
1 .6x1 .0x10" " 5.0-5 8 3.4 

6.1 + 7.3 x I O " 
-6 .1 

1 .6x1 .0x10" " 

'•"•"" See footnotes to table 6. 

(i) irp and Kp corrections (the quoted values refer to -20GeV/c). Cerenkov 
signals in the forward arm were required for n-p and Kp event identification. For 
these reactions, /-dependent Cerenkov efficiencies of C1*C2 or C2 were applied 
as corrections to the differential cross sections. C2 had a high, uniform efficiency 
of 99±0.6%, while the CI efficiency deteriorated at low |r|, dropping below 50% 
for|/|<l(GeV/c) 2 . 

The flux of incident pions was measured by the beam hodoscope. The correction 
to the measured IT-flux for the /i. K" and p content of the beam was 9± 1%. The 
flux was also corrected for a beam hodoscope overcount of 24 ± 2%, caused by high 
multiplicity interactions in the upstream CEDAR, 5-rays, and overlapping hodo
scope elements. Since the beam hodoscope was burst gated in the -20GeV/c run 
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TABLE 12 

-50GeV/r pp-»pp 

| l | [ (GeV/c ) 3 ] Elastic events"' da/dt[cm2/(GeV/c)2]' 

0.70-0.75 636 4 . 5 7 ± 0 . 4 2 x l 0 " M 

0.75-0.80 489 2.93 ± ' • ' x l O ' " 
0.80-0.85 401 1 .68*0 . . - .x lO"" 
0.85-0.90 296 I.28± 0.11 x | 0 ~ " 
0.90-0.95 217 7 .73±0 .72*I0" J ° 
0.95-1.00 151 4.97±0.51 x l O " 3 0 

1.0-1.1 190 2 . 1 3 * 0 . 2 0 x 1 0 - ' ° 
1.1-1.2 97 1.01 ±0.12 XIO" 3 0 

1.2-1.3 28 2.81 ± 0 . 6 2 x 1 0 - " 
1.3-1.4 2.4 2.1 ± 1 . 7 x 1 0 " " 
1.4-1.5 1.0 0.8+1.1 x I0" 3 2 

- 0 . 8 
1.5-1.6 1.7 I . 2 ± 1 . 2 x l 0 " " 
1.6-1.7 2.9 1.8± 1 .3x10"" 
1.7-1.8 7.2 4 . 4 2 1 1 . 9 0 x 1 0 " " 
1.8-1.9 9 5 4 . 8 6 * 1 . 6 3 x 1 0 - " 
1.9-2.0 II 5 . 6 6 * 2 . 1 4 x 1 0 " " 
2.0-2.2 17 4.42*1.11 x l O " " 
2.2-2 4 20 5 . 1 0 x 1 . 2 3 x 1 0 " " 
2.4-2.6 18 4.17* 1 .09x10"" 
2.6-2.8 14 3 . 1 6 * 0 . 9 5 x 1 0 " " 
2.8-3.0 5.3 1 .45*0 .65x10"" 
3.0-3.5 11 1 .17*0 .37x10"" 
3.5-4.0 5.2 4 . 7 8 * 2 . 1 3 x 1 0 " " 
4.0-4.5 3.0 2.6 ± 1 . 7 x | 0 " " 
4.5-5.0 0.5 4.4 + 7.6X10"' 4 

-4.4 

See fooinotes to table 6. 

(i.e. it counted continuously during a burst), the ir-flux was multiplied by the 
live-time (0.67±0.01). 

Pions accompanying kaons and scattering elastically could simulate K-events by 
failing to fire Cl (-20GeV/c). Pion contamination in the K"p 20GeV/c event 
sample was reduced to -0.3% by selecting K-events with only one reconstructed 
beam track, and by checking CPI which counted pions. However, 33 ±2% of the 
incident kaons were rejected by imposing the single-beam-track requirement. A 
correction factor of 0.67 ±0.02 was therefore applied to the -20GeV/c K-flux. 

(ii) pp corrections. Jn the first part of the -50GeV/c run, CI did not cover the 
low-|(| region. This enabled a pion, which accompanied an p and scattered elastically, 
to simulate an p event by failing to fire C2. The pp SOGeV/c differential cross 
section was therefore corrected for a low-|>| «--contamination of up to 12%, depend
ing on |(|. 
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TABLE 13 

+50GeV/c pp-> PP 

|<|[(GeV/c) J] Elastic cvents ( B ) do-/df[cmV(GeV/c) !] l b ) 

0.80-0.85 463 2.18±O.17xl0"" 
0.85-0.90 339 I .38±0. l2xl0-" 
0.90-0.95 293 I.O9±O.O9xl0-*> 
).95-l.0O 199 7.03±0.68xl0 _ 3° 
1.0-1.1 239 3.84±0.35xl0 _ 3° 
1.1-1.2 109 I.57±0.20xl0- 3 0 

1.2-1.3 56 7.37 ± 1.25 xlO" 3 1 

1.3-1.4 27 3.45 ± 0.85 x 10""3' 
1.4-1.5 31 3.47 ±0.78 x 10"3 1 

1.5-1.6 22 2.32±O.62xl0 - 3 1 

1.6-1.8 39 1.95±0.38xlO-3' 
1.8-2.0 41 2.04 ± 0.35 x 10 - 3 1 

2.0-2.4 81 1.65±0.22xl0 - 3 ' 
2.4-2.8 32 5.60± 1.13x10-" 
2.8-3.2 15 2.69±0.79xl0 - 3 2 

3.2-3.6 5.0 9 .4±5 . lx l0 - 3 3 

3.6-4.0 4.0 7.6 ± 4.3 XIO - 3 3 

b l See footnotes to table 6. 
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Fig. 5. ** distributioru for «elected pp 50GeV/r events for three dirterent i-bins. 
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(iii) General corrections (quoted values refer to -20GeV/c). S-rays, produced 
in the target and firing the nearby prompt-veto counters, vetoed an estimated 12 ± 1 % 
of the elastic events. 

Inefficient zones in the counter hodoscope elements gave an event loss estimated 
at 6±1%. 

The differential cross section was corrected for a 10±5% loss of elastic events 
in the off-line track reconstruction routine. 

The 3-prong vertex parameter (subsect. 3.1) was required to be less than 1 cm2, 
thereby rejecting an estimated 2 ±0.5% of the elastic events. 

The beam particle fluxes and the individual correction factors applied to the 
fluxes are summarized in table 5. 

The (relative) statistical error in the estimated number of elastic events (Ncl(t)) 
and in the individual correction factors were added in quadrature to obtain the total 
(relative) statistical uncertainty in each /-bin. The statistical error in N t l(t) was 
essentially given by the total number of events below the cut (V N, 0, < c u,(f)), but it 
also received a non-negligible contribution from an estimated error in the background 
which was added in quadrature. This combined error was ~2% at the lowest |r| 
values, and increased steadily with |/|, reaching —100% in some high-|/| bins. At 
low |f|, non-negligible contributions to the total statistical error also came from the 
acceptance (relative error 2-5%), the random multiplicity veto correction (~5%), 
the /-dependent Cerenkov efficiencies (5-8%), and the off-line track reconstruction 
efficiency (—5%). 

The systematic normalization uncertainty was estimated to be ±15%. This error 
is not included in the uncertainty in dcr/df listed in the differential cross section 
tables (tables 6-13), which is statistical only. 

3.5. ANNIHILATION ANALYSIS 

The p triggers at 30 and 50 GeV/c also accepted the two-body annihilation events 
pp-+ ir'ir* and pp-» K"K*. Separate fits with the two annihilation hypotheses were 
therefore made to the reconstructed pp events with the annihilation signature: 

p-EVENT 

CD1 

CI+C2 

Only 3-prong events, having reconstructed beam tracks, were considered. At 
-30GeV/c, C2 was required, while at -50GeV/c a C1»C2 coincidence was 
required. From the x'/d.o.f. distributions, no clear signals were seen. We then 
applied a *'/d.o.f. cut at 2.4, and, as for the elastic case, a square root * Vd.o.f. 
distribution of the background (see subsect. 3.2). The resulting distributions showed 
no signals, with the exception of annihilation into n'tr* at -50GeV/c, where a 
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TABLE 14 

-JOGeV/c pp-»7r -n" 

|/|[(GeV/c) 2] Events dcr/df (cmV(GeV/c)2] 

2.0-2.5 0 4.00x10"" upper limit 
2.5-3.0 0 2.27x10-" upper limit 
3.0-3.5 0 1.86x10"" upper limit 
3.5-4.0 0 1.35x10"" upper limit 

small signal of 2.5 ±2.6 events appeared out of 7 events below the cut. However, 
treating the sample statistically, and talcing into account the large uncertainties 
involved, we are only able to give upper limits for the differential cross sections. 

The normalization of the differential cross sections was the same as for the elastic 
pp data, with the following exceptions: 

(i) The geometrical acceptance was calculated for the two annihilation channels 
(fig. 4). At lower |/|-values, this was drastically smaller than the elastic acceptance. 
\n particular, there was practically no TTTT acceptance below |/| = 2 (GeV/c)2 at 
-30GeV/c. 

'ii) The overall Cerenkov efficiencies (CI *C2 at 50 GeV/c, C2 at 30 GeV/c) were 
applied as correction factors. 

The systematic normalization uncertainty was estimated to be ±15%. 

4. Results and discussion 

The elastic differential cross sections are listed in tables 6-13. Upper limits for 
the differential cross sections of pp two-body annihilation into tr'ir* and K"tC 
are listed in tables 14-17. 

4.1. irp AND Kt> ELASTIC SCATTERING 

The 7r"p 2i)GeV/c elastic differential cross section (table 6) is shown in fig. 6 
together with large-|i| (|r|> 7 (GeV/c)2) 20GeV/c data from the earlier large-angle 
phase of this experiment [6], and lower energy w~p data at 9.7 GeV/c [19]. The 

T A B L E 15 

- 5 0 G e V / c P P - T T - J T * 

| i | l<GeV/o 2) Events d<r/d/|cn'/(GeV/c) !l 

2.0- 2.S 0 3.84 x 10"'' upper limil 
2.5-30 0 2 32 x 1 0 " upper limit 
3.0-3.5 0 2.03 x 1 0 " upper limit 
3.5-40 0 165x10 "upperlimit 
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TABLE 16 

-30GeV/cpp-K"K* 

|r|[(GeV/c) !] Events d<7-/di[cmV(GcV/c)2] 

2.0-2.5 
2.5-3.0 
3.0-3.5 
3.5-4.0 

0 
0 
0 
0 

2.07x10"" upper limit 
1.36x10"" upper limit 
1.30x10"" upper limit 
1.05x10"" upper limit 

TABLE 17 

-50GeV/cpp-. K"K" 

|(|[(GeV/c)2] Events d<r/dr[cm7(GeV/f)2] 

2.0-2.5 
2.5-3.0 
3.0-3.5 
3.5-4.0 

0 
0 
0 
0 

2.38x10"" upper limit 
1.82x10"" upper limit 
1.63x10"" upper limit 
1.48x10"" upper limit 

16" • * • • 
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Fig. 6. rr p elastic differential cross section at 20GeV/r incident momentum (this experiment!. The 
largc-|r| (|i|>7 (GeV/c)J) data are from the earlier large-angle phase of this experiment [6]. The dashed 
curve is the smoothed w'p 9.7 GeV/r data from ref. [19]. The CIM fit to the 20GeV/c data is from 

ref. [6]. 
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20 GeV/c cross section shows a diffraction peak which falls exponentially between 
0.6<|/|<2.5 (GeV/c)2 over roughly four orders of magnitude. A minor change of 
slope is observed around |/|= 1 (GeV/c)2; parametrizing dtr/dr as A exp (Bt) on 
each side of the break point, B changes from 6.2±0.5 to 4.8±0.2 (GeV/c)~2. At 
lower momenta (p u b <4GeV/c) , an appreciable dip is seen around |r|= 1 (GeV/c)2 

[34]. A much more dramatic change of slope is seen around |f| = 2.8 (GeV/c)2, 
followed by a shoulder with a very shallow dip. The low-energy dip around |r| = 
2.8 (GeV/c)2 (fig. 6) has thus been partly filled at 20 GeV/c, confirming the data of 
Cornillon et a), at 22.6GeV/c [20]. The large-|f| region (|r|>5 (GeV/c)2) can be 
approximated by a constituent interchange model (CIM) fit [6] with a /-dependence 
close to |/|" 4 (fig. 6) (an alternative interpretation of the cross section in this region 
is discussed in subsect. 4.1.4). 

The ir~p 50 GeV/c elastic differential cross section (table 7), shown in fig. 7, falls 
exponentially between 0.7 <|/|<3.0(GeV/c) 2, decreasing by five orders of magni
tude. Around |i|= 1.6 (GeV/c)2 the slope parameter B changes from 5.3±0.2 to 
4.7±0.2 (GeV/c)"2. A pronounced change of slope is seen around |r| = 3 (GeV/c)2, 
followed by a less steep fall-off. The lower energy dip around |/| = 2.8 (GeV/c)2 is 
seen to have been totally suppressed at 50GeV/c. The large-|/| (|/|>5 (GeV/c)2) 
behaviour of the differential cross section is consistent with a |/|"3 dependence (see 
subsect. 4.1.4). 

The jr*p 50GeV/c elastic differential cross section (table 8), illustrated in fig. 8, 
again falls exponentially between 0.7 < |/| < 2.8 (GeV/c)2. The slope parameter B is 
4.6±0.2 (GeV/c)"2, slightly smaller than the 7r"p 50 GeV/c parameter. A small dip 
is observed around |(| = 3.8 (GeV/c)2. Beyond the dip, the v*p cross section seems 
to fall off faster than the 7r"p cross section at the same momentum; the region 
|f|> 5 (GeV/c)2 can be described by a |/| ' dependence (fig. 8). 

In fig. 9 the ir'p 20 and 50GeV/c data are compared with existing 7r"p data at 
200 GeV/c from Fermilab [22]. The latter show a broad and prominent dip around 
|/| = 4 (GeV/ c)\ There is no indication of a corresponding dip development in our 
50 GeV/c dai . Beyond the dip the 200 GeV/c data indicate a |f|~7 fall-off (subsect. 
4.1.4). 

The 7r"p diiierential cross sections between 20 and 200GeV/care virtually energy 
independent below |f| = 2.8 (GeV/c)2 [2]. In fact, disregarding the considerable 
difference in the dip region, the energy independence extends to |»| = 5 (GeV/c)2. 
The energy independence and the existence of dips indicate that the cross sections 
are essentially diffractive up to |(|= 5 (GeV/c)2. The ir*p 50GeV/c data are slightly 
above the jr"p 50 GeV/c data in this region, suggesting a small charge dependence 
of -irp cross sections. Moreover, a comparison with w*p data at 100 and 200 GeV/c 
suggests a small energy dependence of IT* p cross sections between 50 and 200 GeV/c 
[22]. 

The K"p 20GeV/c elastic differential cross section (table 9) is shown in fig. 10 
together with large-|f| (\i\ > 7 (GeV/c)2) data at 20GeV/c from the large-angle phase 
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- t (GeV/eJ* 

Fig. 7. n'p elastic differential cross section at 50 GeV/c (this experiment). Solid curve is the prediction 
of generalized geometrical scaling [42], obtained by_reseating the unabsorbed overlap function r„ from 

pp data at v's = 52.8GeV. 

of this experiment [6]. The diflfractive peak falls exponentially for 0.6<|/|< 
2.7 (GeV/c)', decreasing by roughly four orders of magnitude in this range. A minor 
change of slope is observed near |/|= I (GeV/r) :, where the slope parameter B 
changes from 5.4 ± 0.5 to 4.4 ± 0.2 (GeV/ c) ~2. A similar change of slope was observed 
in the jr"p 20 GeV/c data. However, the ir'p slope is slightly steeper at both sides 
of the break (6.2±0.5 and 4.8±0.2), crossing K'p around |/|= l.5(GeV/c) ;. A 
similar result has been obtained at 100 and 200 GeV/c by Baker et al. [22], who 
report a cross-over around |r| = I (GeV/c)*. Apart from the small difference in slope, 
the K'p and ir'p 20GeV/c cross sections are strikingly similar up to |/ |* 
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Fig. 8. i r 'p elastic diAerential cross section at 50 GeV/c (this experiment). Dashed curve is the prediction 
of the Chou- Vang model [43] when the pion form factor F,(a3) • Fp(q2)"', as given by the additive 

quark model, is used. Solid curve indicates |r|~' behaviour. 

2.7(GeV/c)1, as illustrated by the smoothed w~p data in fig. 10. Approximate 
equality has also been reported at 100 and 200GeV/c for |/|<2.5 (GeV/c)2 [22]. 
The K~p 20 GeV/c data feature a prominent change of slope around \l\ = 3 (GeV/c)2, 
followed by a less steep fall-off. 

The K*p 50GeV/c elastic differential cross section (table 10), presented in fig. 
11, shows an exponential fall between 0.7 < |r| < 2.8 (GeV/c)}. The slope parameter 
B is 4.5±0.2 (GeV/c)~\ roughly equal to the ir*p S0GeV/c slope parameter 
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(4.6±0.2). Like ir 'p, the K'p cross section features a shallow dip around |f| = 
3.8(GeV/r)2. The smoothed curve in fig. 11 illustrates the strong similarity between 
the K*p and «r*p 50GeV/r cross sections over the entire measured r-range. 

In the following sections, some models treating elastic meson-proton scattering 
are reviewed and confronted with data in the energy range 20 to 200GeV/c. 

4.1.1. Geometrical scaling. Assuming the real pan of the scattering amplitude is 
zero (p • Re F/\m F - 0 at / • 0), geometrical scaling (GS) [3S-37] implies that the 
elastic amplitude can be written 1m F(s, f ) - lm F ( J , 0 ) * ( T ) . <P(T) is a scaling 
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function which is universal for channels with equal and constant <rjam, and 
T = -tcrtM is the scaling variable. It has been shown that if crlot ~ (In s)2, GS behaviour 
emerges asymptotically as a consequence of first principles [38]. 

It follows from the simple (p = 0) GS formalism that differential cross sections 
of channels with equal and constant crel/ato, can be represented by a universal curve 
when plotting (l/cr,2

01) dc/di versus -tcrlol. Such a plot is shown in fig. 12 for ir~p 
20-200GeV/c, ir*p 50GeV/c, K~p 20GeV/c and K+p 50GeV/c (1<|«|< 
4 (GeV/c)2). There is a clear indication that the irp and Kp data fall on respective 
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GS curves for |r|<2.8 (GeV/c)2. This reflects the energy independence of the 
differential cross sections, coupled with little energy dependence of the total cross 
sections (4<rIO,(irp)~2 mb [39], 4<r101(Kp)~3 mb [40]). The slight separation 
between the irp and Kp GS curves is a combined effect of equal dcr/df and different 
o-,0,. Baker et al. have observed a similar separation at ±100GeV/c, and conclude 
that this constitutes a significant deviation from GS behaviour [22]. It can be argued 
that this conclusion is correct only if the plateau values of crcJcrlM are equal for irp 
and Kp. However, world data up to 200 GeV/r [39,40] indicate a small difference 
in ratios (0.14 versus 0.125 for pi,b>50GeV/c), which naturally introduces scaling 
violations between irp and Kp. 

Above |f| = 2.8(GeV/c)2, the data deviate from a GS curve (fig. 12), reflecting 
the considerable energy dependence in the dip region. This deviation from simple 
GS can be attributed to a non-negligible real part: p„-p(/ = 0) has been measured 
to be -0.04±0.02 at -30GeV/c, -0.003±0.013 at -50GeV/c and +0.064±0.011 
at -200GeV/c [41]. The GS model of Dias de Deus and Kroll [36] includes the 
real part Re F(s, l) = Re F{s, 0) d/dr{T*(T)}. The dip is due to a zero in the scaling 
function <P( T), and hence the cross section in the dip is directly related to the real 
part contribution given by p. Using this relation, Kxoll [37] has calculated p„-p from 
the 200GeV/c differential cross section, and finds p = 0.04±0.03, in reasonable 
agreement with the experimental data. The existence of irp data at S0GeV/c will 
allow a similar test to be made of the GS model at lower energies. In fact, world 
data on elastic and total ir'p cross sections [39] indicate that <rel/o-l(>, has just reached 
a plateau («0.14) at S0GeV/c, thus satisfying the GS condition that <rt,/crM stay 
constant with energy (at 20 GeV/c, <rcl/<rto, is still decreasing with increasing energy). 
A priori, the absence of a dip in the ir~p S0GeV/c cross section seems hard to 
explain within the GS picture. Given the negligible real part measured at SO GeV/c 
(-0.003), one would expect a deeper dip at 50GeV/c than at 200GeV/c. This 
apparent inconsistency may indicate a breakdown of GS below 200GeV/c. 

4.1.2. Generalized geometrical scaling. Generalized geometrical scaling (GS), as 
suggested by Barger, Luthe and Phillips [42], allows GS to be applied between 
channels with different <rJ<rM. Of the four rescaling prescriptions given, only the 
rescaling of the unabsorbed overlap function T„ from pp data at Js = 53 GeV comes 
close to describe our w * p data. However, as illustrated in fig. 7, this rescaling produces 
a narrow dip around |/| = 4(GeV/c)" at 50 GeV/c, in clear disagreement with the 
structureless ir~p data at this energy. In fact, T 0 rescaling also fails to reproduce 
the i rp 200GeV/c data above \l\- 1 (GeV/c)2. In particular, the prediction of a 
narrow dip appears to be a general feature of all rescalings from pp data. The broad 
dip observed at 200 GeV/ c is therefore difficult to describe within this picture. 

A rescaling of the eikonal from pp data at -Js = 53 GeV gives good agreement 
with the K'p 50GeV/c data, as illustrated in fig. 13a. However, the same method 
applied to w*p 50GeV/r does not agree nearly so well with data (fig. I3b), giving 
a dip around |/|» 3.2 (GeV/c)', instead of the observed value of |f|- 3.8 (GeV/r)'. 
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Fig. 13. Generalized geometrical scaling [42] predictions for K*p 50GeV/c (a) and ir 'p SOGeV/c (b) 
elastic differential cross sections. The predictions are obtained by rescaling the eikonal from pp dala at 

v j = 53 GeV. 

The fact (hat none of the four rescaling prescriptions given in ref. [42] can describe 
both the -rr*p and K*p data clearly casts doubt upon the suggested generalizations 
of geometrical scaling. 

4.1.3. The Chou- Yang geometrical model and the pion form factor. In the purely 
diffractive model of Chou and Yang [27,43], the opacity, which describes the 
absorption probability, is factorized as 17(6,s) = K(s)F{b). F(b) is taken as the 
two-dimensional Fourier transform of the electromagnetic form factor product, 
while K ( J) is determined by the total cross section using the optical theorem. Thus, 
given the form factors of the interacting particles, the differential cross section is a 
function of cr101 only. However, the large-?2 dependence of the pion electromagnetic 
form factor is not well known; available large-?2 data from electroproduction 
(? 3 > 3 (GeV/c)2 [44]) are scarce and have substantial errors*. 

Chan et al. [45] have extrapolated the pion form factor to large q2 by applying 
two analytic forms which agree with low-?2 form factor data [46]: the vector meson 
dominance (VMD) form F„(<j2)»(l + q1fm*Y', and the additive quark model 
(AQM) form F,{q2) - F,,iq2)"y. In both cases the proton dipole form factor Fp(q:) = 
(I + <f2/0.7l)"' is assumed. Using the Chou-Yang model, Chan et al. found that the 
VMD form gives good agreement with low-|/| rr'p data between 70 and I7S GeV/c. 

' A Al of the ft* data points to the pole form i\*q}/m'y' yields m'• 0.462*0.012<GeV/rl : (44). 
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Moreover, VMD was found to produce a shallow dip around |»| = 5 (GeV/c)2 for 
TT+P 175GeV/c, while the AQM form shifted the dip to |f| = 4(GeV/c)2. The 
discovery of the |/| = 4 (GeV/c)2 dip in the 7r~p 200 GeV/c cross section thus seemed 
to confirm these predictions. 

We have calculated the ^ p 50GeV/c differential cross sections using the same 
analytic forms, and find that the VMD form cannot reproduce our v'p 50GeV/c 
data for |r|> 1 (GeV/c)2. This region requires a much stronger q2 dependence of 
the pion form factor than that given by VMD (~(q2)''). Moreover, contrary to the 
results of Chan et al., the VMD form yields a structureless n'p cross section at 
200GeV/c when a more precise parametrization of the form factor product is 
performed [24]. The AQM form has a stronger q2 dependence (~(q2)~*n), which 
leads to a better agreement with the 50 GeV/c data below |r| = 2 (GeV/c)2. However, 
as seen from fig. 8, the predicted -n-̂ p 50GeV/c cross section is structureless and 
falls off too slowly for |»|> 2 (GeV/c)2. This indicates that even the AQM q2 

dependence is too weak in 'his region. In fact, the AQM form also fails to produce 
a dip at 200 GeV/c when the form factor product is represented more precisely [24]. 

Assuming the validity of the Chou-Yang model, the pion form factor can be 
extracted from the ir~p 200 GeV/c data by reversing the Chou-Yang method [47-49], 
The result is sensitive to the parametrization of the elastic amplitude. A pion form 
factor obtained from a parametrization by Karchin and Orear [47] is in good 
agreement with low-<y2 (<j2<3 (GeV/c)2) form factor data, and also coincides with 
the AQM form in this region. At larger <j2, however, the fall-off is faster (=(<j 2r") 
than for the AQM form. In fact, the predicted form factor is in reasonable agreement 
with a QCD prediction for the large-g* dependence of the pion form factor [23]. 
The parametrization of Bourrely et al. [48], satisfying analyticity, implies the 
existence of a second dip around |/| = 8 (GeV/c) : in the 200 GeV/c differential cross 
section. The resulting form factor coincides with the AQM form up to q2~ 
3 (GeV/c)2, where it also agrees with the low-q2 from factor data. At higher q2, 
however, it differs substantially from the AQM form, exhibiting a considerably 
stronger q: dependence ( = (<j:)"2) in the medium-?2 region, as well as an abrupt 
fall to zero lor q2 between 15 and 20(GeV/c)2. A form factor prediction by Lai et 
al. [49] coincides with that of Bourrely et al. up to q2*°6{GeV/c)2. However, it is 
structureless with a fast fall-off {"{q2}'2) persisting to large q2. 

These three form factor predictions coincide up to | / |»5 (GeV/r)2. At larger j/j, 
the predictions are sensitive to the parametrization of the 200GeV/c differential 
cross section and to the interpretation of its large-|f | behaviour. A common feature, 
however, is that they fall off much faster than the VMD form, and, for |r|> 
3 (GeV/c) :, even faster than the AQM form. This result is consistent with the form 
factor behaviour indicated by our 50GeV/r data, assuming the validity of the 
Chou-Yang model. 

4.1.4. Loweu-ordtr QCD. Large-momentum-transfer exclusive processes have 
been analysed in pert"-' .live QCD [23], which assumes the dominance of quark 
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and gluon subprocesses at short distances. For n-p elastic scattering, the differential 
cross section is predicted to behave as dcr/<it~ s~'t~7 to lowest order, i.e. dtr/df ~ 
s"8(//s)"7, which has an s"8 dependence at fixed t/s (<x(l -cos 9)). This power-law 
fall-off with s at fixed scattering angle is consistent with the predictions of the 
dimensional counting rule [50] and CIM [51], which have the form d<r/dr~ 
s-'F(6c.m.). 

To see whether the lowest-order QCD prediction holds in the large-] f| region of 
the 7r~p data, log((dcr/df)s8) versus ]og{-t/s) has been plotted in fig. 14 for 
|f| > 5 (GeV/c)2 at 20, 50 and 200 GeV/c. According to lowest-order QCD, the plot 
should reveal a straight line with slope \t\'7. Above |f| = 5 (GeV/c)2, the 200GeV/c 
data are not inconsistent with a |f|"7 dependence, excluding the single data point 
around |f|= 10(GeV/c)\ The 50 GeV/c data between 5<|r|<8 (GeV/c)2 exhibit a 
|»|"3 dependence. The picture presented by the 20GeV/c data is less clear. Data 
between 5 < |»| < 10 (GeV/c)2 indicate a |/|~' dependence. The two |(|~3 slopes (fig. 
14) can be attributed to a normalization problem; our data do not join smoothly 
on to the large-|r| data of ref. [6], which are a factor ~3 higher. However, a \t\~i 

dependence does not describe the entire large-|f| region (5 < |r| < 17 (GeV/c)") very 
well. Neither does |/|"4, the effective f-dependence in CIM (fig. 6) for -K'^S [51]. 
At very large |f| (10<|r|< 17), data seem to fall off much faster; in fact, they are 
not inconsistent with a |/|~7 dependence*. Moreover, the fixed angle energy depen
dence here is close to s~" when extrapolating the |f|~7 slope of the 200 GeV/r data 
to large -i/s (fig. 14). The following picture then emerges: the 20GeV/c data and 
the 200GeV/c data exhibit an approximate lowest-order QCD behaviour above 
\t\ = lOiCeV/c)2 and |/| = 5 (GeV/c):, respectively, while 50GeV/c data up to 
M = 8 (GeV/c) ; have not yet reached a QCD regime. This could be interpreted as 
a decrease of the QCD r-threshold with increasing energy, a behaviour which would 
imply a transition of the 50 GeV/ c data to a | f |"' dependence around 11\ = 8 (GeV/ c )2. 

The above results are, of course, sensitive to the statistical errors in the data. 
Moreover, an alternative interpretation of the large-|/( 200 GeV/r data may alter 
the picture. If the rise in the cross section around \t\= 10(GeV/c)- is considered 
significant, (he agreement with lowesl-order QCD is lost, a conclusion reached by 
Orear [24]. One is (hen faced with the intriguing question whether a second dip 
develops at large \i\". Assuming a diffractive dip i« developing here, possible QCD 
contributions should first be seen above |/ |* If V/c,'. This picture indicates a 
persistently high QCD (-threshold in irp scattering. A more precise measurement 
of the large-|/| n p 200 GeV/r cross seciion is clearly needed (o distinguish between 
the different pictures. 

' Olhcr lar|c-|rl ir 'p dtrla at JO and 10GrV< i |6) jre no) wtonmienl with t |i| ' bcrusiour, but a 
neticr «Jcttripimn is oht.nncd * i th A 'i\ ' dependence 

* a Alternatively. Ihc htyh CTO%C cetiion around !'' loUieV/t > could he actocuied with j cmoolh 
fall-oil of the order of '«I '. a» predicted l>x C I M for - r - f « ' « | 5 l | 
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4.1.5. The mulli-gluon exchange model. In the multi-gluon exchange model of 
Donnachie and Landshoff [52, 53], small-|r| elastic -rrp scattering is assumed to be 
controlled by single pomeron exchange, with a non-negligible contribution from 
double pomeron exchange [52]. The pomeron, which represents a multi-gluon 
exchange between a pair of quarks, is described by a combination of Regge theory 
and the Chou-Yang geometrical model. It is seen from ref. [52] that the pomeron 
exchange picture provides an adequ-:- description of small-|/| (|f|<0.7 (GeV/c)2) 
up data at 200 GeV/c. 

Large-|»| elastic irp scattering is described in terms of gluon exchange between 
valence quarks [53] (the multiple scattering model). The leading diagram is found 
to be a 2-gluon exchange between the pion quarks and two nucleon quarks. One 
of the latter goes far off-shell and scatters the third nucleon quark via a gluon 
exchange. The diagram leads asymptotically to the energy-independent behaviour 
da/dl~i'\ 0<<|/|<<5, which can be written as do-/dt~s _ ,(t/s)" 7 . Higher-order 
QCD corrections could modify the result, and the inclusion of energy dependence 
cannot be excluded. The model does not predict at which values of s and ( the 
gluon exchange mechanism starts to dominate; however, upper SPS energies are 
considered worth investigating. 

The predicted |r|~7 dependence, the same as for lowest-order QCD, has already 
been compared with data in the preceding section (fig. 14). Thus, the weak f-
dependence of the 20 and 50 GeV/c data (~-|/|*5) seems to rule out the gluon 
exchange diagram as the dominant mechanism at lower energies, while the 200 GeV/ c 
data do not exclude such a mechanism. The faster fall-otf indicated by the 20 GeV/c 
data at very large |/| (fig. 14) hardly signals the onset of the gluon exchange 
mechanism, since the fixed angle energy dependence between these data and the 
extrapolated (|/l ) 200 GeV/c data is stronger (-v *) than the predicted s"1 depen
dence. Obviously, a real test of the model requires large-! (| >rp data at energies 
above 200 GeV/ c. 

* : pp AND ppELASTK SCATTERING 

The pp 30GeV/1 elastic differential cross section (table II), shown in fig. 15, 
falls exponentially between 0.5<|(K l.4(GeV/cl\ A change of slope is observed 
near ]l| = 0.9 (GeV/c)"', where the slope parameter B changes from 9.0*0.2 to 
6.5 ±0.2 (GeV/ c) "'. The most prominent feature, however, is a sharp dip around 
\i\ = 1.7 (GeV/cf', followed by a second maximum and a subsequent power fall-off 
in |(| <-|f| ". a = 6.5i0.3, |r| '• 2.5 (GeV/tTI. 

The pp 50GeV/c elastic differential cross section (table 12», also shown in fig. 
15, exhibits an exponential fall-off between 0.7«.-|i|< l.3IGeV/<r. There is no 
evidence for a change of slope in this region: the slope parameter B is found to be 
9.7 ±0.11 GeV/<•> : . somewhat higher than at 30 GeV/c A very pronounced dip is 
observed around M - I 5IGeV,'r):, followed by a second maximum and a power 
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Fig. 15. pp clastic differential cross sections at 30 and SOGeV/c (this experiment I. Solid and dashed 
curves are the differential cross sections calculated in the nucleon core model [30] at 30 and SOGeV/r, 

respectively. 

fall-off in \i\ (-\t\'°, a =6.0±0.3, |f|>2.5 (GeV/c)2). Our data thus show that the 
dip moves towards smaller |'| values ("inward") as the energy increases Trom 30 to 
50GeV/c. 

Fig. 16 provides a comparison with lower energy pp data at 5GeV/c [15], 
6.2GeV/c [16] and 10.1 GeV/c [17]. A dip structure, which turns into a shoulder 
at 10 GeV/c, is seen around |'| = 0.5 (GeV/c)2. It is natural to associate this structure 
with the change of slope near |/| « 0.9 (GeV/c)2 at 30 GeV/r, which has been totally 
suppressed at 50GeV/c The 5 and 6.2GeV/r cross sections exhibit a shoulder 
around |/| = 2 (GeV/c) :, while the 10 GeV/c data indicate the existence of a shallow 
dip in this region. The inward dip movement observed when increasing the energy 
from 30 to S0GeV/c now naturally associates the prominent dip at these energies 
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with the \l\~2 (GeV/c)2 structure seen at 10GeV/c. One is thus led to conclude 
that the dip must develop rapidly between 10 and 30GeV/c, and move towards 
smaller |t| values as (he energy is increased. 

Fermilab pp data at 100 and 200 GeV/c [9] indicate that the dip persists to higher 
energies. The dip position is uncertain due to poor statistics, but the data suggest 
little dip movement between 50 and 200 GeV/c. 

Data at 7s = 546 GeV from the CERN SppS collider (UA4) are now available 
up to |f| = 1.6 (GeV/c)2 [18]. At this energy, the pp elastic differential cross section 
fer lures an abrupt change of slope around |f| = 0.9 (GeV/c)2, followed by a shoulder 
(fig. 16). The lower energy dip has thus been filled at the collider. Data at intermediate 
energies are needed to investigate how rapidly the dip is filled. There is actually an 
indication of a shallow dip or a shoulder in recent pp data at Js = 53 GeV [54]. 

The pp 50GeV/c elastic differential cross section (table 13) is shown in fig. 17. 
pp 50GeV/c data at small \t\ (|/|<0.8 (GeV/c)2) from Akerlof et al. [21] and the 
pp 50 GeV/ c data from this experiment are also shown for comparison. Our pp 
50GeV/c data are seen to join smoothly the small-|/| data of Akerlof et al. Between 
0.8<|r|< l.4(GeV/c)2 the cross section falls exponentially as exp{(8.4±0.5)f}. 
There is a pronounced change of slope around |f|= 1.4(GeV/c)2, followed by a 
shoulder and a subsequent power fall-off in |/| (\t\~a, a = 6.0±0.3,11\ > 2 (GeV/c)2). 
A similar structure is reported by Rusack et al. [8] at the same momentum. The 
shoulder contrasts with the sharp dip in the pp differentia) cross section at the same 
energy and momentum transfer. Within the experimental errors, the pp and pp data 
nevertheless coincide in the small-|r| region (|t|< I (GeV/c)2), and in the high-|r| 
region (|/|>2.5 (GeV/c)2). 

Fig. 18 provides a comparison with pp data at lower and higher energies. The pp 
24 GeV/c data of Allaby et al. [7] show characteristics similar to those of the 
50GeV/c data, but the change of slope occurs at a somewhat smaller \t\ value 
(|i|= 1.3 (GeV/c)2), and the cross section is systematically higher. The higher energy 
data show that the 50 GeV/ c shoulder has developed to a shallow dip around 
|r| = 1.4(GeV'c)2 at 100GeV/c [9], and to a more pronounced dip at the same |r| 
value at 200GeV/c [9, 10]. The dip thus develops with increasing energy, and is 
seen to be veiy pronounced in pp data at -Js = 44.6GeV (pi a b= 1060GeV/c) [11]. 
In fact, there is a striking similarity between pp elastic differential cross sections at 
ISR energies and that of jjr» at 50GeV/c. The pp 50GeV/c data almost coincide 
[ I ] with the pp data at -Js = 44.6 GeV. This illustrates the fact that pp develops a 
prominent dip at a much lower energy than pp. 

There are several interpretations of the dips and shoulders. Below, some prominent 
models for elastic NN scattering are reviewed and confronted with pp and pp data 
in the mcdium-jf| (dip) region. (Subsect. 4.2.5 covers the fixed-r energy dependence 
of pp and pp elastic scattering.) 

4.2.1. Geometrical scaling. In the geometrical scaling (GS) model [35-37] (see 
subsect. 4.1.1), the dip is difTractive, being due to a zero in the imaginary part of 
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Fig. 17. pp elastic differentia) cross sections at 50GeV/c (this experiment), compared with small-|i| pp 
dala at JOGeV/c [21], and the pp SOGeV/r data of this «perimeni. Solid curve is the pp 50 GeV/r 

differential cross section calculated in ihe nucleon core model (30]. 

the amplitude: lmF(s,i)=IraF(j,0)#(r), r=-/<r,OI(5), This occurs when the 
scaling function <P(r) is zero. <P(r) is universal in the GS regime, and is determined 
from pp data at Js = 53 GeV. The real part Re F(s. t) = Re F(s, 0) d/dr{rø< r)| is 
directly related to the cross section in the dip, and may fill it up, depending on 
p = ReFU0)/lmF(s,O)[36]. 

The dip position scales in |i| according to | r | d l p - l/<r,ol. Since <rl<M(pp) decreases 
when going from 30 to SO GeV/ c, GS predicts a pp dip movement towards larger 
|/|, in direct opposition to the observed inward dip movement with increasing energy. 
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It is clear that a principal scaling violation is observed in the 30-50 GeV/ c momentum 
range, effectively establishing a lower limit for a GS regime. The result is not 
surprising, since 30 and 50 GeV/ c are rather low momenta for the application of 
asymptotic concepts like GS. For instance, scaling violations are bound to occur if 
the elastic amplitude has appreciable non-diflractive components. Ref. [37] gives a 
quantitative measure of the GS violation at 50 GeV/c. Using the pp eikonal xPP at 
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•Js = 53 GeV [36], and expressing the pp 50GeV/c eifconal as lm* p p(fc/K p p) = 
A Imxp p(fc/Kp p), where Rpp = <r%(s)/cr™(s0 = 53 GeV)= 1, the parameters A, Rpp 

and p are fitted to the pp 50 GeV/c differential cross section. A good fit to 
the data is obtained with A =0.95, Rpp= 1.08 and p = -0.02. In contrast, eikonal 
universality gives A = 1 in the asymptotic GS regime, when Rpp = 
<rt£(50 GeV/c)/arf£(s0 = 53 GeV) = 44 mb/42.7 mb = 1.03. (The p-value is consistent 
with predictions from dispersion relations.) 

In the GS picture, the difference between pp and pp in the dip region can be 
explained by their different real part contributions at lower energies, as expressed 
by p. However, the relation between p and do-/dt in the dip does not work 
quantitatively below ISR energies [55]. 

At ISR energies, GS works well for pp scattering [26]. pp is predicted to be almost 
identical to pp; however, given the small difference in o~lot and p, the pp dip is 
somewhat shallower and at a slightly smaller |/| value than the pp dip. 

GS correctly predicts a shoulder at the SppS collider, assuming p = 0.15 [56]. 
However, the predicted shoulder is a factor ~ 10 below the UA4 data. This disagree
ment provides a severe challenge to the GS model, which is founded on the 
assumption that the asymptotic regime has already been reached at present collider 
energies. 

4.2.2. Factorizing eikonal models. Another class of geometrical models in the 
impact parameter representation faclorizes the eikonal [27,28,57]. In these models, 
the asymptotic regime is far away from present collider energies. 

(i) The Chou-Yang model. In the geometrical model of Chou and Yang [27] 
(see subsect. 4.1.3), pp and pp elastic differential cross sections can be calculated 
from the electromagnetic form factor of the proton. The difference between pp and 
pp is explained by their different total cross sections. Several dips are predicted due 
to interference between scattering amplitude terms. Like in GS, a decreasing total 
cross section forces the dip towards higher |f| values, and vice versa. 

At lower energies, a„,,(pp) decreases with increasing energy, and the Chou-Yang 
model leads to a pp dip movement towards higher |t|. Chou and Yang thus associated 
the pp 50 GeV/c dip ai |i| =» 1.5 (GeV/c); with the lower energy dip structure around 
|/| = 0.5 (GeV/f) ;, and predicted a dip near |r| = 1.1 (GeV/c)" at 30 GeV/c [58]. This 
dip movement is opposite to what we observe. It shows that a strict interpretation 
of the geometrical picture does not work at lower energies. 

The absence of a dip in low-energy pp scattering is attributed to low-energy 
effects, which for pp should be less overwhelming due to the larger total cross 
section [58]. A recent inclusion of a real part [59] (see below) can possibly provide 
a more precise, however qualitative, interpretation of the low-energy pp shoulder. 

At ISR energies, lhe predicted movement of the pp dip is in qualitative agreement 
with data, although il is loo fast [27]. The pp differential cross section is predicted 
to become similar to that of pp. and to exhibit a pronounced dip around |i|« 
1.2 (GeVy r)' at V s » 53 GeV [27]. The dip continues to move inwards with increasing 
energy, reaching |/| "»0.7 (GeV/c)' at the SppS collider when using o-,„ = 67mb. 
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The prediction of a dip is in clear disagreement with the SppS collider data from 
UA4. Moreover, the predicted second maximum is a factor ~ 10 above the observed 
shoulder [27]. It has thus been necessary to modify the geometrical picture by 
including the real part of the amplitude, which effectively transforms the dip to a 
shoulder, using p = 0.20 [59]*. 

(ii) The Bourrely-Sorter- Wu model. Bourrely, Soffer and Wu [28] have proposed 
modifications to the simple impact parameter picture of Chou and Yang to describe 
low-energy pp data, the slow fall-off of the pp differential cross section be"ond the 
second maximum and the absence of a second dip, and real part effects. A low-energy 
Regge background is added to the opacity. At high energies, the pomeron term 
dominates. The 5- and b-dependence of the pomeron term is factorized at the level 
of the Born term. The energy-dependent function is crossing symmetric and incor
porates a real part, which is thus "built in". Furthermore the large-|f| behaviour of 
the pp cross sections requires a functional correction to the simple relation between 
F(b) and the proton form factor, with the latter taken to be a dipole form which 
deviates somewhat from the measured electromagnetic form factor at large |(|. Dips 
are due to zeros in the imaginary part of the amplitude, and may be filled by the 
real part. 

The model, which is in good agreement with pp data over a wide energy range 
[28], has recently been applied to pp scattering [60]. At lower energies (WA7), a 
unified description of pp and pp seems hard to obtain with conventional Regge 
pole contributions like to and / Reasonable fits to these low-energy pp and pp data 
are obtained, however, when two cut contributions are added to the u> and f poles 
in the Regge background [61]. It should be noted that the inward dip movement 
predicted for pp is in qualitative agreement with the pp data at 30 and 50GeV/c, 
although it is too slow [60]. 

Due to a vanishing Regge background and the crossing symmetric pomeron term, 
pp and pp differential cross sections become practically equal at upper ISR energies. 
A dip is thus predicted around |r| = 1.3 (GcV/c)2 in the pp cross section at Js = 
53 GeV. The zero in the imaginary amplitude, and hence the dip structure, moves 
smoothly towards lower |/| with increasing energy. At the SppS collider, the dip is 
filled in. and the predicted cross section is in fair agreement with data [60]. In fact, 
a unified description of pp and pp data (dcr/df, a,„, p» is obtained in the ISR-»SppS 
collider energy range. However, the predicted pp dip at ISR energies has yet to be 
observed. 

4.2,3. The mulii-gluon exchange model. In a totally different and dynamical pic
ture, Donnachie and Landshofl describes high-energy elastic NN scattering in terms 
of various exchange processes [29.53] (the overall picture of elastic NN scattering 
is analogous to that proposed for elastic irp scattering, see subsect. 4.1.5). At large 
|;|. triple-gluon exchange (3g) dominates (the multiple scattering model [S3]). At 

* Utini i tw irvntd value «,„,»•» i - 546GeVi -6J mb(l8) imJ p - 0 15 or0 20. we find that the iccond 
maaimurn pf«dined by the Chou-Van» model •> a factor - 6 above the UA4 data. The dip i» totally 
Ailed for *> • O 20. producing a «Moulder around l<l - 0.» 1 Ce V71 >' 
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small |/|, the dominant contribution is a single pomeron exchange (IP) between the 
protons. IP represents a multi-gluon exchange between a pair of quarks, and is 
described by a combination of Regge theory and the Chou-Yang model. A dip is 
produced by cancellation of terms. To cancel lm(lP) in the dip region, a double 
pomeron exchange (2P) is introduced. In pp scattering, Re (IP) and Re (2P) are 
cancelled by 3g, which is real to lowest order in QCD. However, since 3g is C = - 1 , 
it does not cancel the real part in pp scattering. Thus, at 1SR energies and beyond, 
a dip is predicted for pp, while pp should exhibit only a shoulder. To reproduce 
the dip observed in the pp 50GeV/c cross section, an additional Regge-pomeron 
exchange (RP) is needed at low energies to cancel the real part. Consequently, the 
dip in pp scattering originates from a different mechanism than the higher energy 
pp dip, and should disappear rapidly with energy. In fact, the similarity between 
the pp 50 GeV/c cross section and that of pp at ISR energies is regarded as accidental. 

The model does not describe low-energy pp scattering. However, an interpretation 
of the pp shoulder similar to that of the pp dip (a low-energy phenomenon originating 
from Regge-pomeron exchange) seems natural within this picture. 

The model is in qualitative agreement with the pp 50 GeV/c data [29]. However, 
the (-dependence of 2P and RP is not well known, adding uncertainty to the 
prediction. At ISR energies, good agreement is obtained with pp data. Moreover, 
there is an indication of the predicted pp shoulder (or a shallow dip) in the recent 
pp data at V'I = 53 GeV [54]. At the SppS collider, the predicted shoulder is a 
factor of ~ 10 below the UA4 data, and it is located at a somewhat higher |»| value. 

Two points should be noted. Firstly, the difference between pp and pp in the dip 
region, caused by the 3g term, cannot persist asymptotically without violating the 
Cornille- Martin theorem [62], which states that pp and pp become equal at 
asymptotic energies. Secondly, the Donnachie-Landshoff model is based on the 
assumption that elastic scattering probes different processes in different regimes of 
( and s. which require both QCD and Regge exchange descriptions. It is clear, 
however, that the fundamental problem of how to bring together Regge theory and 
QCD remains unsolved, as is evident from the phenomenological description of the 
pomeron. 

4.2.4. The nucleon core model. Another dynamical picture is presented in the 
nucleon core model of Islam et al. [30,63,64]. High-energy elastic NN scattering 
is described in terms of two processes. Diffraction, described by a direct-channel 
Regge pole, dominates at small |r|. At large |/| hard scattering takes over. This 
originates from th» scattering of nucleon valence-quark cores via the exchange of 
a vector meson <u, while outer hadronic clouds of sea quarks interact independently 
by a Regge-pole exchange*. A dip is produced by destructive interference between 

* ll ihould be none thai rcccm theoretical «ludiec of etlcctne Q< I) model» hjvc led lo Ihe etimin, lion 
nf a l»o-pha«e «.ductule of the nut Icon. where ihc nucleon ha> an outer piomc phaie •nd in inner 
tdlcncc quark pha*c of «mailer radiu%|f»M Thi\ picture iv in fjct. gutir «unitar tu-the one «meremf 
fiom the nucleon core model [ W| 
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the diffractive and hard scattering amplitudes. At large momentum transfers, the 
hard scattering should lead smoothly to the quark interchange mechanism (CIM) 
[63]. The model contains a set of diffractive and hard scattering parameters which 
have been determined [30] from fits to pp data at 50 GeV/c and Js = 52.8 GeV, and 
to preliminary SppS collider data. The hard scattering parameters are the same for 
pp and pp, while the energy-dependent diffraction parameters are different at finite 
energies. This difference leads to the prediction of a persistent difference in pp and 
pp cross sections at all presently accessible energies. In fact, asymptopia, where pp 
and pp become equal, is extremely remote and practically inaccessible (the energy 
at which the pp and pp diffraction parameters of ref. [30] become comparable is of 
the order of Js > 1036 GeV). 

The model describes dips and shoulders as manifestations of the same destructive 
interference between two processes. At low energies, the interference term is small 
for pp while near its maximum for pp, producing a shoulder and a prominent dip, 
respectively. The model is in good agreement with_pp data away from the forward 
direction at energies ranging from 30GeV/c to Vs = 62.1 GeV (2056GeV/c) [30]. 
The model fit to the pp 50 GeV/c data is shown in fig. 17. While the dip in pp cross 
sections corresponds to the first destructive interference, the pp dip corresponds to 
the second destructive interference, and should therefore be associated with the 
IOGeV/c structure around |f| = 2 (GeV/c)\ The model thus correctly leads to the 
observed inward dip movement with increasing energy [64]. Fig. 15 shows the fits 
to the pp 30 and 50 GeV/r cross sections [30]. A qualitative agreement is obtained. 

In contrast to the Donnachie-Landshoff prediction, the pp dip persists to ISR 
energies, and is predicted to be located around |(|= 1.1 (GeV/V): at v s = 53 GeV 
[30]. Moving funher inwards while slowly filling up, the pp and pp dips are 
transformed to shoulders at the SppS collider energy. Good agreement is obtained 
with preliminary UA4 data away from the forward direction [30]. It should be noted 
that in this model, pp and pp dips originate from the same mechanism. Moreover, 
the sharp dips at 30 and 50 GeV/ c are directly related to the shoulder at the SppS 
collider, making the WA7 energies a "window" to the high-energy regime. 

4.2.5. Energy deptndence. The fixed-! energy dependence of pp differential cross 
sections is shown in Fig. I9[4] for |(J values between 2 and 14 (GeV/r)2 and momenta 
ranging from 9 to I486 GeV/c (V'J * 52.8 GeV). At any fixed |t| value, dcr/dt falls 
with increasing energy, but the rate of fall decreases rapidly with energy, eventually 
flattening out. An asymptotic behaviour thus appears to set in above a certain energy. 
This threshold energy seems to increase with |f|. For Id < 4 (GeV/r)' an asymptotic 
regime is apparently reached above -200 GeV/r. For higher |/| values, ai/mpiopia 
is not yet reached at this energy. Our 50 GeV/ r data are seen to lie in the energy 
region where the slopes stun to change, while it is still possible to parametrize the 
differential cross section at fixed |r| as 

Aal6l~p>2. Pu*" 50GeV/«. |l|< 4(GeV/cT . 
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o(M is found to increase roughly linearly with |/| as o<»l • 0.6|(| + 0.7. At higher |/| 
values the same parametrizaiion is found IO hold for smaller momenta. 

The result can be compared with the fixed- / energy dependence of pp differential 
cross sections, shown in fig. 20 (5] for momenta between J.6 and iOGeV/c and jf| 
values at 2.0 and 4 0(CeV/c l I There is no indication of an asymptotic energy 
development in this low-energy range. The data At nicely the power-law form 
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dtr/dl- /> U h. where a - 2 . 5 lor I'I - 2 (GeV/c) : and a -1 .6 for |(| -4(GeV/c) ' . 
However, pp data at 100 and 200GeV/r show little energy dependence at fixed 
in m 

The apparent onset of an energy-independent behaviour supports predictions by 
the mulli-gluon exchange model of Donnachie and LandshoH (53] (subscct. 4.2.3). 
in which the dominant mechanism at large r and s is triple gluon exchange between 
quark pairs. The diagram lead» asymptotically to the energy-independent behaviour 
dcr/d»-f \ 0<\i\<$, i.e d o / d r - i ' I f /») *. The prediction is in approximate 
agreement with large-Ill tin -*4tGeV/r)' i pp data in the upper- Fermilab to IS R 
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energy range; data at 200 GeV/c [66] and -Js = 52.8 GeV[11] exhibit approximately 
the behaviour dafdl —s'oit'a2 for |/ |>4(GeV/c) 2. The stronger energy depen
dence at PS energies is consistent with s']0 at fixed l/s (oc(i -cos 8 c m.)) for |/ |> 
2.5 (GeV/c)2 [67]. This fixed angle energy dependence is in agreement with the 
dimensional counting rule [50] and CIM [51], which predict dcr/åt — s'l"F(8cm), 
and with a lowest-order QCD prediction [23] which has the form dcr/dt ~ s~2t~*~ 
5 - , a ( l / I ) - , . 

S. Conclusions 

Elastic differential cross sections have been presented for ir~p 20 GeV/c, n'p 
50GeV/c, K"p 20GeV/c and K*> 50GeV/c scattering in the /-range 0.6<|/|< 
8(GeV/c) 2, and for pp 30 GeV/c and pp/pp 50 GeV/c scattering in the /-range 
0.5<|r|<5.8(GeV/c) 2. 

(i) irp and Kp. The dip around |f| = 2.8 (GeV/c)2 observed in lower energy ir'p 
scattering [19] is gradually filled in with increasing energy: at 50GeV/c only a 
change of slope remains. The ir^p 50 GeV/c cross section, however, shows a small 
dip around |i | = 3.8 (GeV/c) !. The ir 'p 50 GeV/c data do not indicate any develop
ment towards the broad dip around |r| = 4(GeV/c) : seen at 200GeV/c [22]. jr"p 
elastic differential cross sections between 20 and 200 GeV/ c are virtually energy 
independent for 11\ < 2.8 (GeV/c)', while a small energy dependence cannot be riled 
out in ff'p scattering [22]. There is strong similarity between irp and Kp differential 
cross sections over the entire measured (-range, although forward slopes are slightly 
steeper in irp than in Kp. This approximate equality corroborates results obtained 
at IOOand20OGeV/c[22]. 

irp and Kp exhibit approximate geometrical scaling behaviour [35] below the dip 
region (|(|< 2.8(GeV7c)">. However, scaling violation in the dip region indicates a 
breakdown of geometrical scaling below 200 GeV/r, even when real part effects are 
taken into account 

A suggested generalization of geometrical scaling [42], involving reseating from 
pp data, cannot describe our irp data. 

A stringent test of the Chou- Yang geometrical model (27,43] must await data on 
the large-<>'' behaviour of the pion form factor. To describe our irp 50 GeV/c data 
within this model, however, a pion form factor with a stronger q! dependence than 
given by Ihe additive quark model [45] is required. This result is qualitatively 
consistent with three form factor predictions obtained from a reversed Chou-Yang 
analysis of the w p 200 GeV/r data (47-49). 

There are some indications that ihe n p20-200GeV/r large-|i|dataarcconsistcnt 
with a lowest-order QCD prediction (23) above some energy dependent i.values, 
w hile data seem to rule out the gluon-e*change diagram of Donnachie and Landshoff 
(531 a» the dominant process below 200 GeV/r However, more largc-|i| data at 
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lower and upper SPS/Fermilab energies are clearly needed to determine the s- and 
t-dependence of large-|t| 7rp (and Kp) scattering. 

(ii) pp and pp. The pp elastic differential cross sections at 30 and 50 GeV/c show 
sharp dips around |f|= 1.7 (GeV/c)2 and [t\- 1.5(GeV/c)2, respectively. Our data 
thus show that the dip moves towards smaller |/| values as the energy increases from 
30 to 50GeV/c. It is therefore natural to associate this dip with a shallow dip 
structure around |/| = 2 (GeV/c)2 seen at 10 GeV/c [17]. 

Recent data at higher energies indicate that the |»|= 1.5 (GeV/c)2 dip does not 
move significantly between 50 and 200 GeV/c [9], while the dip is transformed into 
a shoulder around |»| = 0.9(GeV/c)2 at the SppS collider energy Js = 546 GeV [18]. 

Contrasting with the prominent dip in the pp 50 GeV/c differential cross section, 
pp 50 GeV/c shows only a marked change of slope around |f| = 1.4 (GeV/c)2, 
followed by a shoulder and a subsequent power fall-off in \i\. 

Neither the geometrical scaling model nor the Chou-Yang geometrical model 
can describe the observed pp dip movement between 30 and 50 GeV/c, which is 
opposite to the model predictions [35,58]. This effectively rules out the validity of 
these models at lower energies. 

In the modified geometrical model of Bourrely-Soffer-Wu, which includes low-
energy Regge background, a unified description of pp and pp elastic scattering at 
30 and 50 GeV/ c seems hard to obtain with pure Regge pole contributions like to 
and /, and two cut contributions must be introduced in order to obtain reasonable 
tils to the data [60,61]. 

The multi-gluon exchange model of Donnachie and Landshoff is in qualitative 
agreement with the pp 50 GeV/f data [29]. The model does not treat low-energy 
pp scattering, however. 

In a different dynamical picture, the nucleon core model of Islam et al. provides 
a unified description of pp and pp (non-forward) elastic scattering from 30 GeV/r 
and upwards. The model describes the pp 50 GeV/ c data away from the forward 
direction, and is in qualitative agreement with the pp data at 30 and 50 GeV/r [30]. 

The lower -nergy data presented here can, of course, only test the low-energy 
validity of theoretical models. A more general validity lest requires pp and pp data 
at intermediate and high energies. Both the geometrical models and the dynamical 
exchange-type models discussed here work well for pp scattering at ISR energies 
[ 26- 30] (the Chou - Yang model, however, is only in qualitative agreement I. However, 
the models can be discriminated by their different predictions for the pp differential 
cross section a ISR energies: a dip (the geometrical models (27,36.60] and the 
nucleon core model (30)) versus a shoulder (the multi-gluon exchange model C9]). 
Recent pp data al vi -53GeV indicate a shallow dip or a shoulder [54] At the 
SppS collider energy % i • 546 GeV. the shoulder in the differential cross section is 
difficult to describe within the geometrical scaling model and the Chou-Yang model 
156,59]. However, the modified geometrical model of Bourrely el al. provides a 
good description of this region (60] Good agreement n also obtained by the nucleon 
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core model [30]. The multi-gluon exchange model, on the other hand, only works 
qualitatively in the shoulder region [29]. A more stringent test of models at high 
energies requires pp data at a comparable energy. 
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Abstract 

The power-law behaviour da/dt ~ s~at~b is investigated for pp and itp elastic 
scattering in the large-* region for energies up to ~ 2000 GeV/c (</s = 62 GeV) and 200 
GeV/c, respectively. At low energies (PS, lower SPS), the fixed-angle energy dependence 
of pp and up scattering is consistent with the dimensional counting rule. At high energies 
(upper SPS, ISR), pp scattering is approximately energy independent at fixed t, and 
the dimensional counting rule is violated. The possibility of similar behaviour in xp 
scattering is discussed. Some models predicting da/dt ~ s _ , *i _ k are compared with 
data. 

* On leave from University of Oslo, Physics Department, Oslo, Norway. 
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1. I N T R O D U C T I O N 

This paper is based on a talk I gave at a CERN Theory-division seminar on "Ex
clusive processes at large t" in February 1985. It reviews the energy and momentum 
transfer dependence of high energy elastic hadron scattering at large momentum trans
fers. We will focus on the power-law behaviour s ~ a t - 4 of the differential cross sections, 
leaving out other possible functional dependences (like, for instance, exponential fall-off 
of the form e~Cp', which is compared with data in ref.[l]). The reason for focusing on 
power-law behaviour is primarily that various theoretical approaches to large-f exclusive 
processes yield, to first order, a power-law form of the energy and momentum transfer 
dependence of dajdt. Some of these models will be discussed in the following sections. 

Our investigation covers pp and irp elastic scattering. For these reactions, an 
appreciable amount of data at large t is now available, pp elastic scattering data at 
large t are comparatively scarce; accurate measurements above \t\ ~ 2 (GeV/c) 2 only 
exist up to p t = 50 GeV/c (ref. [2] shows the fixed-t energy dependence of pp for pi, < 50 
GeV/c at |t | = 2 and 4 (GeV/c) 2 ) . At higher energies, the region \t\ > 2 (GeV/c) 2 has 
recently been measured at pL = 100 and 200 GeV/c [3] and at js = 53 GeV (4], but 
the data suffer from limited statistics. Concerning Kp elastic scattering, large-r da ta 
are available at p t = 20, 30 and 50 GeV/c [2,5], but again statistics is rather poor. 

The pp elastic differential cross section exhibits a shallow dip aroi-nd |<| = 1.4 
(GeV/c) 2 at 100 and 200 GeV/c, which develops into a pronounced dip-bump structure 
around |(| = 1.35 (GeV/c) 2 at ISR energies. The second maximum is followed by a 
smooth fall-off in |r| (ref. [2] shows a compilation of pp elastic differential cross sections 
from PS to ISR energies), irp elastic scattering shows qualitatively similar behaviour; 
there is no dip in the ir'p 50 GeV/c data of ref.[2], while there is a broad dip around 
|(| = 4 (GeV/c) 3 in i r ' p d a t a a t 200 GeV/c [3] (see compilation of ir~p data in ref.[2]). 
A small dip is, however, seen in the 7r +p 50 GeV/c differential cross section [2j. 

There is thus a quantitative difference between pp and up elastic scattering in the 
intermediate t region, as the np dip appears at a higher momentum transfer, and is 
much broader than the pp dip. In this paper we will study the behaviour of pp and up 
elastic scattering beyond the dip, referring to the (-region 

\t\ > 2 (GeV/c) 2 for pp; 
\t\ > 5 (GeV/c) 2 for tfp. 

Moreover, we will describe data in the momentum range 

10 < PL £ 2000 GeV/c for pp; 
20 < P i < 200 GeV/c for *p, 

where 2000 GeV/c corresponds to ^ / i = 62 GeV, the highest energy at which pp scat
tering has been measured (ISR), and 200 GeV/c is the highest energy at which large-i 
elastic irp scattering has been measured [3]. 

Before studying the s- and (-dependence of these data, the importance of spin-spin 
contributions to the large-t scattering amplitude should be mentioned. A measurement 
of high-pf elastic pp scattering, performed with a polarized proton beam at 11.75 GeV/c 
striking a polarized target, yields two distinctly different slopes of dajdt at large p\ 
for parallel and anti-parallel spins [6|. More precisely, for parallel spins the spin-spin 
contribution is important above p\ =; 3.5 (GeV/c) 2 , causing the differential cross section 
to fall off slower an thereby move away from the anti-parallel-spin differential cross 
section (Fig.l [6]). The difference becomes very pronounced when the scattering angle 
approaches 9 0 ° m ( p J =: 5 (GeV/c) 3 ) . In a subsequent measurement performed at fixed 
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scattering angle 0 c m = 90° and with varying beam momentum, a similar break-away 
again appears around pf = 3.5 (GeV/c) 2 , thereby ruling out the possibility of a simple 
90Jm particle identity effect [6]. The results indicate that there are spin-dependent hard 
scattering components in the amplitude at short distances. This spin-dependence has 
not yet been explained within QCD. 

It thus seems clear that spin cannot be neglected in a comprehensive description 
of elastic scattering. It is stressed, therefore, that we obtain the s- and (-dependence of 
spin-averaged differential cross sections when we in the following sections study unpo-
larized scattering data. 

Sections 2 and 3 describe pp and >rp scattering, respectively. Conclusions are 
drawn for both reactions in Section 4. 

2. P O W E R - L A W B E H A V I O U R OF pp B E Y O N D T H E DD? 

Parametrizing the pp elastic differential cross section beyond the dip by the power-
law form 

a gives the energy dependence of dajdt at fixed t, while b gives the momentum transfer 
dependence at fixed energy. Moreover, since 

da_ 
dt ' 

-" ~ s-<"+i> (l\ , (2.2) 

(o + b) gives the energy dependence of da/dt at fixed scattering angle, since t/s <x 
(1 - c o s 0 c m ) for E| ab » Mr. We will study the power-law behaviour (eq.2.2) in two 
energy regions: i) PS—lower SPS, and ii) upper SPS—ISR. 

2.1 pp at P S — l o w e r S P S energies 

Fig.2 shows a log-log plot of the pp elastic differential cross section at 24 GeV/c [7] 
and 50 GeV/c [2] above \t\ ~ 2 (GeV/c) 2 . At both energies, data above \t\ =: 3 (GeV/c) 2 

are well described by a straight line with slope close to t~J (da/dt ~ | c | ~ 6 , 6 ± 0 - 2 ) . A more 
extensive study of pp elastic scattering data shows that t~7 is a characteristic fall-off in 
the region pi ~10-50 GeV/c and |;| > 3 (GeV/c) ! . Hence data can be parametrized 
approximately as 

da_ 
dt 

10 < p t < 50 GeV/c, \t\ £ 3 (GeV/cJ 2 . (2.3) 

2.1.1 Fixed-angle energy dependence 

In order to determine the energy dependence a in eq.2.3, we may investigate the 
fixed-angle (t/s) energy dependence. It has been shown by Landshoff and Polkinghorne 
that pp data exhibit approximative s ~ 1 0 dependence at fixed t/s if the following criteria 
are imposed [8]: 

^ ~ < r 1 0 , - f ixed, | i | > 2 . 5 ( G e V / c ) ! , s > 1 5 G e V 2 . 
dt s 

The s ~ 1 0 dependence is illustrated by the straight lines in Fig.3 [8J, which shows plots 
of \og(dtr/dt) versus log « for various c m . scattering angles. For \t\ < 2.5 (GeV/c) 2 , the 
s-dependence is seen to be weaker (Fig.3b). One notes that s ~ 1 0 dependence is seen for 
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a wide range of scattering angles, givsn that the above criteria for * and t are fulfilled. 
Fig.3a seems to suggest that » ~ 1 0 behaviour appears at ISR energies as well (s > 2000 
GeV 3 , |t| > 2.8 (GeV/c) J for tfcm = 4.3"). However, as will be shown in Sect. 2.2, the 
fixed-angle energy dependence becomes weaker at high energies. We therefore point out 
at this stage that there is an upper energy limit »n around 100 GeV 3 (pt ~ 50 GeV/c) 
for the * - 1 0 behaviour. 

The above results can be summarized as follows: 

S ~ S " 1 0 Q ' 1 5 G e V S < 3 < s " > l<l £ 3 (GeV/c) 3, (2.4) 

where sH » 100 GeV 3 (lower SPS). 
The simple power-law fall-off in s at fixed scattering angle (eq.2.4) has been in

terpreted as being due to quark-quark scattering [9,10]. The basic argument is in fact 
quite simple. If one assumes that large-t elastic scattering is governed by individual 
quark-quark scatterings between the interacting particles, each quark pair must scatter 
by the same angle Scm for the particles not to break up. For each additional quark 
in the system, the probability that this will happen decreases by one power of a. The 
argument can be extended to include all elementary fermions (quarks and leptons). A 
rigorous treatment of large-angle scattering of composite systems AB —• CD led to the 
formulation of the dimensional counting (DC) rule (Matveev r.t al [9], Brodsky and 
Farrar [10]): 

%(AB - CD) ~ < , ! - ( ^ + " B + " < . + " » ) / (i) , s,t - oo, - finite. (2.5) 
at \ S J $ 

N is the number of elementary fermions in each particle. For elastic nucleon-nucleon 
(NN) scattering, the DC rule predicts 

^•(NN-* NN) ~ a - 1 0 / ! - ] , s,t — oo, - f inite , 
at \s/ s 

which is in agreement with the pp data in the PS—lower SPS energy range (eq.2.4). 

2.1.2 Fixed-* energy dependence 

Knowing the power fall-off of da/dt at fixed energy (eq.2.3), an alternative way 
to determine the fixed-angle energy dependence is to plot differential cross sections for 
fixed t versus s. Fig.4 shows a log-log plot of da/dt versus s for pp elastic scattering at 
|*| = 3.5 (Gev/c) 2 and energies between pL = 14 GeV/c and ^ = 62 GeV (pj, ~ 2000 
GeV/c). For a < 100 G J V 3 (pj, < 50 GeV/c), the fixed-t energy dependence is seen 
to be close to s _ s ' . Hence, since da/dt ~ t~7 in this s,t region (eq.2.3), we have 

^ ~ S - V T ~ s-10 ( i ) , 14 S PL £ 50 GeV/c, |t| = 3.5 (GeV/c) 2 , 

where da/dt ~ « ~ 1 0 at fixed t/a, in agreement with '.he results of Landshoff and Polk-
inghorne (eq.2.4). 

* It should be noted that the strong energy dependence at fixed t (~ a - ' ) in the 
low-energy region almost vanishes if da/dt is plotted against the transverse momentum 
Pt (see plot in ref.[lj). 
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At higher energies, an approximately energy independent regime is reached (* ;> 
400 GeV 2 , see Fig.4). A detailed plot of pp elastic differential cross sections at several 
fixed t-values and over a wide energy range, shown in Fig.5 [2], reveals that energy 
independence is a characteristic behaviour in the region \t\ < 6 (GeV/c) J and pi £ 200 
SeV/c . This corroborates results obtained by Donnachie and Landshoff, showing that 
da I it is approximately energy independent at |t| = 3.35 (GeV/c)' forpx, Z 200 GeV/c, 
and at |(| = 5.4 (GeV/c) 2 for pL ;> 500 GeV/c [14]. We will in the following study the 
upper SPS-ISR energy range in more detail. 

2.2 pp at upper S P S - I S R energies 

2.2.1 s- and t-dependence 

Fig.6 [14] shows log-log plots of dajdt versus |t| for pp elastic scattering at 400 
and 494 GeV/c (Fig.6a) and at Ji = 52.8 GeV (Fig.6b). The straight lines fall off as 
t~s and fie data well above |(| m 3.5 (GeV/c) 2 , while the t-dependence is weaker below 
this (-value. In fact, I - 8 dependence is also seen in 200 GeV/c data from Faissler et al 
[2,15]. Hence, the energy independent regime can be approximately parametrized as: 

^ ~ I" 8 ~ a" 8 ( - ) , s Z 40OGeV 2, 3.5 < |t| < 6 (GeV/c) 2 . (2.6) 
dt \s / 

One notes that the fixed-angle {t/s) energy dependence in this legion is compatible with 
a - 8 , which implies that the dimensional counting (DC) rule is violated here. 

For \t\ £ 6 (GeV/c) 2 , there is still a non-negligible energy dependence above 
pL =; 200 GeV/c (Fig.5). In Fig.7 we have "blown up" the region pt Z 200 GeV/c 
(s £ 400 GeV 2 ) and |l| > 6 (GeV/c) 2 , and plotted \ag(dtr/dt) against logs. Although 
data in this high energy and momentum transfer region are scarce and have large error 
bars at the highest ISR energies, they indicate a fixed-t energy dependence of the order 
o f s - 1 in the region 400 <> s < 800 GeV 2 and 6 < |t| < 12 (GeV/c) 2 . As the energy 
increases to the highest ISR energies, the energy dependence becomes weaker, suggesting 
that an energy independent regime may eventually be reached at high energies. 

There thus appears to be a threshold energy for the energy independent regime 
which increases with increasing momentum transfer. We have already noted that Land
shoff and Donnpchie find a similar shift of the energy independent regime from \t\ = 3.35 
to 5.4 (GeV/c) 2 . Of course, a c-dependent threshold implies that *»r].2.6 is an approxi
mation, as the threshold around |t| = 3.5 (GeV/c) 2 (s, ~ 400 GeV 2 ) is lower than the 
threshold at, say, |t| = 5 (GeV/c) 2 . 

A f-dependent threshold for energy independence is what one should expect from 
two "competing" regimes characterized by da/dt ~ s~3t~7 at low energies and t ~ 8 at 
high energies. More specifically, the differential cross section can be cast in the form 

da/dt ~ As-3r7 + Bt~s, (2.7) 

where the first and second tt-ms are the dominant contributions at low and high ener
gies, respectively, and A and 3 determine the "strength" of the contributions. At the 
threshold energy «,, the two contributions should be comparable: 

AaT3\t\-7^B\t\-», 

which gives for s t : 

•? * 4l*|. (2.8) 
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We immediately see that the threshold at is only weakly dependent on t. A/B can 
be evaluated approximately in the low-t region where there is approximate energy in
dependence and t " 8 behaviour at high energies (eq.2.6). Taking \t\ = 3.5 (GeV/c)', 
where i~* dependence starts to set in, we find st of the order of 400 GeV (Fig.4). This 
gives ^ ~ 2 • 10T GeV4. The dashed curve in Fig.7 indicates the resulting increase 
of the threshold energy s e with increasing \t{. It is stressed that this picture is highly 
qualitative, as the transition region may involve more contributions, and, more impor
tant, the threshold energy cannot be determined accurately from existing data. The 
picture nevertheless shows that the transition from do/dt ~ s~3t~7 at low energies to 
da/dt ~ t~a at high energies leads to a shift of the energy independent regime (t~a) 
towards higher s with increasing |t|. A quantitative description of this transition has 
not yet been obtained, however. 

2.2.2 The triple-gluon exchange model 
The energy independent regime suggests the onset of a new scattering mechanism. 

The t~B behaviour (eq.2.6) supports the prediction of the triple-gluon exchange model 
proposed by Donnachie and LandshofF [14], In this model, the leading diagram in large-
t elastic NN scattering is the exchange of 3 gluons between the three quark pairs of 
the NN system (Fig.8). The diagram leads asymptotically to an energy independent 
behaviour of da/dt at fixed t: 

g ~ t - 8 ~ S - 8 Q " \ 0«|l|«s, (2.9) 

assuming spin-one gluons [14]. Higher order QCD corrections could modify the result. 
Moreover spin-zero gluons would yield da/dt ~ s - 6 i ~ 2 [14], a possibility that can be 
definitely ruled out by the lack of energy dependence in the high energy data. The model 
does not specify at which energy and momentum transfer the triple-gluon exchange 
mechanism becomes dominant, but it assumes a gradual transition from a dimensional 
counting behaviour (s~ 1 0) to s - s behaviour at fixed scattering angle (t/s). As we have 
seen, pp data suggest that triple-gluon exchange may become important for pi ;> 200 
GeV/c and |r| £ 3.5 (GeV/c)\ 

2.2.3 Lowest order QCD 
It has been reported by Orear [1] that large-t elastic pp scattering data from 

Pi ~ 30 GeV/c to y/s = 52.8 GeV are in good agreement with a lowest order QCD 
prediction by Brodsky and Lepage, which has the form da/dt ~ s~2t~* ~ a _ 1 0 ( t / s ) ~ 8 

[16]. This conclusion is, however, inconsistent with our results, which show a transition 
from approximate s~3t~7 behaviour to t~e behaviour with increasing energy. The 
inconsistency leads us to check the result obtained by Orear. 

Plotting log(s10d(r/dt) against log(-t/s) for large-t pp data in the energy range 
55 < » < 2788 GeV2, Orear finds that data form a single straight line with fall-off | i | _ 8 8 

[l]. This apparent linearity then corresponds to the behaviour da/dt ~ s~10(t/s)~ss, 
which is in approximate agreement with the lowest order QCD prediction of ref. [16]. 

As a check, we have plotted log(s10d<r/dt) against log(-(/s) for the same pp data 
as were used by Orear (instead of AGS data st 28 GeV/c, however, we use data at 
24 GeV/c from Allaby et al [7]). The result is shown in Fig.9. Instead of a single 
straight line, we find that data form three distinctly separate lines. As expected, the 
fall-off is consistent with ~ t " 7 at 24 GeV/c (|t| £ 3 (GeV/c)'), and with ~ t~s for 
PL £ 200 GeV/c (|t| % 3.5 (GeV/c)1). It is noticed that the 200 and 400 GeV/c data 
are roughly a factor 10 below the ISR data at fixed t/s, which is consistent with an 
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s ~ 8 dependence at fixed t/e. Consequently, we obtain approximate linearity with slope 
t~a when plotting log[s"da/dt) versus log( - t / s ) for pL Z 200 GeV/c and \t\ £ 3.5 
(GeV/c) a , which is consistent with our previous results. 

We therefore conclude that large-t pp data in the PS-ISR energy range are incon
sistent with an s ~ 1 0 ( t / s ) - 8 behaviour. 

3 . P O W E R - L A W B E H A V I O U R OF xp B E Y O N D T H E D I P 

In this section, r~p elastic scattering at 20, 30, 50 and 200 GeV/c will be studied 
for |i| £ 5 (GeV/c) 2 . ir+p 20 GeV/c data at very large \t\ are also covered. The 20 
and 30 GeV/c differential cross sections extend up to almost 90° m [5], At 50 and 200 
GeV/c, jr~p elastic differential cross sections have been measured up to \t\ a 8 and =; 10 
(GeV/c) a , respectively [2,3]. A compilation of the jr~p differential cross sections at 20, 
50 and 200 GeV/c, presented in ref.[2], shows that the Bxed large-t energy dependence 
in jrp scattering is weaker than in pp scattering. This may indicate that an energy 
independent regime is being approached, and that it is reached at a lower dergy than 
in pp scattering. 

The Tip data will be discussed in the context of three model predictions: the 
constituent interchange model (CIM), lowest order QCD, and the gluon exchange model. 

3.1 Test of the constituent interchange model 

In the constituent interchange model (CIM) [18], the dominant mechanism in 
deep (large s, t, u) exclusive hadronic reactions is assumed to be the interchange of 
a valence quark pair (Fig.10a). Large-t ir~p elastic scattering is thus described by 
an interchange of d-quarks (Fig.10b). The model assumes that valence quarks are the 
dominant constituents in the large transverse momentum hadronic wave function; gluons 
only contribute to higher order correction terms. 

For jrp elastic scattering, the asymptotic behaviour of the differential cross section 
is predicted to be [I8j: 

dtj CTn . t 
— = - | - / ( c o s 0 c m ) , s , t - c o , -finite, (3.1) 
at 8° 3 

where 

/ „ - P ( c o s 0 c m ) = ^ ~ [4/3(1 + Zy + <, ] ' , (3.2) 

/ , + p ( c o s t f c m ) = ^ f ^ r [ 4 a ( l + Z ) - 2 + / 5 ] ! , (3.3) 

where Z = co3# c m and a = 2/3 = 2. BQ is a constant characteristic for each reaction. 
One notes that the fixed-angle energy dependence is s ~ 8 , which is consistent with 

the dimensional counting rule for meson-proton elastic scattering (eq.2.5). 
Baglin tt al [5] have fitted their large-angle x±p elastic scattering data at 20 

and 30 G P V / C to the CIM forms (3.1)-(3.3), using aa as the free parameter. The 
values obtained for OQ are listed in Table 1. ØQ is seen to be almost constant for *~p 
scattering between 20 and 30 GeV/c. This implies that the 20 and 30 GeV/c data have a 
fixed-angle energy dependence close to »~ 8 , in agreement with CIM and the dimensional 
counting rule*. Baglin tt al point out, however, that ir~p data at 0 c m = 90° for energies 

+ The ilifference in aa for x~p and x*p scattering does not violate CIM, since the 
angular functions fw-p and / , t p are different. 
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up to pr, = 30 GeV/c can be equally well fitted by an a - 9 dependence [5]. The fits 
corresponding to the (7o-values in Table t are shown in Fig.l l (5j (dashed curves). One 
will notice that the CIM fits have a somewhat weaker angular dependence than the data. 
For \t\ <K «/2 and », t large, the CIM predictions for up scattering are (approximately) 
consistent with the form da/dt ~ s _ 8 ( t / s ) - 4 ~ s-*t~*. The 20 and 30 GeV/c data, 
however, are consistent with a t~b behaviour: 

i r / A ~ « - 8 : f c l ( t / « ) - 5 ± I

1 2 0 < P i < 30GeV/c, 10 ;$ \t\ £ 20(GeV/c) 2 . (3.4) 

The errors reflect the substantial statistical uncertainty in the data. 
Baglin et al [5] have obtained better CIM fits by introducing another parameter 

f in the angular functions / ( c o s # c m ) . The improved fits are shown as dashed-dotted 
curves in Fig. l l . Even better fits are obtained, however, by introducing QCD corrections 
to the dimensional counting term s ~ 8 ss follows [5|: 

_ _ f f 0 ^ _ _ j /(C Os9 c m J, 

where a , = 1/ (In ( ^i IJ is the running coupling constant, and A is the QCD scale pa
rameter. Using A and <rD as free parameters [5], adequate fits to the angular distributions 
are obtained (solid curves in Fig. l l ) . 

We will now confront CIM with jr~p elastic scattering data at 20, 50 and 200 
GeV/c covering the region 5 £ \t\ <, 15 (GeV/c) 1 [2,3,5), by fitting the standard CIM 
forms (3.1) and (3.2) to the data with <j0 as the free parameter. A minimum-x* fit is 
not performed; we just normalize the CIM predictions to data above |(j ~ 5 (GeV/c) 2 . 
The fits to the ir~p 20 and 200 GeV/c data are shown in Fig.12, and the values for aa 

are listed in Table 2. Fig.12 shows that the CIM predictions are not inconsistent with 
the measured angular distributions. However, a0 is required to increase by more than 
3 orders of magnitude from 20 to 200 GeV/c (Table 2). This dramatic variation is in 
disagreement with the CIM prediction of constant ffo, which is a necessary condition 
for an (effective) s'~8 (dimensional counting) behaviour. Given our fitted values of ao, 
the effective s-dependence of our "free-ffo CIM" fits becomes approximately: 

da/dt ~ 8 ~ 5 / ( c o s 9 e m ) , 20 < pL < 200 GeV/c. (3.5) 

The CIM prediction for xp, which can be approximated by da/dt ~ s~*t~* for 
|(| <SC s/2 and s, t large, has a strong energy dependence at fixed 4 (~ s - 4 ) . From 20 
to 200 GeV/c, this corresponds to a predicted drop of 4 orders of magnitude at fixed 
t. Clearly the ir~p data do not exhibit such a large drop. Hence the strong energy 
dependence in CIM must be dampened by a strongly energy dependent a0 . With the 
effective energy dependence given by eq.3.5, our "free-oo CIM" fit can be cast in the 
form 

•J ~ s " 1 * - 4 , |t| « | , 20 < pL < 2C0 GeV/c, 

which reflects the weak energy dependence at fixed t (~ s _ 1 ) between 20 and 200 GeV/c. 
We conclude that x~p data between 20 and 200 GeV/c for |t| > 5 (GeV/c) 2 have a 
significantly weaker energy dependence at fixed t than predicted by CIM. 

Is dimensional counting behaviour (s~ 8 ) then entirely ruled out, or is there any 
way that the x~p data can accommodate this fixed-angle energy dependence? In order 

i--( 
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to have » - 8 dependence at fixed t/a, the data must be consistent with a strong t-
dependence, at least of the orn?r oft'7. This can be seen from the form 

S~.-(;)"f~.-'<-', (-) 
having a fixed-t energy dependence which is compatible with data (~ a'1). In fact, 
eq.3.6 is a lowest order QCD prediction obtained by Brodsky and Lepage [16]. This 
prediction was compared with the ir~p data at 20, 50 and 200 GeV/c in ref.(2], and we 
will here summarize the results. 

3.2 Test of lowest order QCD prediction 

According to Brodsky and Lepage [16], the dimensional counting rule (eq.2.5) is 
a universal prediction of lowest order QCD. For up elastic scattering at lartje t (short 
distances), the lowest order QCD prediction is given by eq.3.6. For data to b-= consistent 
with this prediction, a log-log plou of ssda/dt versus \t\/a should reveal a single straight 
line with slope t~7. 

Fig. 13 [2] shows such a plot for ir'p data at 20, 50 and 200 GeV/c for |t| £ 5 
(GeV/c) 2 . The 200 GeV/c data are not inconsistent with a t~7 fall-off above |t| as 5 
(GeV/c) ! when the last data point around |t| ~ 10 (GeV/c) 2 is excluded. Of course, 
given the substantial statistical uncertainty of the data, a weaker t-dependence is pos
sible as well (see previous section). The 50 Ge V/c data exhibit a i-dependence close to 
t~3 in the region 5 < j(| < 8 (GeV/c) 3 . The 20 GeV/c data indicate a t - s fall-off for 
5 £ 1*1 & 10 (GeV/c) 2 , while the region 10 <, \t\ <, 17 (GeV/c) 2 is not inconsistent 
with t~7. There is thus an indication of a change of slope around |t| = 10 (GeV/c) 2 at 
20 GeV/c. It is also noted that the t~7 slopes at 20 and 200 GeV/c almost coincide, 
which means that the t~7 slopes have approximate s - 8 dependence at fixed i/a. A 
necessary condition for da/dt ~ s ~ 8 ( t / s ) ~ 7 behaviour of the data, however, is that the 
Tt~p 50 GeV/c data change slope from ~ t~3 to t~7 above |t| =; 8 (GeV/c) 2 , a region 
which has not yet been measured. If such a transition is found to take place, however, 
one may conclude that the data indicate the behaviour dtr/dt ~ s~s(t/s)~7 above a 
(-threshold which seems to decrease with increasing energy. Since the t-dependence at 
large |t| is rather ambiguous, a more definite conclusion is unfortunately beyond reach 
at present. 

An alternative interpretation of the large-* region, suggested by Orear [1], is that 
a second diffractive-like dip develops around \t\ = 10 (GeV/c) 2 at 200 GeV/c. This 
scenario rules out hard scattering behaviour below \t\ ^ 10 (GeV/c) 2 , and implies a 
persistently high t-threshold for hard processes in irp elastic scattering. 

More data are clearly needed to determine the exact t-dependence of da jit at 
large t. 

3.3 The gluon exchange model 

In the gluon exchange model of Donnachie and Landshoff [14], the leading diagram 
for large-i irp elastic scattering is found to be 2-gluon exchange between the two pion 
valence quarks and two proton valence quarks. One of the latter goes far off-shell, and 
scatters the third proton valence quark via a gluon exchange (Fig.14). The diagram 
yields the following asymptotic form of the differential cross section: 

| ~ t - T ~ , - 7 Q " 7 , 0 « | l | « , (3.7) 
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Eq.3.7 is energy independent at fixed t, and haa a weaker energy dependence at fixed 
t/a than predicted by the dimensional counting rule. Having studied the a- and t-
dependence of large-! x~p scattering in the previous section, we can conclude that: 
i) The n'p 200 GeV/c data do not exclude the gluon exchange mechanism, being 
compatible with t'1. The weak energy dependence at fixed t in the 20-200 GeV/c data 
may in fact support the prediction of an energy independent regime at high energies, 
ii) In the low energy region 20-30 GeV/c, however, gluon exchange can be ruled out as 
a dominant mechanism, since there is strong fixed-* energy dependence of the order of 
s _ s here (eq.3.4). 

Existing data do not allow us to perform a critical test of the gluon exchange 
model for irp scattering. More large-t irp data above ~ 100 GeV/c are needed in order 
to check whether there is an energy independent regime as in pp scattering, and to 
determine the exact fall-off in t. 

4. CONCLUSIONS 

We have investigated the power-law behaviour da/dt ~ s~"t~b of pp and irp 
elastic differential cross sections in the large-t region for energies up to pt es 2000 
GeV/c (T/S = 62 GeV) and 200 GeV/c, respectively. 

pp data in the PS-lower SPS range 7 < pL <, 50 GeV/c (15 ;$ « ;$ 100 GeV2) 
are consistent with dojdt ~ s " 3 ! " 7 ~ «" '"( i /s) - 7 for |(| ;> 3 (GeV/c) a. The s " 1 0 

behaviour at fixed t/a agrees with the dimensional counting rule [9,10] (eq.2.5). 
pp data in the upper SPS-ISR range 200 <, pL & 2000 GeV/c (400 <, a & 3800 

GeV3) are consistent with da/dt ~ <~8 ~ * ~ 8 ( t / s ) - 8 for 3.5 ^ |t| < 6 (GeV/c)2. 
The region exhibits approximate energy independence at fixed t, in agreement with 
the prediction of the triple-gluon exchange model [14]. The s~ 8 behaviour at fixed t/s 
shows that the dimensional counting rule is violated above ~ 200 GeV/c. Above \t\ rz 6 
(GeV/c) J, data indicate a fixed-r energy dependence of the order of s _ l in the energy 
region 200-400 GeV/c, and a gradually weaker energy dependence throughout the ISR 
energies. The energy independent regime thus appears to shift to higher energies as the 
momentum transfer increases. This shift can be qualitatively understood to reflect the 
transition from a low energy regime with da/dt ~ s _ s t - 7 behaviour to a high energy 
regime characterized by da/dt ~ t - 8 . 

irp data in the momentum region 20-30 GeV/c are consistent with da/dt ~ 
s - 8 ± , ( j / s ) - 5 ± 1 for 10 <, \t\ £ 20 (GeV/c)2. The errors reflect a considerable sta
tistical uncertainty in the data. The (approximate) s~s dependence at fixed t/a agrees 
with the dimensional counting rule for meson-proton scattering [9,10] (eq.2.5). The con
stituent interchange model (CIM) [18] incorporates dimensional counting behaviour, but 
the t-dependence in CIM is somewhat weaker than in data. 

irp data in the momentum range 20-200 GeV/c covering 5 & \t\ £, 10 (GeV/c) J 

show a weak energy dependence at fixed t (~ s~'). This rules out CIM, which predicts 
a strong fixed-t energy dependence according to the (approximate) form da/dt(xp) ~ 
s _ 8 ( t / s ) - ' ~ s-*t~* for |t| <K s/2 and s, t large. 

The weak energy dependence of up data between 20 and 200 GeV/c suggests that 
an energy independent regime is approached, and hence that *p and pp behaviour is 
qualitatively the same. An energy independent regime is expected in the gluon exchange 
model [14], which predicts da/dt[irp) ~ t~T at large s and t. We find that the •x'p 200 
GeV/c data are compatible with t~7, although weaker t-dependence can also describe 
data. A stringent test of the gluon exchange model requires more large-t data above 
~ 100 GeV/c. 

The up data at 20, 50 and 200 GeV/c are not inconsistent with the form do/dt ~ 
a~*[t/a)~*, which has dimensional counting behaviour ( s - 8 ) at fixed t/a [16]. This 
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suggests that dimensional counting may hold up to 200 GeV/c. However, it remain» to 
beseen whether the jr-p50GeV/cdata fall off as t - 7 at very large! (|*| > 8(GeV/c)'). 
We also stress that the t-dependence at large t is ambiguous; it may well be weaker than 
t~7, in which case the fixed-angle energy dependence becomes weaker. 

We have noted that lower energy pp and xp data are in approximate agreement 
with the dimensional counting rule for fixed-angle energy dependence. At higher en
ergies, the pp differential cross section is approximately energy independent at fixed 
momentum transfer. Moreover, the weak energy dependence of up data between 20 and 
200 GeV/c may indicate a qualitatively similar behaviour of rp scattering. More up 
data at large t are needed to investigate whether elastic scattering phenomenology of 
pp and up is the same. This possibility is certainly attractive from a theoretical point 
of view, and it ought to receive experimental attention. 
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Table 1 

CIM fits to large-t n±p elastic scattering data at 20 and 30 GeV/c. «To is the free 
parameter in eq. 3.1 (from ref. [5|). 

Data 11 |-range <T0 • 1 0 " xVd.o.f. 

(GeV/c) (GeV/c) 5 (cm 1 GeV") 

n'p 20 7-17 12.5 ± 2 . 0 1.04 

jr~p 30 10-25 13.3 ± 2 . 6 2.57 

jr+p 20 7-17 6.5 ± 0 . 7 1.57 

Table 2 

CIM fits to large-t n~p elastic scattering data at 20, 50 and 200 GeV/c. oo is the free 
parameter in eq.3.1. 

Data 1 t |-range a 0 • 1 0 " 

(GeV/c) (GeV/c) J (cm 2 GeV 1 4 ) 

»~p 20 5-17 12 

* "p 50 5-8 2 - 1 0 J 

*~p 200 5-10 2 ' 1 0 4 
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Figure Captions 

Fig. 1 pp elastic differential cross section at pi = 11.75 GeV/c for parallel and anti-
parallel spins (from ref.[6j). 

Fig . 2 \o%(da/dt) versus log |t| for pp elastic scattering at 24 GeV/c [7| and 50 GeV/c 
[2] above \t\ ss 2 (GeV/c) 1 . 

Fig . 3a) iog{d<r/dt) versus log a for pp elastic scattering at various c m . scattering an
gles. Only data for s > 15 GeV 1 and |(| > 2.5 (GeV/c) 5 are included. The 
parallel lines have slope a - 1 0 (from ref.[8j). 

b) The 43° m data from Fig.3a, together with data at smaller values of \t\ (from 
ref.[8)). 

Fig . 4 \o%(da/dt) versus log a for pp elastic scattering at \t\ = 3.5 (GeV/c) 2 . Data are 
at p i = 14 and 24 GeV/c [7], 20 GeV/c [11], 50 GeV/c [2], 200 GeV/c [12], 
and at Vs = 30.5, 44.6, 52.8 and 62.1 GeV (13). 

F ig . 5 log(do/dt) versus logpi for pp elastic scattering at fixed |t|-values between 2 
and 14 (GeV/c) 2 in the momentum range 9 to 1486 GeV/c (y/s = 52.8 GeV). 
The solid curves are drawn to guide the eye (from ref.[2]). 

Fig.6a) log(d<7/dt) versus log |t| for pp elastic scattering at 400 GeV/c and 494 GeV/c 
(y/i = 23.4 GeV). The solid line is dojdt = 0.09|t |- 8 (from ref.[14|). 

b) Same as Fig.6a, but for y/a = 52.8 GeV {pL ~ 1486 GeV/c). Again the solid 
line represents do/dt = 0 .09 | t [ - 8 (from ref.[l4]). 

F ig . 7 \o%{do/di) versus log s for pp elastic scattering at s J 400 GeV 3 (p*. > 200 
GeV/c) and |t| > 6 (GeV/c) 2 (data at 201 and 400 GeV/c [15], and at y/a = 
44.6 and 52.8 GeV [13]). The dashed line indicates the shift of the threshold 
for an energy independent regime, as defined by eq.2.8. 

Fig. 8 The triple-gluon exchange diagram for large-t elastic NN scattering in the 
model of Donnachie and Landshoff [14]. 

Fig . 9 log(s10rf<r/dt) versus log(-c /s) for pp elastic scattering at 24 GeV/c [7], 201 
GeV/c [15], 400 GeV/c [15,17], y/s = 44.6 and 52.8 GeV [13]. The straight 
lines are eye-fits. 

Fig . 10a) The valence quark interchange governing deep exclusive hadronic reactions in 
CIM [18]. 

b) The d-quark interchange governing large-c i r - p elastic scattering in CIM. 

Fig . 11 np elastic differential cross sections at - 2 0 and - 3 0 GeV/c (Fig. l la) , and +20 
GeV/c (Fig.lib), versus c o s 0 c m . The dashed curves are CIM fits with <r0 as 
free parameter (eqs. (3.1)-(3.3)). The dashed-dottf' curves are modified CIM 
fits with two free parameters. The solid curves are ats obtained with QCD 
corrections to the energy dependence in CIM (from ref. [5]). 

Fig . 12 jr~p elastic differential cross sections at 20 GeV/c [2,5] and 200 GeV/c [3] for 
|(| Z. 5 (GeV/c) 2 . The solid curves are CIM fits with oo a» free parameter 
(eqs. 3.1, 3.2). 

F ig . 13 \og(s*dcr/dt) versus log( - t / s ) for jr~p elastic scattering at 20 GeV/c [2,5], 50 
GeV/c [2] and 200 GeV/c [3] for |t| £ 5 (GeV/c)'. The straight lines show 
t~r and r" s dependence (from ref.[2]). 

Fig. 14 The leading gluon exchange diagram for large-c elastic irp scattering in the 
model of Donnachie and Landshoff [14]. The cross marks a proton valence 
quark which goes far off-shell. 
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Chapter 4 

Impact Parameter Analysis of Antiproton-Proton 
Elastic Scattering from ,/5=7.6 GeV to -^8=546 GeV 
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Abs t rac t 

The pp elastic pro f i le funct ion f ( b ) and inelastic over lap funct ion G. fb ) 

are calculated f rom a coherent set of pp elastic scat ter ing data at p. =30 

and 50 GeV/c (Vs=7.6 and 9.8 GeV) , and at Vs=53 and 546 GeV. The 

energy dependence of G- (b ) is s tudied in the low energy regime and in 

the high energy regime. The increase of the inelastic cross section from 

50 GeV/c to 30 GeV/c and f rom Vs=53 GeV to Vs=546 GeV is found to 

o r ig ina te f rom a per iphera l increase of G- around 1 fm, accompanied by a 

non-negl ig ib le cent ra l increase. The pp coll ision at Vs=53 GeV is shown to 

be s l igh t l y less absorpt ive cent ra l ly than pp at th is energy , whi le it is 

more absorpt ive per iphera l l y around 1.2 fm . The inelastic over lap funct ions 

s t rong ly disagree w i th the predict ions of geometrical scal ing and fac tor iz ing 

eikonal models, both in the low energy regime p. =30-50 GeV/c and in the 

h igh energy regime Vs=53-546 GeV. 

(Submit ted to Nuclear Physics B) 



2 Impact Parameter Analysis 

1. Introduction 

During the last 10-15 years, high energy proton-proton elastic scattering 

has been studied extensively in the impact parameter picture [1-7]. Amaldi 

and Schubert have performed a comprehensive and coherent analysis of pp 

data at ISR energies, which showed that the rise of the total cross section 

is a peripheral phenomenon [7 ] . It also showed that the inelastic overlap 

function in the ISR energy range was in good agreement with geometrical 

scaling, but it differed sharply from the predictions made by factorizing 

eikonal models. 

In this paper we present a parallel impact parameter analysis of 

antiproton-proton elastic scattering data over a wide energy range. A new 

high-energy regime has now been opened by the CERN SppS collider, and 

it is of interest to extend the impact parameter analysis to this regime. In 

the last few years, moreover, pp elastic differential cross section data have 

become available over a wide energy and momentum transfer range: at 

PL=30 and 50 GeV/c for momentum transfer up to |t|=5.8 (GeV/c) 2 [8 ,9 ] , 

at Vs=53 GeV for momentum transfer up to |t|=4 (GeV/c) 2 [10-12], and at 

Vs=546 GeV for momentum transfer up to |t|=1.6 (GeV/c) 2 [13-15]. The 

total cross section has also been measured at these ene-iies [ 10,16-19], 

and some experimental and theoretical information on the real part of the 

scattering amplitude exists [18,20], Hence one can obtain a comprehensive 

picture of pp elastic differential cross sections at four energies up to 

relatively large momentum transfers. 



3 Impact Parameter Analysis 

The energy evolution of the proton-proton inelastic overlap function 

through the ISR energies was studied in the analysis of Amaldi and 

Schubert [7] , Henzi and Valin have calculated the inelastic overlap function 

from preliminary pp data at Vs=546 GeV, and compared it with the 

proton-proton inelastic overlap function at Vs=53 GeV [21]. In this paper 

we present overlap functions calculated from a coherent set of updated pp 

data at PL=30 and 50 GeV/c, Vs=53 GeV and Vs=546 GeV. The analysis 

allows us to compare pp and pp scattering in the impact parameter plane. 

We expect that such a comparison will shed new light on the recently 

observed differences between the pp and pp elastic differential cross 

sections and total cross sections at Vs=53 GeV [12,18]. 

The impact parameter analysis also allows us to perform a critical test 

of geometrical scalino and factorizing eikonal models. We perform the test 

for pp scatterin ' . ; low energy region p.=30-50 GeV/c and in the high 

energy region -£3-546 GeV. 

Sect.2 gives a brief summary of the impact parameter formalism used in 

this analysis. Sect.3 contains a description of the data which constitute the 

basis of the analysis. The calculation of the overlap functions is described 

in Sect.4. The results are presented in Sect.5, and conclusions follow in 

Sect. 6. 



4 Impact Parameter Analysis 

2. Impact parameter formalism 

Neglecting spin, we define the elastic differential cross section as 

|2 

where s is the centre-of-mass ( cm. ) energy squared snd t is the 

momentum transfer squared. Re f (s , t ) and Im f (s , t ) are the real and 

imaginary parts of the scattering amplitude. At t=0, this ratio is denoted 

by p: 

= ft. ffr,*-o) . (2-2) 

Unitarity of the S-matrix relates the imaginary part of the elastic scattering 

amplitude at t=0 to the total cross section through the optical theorem: 

which gives for the optical point: 

dsr 

The partial wave expansion of the elastic scattering amplitude f(s,9) reads: 

(2-5) 
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where 9 is the c m . scattering angle, I denotes the Ith partial wave, k = 

1/X is the c m . momentum, and 

is the elastic scattering amplitude for the Ith partial wave, where 0<n,,(s)<1 

is the amplitude (often called absorption factor) of the Ith partial wave. 

At high energies and small scatcering angles, P,(cos8) — Jo(bv'-t), 

where 

b = A U ' i ) (M) 
is the impact parameter. Eq.(2-5) can then be transformed into an integral 

over b: 

fai) - I / W t F[s,b)libft) / (2-8) 
c 

where we have introduced the elastic profile function f~(s,b). T(s,b) is 

complex and can be expressed in terms of T| and 26 in the impact parameter 

plane as follows: 

P(s,b) = i - <l(s,h)^f(i,k) , (1-1) 
which gives for the real and imaginary parts: 

R<L V(*,\,) * i - y f e y car 2<T(s(*j , 

i» r fey - 'i)(s,b)si^if^h) . (MO) 
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The form (2-8) is a Fourier-Bessel transform of the elastic scattering 

amplitude in the impact parameter plane, and constitutes the impact 

parameter representat.on of f (s , t ) (units c = h = I ) 1 . 

It is noted that according to the definition of f is , t) given by eq.(2-8), 

the imaginary part of f (s , t ) is associated with the real part of the elastic 

profile function, and vice versa. 

T(s,b) can be expressed by an inverse Fourier-Bessel transform of 

eq.(2-8): 
DO 

o 

Unitarity relates the imaginary part of the elastic scattering amplitude to 

the contributions from both the elastic and open inelastic channels. The 

unitarity condition can be written as [7 ] : 

akfU) - I M 1 •6i>,k) . (MJ) 

1 Our derivation here follows the conventional argument which tends to im

ply that the impact parameter representation is a high energy, small an

gle approximation. However, using the Watson-Sommerfeld transform, one 

can prove that the impact parameter representation is an exact represen

tation of the scattering amplitude, valid for all energies and angles 

(M.M. Islam, Nucl.Phys.B104 (1976) 511]. 

http://Nucl.Phys.B104
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The inelastic over lap funct ion G. ( s , b ) in t roduced in eq. (2-12) describes 

the absorpt ion into open inelastic channels. I t is related to the absorpt ion 

fac tor n , ( s » b ) simply as 

G . fc>) = 1 - rj\s,b) t (MS) 
(0<G- ( s , b )<1 ) . Eq. (2 -12) states tha t inelastic scat ter ing is always 

accompanied by elastic scat ter ing ( "shadow" ) . 

Eq . (2 -12) can be wr i t t en as: 

k a u ) « i - (i-ferMf - (r»r(r,y)! 
(2-11) 

The un i ta r i t y condi t ion expressed by e q . ( 2 - 1 2 ) , together wi th the optical 

theorem (eq.2-3) and eq . (2 -8 ) y ie ld the fo l lw ing expressions for the total 

cross section o \ . , the inelastic cross section a- ., and the elastic cross to t inel 

section a •: å 3 0 

<y«*(s) = IT f G„(i,i>) Ldh , (MÉ) 

where o t o t ( s ) = o j n e | ( s ) * a e | ( s ) . 

We now introduce the complex eikonal funct ion x ( s , b ) , which is related 

to r ( s , b ) as follows: 

r(»,t) - i- ^ t m . M 
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If one assumes that f"(s,b) is purely real ( i .e. f (s , t ) purely imaginary), 

X(s,b) is purely imaginary, a:id is then usually referred to as the opacity 

(opaqueness) function 0 (s ,b ) : 

The profile function then becomes 

and we arrive at the eikonal representation of a purely imaginary elastic 

scattering amplitude: 

(Ml) 

Jl(s,b) - -(* (f-&/>,(=)) . (MI ) 

where 
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3. Description of data 

The fol lowing section describes the data which are used in the impact 

parameter analys is . The analys is , performed at 25.2/30 GeV/c (see 

Sec t . 3 . 1 ) , 50 GeV/c , Vs=53 GeV and Vs=546 GeV, is based on a coherent 

set of elastic d i f fe ren t ia l cross section data ex tend ing up to large momentum 

t r ans fe r s . At ve ry small | t | , where no d o / d t data are avai lable, a precise 

extrapolat ion to the optical point requires data on a. . and p. Thus the 

data descr ip t ion wi l l also cover these parameters. 

The d i f f e ren t data sets on elastic d i f fe ren t ia l cross sections are 

summarized in Table 1 , and the data on a t . and p a,e summarized in Table 

2. The elastic d i f fe ren t ia l cross sections are presented in Figs. 1-4, where 

extrapolat ions are shown as solid cu r ves . 

3.1 25.2/30 GeV/c 

The pp elastic d i f fe ren t ia l cross section at 30 GeV/c has been measured by 

Asa'd et a l . in the | t | - r a n g e 0 . 5 < | t | 5 . o ( G e V / c ) 2 [ 9 ] , A prominent feature 

in these data is the pronounced d ip -bump s t r u c t u r e around | t |=1 .7 

( G e V / c ) 2 ( F i g . 1 ) . The systematic normalization uncer ta in ty of the data is 

115%. 

Below 111 =0.5 ( G e V / c ) 2 , no pp data exist at 30 GeV/c . We there fore 

use low- | t | data at 25.2 GeV/c from An t ipov et al . [22] to cover th is 

region. These data extend down to 111 =0-07 ( G e V / c ) 2 . The quoted 
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systematic normalization uncertainty is t5%. An extrapolation of the low-11| 

data to t=0, based on a least squares f i t to the form doVdt = Aexp(Bt), 

yields the optical point A = 107.6*2.0 mb(GeV/c)~2 and the slope parameter 

B = 12.5±0.1 (GeV/c)" 2 . 

The normalization of the small-111 data is checked by comparing the 

fitted optical point with the optical point corresponding to the world mean 

value of o t Q t around 25 GeV/c. From ref. [16] we find a t o t

m e a n ( 2 5 GeV/c) 

= 46.7*0.4 mb, where the error corresponds to one standard deviation of 

four measurements between 23 GeV/c and 27.5 GeV/c. To determine the 

"world mean optical point", we need data on p at 25 GeV/c. Since this 

parameter has not, to our knowledge, been measured in this energy region, 

we will assume the value p = -0.02*0.005 which is suggested by the 

dispersion relation f i t of Amaldi et al. [20]. The world mean optical point is 

then do/dt| r j!f^ = 111.4±2.0 mb(GeV/c)" J . This value is about 3.5°a higher 

than the value obtained from our extrapolation. We therefore normalize the 

25.2 GeV/c data of ref. [22] by the scale correction factor 1.035, which is 

within the quoted systematic error of *5%. 

The small-11| 25.2 GeV/c data and the large-|t | 30 GeV/c data are 

joined at |t|=0.5 (GeV/c) 2 . The latter data are, however, below the 25.2 

GeV/c data in the overisp region by a factor which is compatible with the 

(upper) normalization uncertainty of the 30 GeV/c data (15%). In order to 

obtain a smooth transition between the data sets, we normalize the 30 

GeV/c data by the scale correction factor 1.15. 
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A smooth and continuous representation of da/dt up to |t|=5.8 

(GeV/c) 2 has now been obtained. The effect of the 5 GeV/c momentum 

difference between the two data sets is held to be negligible, since the 

differential cross sections change little between 25 and 30 GeV/c. For 

instance, according to a slope parameter parametrization by Burq et al. 

[23], the pp slope parameter B at |t|=0.2 (GeV/c) 2 changes merely from 

11.6 (GeV/c)" 2 at 25 GeV/c to 11.5 (GeV/c)" 3 at 30 GeV/c. It is clear 

however, that since the Fourier-Bessel integral in eq.(2-11) is dominated 

by low-|t| contributions, the profile- and inelastic overlap functions are 

calculated in the 25-30 GeV/c energy region rather than at one specific 

energy. 

3.2 50 GeV/c 

Ayres et al. have measured the pp 50 GeV/c elastic differential cross 

section in the small -111 region down to 111 =0.026 (GeV/c) 2 [8 ] , We will let 

these data represent da/dt in the region 0.026<| t| <0.70 (GeV/c) 2 . The 

quoted systpmatic normalization uncertainty of the data is t3%. A least 

squares f i t of the small-|t| data to the form da/dt = Aexp(Bt) yields the 

optical point A=97.5*2.0 mb(GeV/c)" J and the slope parameter B=11.9±0.1 

(GeV/c)" ' . 

Again the normalization of the data can be checked against the optical 

point corresonding to the world mean total cross section at 50 GeV/c. 

According to ref. [16], o t o t

m e a n ( 5 0 GeV/c) = 43.7*0.5 mb, where the error 

corresponds to one standard deviation of five measurements at 50 GeV/c. In 
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the absence of data for p at 50 GeV/c, we again use the value suggested 

by the dispersion relation f i t of ref. [20]: p=-0.01±0.005. The world mean 

optical point then becomes do7dt| t_Q = 97.6±2.2 mb(GeV/c)~ 2, which is in 

very good agreement with the value obtained by extrapolating the small-|t| 

data to t=0. Hence no normalization correction is applied to these data. 

Below |t|=0.02r (GeV/c) 2 , da/dt is parametrized as Aexp(Bt), with 

A=97.6*2.2 mb(GeV/c)" 2 and B=11.9±0.1 (GeV/c)" 2 . 

The region above |t|=0.7 (GeV/c) 2 is covered by 50 GeV/c pp d ,ta 

from Asa'd et a l . [9 ] . These data extend up to |t|=5.0 (GeV/c) 2 . The 

systematic normalization uncertainty is ±150a. Again we find that a smooth 

transition between the small-|t| and the large-|t | data sets requires that 

the large-11| data be normalized upwards by a scale correction factor of 

1.15, which corresponds to the maximum quoted systematic error. 

3.3 Vs=53 GeV 

The pp elastic differential cross section at Vs=53 GeV has now been 

measured at the ISR from the near forward direction up to |t|=4 (GeV/c) 2 

[10-12]. A noteworthy feature is the shoulder structure following the 

change of slope around |t|=1.2 (GeV/c) 2 (Fig.3), which contrasts with the 

dip in the pp elastic differential cross section at ISR energies. The 

various pp measurements are discussed in the following. 

pp elastic differential cross section data at very small | t | have, to our 

knowledge, only been presented by the ISR R210 group [10]. The data 
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cover the region 0.01<f t | <0.048 ( G e V / c ) 2 , where they exh ib i t a simple 

exponent ia l behaviour wi th a slope parameter B=13.92t0.59 ( G e V / c ) " 2 . The 

same group has repor ted a total cross section of 44.8Gi0.44 mb [ 1 0 ] , a 

value obtained by assuming p=0.10±0.05. 

Th is total cross section value is in close agreement wi th a measurement 

by Carboni et a l . , who repor t a total cross section of 44 .7U0 .46 mb [ 1 7 ] . 

A t h i r d measurement performed at the ISR R211 experiment gave 

ø t ,=43.6510.41 mb and the fo rward elastic slope parameter B=13.36i0.53 

( G e V / c ) " 2 [ 1 8 ] . Th is g roup also reports the real to imaginary par t 

p=0.10U0.018 [ 1 8 ] . I t should be pointed out tha t the R211 resul ts are 

obta ined from a simultaneous f i t of pp and pp elastic d i f fe rent ia l cross 

sections at Vs= :52.8 GeV, the input to the f i t being a. . (pp)=42.67 mb. 

This la t ter value was obtained by Amaldi and Schuber t by averaging th ree 

measurements of the pp total cross section at Vs=52.8 GeV [ 7 ] . For th is 

analysis we choose to adopt the values of the R211 exper iment 

( a t o t ( p p ) = 4 3 . 6 5 ± 0 . 4 1 mb; B(pp)=13.36 i0 .53 ( G e V / c ) - 2 ) . There are three 

reasons fo r choosing these resu l ts : i) they are related to the pp total cross 

section used in the impact parameter analysis of Amaldi and Schubert [ 7 ] , 

t he reby fac i l i ta t ing d i rec t comparison between pp and pp over lap func t ions ; 

i i ) the value o \ . (pp)=43.65*0.41 mb is in good agreement wi th a d ispers ion 

relat ion f i t of o. . w i th ( I n s ) 2 dependence [ 2 0 ] , whi le the measurements of 

re f s . [10,17] are somewhat above th is f i t ; i i i ) the R211 resul t gives a total 

cross section d i f fe rence between pp and pp of rough ly 1 mb, in good 

agreement w i th f i t s to lower energy data shown in ref . [ 2 4 ] . By 

comparison, the total cross section results of re fs . [10,17] g ive total cross 

section di f ferences of about 1.5 mb and 1.7 mb, respect ive ly , which are 

above the f i t s shown in ref. [ 2 4 ] . 
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It can be shown a posteriori that a total cross section value of the 

order of 44.8 mb, as suggested by refs. [10,17], does not alter the final 

overlap functions significantly, and hence the conclusions concerning the 

energy dependence of the overlap functions are (qualitatively) the same. 

The values a t o t=43.65±0.41 mb and p=0.10110.018 correspond to the 

optical point do7dt| t = n=98.33±1.85 mb(GeV/c)" 2 . The t-region 0.0< |t|<0.10 

(GeV/c) 2 can then be parametrized by the exponential form Aexp(Bt), 

where A=98.33±1.85 mb(GeV/c)- 2 and B=13.36±0.53 (GeV/c)" 2 . This 

parametrization is justified by the fact that a change of slope f i rst occurs 

around 11| =0.10 (GeV/c) 2 [10]. 

The ISR R420 collaboration has presented differential cross section data 

in the region 0.10< 11| <0.90 (GeV/c) 2 [11]. The systematic normalization 

uncertainty of the data is ±15°t>. The data join smoothly the exponential 

parametrization of do/dt below |t|=0.10 (GeV/c) 2 . We let the data cover the 

t-range 0.10< |t|<0. 71 (GeV/c) 2 . 

The R420 group has recently extended their measurements to cover the 

large-|t | region 0.5<|t|<4.0 (GeV/c) 2 [12]. The data have been normalized 

to match their low-|t | data in the overlap region. The quoted systematic 

normalization uncertainty is ±30%. We join the two R420 data sets at 

|t|=0.71 (GeV/c) 2 , and a smooth transition is obtained. 
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3.4 Vs=546 GeV 

The CERN UA4 col laborat ion has presented pp data at Vs=546 GeV from the 

near f o rwa rd d i rec t ion up to | t |=1 .55 ( G e V / c ) 2 [13-15 ,19 ] . A prominent 

feature of the data is the marked change of slope around | t | =0 .9 ( G e V / c ) z 

fol lowed by a shoulder wi th a weak fa l l -o f f in | t | ( F i g . 4 ) . Below we 

descr ibe the d i f f e ren t data sets separate ly . 

Low momentum t rans fe r data in the t - range 0.03< 11| <0.32 ( G e V / c ) 2 have 

been presented by Bozzo et a l . [ 1 3 ] , The same group has repor ted the 

total cross section c. . ( p p Vs=546 GeV)=61.9*1.5 mb [19 ] . The resul t 

assumes p=0.15, a value suggested by the d ispers ion relation f i t of ref . 

[ 20 ] . The estimated uncer ta in ty in p is repor ted to y ie ld an uncer ta in ty in 
a t o t w n ' c n ' s w i th in the quoted e r r o r . The total cross section value 

61 .9 :1 .5 mb thus corresponds to an optical point at d a / d t | t = f , = 2 0 0 . 2 t 9 . 8 

m b ( G e V / c ) " 2 . For | t |<0 .15 ( G e V / c ) 2 , data are well descr ibed by a simple 

exponent ia l form wi th slope parameter B=15.2±0.2 ( G e V / c ) " 2 [ 13 ] . The 

t - reg ion 0.0< 111 <0.03 ( G e V / c ) 2 can thus be parametr ized by the exponential 

form d a / d t = A e x p ( B t ) , w i th A=200.2±9.8 m b ( G e V / c ) " 2 and B=15.2 i0.2 

( G e V / c ) " 2 . 

The sma l l - | t | data of ref . [13] are used to cover the region 

0 .03<| t |<0 .21 ( G e V / c ) 2 . The quoted systematic normalization uncer ta in ty is 

15%. 

Di f ferent ia l cross section data in the t - r ange 0 .21<| t |<0 .50 ( G e V / c ) 2 

have been presented by Battiston et a l . [14 ] . The data have been 
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normalized to the low-|t| data of ref. [13]. The systematic normalization 

uncertainty is ±3%. We will let these data cover the t-range 0.21<|t|<0.45 

(GeV/c) 2 . 

The UA4 group has recently also measured the t-region 0.45< |t|<1.55 

(GeV/c) 2 [15]. The data join smoothly the lower-|t| data of Battiston et al. 

[14] to which they have been normalized. The quoted systematic 

normalization uncertainty is ±10%. 

No data exist above |t|=1.55 (GeV/c) 2 . We f ind, however, that there 

are non-negligible contributions to the Fourier-Bessel integral of eq.(2-11) 

in a limited region above |t |-1.55 (GeV/c) 2 . We therefore extrapolate the 

differential cross section up to |t|=3.0 (GeV/c) 3 by extending the validity 

of a f i t to doVdt in the t-range 0.21<|t|<1.55 (GeV/c) 2 , given in re f . [15] : 

IF ~ K - e 
where b=12.9±0.1 (GeV/c)" 2 , d=2.4±0.2 (GeV/c)" 2 , -t„=0.83±0.01 (GeV/c) 2 

and e»=n-(0.82±0.04). Above |t|=1.55 (GeV/c) 2 , this fit is essentially 

given by the simple exponential term C-exp(2.4t), where C=0.024 

mb(GeWc)" 2 . We assign a systematic normalization uncertainty of ±10% to 

the extrapolation (Table 1). 
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4. Calculation of l"(b) and G j n (b ) 

Eq.(2-11) relates the real and imaginary part of the elastic profile function 

T(b) to the imaginary and real part of the elastic scattering amplitude 

f ( s , t ) , respectively. Rel~(b) and ImHb) then determine the inelastic 

overlap function according to eq.(2-14). 

For simplicity we will adopt the notation of ref. [7 ] , defining the 

imaginary and real parts of the scattering amplitude as 

A(t) - I» /fct) , (H-/) 
R(t) = Re. f M (4-2) 

at each of the four energies. From eq.(2-1) we then have 

A(t) - i - ( ff -Trfuf . (1-3) 
We are thus faced with the task of determining the real part of the elastic 

scattering amplitude as a function of t . As there is no experimental data 

on the real to imaginary part for | t |>0, one has to derive it from a complex 

analytic expression for the scattering amplitude. The expression should 

have the following properties: 

i) Away from the dip region, the scattering amplitude should be dominantly 

imaginary. This is an assumption based on dispersion relations [6] and the 

general smallness of the real to imaginary part measured at t=0 (see p in 

Table 2). Moreover, the weak energy dependence of do/dt in the forward 
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diffraction peak supports the assumption of a small real part. This can be 

seen from the following simple argument: The elastic differential cross 

section at Vs=53 GeV and \/s=546 GeV exhibit exact energy independence at 

a cross-over around |t|=0.3 (GeV/c) 2 . Assuming that the scattering 

amplitude is dominantly C-even in this region, which is suggested by the 

continuous decrease of A&. .=o. .(pp)-o"i .(pp) in the ISR energy range 

[24], a crossing symmetric amplitude of the form F(t) ( i -cotgna(t)/2)s Q 

can be suggested. Exact energy independence at |t|=0.3 (GeV/c) 2 then 

corresponds to a(-t=0.3)=1, which gives a real part equal lo zero at this 

t-value. The argument is, of course, gualitative. It nevertheless supports 

the assumption that the real part is small at small | t | . It also indicates that 

the real part crosses zero at some small | t | -value, a result already 

obtained from a dispersion relation analysis [6,7] . 

ii) The scattering amplitude is assumed to be purely real in the dip region. 

Hence a dip is due to a zero in the imaginary part of the amplitude, and it 

is filled by the real part according to the relation 

dip 

Consequently the ratio R( t ) /A( t ) should diverge in the dip region, and 

ACt) should become negative beyond the dip. 

At 30 and 50 GeV/c, p is of the order of -0.01 (Table 2). The 

negligible real part at t=0 in this energy region justifies the use of a 

simple exponential form for " f t ) : 
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where Ro is determined by p and a. . (eqs.(2-2) and (2-3)), Rj is 

determined from eq.(4-4), and A(t) is given by eq.(4-3) (the experimental 

values for da/dt are used). 

The resulting ratio R(t ) /A( t ) is shown in Fig.5 for the 50 GeV/c data. 

Since p is negative, R(t) does not cross zero. As expected, R( t ) /A( t ) 

diverges in the dip around |t|=1.45 (GeV/c) 2 (at 30 GeV/c, R( t ) /A( t ) 

diverges around |t|=1.7 (GeV/c) 2 ) . 

At Vs=53 GeV and Vs=546 GeV, the real part at t=0 becomes more 

important (Table 2), and we adopt the parametrization of the elastic 

scattering amplitude used in the analysis of Schubert and Amaldi [7] . The 

parametrization has the form 

ft,t)= i*to[A, *«p(-ilv* M) +^eip(iMW)J-4e(f(ib, 

where 

One notes that eqs.(4-6) and (4-7) give 

(s-t) 
where r=o\ * (s ) /a t t ( s 0 ) , which has (approximatively) the correct value 

for A J <<r(A 1 *A 2 ) . Moreover, the following relation holds (approximatively) 

for A 3 « r ( A i * A 3 ) : 
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db JT 
dL-t -t=o 

Cc^[l*/0)] , (H) 

where C=(A x *A 2 )Va . . 2 ( s 0 ) , which is in accordance with the optical 

theorem (eq.(2-4)). 

We find that the parameter values used in ref. [7], which f i t the pp ISR 

data, also give an adequate f i t to the pp Vs=53 GeV data 

(X 2 /d .o . f . -178/50), using pipp Vs=53 GeV)=0.10 and 

r = a t o t _ (Vs=53GeV)/a t o t (Vs=23GeV) =43.65mb/38.9mb (the pp value is 

taken from ref. [ 7 ] ) . The parameter values are: 

A* = So.iv «k^/c)" 1 , K • \H.i (tøcj\ 

(the notation do/dt = | f ( s , t ) | 2 is used). The values satisfy the 

requirement A 3 <<r (A 1 *A 2 ) , reproduces the optical point (do7dt| t=!Q=98.24 

mb(GeV/c)" 2 versus the experimental value 98.33 mb(GeV/c)~ 2), as well as 

the shoulder around |t|=1.3 (GeV/c) 2 . The resulting ratio R( t ) /A( t ) is 

shown in Fig.5. The real part is seen to cross zero around |t|=0.15 

(GeV/c) J , in qualitative agreement with our assumption. R( t ) /A( t ) diverges 

for |t '=1.2 (GeV/c) 2 , where A(t) crosses zero and becomes negative. The 

dip is practically filled in by the real part R( t ) . 
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The parameter values in (4 - )0 ) g ive a ve r y poor f i t to the Vs=:546 GeV 
r« 

data, however, using p=0.15 and » o t t (Vs=546GeV)/a. . (Vs=23GeV) 

=61.9mb/38.9mb. We there fore f i t the Vs=546 GeV data wi th A - , B . , i = l , 3 as 

f ree parameters, set t ing s 0=(54S G e V ) 2 in e q . ( 4 - 7 ) . The parameter values 

obtained are : 

Al - 21.1* mk (tøcf t b, - 2£«(kv/cf, 

Ai = 90. ss- »l> (mf , t, - II.ft (C#/L}\ 

( d a / d t = | f ( s , t ) | 2 ) . Aga in , A 3 < < r ( A 1 * A 2 ) as requ i red . An adequate f i t is 

obtained ( x 2 / d . o . f . =91/50); the optical point is reasonably well reproduced 

( d a / d t | j = 0 = 2 0 4 . 2 m b ( G e V / c ) - ! as compared to the experimental value 

200 .2*9 .8 ) , as well as the break and shoulder around | t | =0 .9 ( G e V / c ) ? 

The resu l t ing rat io R ( t ) / A ( t ) is shown in F ig .5 . The real par t crosses zero 

at 111 =0.15 ( G e V / c ) 2 , and the imaginary pa r t crosses zero and becomes 

negat ive around 111 =0.83 ( G e V / c ) 2 . The d ip is to ta l ly f i l led by the real 

p a r t . 

As was pointed out by Amaldi and Schubert in ref . [ 7 ] , a precise 

knowledge of the real part R( t ) is not required for the impact parameter 

analysis, since the effect of the real part on G i n " > ' ' s v e r v small 

(less than 1%, given the above parametrization of f ( s , t ) and parameter 

values). I t is clear, however, that if the real part behaves dramatically 

different from what is suggested by Fig.5, the overlap functions could be 

significantly altered. 
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The complex elastic prof i le func t ion can now be computed numerical ly 

f rom e q s . ( 2 - l l ) and (4 -3 ) . d a / d t is taken from the d i f fe rent ia l cross 

section data. In t -b ins where data are unavai lable, the parametr izat ions of 

d a / d t descr ibed in Sect.3 are used. The in tegrat ion in e q . ( 2 - 1 l ) is 

per formed over ind iv idua l t - b ins as fo l lows: 

Mb) • U & JM A& U}®) , (vi) 
t - t tj_; 

where 

and , 
"tmcix 

0 

NBIN is the number of t - b i n s in the d i f fe ren t ia l cross section (an 

ext rapolat ion covers one t - b i n ) , t, . and t u : are the lower and upper l imits 

of the t - b i n ( i ) , and t is the upper l imit in | t | of the d i f fe ren t ia l cross 

sect ion. In t - b i n s covered by experimental data , d o / d t ( t ) - = da /d t - is the 

d i f fe ren t ia l cross section measured in the cent re of the t - b i n ( i ) , A ( t ) .=A , 

is the imaginary par t in the cent re of the t - b i n , and ft(t)j=R- is the f i t t ed 

real part in the centre of the t - b i n . In t - b i n s where d a / d t has been 

parametrized, d a / d t ( t ) , , A ( t ) , and R ( t ) : are cont inuous funct ions of t . 

The amplitudes A( t ) and R( t ) contribute negatively to the integral 

beyond the t-values where they cross zero. It is noted that lmr(b) is 

calculated by a continuous integration of the continuous real part R ( t ) . 
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In order to minimize the numerical errors in the integration of eqs. 

(4-12) and (4-14), the step length is decreased with increasing argument 

of the Bessel function J 0 (bV- t ) . 

In the following, the treatment of statistical and systematic errors is 

discussed. The statistical errors in Rer(b) and G- (b) originate from the 

t-dependent statistical errors in the differential cross sections. In the 

error propagation, A(t) j is approximated by V( (do /d t j / n ) ' , thus neglecting 

the real part. Moreover, extrapolations are not assigned any statistical 

errors; they do, however, contribute to the systematic errors as described 

below. 

The systematic normalization uncertainty of the differential cross 

sections and the optical point give rise to systematic errors in l"(b) and 

G. (b) . The quoted systematic normalization uncertainties of individual data 

sets are listed in Table 1. The values are either given explicitely in the 

papers referred to, or they are derived from the quoted uncertainty in 

o t .. For this analysis, however, the quoted systematic errors of the data 

can be effectively reduced by means of comparison with other total cross 

section measurements, and by requiring that differential cross section data 

join smoothly. Once an effective normalization uncertainty has been 

determined for each data set, the systematic uncertainty in Rel"(b) and 

G- (b) can be estimated by using upper and lower limits of da/dt in 

eq.(4-12). 

We will briefly describe how the effective normalization uncertainty of 

do/dt is determined. The individual uncertainty estimates are listed in 

Table J. 
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i) 25.2/30 and 50 GeV/c 

Having normalized the low-t data of refs. [8,22] to the optica) point 

corresponding to the world mean total cross section, the systematic 

normalization uncertainty of the low-t differential cross section data is set 

equal to the (relative) uncertainty in the world mean optical point (t2%). 

As noted in Sect.3, the high-| t | data of Asa'd et al. must be 

normalized by a scale correction factor of 1.15 in order to join the low-| t | 

data. The requirement that data join smoothly effectively reduces the 

systematic normalization uncertainty of the normalized high-111 data. We 

estimate the effective uncertainty to be ±5B. 

It can be checked a posteriori that the *15% normalization correction of 

the high -11J data only has a minor effect on the final -esult, being well 

within the systematic errors arising from the uncertainty in the optical 

point (see Sect.5). This is due to the fact that the elastic profile function 

receives the main contributions from the low-|t | region, where the 

differential cross sections are large. 

ii) Vs=53 GeV and Vs=546 GeV 

At the ISR and SppS collider energies, we will assume that the absolute 

normalization of the total cross section data of refs. [18,19] is correct. This 

assumption is necessary since there are only a few independent 

measurements at these energies. The systematic normalization uncertainty 

of the low-111 differential cross section data (and extrapolations) is thus 

determined from the quoted errors in the total cross sections [18,19]. At 
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Vs=53 GeV, however, the quoted e r r o r is ra ther small (~1°0, equivalent to 

±2% in d o / d t | t = r . ) , and we choose to assign a somewhat larger e r r o r to the 

smatl- 11| extrapolat ion ( i3 .5%) . 

Again the large systematic normalization uncerta int ies of the higher-111 

data sets can be ef fect ive ly reduced by requ i r i ng tha t data sets join 

smoothly. The reduced e r ro r estimates are g iven in Table 1. 

5. Results 

5.1 Descr ipt ion of T(b) and G (b) 

In the fo l lowing, T(b) refers to the real par t of the elastic pro f i le funct ion 

( R e r ( b ) ) if noth ing else is s ta ted. 

("(b) and G- (b) are p lo t ted on logar i thm scale in Figs.6 and 7 fo r the 

energies 25.2/30 GeV/c , 50 GeV/c , Vs=53 GeV and Vs=546 GeV. The solid 

curves are Gaussian d is t r ibu t ions adjusted to I" and G. at b=0 and b = l . 6 

fm. 

The elastic pro f i le funct ion T(b) is seen to be ve ry close to Gaussian at 

30 and 50 GeV/c , al though it is s l i gh t l y below the Gaussian at small impact 

parameters (b -1 f m ) , and (mostly at 30 GeV/c) s l igh t l y above at large 

impact parameters ( F i g . 6 ) . 
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At the ISR and SppS collider energies, new shape effects appear in the 

elastic profile function; at small b, it approaches a pure Gaussian, while at 

large b it exhibits a tail above the Gaussian. The tail is particularly 

pronounced at Vs=53 GeV. It is possible that the less pronounced tail at 

Vs=546 GeV constitutes the onset of a more important tail which is shifted 

to larger impact parameters. The weaker fall-off of T(b) at large impact 

parameters is related to the change of slope in da/dt around |t|=0.15 

(GeV/c) 2 . Since a Fourier-Bessel transform of an exponential is a 

Gaussian, a simple exponential form of the differential cross section would 

yield a purely Gaussian profile function. Thus a change of the elastic slope 

parameter produces a deviation from a purely Gaussian profile function. 

The inelastic overlap function G. (b) is seen to bp nearly Gaussian at 

30 and 50 GeV/c (Fig.7). However, contrary to l"(b), G j n ( b ) is slightly 

above a Gaussian at small b, while it is slightly below at large b. At 

Vs=53 GeV and v's-546 GeV, G- is again above a Gaussian at small b, the 

discrepancy being enhanced at Vs=546 GeV. At Vs=53 GeV, G- (b) exhibits 

the characteristic tail above the Gaussian for b>2 fm, originating from the 

change of slope in do/dt in the near forward direction. This property has 

been noted before in the proton-proton inelastic overlap function at ISR 

energies [7 ] . At Vs=546 GeV, however, no tail in G (b) is observed; in 

fact, G. is slightly below the Gaussian at large b. This is, of course, 

directly related to the weakly developed tail in l"(b) at this energy, and 

leaves the possibility open that a tail may develop in G at larger impact 

parameters. As a sensitivity test, we increased the elastic slope parameter 

B(Vs=546GeV) of the forward exponential extrapolation (0.0< |t|<0.03 

(GeV/c) s) to B=16.0 (GeV/c) ' J , which yields an optical point corresponding 
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to the upper l imit of the total cross section of ref . [ 1 9 ] . This slope 

parameter, which exceeds the experimental value of 15.2±0.2 ( G e V / c ) " 2 

measured in the range 0.03<11| <0.15 ( G e V / c ) 2 [ 13 ] , merely produces a 

weak tai l in G- at larqe b (G. is increased by roughly a factor 3 at b=3 in ^ in 
f m ) . 

Table 3 l ists the standard deviat ions of the Gaussian d is t r ibu t ions 

adjusted to T and G. at b=0 and b=1.6 fm. The values show that the w id th 

of l~(b) and G- (b ) increases wi th energy above 50 GeV/c . Moreover, 

G. (b ) is genera l ly w ider than l~(b). 

We have f i t t ed the inelastic over lap funct ions at the four energies to 

the form 

where the f i r s t term is a pure Gaussian, and the second term is a bump 

con t r ibu t ion needed to l i f t G- above the Gaussian at small b. v=2 
in 

corresponds 'o the b 2 term proposed by Henzi et a l . [ 21 ,25 ] . The f i t 

parameters dre l isted in Table 4. G- (b ,50 GeV/c) is seen to be well 

represented by e q . ( 5 - l ) wi th v=2 ( x 2 / d . o . f - = 0 . 4 ) . The b 2 term peaks 

around b-0.7 fm, where its con t r ibu t ion to G- is -10°o, and it fal ls off 

rap id ly wi th increasing b, represent ing only -]% of G- at b=2 fm. At the 

o ther energies, however, a b 2 term does not descr ibe G- (b) well 

( X 2 / d . o . f . - 5 0 ) . Bet ter f i ts are obta ind wi th smaller powers of b in the 

"bump" term (Table 4 ) . Even wi th y as a free parameter, however, the f i t 

deter iorates w i th increasing energy . (The x ! / d . o . f . values in Table 4 
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should not be compared d i r ec t l y , since the e r ro rs in the least squares f i t , 

represented by the stat ist ical e r ro rs in G- ( b ) , va ry w i th energy . The 

stat ist ical e r ro rs in G- (b) at 50 GeV/c are, in fac t , roughly a factor 2 

larger than at the other energ ies) . 

It is noted that r (b=0) is less than un i t y at all f ou r energies. This 

shows that there is a non-zero p robab i l i t y tha t the nucieons pass s t ra igh t 

t h rough each o ther w i thou t i n te rac t i ng . 

5.2 Energy dependence of G- (b) 

3 3 - 5 0 
Fig.8 shows the energy var iat ion AG- (b) f rom 50 GeV/c to 30 GeV/c : 

3 0 - 5 0 

AG. (b) is seen to be mainly per iphera l around b=l fm, bu t it also 

exhib i ts a small increase at b=0. The resul t shows that the increase of the 

inelastic cross section f rom 50 GeV/c to 30 GeV/c is mainly due to a 

per iphera l rise of the blackness of the nucleon, which in t u r n means that 

the interact ion radius increases. In add i t ion , there is a small cont r ibu t ion 

coming f rom an increase of the centra l b lackness. The per iphera l rise of 

G, (b ) around b=1 fm has also been observed in h igh energy pp scat ter ing 

at ISR energies [ 7 ] . 

The p e r i p h e r a l l y of &G- ref lects the near Gaussian d i s t r i bu t i on of in 

T ( b ) . This can be seen from eq . (2 -14) , which leads to the relation 

(neglect ing I m r ( b ) ) : 
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AG::'%) .AP>[2-(rMKM))], 
(s-i) 

where Sx and s 2 denote d i f fe ren t energies. It follows that Gaussian pro f i le 

funct ions at Si and s 2 yield a per iphera l AG- 5 l S 2 ( b ) d i s t r i bu t i on . The 

centra l r ise of G- i s , of course, due to a centra l rise of l~. 

3 0 - 5 0 
Fig.9 shows the increase Ar (b) of the elastic prof i le funct ion from 

50 GeV/c to 30 GeV/c : 

A r ^ t ) = rMu/c)-i>,so&v/c) . 
3 0 - 5 0 

I t is noted that the peak in AG- (b) coincides wi th the edge of the 
3 0 - 5 0 

plateau in AT (b) around b=) fm Gaussian d i s t r i bu t ions adjusted to 

T(30 GeV/c) and T(50 GeV/c) in b=0 and b=1.0 fm y ie ld a d i f ference 
3 0 - 5 0 

AT (b) as indicated by the solid curve in F ig .9 , and the resu l t ing 
3 0 - 5 0 

AG. (b) d i s t r i bu t i on peaks in fact per iphera l ly around b=l fm. 

The cen ' ra l increase of G. (b ) from 50 GeV/c to 30 GeV/c is 

s tat is t ica l ly s ign i f i can t , being larger than the stat ist ical and systematic 
3 0 - 5 0 

er rors of AG (b=0) ( F i g . 8 ) . Fur thermore , the *15°0 normalization 

correct ion of the 30 and 50 GeV/c l a r g p - | t | data of Asa'd et a l . is found to 
3 0 - 5 0 

have a negl ig ib le ef fect on AG. ( b ) . This can be seen from F ig .8 , 
3 0 - 5 0 

where the -lashed cu rve represents the AG- (b ) d i s t r i bu t i on obtained 

when using uncor rec ted large-111 data at 30 and 50 GeV/c . The dashed 

cu rve is consis tent ly wi th in the stat ist ical e r ro rs of the "co r rec ted" 
3 0 - 5 0 

AG| (b ) d i s t r i b u t i o n . The p ic tu re changes somewhat, however, i f we 
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also drop the *3.5% normalization correct ion of the sma l l - | t | 25.2 GeV/c 
3 0 - 5 0 

data of re f . [ 2 2 ] ; AG- (b ) is then lowered by about 5x10" 3 at small b 

(do t ted l ine in F i g . 8 ) , and is compatible wi th zero at b=0. 

S 4 G - S 3 

Fig . 10 shows the energy var iat ion AG- (b) of G- (b ) from Vs=53 

GeV to Vs=546 GeV, where 

A s t rong per iphera l increase of the inelastic over lap func t ion is observed , 

peaking around b=0.9 fm. Moreover, we also observe a re lat ive ly large 

centra l increase of the order of 0 .06, which is ve ry s ign i f icant compared to 

the stat ist ical and systematic e r ro rs at b=0. The resul t is in qua l i ta t ive 

agreement w i th the resul t obtained by Henzi and Val in [ 2 1 ] 2 . However, i t 

should be noted that the resul t of ref . [21] is obtained by using the 

p ro ton -p ro ton inelastic over lap func t ion at Vs=52.8 GeV. Thus , the 

under l y ing assumption has been that pp and pp inelastic over lap funct ions 

are equal at ISR energies. We f i n d , however, tha t there is a s ign i f i cant 

d i f ference between the pp and pp inelastic over lap funct ions at Vs=53 GeV. 

Th is can be seen from Fig. 11 , which shows the d i f ference 

3 The impact parameter analysis of ref . [21] uses the total cross section 

value o"t t B (vs=546GeV)=71i7 mb and the fo rward slope parameter 

B K „(Vs=546GeV) = 17.6 ( G e V / c ) " 3 . Both these -alues have later been re -
PP 

vised downwards by the UA4 group [13,19] to the values used in this 

analysis ( a . t = 6 1 . 9 U .5 mb, B=15.2i0.2 ( G e V / c ) " a ) . 
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(G- p p(b,Vs=52.8GeV) is taken from the analysis of Amaldi and Schubert 

[7 ] ) . The pp inelastic overlap function is, in fact, slightly smaller than 

that of pp at small b, which means that pp is less absorptive centrally than 

pp. However, the pp inelastic overlap function is larger peripherally, and 

the difference peaks around b=1.2 fm. The difference between the pp and 

pp inelastic cross sections at Vs=53 GeV (36.78±0.26 (Table 7) and 

35.22i0.16 [7 ] , respectively) is thus of completely peripheral origin (b>0.6 

fm). Another noteworthy feature of the AG. p p p p ( b ) distribution is the 

"bump" around b=2.5 fm. This structure is reminiscent of a "bump" 

structure observed around b=2 fm in the proton-proton energy variation 

AG j n (b ) at ISR energies [7J. 

In Fig. 12 the energy dependence of the pp inelastic overlap function 

between 30 GeV/c and vs=546 GeV is plotted as a function of Vs for four 

different b-values (the solid curve are drawn to guide the eye). The 

corresponding numerical values of G, and Rel" are given in Table 5. From 

eqs.(2-11) and (5-2) it follows that the variation of the central blackness 

G; (b=0) with energy is directly related to the variation of the ratio i . J B 

with energy (Table 2). 

The mean inelastic interaction radius oi the antiproton-proton collision 

can be calculated from the inelastic overlap function. We adopt the 

definition of Amaldi and Schubert [7 ] , which facilitates a comparison with 

the results from their pp analysis at ISR energies: 
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w> - rbrncx 

U G„0>)U 
( « ) 

where the choice fo r b is 

( ^ ( s , ^ ) = COS?" Q(s,o) (H) 
The resul ts fo r V<b 2 > are l isted in Table 6 and shown in F ig . 13 as a 

func t ion of Vs . The e r ro rs are systematic, o r ig ina t ing from the 

normalization uncer ta in ty of the d i f fe rent ia l cross section data (Sec t . 4 ) . 

The mean pp inelast ic in teract ion radius is seen to increase by about ITo 

from Vs=53 GeV to Vs=546 GeV. I f , however, eq . (5 -3 ) is in tegrated f u r t h e r 

out in b by increasing b

m a x according to the def in i t ion 

G- ( s , b m )=0.010G. ( s , 0 ) , the calculated radi i are about 10°o larger than i n rna x i n 
those l isted in Table 6 (18° larger at v's=53 GeV) . 

F ig . 13 includes a comparison wi th the mean inelastic interact ion radius 

of p ro ton-p ro ton coll isions at ISR energies, calculated by Amaldi and 

Schuber t [7] according to the def in i t ions (5-3) and (5 -4 ) . The 

p ro ton-p ro ton radius is smaller than the an t ip ro ton -p ro ton radius in the 

ISR reg ion ; however, the p ro ton -p ro ton radius appears to increase fas ter . 

The sol id cu rve in F ig . 13 i l lust rates the inelastic interact ion radius of a 

black d isc , being propor t ional to Vo. , (s) ( the cu rve is an eye- f i t to 

^ o i n e l ( s ^ / o i n e l { p L = 5 0 G e V ' ' c ) ' ' n o r m a l i z e d to v < b 3 > at 50 GeV/c ; o J n e | ( s ) is 

g iven in Table 7 ) . A t h igh energies, the mean pp inelastic interact ion 

radius is seen to increase at a slower rate than the inelastic in teract ion 

radius of a black d isc. 
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We have calculated a t o t , a j n e | and aef at 30 GeV/c , 50 GeV/c , Vs=53 

GeV and Vs=546 GeV by using eqs . (2 -15) to (2 -17) , i n tegra t ing up to the 

maximum b-value fo r which l~(b) and G- (b ) are p o s i t i v e 3 . The results are 

g iven in Table 7. Some prev ious ly publ ished resul ts are given in 

parenthes is . The e r ro rs quoted fo r th is analysis are systematic, 

o r i g ina t i ng from the normalization uncer ta in ty of the data sets, and are 

• i t rongly cor re la ted . With the except ion of a. t (Vs=53GeV) , the calculated 

tota l cross sections are w i th in 1°o of the total cross sections used to define 

the optical point (Table 2 ) , and the values agree when the systematic 

e r ro r s are taken into account. At Vs=53 GeV, we obtain the total cross 

section value 44.22t0.65 mb, which is about 1.4% h igher than the value of 

Amos et a l . def in ing the optical point in th is analysis (43.65;0.41 mb 

(Table 2 ) ) . However, the two values are compatible when the systematic 

e r ro rs are taken into account. 

Table 7 shows that the elastic cross section fal ls f rom 30 GeV/c to 

Vs=53 GeV, while i t increases by almost 80"o from Vs=53 GeV to Vs=546 

GeV. Meanwhile, the inelastic cross section increases by only -33°o in the 

ISR—SppS energy range. The resul t is a s ign i f icant increase (=27°o) of the 

rat io o e / t J t 0 , f rom Vs=53 GeV to Vs-546 GeV. 

' For b>2.5 fm at 30 and 50 GeV/c, and b>3.2 fm at vs=53 and 546 GeV, 

negative values for Rel" and G- may occur . This reflects the uncer ta in ty 

in the near forward differential cross sections, which are defined by ex

trapolation to t=0. 
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5.3 Test of Geometrical Scaling and Factor iz ing Eikonal Models 

Having calculated the impact parameter d is t r ibu t ions l " (b ) , G. (b ) and Q(b) 

at f ou r d i f f e ren t energies, two classes of geometrical models can be tes ted: 

Geometrical Scaling (GS) and Factor iz ing Eikonal (FE) models. In its most 

general f o rm, the opaci ty funct ion 0 ( s , b ) (eq.2-22) can be wr i t t en as 

0 ( s , b ) = K ( s ) F ( b / r ( s ) ) . In GS [26 -29 ] , K(s) is constant and 

r ( s ) = Vo\ t ( s ) / o \ . (so)'. In FE models, on the o ther hand , r ( s ) is 

constant , and the opacity is factor ized as Q(s ,b ) = K (s ) -F (b ) [30 -34 ] . In the 

fo l lowing we wi l l conf ront these assumptions w i th the calculated overlap and 

opaci ty func t ions . The test covers the low-energy region 30-50 GeV/c and 

the h igh-energy region Vs=53-546 GeV. 

5 .3 .1 Geometrical scaling (GS) 

In GS [26 -29 ] , the inelastic over lap funct ion G- ( s , b ) is assumed to be 

constant w i th energy when the impact parameter is scaled wi th the square 

root of the total cross sect ion: 

The underlying assumption is, in general terms, that physics is the same 

when the size of the hadronic interaction region is accounted for. More 

precisely, the scaled opacity or matter density" function Q ( b / r ( s ) ) is 

constant. It follows from the scaling relation (5-5) that the central 

blackness G | n ( b - 0 ) is constant with energy. 

Fig . 14 shows the variation of G j n ( b / r ( s ) ) from 50 GeV/c to 30 GeV/c: 
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AC'VHS)) -- Gdfa*>w$ - GS/^4 > 
where 

3 0 - SO 

Al though the AG- signal is seen to be considerably dampened when b 

is scaled by r ( s ) , the non-negl ig ib le signal which remains is incompatible 

w i th the GS pred ic t ion of a vanish ing AG- ( b / r ( s ) ) ( e q . ( 5 - 5 ) ) . However, 

i t shoi j ld be pointed out that the systematic e r ro rs in the 
3C - 5 0 

AG- ( b / r ( s ) ) d i s t r i bu t ion are ra ther large (sol id curves in F ig . 14), so 
tha t def in i te conclusions cannot be drawn on th is po in t . As noted in 

3 0 - 5 0 
Sec t .5 .2 , AG- ( b ; 0 ) almost vanishes if no normalization correct ion is 

appl ied to the l o w - | t | 25.2 GeV/c data ( F i g . 8 ) . 

In fac t , a more c fear -cut manifestation of GS violat ion at lower energies 

is p rov ided by the pp 30 and 50 GeV/c elastic d i f fe ren t ia l cross section 

data of r e f . f 9 ] . The observed inward d ip movement wi th energy (F igs . 1,2) 

is incompatible w i th the GS pred ic t ion - t . - 1/o",._», which yields an 
d ip tot 

ou tward d ip movement f rom 30 GeV/c to 50 GeV/c . 

F ig. 15 shows the energy var iat ion of G- ( b / r ( s ) ) f rom Vs=53 GeV to 

\/s=546 GeV: 

where 
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5 4 S - 5 3 
AG- ( b / r ( s ) ) is seen to d i f f e r s ign i f i cant ly f rom zero. The centra l 

r ise is of the o rder of 0 .06, which is much larger than the stat ist ical and 

systematic e r ro rs at b=0. The non-negl ig ib le AG- ( b / r ( s ) ) signal 

represents a severe violat ion of GS in the high energy regime. The resul t 

contrasts sharp ly wi th t he approximate GS behaviour of G- seen in 

p ro ton -p ro ton scat ter ing at ISR energies [ 7 ] . The dashed lines in F ig . 15 

indicate the maximum size of the AG- ( b / r ( s ) ) signal in the ISR energy 

range [ 7 ] . Osci l lat ing around zero, it was in te rp re ted as a manifestation 

of GS at ISR energies [ 7 ] . The s t rong violat ion of GS in the high energy 

region ISR—SppS now suggests tha t the approximate GS behaviour of pp 

scat ter ing at ISR energies is accidental . 

I t should be noted that the s igni f icant increase of the central blackness 

G- (b=0) mainly or ig inates from the increase of the rat io o t o t

/ B (Table 2 ) , 

where B is the fo rward slope parameter. In GS th is rat io is constant wi th 

ene rgy . Moreover, the increase of a

e i / ' a * o t ' n ' n e ISR-SppS energy range, 

d i rec t l y related to the increase of ° t 0 t ^ ^ ' i s ' " « " " P a t i b l e w i th the GS 

pred ic t ion of constant 0

e / ° * 0 f The scal ing violat ion in the impact 

parameter plane is, in fact, reflected in the predicted pp elastic differential 

cross section at Vs=546j which is a factor of -10 below the experimental data 

in the shoulder region [35}. 

We find that the a G j n

, 4 , t ' ( b / r ( s ) ) distribution remains basically the 

sama if an alternative extrapolation of tha vs-53 GeV data to the optical 
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point is per fo rmed. Using a t . " p (Vs=53GeV)=44.86±0.44 mb and a fo rward 

slope parameter B=13.92i0.59 ( G e V / c ) " 2 , as repor ted by Ambrosio et 

a l . [ 1 0 ] , G j n (b=0,Vs=53GeV) increases by a negl ig ib le 0.3°o (p=0.10). The 

centra l increase of G. from V s ^ S GeV to Vs=546 GeV thus remains of the in 
S 4 6 - S 3 

order of 0.06, and the overal l AG- ( b / r ( s ) ) d i s t r i bu t i on stays largely 

the same. 

Dias de Deus has associated the breakdown of GS at the SppS col l ider 

w i th the onset of a h igh-dens i ty regime, which is character ized by 

increased par ton dens i ty and hardness due to st imulated par t ic le product ion 

[ 3 6 ] . In th is p i c t u re , the p r j g r e s s i v e violat ion of GS wi th increasing 

energy is l inked to the simultaneous breakdown of KNO scaling and the 

gradua l ly s t ronger p . ,mu l t ip l i c i t y cor re la t ion . 

5.3.2 Factor iz ing eikonal (FE) models 

The observat ion of a r is ing total cross section at ISR energies showed the 

need for energy dependence in the opacity funct ion Q. Hayot and 

Sukhatme, . 'nonn others [31 -33 ] , have used the pure ly d i f f rac t i ve 

(Rex(s .b) -O) opt ical model of Chou and Yang [37] as a basis for a 

general ized Chou-Yang t ype model in which the opaci ty is factor ized as 

_Q(s,b) - K(s)-"F(I>) . M 
K(s) is determined f rom o» » t h rough the optical theorem. Whether h igh 

energy elastic scattering data support the factorization hypothesis has been 

a question of considerable interest. In the analysis of elastic p ro ton-p ro ton 
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data at ISR energies performed by Amaldi and Schubert [7 ] , factorization 

was found to be strongly violated. In the following, the FE hypothesis will 

be confronted with the calculated pp opacity at low and high energies 

(Q(s,b) is derived from Rel"(s,b) using eq.(2-22)). 

According to the factorized form (5-6), the ratio between two opacity 

functions at different energies should be independent of the impact 

parameter: 

_IK*>.b) . Kfrj 
Slih.V K(s0 

In Figs. 16 and 17 we have plotted ln(Q(b,30GeV/c)/O(b,50Ge\'/c)) and 

ln(n(b,Vs=546GeV)/n(b,Vs=53GeV)), respectively. The solid curves mark 

the systematic errors originating from the normalization uncertainty of the 

differential cross section data (Sect.4). An opacity function factorizing 

according to eq.(5-6) should reveal a flat Q(s 9 ,b ) /Q(s i ,b ) distribution in 

b. This is illustrated by the dashed line in Fig. 17, which shows the ratio 

between 0(s ,b) at Vs=546 GeV and Vs=53 GeV predicted by the standard 

Chou-Yang model [32], using °> 0* =61.9 mb and 43.65 mb at the two 

energies, respectively. However, as seen from Figs. 16 and 17, the ratio of 

opacity functions calculated from data show a strong peripheral 

b-dependence at both low and high energies, even when accounting for the 

statistical and systematic errors. The result effectively rules out the FE 

hypothesis (eq.(5-6)) for elastic pp scattering between 30 GeV/c and 

Vs=546 GeV. The fact that the opacity is non-factorizable even in the high 

energy region ISR—Sp"pS actually rules out at presently accessible energies 

an entire class of models based on the factorization form (5-6) [30-34]. 
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Several d i f fe ren t phenomenological parametr izat ions of F(b) in eq . (5 -6 ) 

have been suggested [30,32-341. In the fol lowing we wil l invest igate 

f u r t h e r the opt ical model of Chou and Yang [32 ,37 ,38 ] , In th is model the 

hadronic matter d i s t r i bu t ion F(b) is assumed to be propor t ional to the 

charge d i s t r i b u t i o n , which is g iven by the Four ier t rans form of the proton 

electromagnetic form factor Gr:( t ) squared: 

F(fc) • ffilftC^Ukfi) , (S->) 
o 

where the dipole form of G ^ t t ) is used: 

Using equations (5-7) and ( 5 - 8 ) , we have calculated the elastic 

d i f fe rent ia l cross sections at 30 GeV/c , 50 GeV/c , \ s=53 GeV and vs-546 

GeV. At each energy , K(s) has been adjusted to the total cross section 

values in Table 2, using the optical theorem. The predic ted elastic 

d i f fe ren t ia l cross sections for pp at 30 and 50 GeV/c are shown in F ig . 18 

as solid and ..ashed cu rves , respect ive ly . Experimental data from re fs . [8 ,9 ] 

are shown fo r comparison. At both energies, the d ip is located at a too 

small | t | -va lue. The d ip is also seen to move in the wrong d i rect ion 

( towards larger | t | ) as the energy increases from 30 to 50 GeV/c . One 

also notes that the second maximun. is too h i g h , and that the fa l l -o f f 

beyond the second maximum is too fast . 
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The calculated pp elastic d i f fe rent ia l cross sections at Vs=53 GeV and 

Vs=546 GeV are shown in Figs. 19 and 20 (sol id c u r v e s ) , together wi th 

experimental data from re fs . [11 -15 ] . The pred ic t ion of a d ip in the 

d i f fe rent ia l cross section is in s t rong disagreement wi th the shoulder 

s t ruc tu res observed at Vs=53 GeV and Vs=546 GeV. Moreover, the second 

maximum at Vs=546 GeV is above the experimental data by a factor of 5. 

Also, the pred ic ted fo rward slope parameter at vs = 546 GeV is too small 

compared wi th the measured value (we obtain B f . _y = 14 .0 ( G e V / c ) " 2 fo r 

| t | <0 .1 ( G e V / c ) 2 , as compared to the measured value B=15.2±0.2 ( G e V / c ) " 2 

[ 1 3 ] ) . Hence the Chou-Yang model does not reproduce the observed change 

of slope around | t |=0 .10 ( G e V / c ) 2 in the SppS col l ider data. 

F ig.21 shows the rat io n C ~ Y ( b ) / f i d a t a ( b ) at Vs=546 GeV, where 
C-Y Q (b) is the Chou-Yang opacity funct ion calculated f rom eqs . (5 -7) and 

(5-8) wi'-h a. =61.9 mb, ar.d 0 a a ( b ) is the opaci ty funct ion calculated 
C-Y f rom the Vs=546 GeV elastic scat ter ing data. 0 is seen to be about 16°o 

too large cen t ra l l y , whi le i t is too small per iphera l ly (b>l fm ) . Hence the 

Chou-Yang opacity funct ion is too high and narrow compared to the mo e 

smeared-out opacity of the SppS col l ider data. At Vs=53 GeV, the pictt. 

is found to be qua l i ta t ive ly similar. At 50 GeV/c , however, the Chou-Y i ,g 

opaci ty is too small cent ra l ly (-10a below 0 a a ) , whi le i t becomes 

comparable to Q (b ) pe r iphera l l y . 

Chou and Yang have recent ly modif ied the s tandard Cho. ' -Yang model 

[ 38 ] . In o rder to f i l l the d ip in the elastic d i f fe ren t ia l cross section at 

Vs=546 GeV, a real par t has been included in the ampl i tude. The elastic 

d i f fe ren t ia l cross section is g iven the form: 
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where <t>(t) is g iven by the s tandard Chou-Yang model, and the second 

term in the parenthesis represents the real par t con t r i bu t i on . 

Using p(v's=53GeV)=0.10 and p(Vs=546GeV)=0.15 and 0.20, we have 

calculated eq . (5 -9 ) at v's=53 GeV ( a t o t = 4 3 . 6 5 mb) and Vs=546 GeV 

(a . =61.9 mb) . The d i f ferent ia l cross sections are shown in Figs. 19 and 20 

as dashed and dot ted curves . As expected, the dips are f i l led 

progress ive ly wi th increasing p. At both energies, however, the resu l t ing 

shoulder is located at a smaller | t | - v a l u e than in data, and the second 

maximum is st i l l too h i g h . 

In an attempt to reproduce the observed change of slope around 

111 =0.10 ( G e V / c ) 2 , Chou and Yang have in t roduced the fo l lowing modif ied 

opaci ty f unc t i on : 

Do(b) is the opaci ty calculated at s=s 0 =(23.5 G e V ) 2 , A is a constant 

adjusted to the total cross sect ion, and C is a constant set to C=0.0104 

GeV. The correct ion factor ( s / s 0 ) increases the opaci ty at large b. It 

should be noted that eq. (5-10) constitutes a departui» f rom the factorized 

opacity form (5 -6 ) . 

Calculating do/dt at \'s=546 GeV using the modified Chou-Yang opacity 

function (5 -10) , we f i nd that the forward slope becomes too steep; for 
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| t | <0 .1 ( G e V / c ) 2 , the slope parameter B ° is 16.0 ( G e V / c ) " 2 , as 

compared to the measured value 15.2*0.2 ( G e V / c ) " 2 [ 1 3 ] . Fig.22 shows 

the calculated elastic d i f fe ren t ia l cross section at Vs=546 GeV (sol id cu rve) 

compared wi th the experimental data. One notes tha t the calculated d a / d t is 

below data in the fo rward d i f f rac t ion peak. The second maximum is lower 

than in the s tandard Chou-Yang model (F i g .20 ) , bu t i t is s t i l l a factor of 2 

too h i gh . 

The dashed curve in Fig.22 shows the elastic d i f fe rent ia l cross section 

at Vs=546 GeV obtained when the real pa r t is included in the modif ied 

Chou-Yang model (eqs . (5 -9 ) and ( 5 - 1 0 ) ) , assuming p=0.15. A bet ter 

agreement wi th data in the d i f f rac t ion peak is ob ta ined, al though the 

calculated d o / d t is s t i l l too low in th is reg ion . Moreover, the shoulder 

s t r u c t u r e is located at a too small t - va lue , and it is too high by a factor of 

2. 

In o rder to obtain a forward slope parameter in agreement wi th the 

measured value, the power coeff ic ient C in eq . (5 -10) must be reduced. We 

f i nd that the value C=0.0060 GeV yields a f o rward slope parameter 

B C ~ Y = 1 5 . 1 ( G e V / c ) " 2 ( | t | <0 .1 ( G e V / c ) 2 ) , which is in good agreement wi th 

the measured value 15 .2 i0 .2 ( G e V / c ) " 2 . Moreover, the agreement wi th the 

measured d i f f rac t ion peak improves somewhat. However, the calculated 

shoulder r ises, being a factor of 3 above the data. 

It turns out that it is impossible to obtain a reasonable overall 

agreement with the vs=546 GeV data by modifying the shape of the opacity 

according to the form (5 -10) . Of course, this result does not rule out the 
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poss ib i l i ty that other funct ional correct ions to the s tandard Chou-Yang 

opaci ty funct ion may y ie ld a good overal l agreement w i th the SppS col l ider 

data. Our resul ts show c lear ly , however, that the factor izat ion (FE) 

hypothesis of eq . (5 -6 ) must be abandoned. 

1 . Conclusions 

We have calculated the complex elastic pro f i le funct ion l"(b) and the 

inelastic over lap funct ion G- (b) for pp scat ter ing from a coherent set of 

pp elastic scat ter ing data at p. =30 and 50 GeV/c , and Vs=53 and 546 GeV. 

Rel~(b) and G- (b) are approximately Gaussian at 30 and 50 GeV/c. At 

Vs=53 GeV, Re f (b ) and G n(fc>) fal l off slower than a Gaussian at large b 

( " t a i l " ) . A similar t a i l " has been seen in the pp inelastic over lap funct ion 

at ISR energies [ 7 ] . At Vs=546 GeV the " t a i l " is less pronounced. 

In the low energy regime, G- increases per iphera l l y around 1 fm when 

the lab.-momentum decreases from 50 GeV/c to 30 GeV/c . There is also a 

non-negl ig ib ie cent ra l increase of G- . These ef fects g i ve r ise to a h igher 

pp inelastic cross section at 30 GeV/c than at 50 GeV/c . The pp total cross 

sect ion, calculated from the elastic pro f i le f unc t i on , also rises from 50 

GeV/c to 30 GeV/c . 

In the h igh energy regime, C increases per iphera l l y around b=0.9 fm 

when going from v s = 5 3 to 546 GeV. This is accompanied by a s igni f icant 

cent ra l increase of G f rom 0.91 to 0.97. Our analysis of the inelastic 
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overlap function thus shows that the substantial increase (-33°o) of the pp 

inelastic cross section from v"s=53 to 546 GeV is due to a strong increase of 

the peripheral absorption in the pp collision, and a smaller but significant 

increase of the central absorption. 

The mean pp inelastic interaction radius increases by about 11°6 from 

Vs=53 to 546 GeV. The mean pp inelastic radius at Vs=53 GeV (-0.95 fm) is 

somewhat larger than the corresponding pp radius (-0.92 fm [7 ] ) . 

The pp collision at Vs=53 GeV is found to be slightly less absorptive 

centrally than the pp collision at this energy. The larger inelastic cross 

section of pp at vs=53 GeV (by -1.5 mb) is exclusively due to a larger 

peripheral absorption around b=1.2 fm. 

The inelastic overlap functions disagree with the predictions of the 

geometrical scaling and factorizing eikonal models, both in the low energy 

regime p. =30-50 GeV/c and in the high energy regime vs=53-546 GeV. The 

quantitative disagreement is particularly severe in the high energy regime, 

where the models are supposed to work better. Our results rule out both 

the geometrical scaling hypothesis [26-29] and the factorizing eikonal 

hypothesis [30-34] at presently accessible energies. Previous impact 

parameter analysis of elastic pp data in the ISR energy range [7] ruled out 

factorizing eikonal models, but found approximate agreement "ith 

geometrical scaling. We now find that the new pp elastic scattering data at 

the ISR and the SppS collider rule out geometrical scaling as well. 
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Table! 

Compilation of elastic differential cross sections 
used in this analysis 

Put. iff jt| range 

(GeV/c) ! 

Ref. 

Quoted 
systematic 

normalization 
error 

Scale 
correction 

factor 

applied 

Effective 
normalization 

error 
applied 

Remarks 

25.2 GeV/c 

25.2 0eV/c 
30GeV/c 

0.0 -0.07 

0.07-0.50 

0.30-5.8 

Extrap. 

[221 

[91 

± 5 * 
± 1 5 * 

1.035 
1.15 

± 2 * 

± 2 * 
± 5 * 

do/dt = Aexp(Bt) 

A - 111.4 ± 2.0mb(GeV/c)- 1 

B - 12.5 ±0.1(GeV/c)- 1 

50GeV/c 0.0 -0.026 

0.026-0.70 
0.70 -5.0 

Extrap. 

[81 

I»l 
± 3 * 
± 1 5 * 

1.0 
1.15 

± 2 * 

± 2 * 
± 5 * 

dcr/dt • A exp (Bt) 

A - 97.6 ± UmbCGeV/cr 1 

B » 11.9 ± 0.1 (GeV/cr 1 

53 0eV 0.0 -0.10 

0.10-0.71 

0.71-4.0 

Extrap. 

Ill) 
112) 

_ 

± 1 5 * 

± 3 0 * 

1.0 

1.0 

± 3 . 5 * 

± 1 0 * 

± 1 5 * 

do/dt - Aexp(Bt) 
A - 91.33 ± l .»5mb(GeV/cr 2 

B - 13.36 ± 0.53 (OeV/c)-' 
(from ref. [18]) 

546 GcV 0.0 -O.03 

0.03-0.21 
0.21-0.45 
0.45-1.55 
1.55-3.0 

Extrap. 

[131 

[l«l 
1151 

Extrap 

± 5 * 
± 3 * 
± 1 0 * 

1.0 
1.0 
1.0 

± 5 * dø/dt - A«p(Bt ) 
' A - 200.2 ± 9.Imb(GeV/c)-' 
| B - 15.2 ± O^CGeV/cr' 
j (from refs. |13| and |1»|) 

±5* 1 
I 

± 3 * i 

± 5 * 
± 1 0 * ! Extend validity of 

Ido/dtfltinref. |15| 
i 
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Table 2 

Compilation of pp total cross sections. Re to Im parts Q, 
and forward slope parameters B applied in this analysis. 

Corresponding values for a,01/B are also given. 

Pub, vT On* Ref. e Ref. B Ref. < W B 

(mb) (GeV/c) 2 (mb (GeV/c)2) 

25.2GeV/c 46.7 ± 0.4 •' [161 -0.02 ± 0.005 [20] 12.5 ± 0.2 M 122] 3.74 ± 0.07 

SOGeVVc 43.7 ± 0.5 " (16| -0.01 ± 0.005 [20] 11.9 ± 0 . 2 b ) [8] 3.67 ± 0.07 
53GeV 43.65 ± 0.41 [18| 0.101 ± 0.018 [18] 13.36 ± 0.53 [18] 3.27 ± 0.13 
546 GeV 61.9 ± 1.5 [19| 0.15 ± 0.1 [20] 15.2 ± 0.2 113] 4.07 ± 0.11 

a) Mean value. b) Extrapolation from quoted reference. 

Table J 

Standard deviation a of Gaussian distributions 
adjusted lo Re r and G,„ at b = 0 and b = l .6 fm 

(mean value is b = 0) 

Put., Vs 

or 

j 30GeV/c i 50GeV/c 53GeV 546 GeV 

0.697 ' 0.684 0.703 0.754 

1 0.771 0.751 0.766 0.857 
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Table 4 

Fits of Gm (b) to the form (5-1) 

Plab. V? Ci B, C 2 B 2 y xVd.o.f. Fit range b 
(fro"2) (fm"') (fm" 2) (fm) 

30GeV/c 0.955 1.373 0.647 1.106 1.615 4.66 £ 2 . 6 
50GeV/c 0.951 0.897 0.502 2.681 2.0 0.425 =5 2.3 
53GeV 0.912 1.353 0.626 1.141 1.690 8.25 < 1.6 
546 GeV 0.975 1.243 0.957 1.148 1.891 20.06 S 1.6 

Table 5 

Values of Re r and G i n for five impact 
parameters and four energies of pp scattering 

(errors are statistical) 

Pub. vT 

Re r (b = 0) 
G (.(b = 0) 

Re r (b - 0.5 fm) 
Gi.(b - 0.5 fm) 

30GeV/c I 50GeV/c 

0.7984 ± 0.0027 j 0.7790 ± 0.0053 
0.9594 ±0.0011 I 0.9512 ± 0.0023 

ReT(b - 1.0 fm) 
G,.(b - 1.0 fm) 

!Rer*(b 
G,.(b • 

• 1.5 fm) 
1.5 fm) 

ReTIb - 2.0 fm) 
G„(b - 2.0 fm) 

53 GeV 

0.7062 ± 0.0024 
0.9137 ± 0.0014 

546 GeV 

0.8485 ± 0.0017 | 
0.9771 ± 0.0005 i 

0. 
I o, 

po. 
0 

1.6013 ± 0.0016 
8411 ±0.0013 

0.5806 ± 0.0030 
0.8241 ± 0.0025 

0.5446 ± 0.0014 
0.7924 ± 0.0012 

2605 ± 0.0008 
.4531 ± 0.0012 :t 0.2396 ± 0.0018 

0.4210 - 0.0027 
0.2430 ± 0.0007 
0.4263 ±0.0011 

i0l 

.0770 ± 0.0008 0.0671 ± 0.0013 ' 

.1480 ± 0.0014 ! 0.1298 ± 0.0025 | 

.0150 ± 0.0007 j 0.0128 ± 0.0014 j 
0297 ± 0.0014 i 0.0255 ± 0.0027 | 

0.0704 ± 0.0006 
0.1356 ± 0.0012 

0.0169 ± 0.0006 
0.0336 ± 0.0012 

0.6988 ± 0.0012 
0.9087 ± 0.0007 

0.3541 ± 0.0005 
0.5805 ± 0.0007 

0.1164 ±0.0005 
0.2182 ± 0.0009 

0.0290 ± 0.0005 
0.0S7I ± 0.0010 
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Table 6 

Mean inelastic interaction radius V(b2) of pp collisions 
at four different energies. The radius is defined by 

eqs. (5-3) and (5-4). The errors are systematic. 

Pub, v7 

V(b2) (fm) 

30 GeV/c 

0.936 ± 0.001 

50 GeV/c 

0.921 ± 0.001 

53GeV 

0.953 ± 0.005 

546 GeV 

1.061 ± 0.003 

Table 7 

Cross sections obtained in this analysis 
by integrating GUb) and T(b) according to eqs. (2-15)-(2-17). 

The errors are systematic and are strongly correlated. The 
values given in parentheses have already been published, 

<?,„,! being derived from the relation ffi„ei = am - <rC|. 

Jtab.vT 

o«i (mb) 

I 0,0.1 (mb) 

30 GeV/c 

8.97 ±0 .16 

50GeV/c 53 GeV 546 GeV 

i 8.15 ±0 .18 

(8.67 ± 0.20) [22| | (8.2 ± 0.4) [81 

7.48 ± 0.40 ! 13.41 ± 0.65 

(7.36 ± 0.30) (I8| | (13.3 ± 0.6) [19] 
(7.89 ± 0.17) (10] 

37.72 ± 0.26 35.11 ±0.30 36.78 ± 0.26 

(36.29 ±0.11) (18) 
(36.97 ± 0.27) [10] 

48.84 ± 0.89 i 

(48.6 ± 0.9) (19] ! 

0,0. (mb) I 46.70 ± 0.42 i 43.27 ± 0.48 j 44.22 ± 0.65 

i (46.7 ±0 .4 ) 116]"! (43.7 ±0 .5) (16]" | (43.65 ± 0.41) (18] 
(44.71 ± 0.46) |17] 

i (44.86 ± 0.44) 110] 
I 

a«i/a (M 0.192 t 0.004 0.188 ± 0.002 

62.10 ± 1.54 

(61.9 ± 1.5) [19] , 

_ . . ! _ 

0.169 ±0.006 
1 

0.216 ± 0.005 ' 

(0.169 ± 0.007) (18) i (0.215 ± 0.005) [19] j 
(0.176 ± 0.004) (10) 1 , 

l 1 

•) W«ldmtaavriue obtained from ref. |I6|. 
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F igure captions 

F ig .1 pp elastic d i f fe ren t ia l cro-s section at 25.2 GeV/c [22] 

( | t | < 0 . 5 ( G e V / c P ) and 30 GeV/c [ 9 ] . The data of re fs . [22] and 

[9] have been normalized by the scale cor rect ion factors 1.035 and 

1.15, respect ive ly . The solid line marks the extrapolat ion to t=0. 

F ig .2 pp elastic d i f fe ren t ia l cross section at 50 GeV/c [ 8 , 9 ] . 

The data of re f . [9] have been normalized by the scale correct ion 

factor 1.15. The solid line marks the extrapolat ion to t=0. 

F ig.3 pp elastic d i f fe rent ia l cross section at \ s=53 GeV [11 ,12 ] . 

The solid line marks the extrapolat ion to t=0. 

F ig.4 pp elastic d i f fe ren t ia l cross section at \'s=546 GeV [13 -15 ] . 

The solid lines mark the extrapolat ions to t=0 and | t | - 3 ( G e V / c ) 2 . 

The high-111 extrapolat ion is obtained from a f i t ot 

d a / d t in ref . [ 15 ] . 

F ig .5 The real to imaginary par t of the pp elastic scat ter ing 

ampli tude as a funct ion of | t | at 50 GeV/c (dashed l i nes ) , 

vs=53 GeV (dashed-dot ted l ines) and \ s=546 GeV (sol id l i nes ) . 

The real par t is obtained from f i ts to d o / d t (Sec t .4 ) . 

F ig .6 The (real) elastic prof i le funct ion Rer(b) at 30 GeV/c , 

50 GeV/c , vs=53 GeV and \ s=546 GeV. The e r ro rs are s ta t is t ica l . 

The solid curves are Gaussian d is t r ibu t ions adjusted to Rel" 

at b=0 and b= l 6 fm 
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F ig. 7 The inelastic over lap funct ion G- (b ) at 30 GeV/c , 

50 GeV/c , Vs=53 GeV and Vs=546 GeV. The er ro -s are s ta t is t ica l . 

The solid curves are Gaussian d is t r ibu t ions adjusted to G-

at b=0 and b=1.6 fm. 

F ig .8 The energy var ia t ion of G- (b) for pp scat ter ing from 

50 GeV/c and 30 GeV/c. The systematic e r ro rs are marked by solid 

cu rves , and are s t rong ly corre lated (Sec t .4 ) . The dashed curve 

shows the AG- (b ) d i s t r i bu t i on obtained when uncor rec ted 30 

and 50 GeV/c data of ref . [9] are used. The dot ted cu rve represents 

the AG- (b) d i s t r i bu t i on obtained when the l o w - | t | 25.2 GeV/c 

data of ref . [22] are uncorrected as wel l . 

F ig .9 The energy var iat ion of ReT(b) for pp scat ter ing from 50 GeV/c 

to 30 GeV/c . The e r ro rs are s ta t is t ica l . Gaussian d is t r ibu t ions 

adjusted to Rel"(30 GeV/c) and Rel"(50 GeV/c) in b=0 and b=1.0 fm 

y ie ld a d i f ference A R e r ( b ) _ , as indicated by the solid cu rve , 
gauss 

F ig . 10 The »nergy var iat ion of G,_(b) fo r pp scat ter ing from 

Vs=53 GeV to vs=546 GeV. The solid curves mark the systematic 

e r r o r s , which are s t rong ly corre lated (Sec t .4 ) . 

F ig . 11 The d i f ference between pp and pp inelastic over lap funct ions 

at Vs=53 GeV. G | n

P P ( b . Vs=53 GeV) is taken from ref. [ 7 ] . 

The er ro rs are s ta t is t ica l . 

Fig 12 The energy dependence of the pp inelastic over lap func t ion 
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between 30 PeV/c and Vs=546 GeV as a funct ion of Vs fo r 

b=0, 0 .5 , 1.0 and 1.5 fm. The solid curves are d rawn to 

gu ide the eye. 

F ig . 13 The mean inelastic interact ion radius V<b 2 > of pp coll isions 

between 30 GeV/c and Vs=546 GeV as a funct ion of Vs (see eqs. 

( 5 - 3 ) , (5-4) fo r def in i t ion of V < b 2 > ) . The pp radius at ISR 

energies [7 ] is shown fo r comparison. The solid cu rve i l lust rates 

the inelastic interact ion radius of a black disc, being propor t ional 

to V a j n e | ( the cu rve is normalized to V<b J > at 50 G e V / c ) . 

F ig . 14 The energy var iat ion of G- ( b / r ( s ) ) for pp scat ter ing 

f rom P L =50 GeV/c to 30 GeV/c . 

r ( s ) = v ' ( C T t o t . p p ( s ) / a t o t , p ^ ( P L = 5 0 G e V / c ) ) ' i s t h e 

geometrical scaling var iab le. The systematic e r ro rs are marked 

by solid cu r ves , and are s t rong ly cor re la ted. 

Fig.15 The energy var iat ion of G- ( b / r ( s ) ) for pp scat ter ing 

from Vs=53 GeV to Vs=546 GeV. 

r ( s ) = ^ ° t o t , j 5 P

( s , / a t o t . p p C V s = 5 3 G e V , J ' i S 

the geometrical scal ing var iab le . The systematic e r ro r s are 

marked by solid cu rves , and are s t rong ly correlated. The dashed 

lines indicate the maximum size of the AG- ( b / r ( s ) ) signal 

for pp scattering in the ISR energy range [ 7 ] . 

Fig. 16 The ratio between the pp opacity function Q(s ,b ) at 30 GeV/c 

and 50 GeV/c as a function of b. The solid curves mark the 

systematic errors, which are strongly correlated (Sect .4 ) . 
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17 The rat io between the pp opacity funct ion Q ( s , b ) at Vs=546 GeV 

and Vs=53 GeV as a funct ion of b. The solid curves mark the 

systematic e r r o r s , which are s t rong ly cor re la ted. The dashed 

line shows the rat io pred ic ted by the standard Chou-Yang model 

[32] using a t o t =61.9 mb and 43.65 mb at Vs=546 GeV 

and Vs=53 GeV, respect ive ly . 

18 pp elastic d i f fe rent ia l cross sections at 30 Gi?V/c (sol id curve) 

and 50 GeV/c (dashed c u r v e ) , calculated wi th in the standard 

Chou-Yang model [32] using a. ,. _ =46.7 mb and 43.7 mb J L j j t o t , p p 

at 30 GeV/c and 50 GeV/c , respect ive ly . Experimental data from 

refs . [ 8 ,9 ] are shown for comparison. 

19 pp elastic d i f fe rent ia l cross section at \ s=53 GeV, calculated 

w i th in the s tandard Chou-Yang model [32] using 

a& . _ (Vs=53 GeV)=43.65 mb (sol id c u r v e ) . The dashed curve to t , pp 

shows d a / d t calculated w i th in the Chou-Yang model incorpora t ing 

a real par t [ 3 8 ] , us ing p=0.10. Experimental data from 

refs 11,12] are shown for comparison. 

20 pp elastic d i f fe ren t ia l cross section at \ 5=546 GeV, calculated 

w i th in the s tandard Chou-Vang model [32] using 

°". .=61,9 mb (sol id curve) The dashed and dot ted curves tot 

show d o / d t calculated w i th in the Chou-Yang model incorpora t ing 

a real pa r t [ 38 ] , using p=0.15 and 0 20 respect ive ly . 

Experimental data from re fs . [13-15] are shown for comparison. 
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Fig.21 The ratio between the Chcu-Yang opacity function (Q (b)) 

and the opacity function derived from the SppS collider data 

( O d a t a ( b ) ) at Vs=546 GeV. fiC~Y(b) is calculated within 

the standard Chou-Yang model [32] using o. t=61.9 mb. 

Fig.22 pp elastic differential cross section at vs=546 GeV (solid line) 

calculated within the modified Chou-Yang model incorporating 

a corrected opacity function [38] (o. =61.9 mb, p=0). 

The dashed curve shows the corresponding da/dt when a real part 

is included in the modified Chou-Yang model [38] (p=0.15). 

Experimental data from refs. [13-15] are shown for comparison. 
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Chapter 5 

The Nurleon Valence Core Model for High Energy 
Proton-Proton and Antiproton-Proton Elastic Scattering" 
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pp anå pp Elastic Scattering from 10 GeY to 1000 GeY 

Centre-of-Mass Energy. 
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Department of Physics and Astronomy, University College - London, UK 

J . P. GUILLATJD 

L.A.P.P. • BP909, 74019 Annecy-Le-Vieux Oedex, France 

(ricevuto il 9 Novembre 1983) 

Summary. — Antiproton-proton and proton-proton elastic scattering 
are studied simultaneously over the energy range \ / i ~ (10-^1000) GeV 
in a nucleon valence core model proposed earlier. The scattering is 
described as primarily due to two processes: diffraction and hard scattering. 
The latter originates from the scattering of a nucleon core off another 
core. Destructive interference between the two processes produces dips 
in pp and pp differential cross-sections. As energy increases beyond the ISR 
range (V* = (23H-62) GeV), the dips get filled up, and eventually 
transform into shoulders or breaks at collider energies. Differences be
tween pp and pp differential cross-sections persist even at collider energies. 
Comparison with ISR data shows that the model provides a quantitative 
description of pp elastic scattering in this energy range. Predictions 
of pp and pp differential cross-sections at future collider energies \/s = 800 
and 2000 GeV are given. In order to distinguish between competing 
models, need for measuring tbe pp differential cross-section at the ISR 
and SPS collider in the |(|-range (0.5-7-2.0) (GeV)2 JB stressed. 

PACS. 13.85. - Hadron-induced high- and super-high-energy interac
tions, energy > 10 GeV. 

(*) Present address: CERN EP, 1211 Geneva 23, Switzerland. 
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1. - Introduction. 

The antiproton-proton elastic differential crosB-section has now been measured 
at the CERN SP8 at incident momenta 50 and 30 GeV/c in the |t|-region 
(0.5-^6) (GeV)2 C-»). The data show clear dip-bump structures with pronounced 
minima at \t\ = 1.5 (GeV)* for 50 GeV/c and at \t\ = 1.7 (GeV)2 for 30 GeV/c. 
Preliminary results on pp elastic scattering from the CERN SPS collider (•) 
at the equivalent piuc «* 155 000 GeV/c (V* = 540 GeV) indicate only presence 
of a shoulder at |i| = 0.8 (GeV)2, and no pronounced dip. Proton-proton elastic 
scattering, as presently known, presents a somewhat different picture. Here a 
shoulder is seen at low energies (j» l u = (20-^50) GeV/c) («•»), which gradually 
develops into a visible dip at 200 GeV/c (*•') and becomes very pronounced at 

f1) Z. A S A ' D , C. B A G L I N , S. B E N S O , E . BOCK, K. BROBAKKEN, L. B U G G E , T. B U R A N , 
A. Buzzo, E . J . CARLSON, M. COUFLAND, D . G. D A V I S , B . G. D U F F , S. F E R R O N I , 
I . G J E R P E , V. GKACCO, J . D . HANSON, P . H E L G A K E R , F . F . H E T M A N N , D . C. IMRIE , 
T . JACOBSEN, K . E . JOHANSSON, K. K I R S E B O M , R. L O W N D E S , A. L C N D B T , G. J . L U S H , 
M. MAORI , R. MOLLERUD, J . M Y R H E J M , M. H . P H I L L I P S , M. P O U L E T , L . ROSSI , A. SAN-
TRONI, G. SKJEVLING, S. O. SORENSEN and M. Y V E R T : Phya. Lett. B, 108, 51 (1982). 
(2) T . F E A R N L E T : Contribution to The International Europhysics Conference cm Bigh-
Phyeica, Brighton, July, 1983: Annecy-CEEN-Copenhagen-OBlo-Genova-London (UC) 
Collaboration. 
(3) J . TIMMERMANS: XVIII Rencontre de Moriond, March 1983; AT. Bozzo, P . L. 
BRACCINI, F . CARBONARA, R. CARRARA, E . CASTALDI, F . CEEVELLI , G. CHIEPARI , 
E . DRAGO, M. HAGUENAUER, B . K O E N E , G. MATTHIAE, L. MEROLA, J l . NAPOLITAXO, 
V. PALLADINO, G. SANGUINETTI , G. SCIACCA, G. SETTE, E . VAN SWOL, J . TIMMERMANS, 
C. VANNINI , J . VELASCO and F . Visco: Contribution to The International Europhyaics 
Conference on High-Energy Physics, Brighton, July 19S3. 
{') J . V. ALLABY, A. N. D I D D E N S , R. W. DOBINSON, A. KLOVNING, J . L I T T , L. S. 
EOCHESTER, K. SCHLUPMANN, A. M. W E T H E R E L L , U. AMALDI, R. BIANCASTELLI, 
C. Bos io and G. M A T T H I A E : Nucl. Phys. B, 52, 316 (1973). 
( s) Z. A S A ' D , C. BAGLIN, R. BOCK, J . .V. BROM, L. BUGGE, T. B U B A N , A. Buzzo, 
M. COUPLAND, D. G. DAVIS , B . G. D U F F , T. F E A R N L E T , S. F E R R O N I , I . K E N T O N G J E R P E , 
J . P . GUILLAUD, V. GRACCO, F . F . H E Y M A N N , D. C IMRIE , K. KIRSEBOM, A. L U N D B Y , 
G. J . L U S H , M. MAORI, J . M Y R H E I M , M. P H I L L I P S , M. P O U L E T , A. SANTRONI, G. SKJEV
LING and S. O. SORENSEN: CERN-EP/83-68 (to be published in Phya. Leit. B). 
(') G. FIDECARO, M. FIDECARO, L . L A N C E R I , S. NURUSHEV, L. P I E M O N T E S E , V. SOLO-
VIANOV, A. VASCOTTO, F . GASPARINI , A. MENEGUZZO, M. POSOCCO, P . SARTORI, C. VOCT, 
R. BIRSA, F. BRADAMANTE, M. GIORGI , A. P E N Z O , P . SCHIAVON, A. VILLARI, W. BARTL, 
R. F R U H W I R T H , C H . GOTTFRIED, G. L E D E R , W. MAJEKOTTO, G. N E U H O F E R , M. P E R -
NICKA, C H . P O Y E R , M. E E G L E R , M. S T E U E R and H. STRADNER: Phya. Lett. B, 105, 
309 (1981); D. II. KAPLAN, P . KARCHIN, J . OREAR, It. M. KALBACII, K. W. K R U E G E R , 
A. E. PiFKit, \V. F . BAKER, D. P . EARTLY, J . S. K L I N G E R , A. J . L E N N O X , R. R U B I N 
STEIN and S. F . M C H U G H : Phys. Rev. D, 26, 723 (1982). 
(') It. ltusACK, D. GARBUTT, I. SIOTIS, D. GROSS, I). X I T Z , S. L. O L S E N , G. W A R R E N , 
K. A B E , It. BOMBEROWITZ, P . GOLDHACEN, P . SANNES and J . TORTORA: Phys. Bev. 
Lett., 4 1 , 1G32 (1978). 
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I S E energy V* = 30.5 GeV (;>,„ = 496 GeV/c) (•). Above that , with increasing 
energy the dip «tarts filling up •while moving slowly to smaller |(| values. Given 
this overall picture, one would like to see whether a consistent and unifying 
description of pp and pp elastic scattering can be obtained, and whether the 
underlying dominant mechanisms can be pinned down. Furthermore, since 
we expect a t high-energy particle and antiparticle scattering to be the same, 
one would like to gain insight as to how this asymptotic behaviour is ap
proached, and how the leading (7-odd contribution that distinguishes particle 
and antiparticle scattering falls off. 

I n this paper we report the results of an investigation of pp and pp elastic 
scattering based on a model t ha t indicates the existence of a nucleon core of 
valence quarks (•-"). Our analysis extends from 30 GeV/c incident momentum 
through JSK energies (V* = (23-^62) GeV) to the highest presently acces
sible energy V* = 540 GeV a t the SPS collider. I t also contains predictions 
for the elastic differential cross-section at the Fermilab collider and at CBA 
in Brookhaven. We find a simple and coherent picture of pp and pp elastic-
scattering emerging. Previous study of the model ( 1 0) provided an overall 
quantitative picture of pp elastic scattering in the momentum range pinc& 
RS (15-^1500) GeV/c and over the momentum transfer interval 0 < \t\ < 
< 15 (GeV)*. In this study, we examine pp elastic scattering vis-a-vis pp 
elastic scattering, asymptotic energy dependence of these processes and the 
movement of the dip in pp and pp differential cross-section as the c m . energy 
Vs increases from 7.6 GeV to the collider value of 540 GeV. 

2. - Description of the model. 

High-energy pp elastic scattering in the present model ( I 0) is primarily 
due to two processes: diffraction and hard scattering. Diffraction dominates 
the small-momentum-transfer region. The ha id process is responsible for large
ly scattering. The dip in pp arises from the destructive interference between 
the two processes. The hard scattering originates from the scattering of one 
nucleon core off the other via exchange of uu and dd pairs (in the vector meson 
state co), while their outer hadronic clouds (qq sea) overlap and interact in-

(•) E. NAGT, R. S. ORK, W. SCHMIDT-PARZEFALL, K. WINTER, A. BRANDT, F . W. 
BCSSER, G. FLUGGE, F. NIEBERGAIX, P. E. SCHUMACHER, H. EICHINGER, K. R. SCHU
BERT, J . J. AUBERT, C. BROLL, G. COIGNET, H. D E KERRETT, J. FAVIER, L. MASSON-
NET, M. VIVARGENT, W. BARTL, H. DIBON, CH. GOTTFRIED, G. NEUHOFEI. and M. REGLER: 
ffiucl. Phys. B, 150, 221 (1979). 
(») M. M. ISLAM: Lett. Nuovo Oimento, 14, 627 (1975). 
(") G. W. HEINES and M. M. ISLAM: NUOVO Gimenio A, 61, 149 (1981). 
(") G. ALBEKI and G. GOGGI: Phya. Rep., 74, 1 (1981). 
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dependency. The hard process is shown in fig. la) in configuration space. In 
fig. lb) a mouMntum-space diagram corresponding to the hard process is drawn, 
where the cloud-cloud interaction is approximated by a Eegge pole. 

A:-1, y 

^ 1 -

a) ft) 

Fig. 1. - a) Physical picture of the hard-scattering process: the nucleon cores scatter 
off one another via u eschange, while their outer hadronic clouds {qq sea) overlap 
and interact independently. 6) Momentum space diagram corresponding to the hard 
process: the valence quarks forming the nucleon coves interact via uu and dd pairs 
(in the vector meson state to), while the qq seas (<?.shed lines) interact via Eegge pole 
exchange (wavy line). 

The diffraction amplitude TD and the hard amplitude TB in the model 
are given by 

(la) TD(s, t) = 2npWN(R + ina)H'a"[q(B + ina)], 

(16) r D ( « , * ) - - 4 p T r 2 r ^ * e x p [ - « w i + i ( 8 Æ - j + | ) ] , (1*1 = 2 ' ) . 

(2) TB(s, t) = V(s) exp [if(s)]T,(s, i), 

(3) T l ( . ,«)=y(-exp[- . 5 j ) n ^ ^ -

As seen above, diffraction is specified by three energy-dependent parameters: 
B(s) (an interaction radius), a(s) (a diffuseness length), Jf{s) (an absorption 
parameter); 91 = (J?a+7t*a!)* and <p = arctg jia/iJ. Approximation (lfr) is valid 
for 8g9t» 1. The hard amplitude TB includes an absorption factor 17 exp [if] 
due to diffraction. The form factor F(t) represents the valence quark dis
tribution as probed by the vector meson a. a(0) is the intercept of the Eegge 
trajectory shown in fig. 16); m is the mass of the <o-meson. The diffraction 
amplitude falls off exponentially in q: T D ~ e x p [— qua]. The hard amplitude 
also falls off exponentially in q, because of the form factors: i 1 , ( 0 ~ e x p [— /Jg], 
where /? is a length parameter indicating the finite size of the nucleon core. 

The differential cross-section for pp elastic scattering in the above model 
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is given by 

«> £-®L+(s)L-(5rø-w<«+*». 
where 

0 ( , ) = _ » + ^ + ^ _ t l . ) 

and (dtr/d«)D, (do-/d<)a are differential cross-sections due to the diffraction 
amplitude and the hard amplitude alone. The last term represents the inter
ference contribution. 

To study pp elastic scattering in this model, the first step is to change the 
sign of the interference term in eq. (4). The reason is tha t the exchanged 
particle in the hard interaction is an to, which has an odd-charge conjugation, 
while the associated cloud-cloud interaction should be C-even (*). Hence the 
overall C for the hard amplitude has to be odd. We now quantitatively study 
the consequence of this conclusion for pp elastic scattering at 50 GeV/c and 
30 GeV/c. 

3. - pp elastic scattering at 50 and 30 GeV/c. 

Firs t we fit the pp elastic-scattering data at 50 GeV/c (6) in the framework 
of this model with a set of diffraction parameters a, R, N and hard parameters 
oc(0), y. Our quantitative fit is shown in fig. 2a). If we now keep for pp the 
same set of diffraction and hard-scattering parameters as for pp, then the inter
ference term in the dip region, which is destructive for pp , becomes constructive 
for pp. Consequently, we expect a bump in pp at t = —1.4 (GeV)2. Clearly, 
the pp elastic data (fig. 2b)) do not show that kind of behaviour. 

Diffraction, however, is different for pp and pp a t these energies (total 
cross-sections and diffraction slopes for pp and pp a t 50 GeV/c are experi
mentally known to be different ( 1 ! )). Without changing the hard-scattering 
parameters, the question is then : is it possible to find a set of diffraction pa-

(*) In a quark model description of this hard process, the quantum numbers are being 
carried by the valence quarks, and the outer cloud in fig. 16) has to be qq sea. Since 
the sea carries no quantum numbers, the interaction between the two seas should be 
C-eveu. 
(») A. S. PAYROLL, I.-H. CHIANG, T. F. KTCIA, K. K. L I , P. O. MAZUR, P. MOCKETT, 

1). C. RAHM, R. RUBINSTEIN, W. F. BAKER, D. P. EARTLT, G. GIACOMELLI, F. F. M. 

KOEHLER, K. P. PRETZL, A. A. WEHMANN, R. L. COOL and O. FACKLER: Phys. Rev. 

Lett., 33, 928 (1974); FERMILAB SINGLE ARM SPECTROMETER GROUP: Phys. Rev. Lclt., 
35, 1195 (1975). 
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Fig. 2. - a) The solid line is a fit of the COGeV/e pp data of Asa'd et al. <•). The values 
of the parameters are o=1.60 (GeV)-1, B=4.68 (GeV)-«, JT=0.70 (GeV)->; m(0)=0.863, 
\y\ = 14.0 (GeV)*. b) The dashed line is the calculated differential cross-section for 
pp at 50GeV/c for the set of parameters a = 1.80, B = 7.70, N = 1.80; «(0) and 
|y| are the Bame as in fig. 2a). pp experimental data are from ASA'D it a\. (>). 
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rameters (a,R, N) that reproduces the pp dafat Computer search has yielded 
us the angular distribution shown 1y the dashed curve in fig. 26). The overall 
behaviour of the differential crosii-section, the dip-bump structure and the 
cross-sections at largo |t| are well reproduced. The position of the dip agrees 
perfectly with the data. However, the quantitative agreement for pp (fig. 26)) 
is not as good as in pp (fig. 2a)). We attr ibute this to the presence of many 
annihilation channels in pp and to the possibility that , because of the low 
c m . energy, the cloud-cloud interaction in fig. 1 is not 100 % C-even (*). As in pp, 
the dip originates from a dostiuclivo intei fere nee between the diffraction and 
the bard amplitude. How<-ver, there is a major difference. To reproduce 
the observed dip-bump structure, we had to introduce an interaction radius 
Bit = 7.70 (GeV)- 1, which is large compared to i? C D = 4.68 (GeV)-». In pp 
the observed dip corresponds to the first destructive interference {qB + 
+ 0 ~ 2 ; t ) between the diffraction and the hard amplitude. In contrast, 
what we are finding in pp is tha t the large interaction radius here brings the 
first constructive interference toward the origin, and the pp dip corresponds 
to the second destructive interference (gJ?;p + 8$»— 3jt) ("). 

Recently pp elastic scatter'ng at 30 GeV/c has been measured (•), which 
shows again a clear dip-bump structure with a dip a t \t\ a; 1.7 (GeV)2. An 
analysis of the data can be carried out as for 50 GeV/c. We first fit pp elastic 
data at 30 GeV/c (") as shown in fig. 3«), determine the hard-scattering pa
rameters «(0) and y, and then use them for pp scattering. We next search 
for a suitable set of diffraction parameters to describe the observed pp dif
ferential cross-sect ion. The angular distribution obtained from such an analysis 
is shown in fig. 36). As before, the overall behaviour of dajdt including the dip-
bump structure and the position of the dip are well reproduced (***). We con
clude: 1) pp elastic scattering at 50 aud 30 GeV/c can be satisfactorily described 
by the diffraction plus hard-scattering model and 2) the hard-scattering pa
rameters as determined by pp scattering can reproduce large-|(| cross-sections 
for pp scattering. 

(*) In an earlier investigation, we showed that, if a C-odd component is allowed in 
the cloud-cloud interaction, then a satisfactory quantitative fit of the 50 Ge V/c pp 
elastic data can be obtained (M. M. Islam and J. P. Guillaud, University of Connec
ticut, preprint (1980), unpublished). 
(•") The first destructive interference gffjo + 0-B ~ n corresponds to very small 
values of |(|, where diffraction predominate». 
(») R. M. EDELSTEIN, R. A. CARKIGAN jr., N. C. HIEN, T. J. MCMAHON, I. NADEL-
HAFT, E. W. ANDERSON, E. .1. BLESER, O. B. COLLINS, T. FIMII, J. MENES and 
F. TUBKOT: Phys. Rev. D, 5, 1073 (1972); G. COCCONI, V. T. COCCONI, A. D. KRISCH, 
J. OHEAR, R. KUBINSTKIN, 1). li. SOARL, B. T. ULHICII, W. F. BAKER, E. W. JENKINS 
and A. L. READ: Phys. Ker. B, 138, 165 (1965). 
(***) That the dip should move to higher |*|-values when energy is decreased from 
50 GeV/c was indicated in our earlier preprint (see (*)). 
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!t|[(.T-PV)!] 

Fig. 3. - The solid line is a fit of the 30 GeV/c pp data of Edelstein et at. ("). The val
ues of the parameters are a = 1.67, H — 4.66, $ — 0.60; «(0) = 0.863, \y\ = 19.6. 
b) The daBhed line represents calculated pp differential cross-seotion at 30 GeV/c for 
the set of parameters: a = 1.6S, R = 7.26, N — 1.76; a(0) and \y\ are the same as in 
fig. 3a). The pp 30 GeV/o experimental data are from ref. (*). 
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The next question to face is then: can the model provide a unifying de
scription of high-energy pp and pp elastic scattering? In particular, how do 
they approach each other asymptotically as s increases, and what differences 
can be observed between pp and pp at present energies t The answer to this 
question, of course, requires an understanding of the energy dependence 
of the parameters r.n the mode). This we now examine. 

4. - Energy dependence of parameters. 

Eard scattering is described by five parameters in our model. Of these, 
three (fl, m, g0) are energy independent and kept fixed at the values found in 
the earlier investigation (10). The other two, a(0) and y, correspond to the 
intercept and the coipling of an effective Begge trajectory that represents 
the cloud-cloud interaction (fig. 16)). It was also pointed out that, as the energy 
increase:?, a(0) should become 1 corresponding to the pomeron exchange. Thus, 
we envisage a slow increase of a(0) from the value 0.863 found earlier to 1.0 
as we extend the model to higher energies. In principle, this can be accom
panied by a slow variation of the effective coupling strength y (in fact, we 
find a constant value of y = —14.0 satisfactory from j>lDC = 50 6eV/c to the 
SPS collider energy). With regard to the energy dependence of the diffraction 
parameters, we use for pp 

(5a) a(s) = a0 + ai In .«, lt(s) = S0 + iEt In s , 2?(s) = N0 + Nt In *, 

and for pp 

(56) a{s)=^a0 - f o . l n s , R{s) = M0 + It, In s, N(s) = N„ + .K̂  In * 

(s in units of 1 (GeV)2). 

The above parametiizution for diffraction parameters is based on the 
folic wing considerations: 

1) From the Pomeranchuk-typc theorem of Cornille and Martin ("), 
we expect pp and pp differential orosn sections to be the same within the dif
fraction pe.ik as s -> oo. The coefficients of In * terms in (5a) and (56) are 
identical) this leads to the same value of a, It, JV for pp and pp as.? -*• oo. Hence, 
asymptotically pp and pp diffract'ou scattering are going to be the same in 
our model. 

(") A. MARTIN: Z. Phys. C, 15, 1H5 (1982). 
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2) It has been shown by ATJBEKSON, KINOSHITA and MABTIN (") that 

scattering amplitudes, which saturate the Froissart bound, have for s -*• oo 
impact parameter representations, and the fc-dependence of the impact pa
rameter amplitudes is scaled by In*: 

(6) 
exy[iX(s,b)]-l 1 b* \ 

•2i ~ 7 \ ( l n s ) 7 " 

We see that the parametrization (5) does, in fact, ensure this asymptotic scaling 
behaviour for our diffraction profile: 

e x p f a D ( y , i ) ] - l = 2i2f{s)(R{s) + majs)) 
1 ' 2i b*— (R{s) + i7ia(8))' ' 

exp[iXD(s, 6)] — \ ^ _2iNl(RL+ ijca,) 
2i , = m b'l(lns)'— (Æ, + ijia,)«' 

In the context of the above discussion, two points need to be clarified: 

a) We should distinguish between the asymptotic geometrical scaling 
of Auberson et al. (eq. (6)) and the phenomenological geometrical scaling of 
Dias de Deus ("). In the latter case, the J-dependence is scaled by Vo^(s): 

(8) 
exp[ix(s,b)]-

'taw 
above some value of s. This scaling is assumed to Set in, say, at 1SR energies, 
where ar{s) is not very far from its low-energy value. Phenomenological 
geometrical scaling will coincide with the asymptotic geometrical scaling only 
when the energy is so high that <rT(«) oc (In s)2. 

b) ATJBEBSON et al. (") have also proven that 

(9) T(s,t)p^s(lnsVf(g'\n's), (<? 2 =-<) , 

where /(T), r = { J ln ! «, is an entire function of r bounded by exp [CV|T|]. 
In our case, from the asymptotic profile function (76) we obtain 

(10) TB(s, t) ~ m(\n sJ'-S^i?, + inaJH^q In *(fi, + « « , ) ] . 

The Hankel function HJ,"[\/T(if, + i^a,)] is not an entire function of 
T = g s ln 2 s . It haB a cut from r — 0 to + oo. The origin of this behaviour 

<") G. AUBERSON, T. KINOSHITA and A. MARTIN: Phye. Rev. D, 3, 3186 (1971). 
("/ J. DIAS DE DEUS: Nvcl. Phyi. B, 59, 231 (1973); A. J. BOTIAS and J. Dus DE 
DEUS: Xucl Phys. B, 71, 481 (1974). 
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lies in our profile function (7a), -which does not fall off fast enough for large b. 
In fact, this leads to a lingular amplitude in the forwaid direction. There is, 
however, no basic problem involved hen-. The effective maximum angular 
momentum LmMt corresponding to the Froissait-Marlin bound is known to 
be c\'s !n s ("). Therefore, in the impact parameter representation of TD{s, i), 
elns = LmJp provides a natural cut-off. And if this cut-off is applied, TD(s, t) 
becomes an entire function of q1 hi"- s. For q ¥• 0, the upper limit of the integral 
over 6 can be extended to infinity, since only small values of b are involved, 
and the result (10) comes out. As our primary interest lies in seeirg how dif
fraction and hard scattering compete with each other, and therefore in the 
differential cross-section away from the lorward direction, our calculations 
are not affected by the singularity of Tp{s, 1) at I = 0. 

5. - Quantitative study of pp and pp scattering and predictions. 

Our investigation shows that pp is surprisingly quite asymptotic. If the 
diffraction parameters «(»), E[s), A'(s) for pp scattering are determined at 
two energies, say, at pluc = 50 GeV/c and 1486 GeV/c (v« = 52.8 GeV), then 
from (5a) we can determine these parameters at any other energy. We can, 
therefore, predict pp differentia) cross-sections a t energies we want (allowing, 
of course, for small increase of a(0) with energy). The result of such an analysis 
is shown in fig. 4, where the calculated cross-sections at Vs = 23.4, 30.5, 44.6 
and 62.1 GeV are compared with the 1SR data (8) ("). The agreement is ex
cellent, indicating i) that the pp diffraction amplitude follows the asymptotic 
energy dependence (5a) quite we]), ji) 1hat the model provides a remarkably 
good description of pp elastic scattering from 50 GeV/c to 2000 GeV/c with 
respect to the (-dependence as well as the «-dependence. (") 

To investigate pp scattering, we need first a set of diffraction parameters 
at high ener«'v that would determine a0, E„. N0 in (5b). This led us to examine 
the prelimi • •• pp collider data of the UA4 group at v'.v = 540 GeV ( 3). From 
computer si eli wc found that an adequate fit to the data could be obtained 

TABLE I. - Diffraction paramelrrs for pp ami pp (s?5 eg. (5)). 

«o <h K ^ $o Ni 
pp 1.317 <> 21-10-' 4 439 5.18-in-= 0.336 7.99-10"» 
Pp 1.70J H.21-10-' 8.04S 5.1810-'' 1.435 7.99-10"* 

(") S. M. Ki>v: I-hi/K K.p., ">, I2S (1072). 
(*} The value« of tin- liiffraotion parameters are given in table I. 
(**) This corrolioralfH prev'ouK quantitative study of the model {'*), where the dif
fraction parameters were taken to vary with energy, hut no systematic energy depend
ence wa» explored. 
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i r 

ltl[(Gcv)?] 

Fig. 4. - The solid line for V» = 62.8 GeV is a fit of the experimental data. Other 
solid lines represent predicted di!'irential cross-sections (with Bmr.ll variation of «(0)). 
Experimental points arc the ISR A •> data of NAOT el al. ('). 



f|[(G«V)*] 
Fig. S. - The solid line represents our fit of the preliminary pp collider data of the 
CERN l'A4 group (>). The pp diffraction parameters obtained are a = 2.55, 
R = 9.30. N =- 2.44. ISR p| data at \'« =- 53 GeV for small as well as for large |(| 
are shown /or comparison (+) (data from K. K. Schubert, compilation in Landolt-
Bornstein. Neue Serie Vol. 1, 9, 1980). 
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on the basis of our mode! (fig. 5) (*). The fit provides us with a set of a, R, N 
for pp at this energy. Extrapolating this set to plzc— 50 and 30 GeV/c, -we 
find values of a and Ii that are appreciably different from the ones given by 
our actual fits (fig. 26) and 36)). This shows that, unlike pp, the pp diffraction 
amplitude is not yet asymptotic in the regioa piucf^ (50-^2000) GeV/c. How
ever, what we also find is that, knowing the parameters asymptotically and at 
30 GeV/c and 50 GeV/c, we can interpolate them quite well by either graphical 
or analytic method. We are thus able to predict pp differential cross-sections 
in the ISE range and beyond, and compare them with pp scattering. The 
result of this investigation is shown in fig. 6, where pp differential cross-sections 
calculated at V? = 23.4, 30.5, 52.8, 200 and 400 GeV are given together with 
the calculated pp cross-sections. We see that there are distinct dips in the pp 
differentia] cross-sections at these energies, and they occur at smaller |tj values 
than the pp dips. Experimental verification of these dips would be very 
important from our point of view. From the calculated differential cross-sec
tions, we can also obtain the local slope parameter 6(s, t) = d/di[ln (d<r/d<)]-
For |*| = 0.4 (GeV)2 and Vs = 31, 53 and 62 GeV, we find b''{s, t) = 10.14, 
10.35 and 10.54, respectively. These values are in agreement with the pre
liminary ISE pp experimental results (18). 

To see how pp compares with pp at SPS collider energy, where the asymp
totic behaviour (56) has also Fet in for pp, we show in fig. 7 the calculated pp 
differential cross-section and our fit of the preliminary pp collider data. (Also 
shown for comparison are ISE pp data at Vs = 53 GeV.) We see that the pp 
differentia] cross-section looks very much like that of pp. The pp dip has dis
appeared. Instead, a shoulder (or break) has formed just like pp, but the 
position of the pp shoulder is at higher |i| than that of the pp shoulder. Quan
titative predictions of pp and pp differential cross-sections at future collider 
energies V$ = 800 GeV (CBA in Brookhaven) and Vs = 2000 GeV (Fermilab) 
are also given in fig. 7 ("). We observe from the curves that differences between 
pp and pp persist even at these superhigh energies, and that the differential 
cross-sections at large |(| are nearly equal to the ISE cross-sections. 

The calculated angular distributions in fig. 6 and 7 also show that the pp 
and pp dips gradually fill up, while moving towards smaller |i| values, and 
finally transform into shoulders or breaks. Tracing the development of the 
pp dip from plat, — 30 GeV/c upwards, we then come to the conclusion that 
the pp dip at 50 GeV/c, seen by ASA'D et ah {'), transforms into the pp shoulder 
at collider energy, seen by the CERN UA4 group (a). 

(*) Hard-scattering parameters in this case are essentially fixed, with \y\ having 
the 1SR value 14.0 (GeV)8, and a(0) = 1.0. 
(•>) F. F.'.BBRI: XVIII Kenconlre de Moriaiui, January 1983: Ames-Bologna-CERK-
Dortmund-Heidel berg-Warsaw Collaboration. 
(") See footnote (•) on p. 747. 
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lfl[ffieV)2] 

Fig. 6. - Calculated pp differential cross-sections (dashed lineB) at energies V* = 23.4, 
30.5, 52.8, 2(10 and 400 OeV, compared with the calculated pp differential cross-sections 
{solid lines). Dips in pp cross-sections similar to pp ones are predicted. 
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Fig. 7. - Elastic differential cross-sections for pp (solid lines) and pp (dashed lines) 
at collider energies -Ji = B40 GeV (CERN SPS), 800 GeV (Brookhaven CBA) and 
2000 GeV (Ferrailab). I8K pp elastio data at \fi = 62.8 GeV (') are shown for com
parison (•). The pp our is for V« = 540 GeV is a fit to the preliminary UA4 date, 
All other curves are predicted differential cross-sections. For all curves *(0) = 1.0. 
|y| = 14.0 (GeV)». 
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6. - Comparison with other models. 

A number of models have been proposed to describe high-energy pp and pp 
elastic scattering, and it is of interest to compare them briefly with ours. In 
the geometrical model of Chou and Yang (>•), pp and pp elastic scattering are 
described in the same 'nay. The difference in pp and pp angular distributions 
a t the same energy originates in this model from the difference in their total 
cross-sections. Like the pp dip at ISR energies, the observed dip in pp elastic 
scattering at \t\ ss 1.5 (GeV) 2 for 50 GeV/c incident momentum is interpreted 
as due to the cancellation between the single- and the double-scattering terms. 
Furthermore, thic dip is associated with the low-energy pp structure in the 
region (0.5-^0.8) (GeV)2. The model then predicts a pp dip at \l\ f » l . l (GeV)2 

for 30 GeV/c incident momentum {""). The recent measurement (2) of the pp 
differential cross-section at this momentum shows a prominent dip at \t\m 
as 1.7 (GeV) 2; that is, at a higher value of |t| than the pp dip at 50 GeV/c. 
This indicates that the actual mechanism producing pp and pp dips is dif
ferent from that suggested by the Chou-Yang model. For pp elastic scattering 
at SES collider energy, where the measured total cross-section is (66±7) mb ( 2 1), 
the geometrical model predicts a sharp dip at \t\ «s 0.75 (GeV)2 followed by a 
second maximum at \t\ «s, 1.0 (GeV)5. Preliminary results of the CERN UA4 
experiment (3) show no dip; insioad data show a distinct shoulder in the dif
ferential cross-section beginning at |(| s= 0.8 (GeV)2. If these results are further 
confirmed, then the Chou-Yang geometrical model has to be ruled out. 

Jn the geometrical sealing model of Dias de Deus and Kroll ( 2 2 ) , the dip 
in pp elastic scattering originates from a zero in the imaginary par t of the 
scattering amplitude. This in tu rn occurs because of a zero in their scaling 
function <p{r), where Im 7(.v, t) = Im T(s, 0 ) ^ ( T ) , and r is the scaling variable 
— taT. pp elastic scattering is described by the same function Ø(T), so that 
one predict 5 a dip in pp scattering at 

a" 
4VV fVP T 
•"mln — t mln - • Of» 

Since o\° > cr»D at ISB energies, this predicts a pp dip at a somewhat smaller 
|<| than for pp in this energy region. The dip is partially filled by the real part 

(>•) T. T. Cnou and C. N. YANG: Phya. Hev. I), 19, 3268 (1979). 
( 2 0) T - T, r „ 0 L r a n ( j , : . \;. y A N 0 : phyg, }{ev, jjett., 46, 7«4 (1981). 
( 2 1 ) M. HAOrENAUER: XXI International Conference on High-Energy Physics, Paris, 
1982, edited t>y I'. 1'ETIAU and M. 1'OKNEVF, J. Phya. {Paris) C'3-579 {supplement), 
43, (1982). 
(") J. 1>IAS DE DEUS and P. KnoLL: Ada Pltys. Pol. B, 9, 157 (1978); J. Phya. G, 
9, L81 (1983). 
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of the amplitude, -which is given by 

Ee T(», i) = Im T{s, 0)e{s) A [T<&(T )] , c ( „ = ^ | j j j - | . 

The function <j>(r) has been determined numerically from the 1SE pp data at 
V* = 53 GeV. Therefore, given <rT and Q at any energy, the model can predict 
pp and pp differential cross-sections. In this model, o\° and <r£B as well as 
g»p and qm should approach each other rapidly (as there is no important O-odd 
exchange around). Therefore, at collider eneigies one expects differential cross-
sections of pp and pp to coincide, in contrast to our prediction (fig. 7). The 
geometrical scaling model, of course, corrcctlj- piedicted a shoulder instead 
of a dip in Aajdt at collider energy ("), based on the argument that the large 
real part at this energy fills up the dip. Quantitative verification of the model 
with pp experimental results at ISE and collider energies remains to be Eeen. 
We should add that from the Cornille-Martin theorem (") on the equality of 
particle-particle and particle-antiparticle differential crofs-sections, one ex
pects 

do*»» 
~~&t /

(J/Tpp 

as * ->• oo for i-values within the diffraction peak (*). If the dip in pp belongs 
to the diffraction peak, then pp will have the same dip essentially at the same 
position. 

DOKNACHIE and LANDSHOFF (") have proposed a model of high energy pp 
and pp elastic scattering based primalily on three processes: i) single pomeron 
exchange, ii) double pomeron exchange and iii) triple gluon exchange. The 
prominent dip in the pp differential cross-section is produced by the cancel
lation of the imaginary part of the single pomeron exchange by that of the 
double pomeron exchange, while the substantial real part of the single pomeron 
exchange is cancelled by the triple gluon exchange. Since the triple gluon 
exchange changes sign in pp scattering, this model predicts, in contrast to 
ours and the geometrical scaling model, no dips in the pp differential cross-
section at 1SR energies.—only shoulders. At collider energies, the model 
predicts shoulders for pp and prominent dips for pp. Furthermore, to explain 
dips in low-energy pp elastic scattering, DONNACHTE and LANDSHOFF invoke 
an added mechanism, namely contributions from Bcgge-pomeron exchanges. 
In this model, therefore, the pp dip at low energies has a different origin than 

(*) These values are defined by the condition that the ratio (do/dtfs, 0))/(da/dJ(e, <(«))) 
remuina finite when * -• oo ('«). 
(") A. DONNACIIIK nnd V. V. LANDSHOII': University of C'umbridge preprint (I)AMTP 
83/9); Phys. Lell. }i, 123, 345 (1WB3). 
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the pp dip at ISB energies, and the pp dip should disappear fast as the energy 
increases, in contrast to the predictions of the geometrical scaling model (") 
und our model, pp clastic-scattering dala a t ISR and SFS in the region |f] — 
= (0.5-r-2.0) (GeV)' will be crucial to decide this issue. 

7. - Concluding remarks. 

A number of points emerge from this investigation within the framework 
of the model: 

1) pp and pp lar£e-momentum-transfer scattering (ji| beyond second 
maximum) originate from the same hard mechanism, and are described quan
titatively by the same set of hard parameters (*). 

2) The dip in pp and pp arises from the destructive interference between 
the diffraction amplitude and the C-odd hard-scattering amplitude. 

3) As energy increases, the diffraction peaks in pp and pp shrink, and the 
position in |(( where diffraction and hard amplitudes are equal in magnitude, 
moves toward smaller values—away from the position where the relative phase 
corresponds to maximum destructive interference (this latter position is given 
by qR(s) + d{s) — 2n for pp, and 3rz for pp). As a result, the dips in pp and pp 
gradually fill up and develop into shoulder.s. 

4) For a given fixed momentum transfer \t\, as s becomes large, the hard 
C = — 1 amplitude doming .'his is because, from eqs. (lb) and (5), 

<n> ^ ( . . « l - l i n . ) . - ^ ^ 1 , 

while from eqs. (2) and (3), Mnce vt(s) -* const as a -*• oo, 

s F*i— a2) 

The s°"°' factor in the denominator of eq. (11) shows that the diffraction peak 
shrinks indefinitely for fixed |i|, thereby exposing the C-odd hard amplitude 
(eq. (12)). 

However, for s -* oo and t = <(*) = C/ln 2 s, we get from eq. (10) or eqs. (la) 
and (5) 

[ zV* ,o i~ 'V( i»*) 2 , 

(*) The multiplicative absorption factor cx]i [ij{(«. 0)] in eq. (2) is, of course, different 
for pp and pp. since diffraction is different for the two processes. 
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whereas, from eqs. (2) and (3), we have 

therefore diffraction dominates, and 

as; *g(.,m)/*g(.,ti,))^i 

as required by the Cornille-Martin theorem ("). In our model, equality of 
pp and pp differential cross-sections also holds for s -*• oo and \t\ fixed, because 
\T»{a,t)\l\T»{s,t)\ ^ 1 in this limit. 

5) The factor of s in eq. (12) that makes the hard scattering so important 
at high energies arises from the diffraction scattering between the clouds of 
the colliding particles. For fixed \t\ and sufficiently large s, this amplitude 
overpowers the diffraction amplitude, and its contiibution appeais as a distinct 
shoulder in pp differential cross-section at the collider eneigy. 

6) The slope parameter bD(a, t) = d/di[ln (d<r/d<)D] for the diffraction 
scattering can be explicitly calculated by using eq. (16). I t is given by 

(14) oD(.s, i) = \- -— = ln s . 
q 2q' n 2q* q 

The coefficient na^q of the ln s term has the value 0.31 (GeV)- 2 for q2 = 
= 0.4 (GeV)5, which is in reasonable agreement with experimental results (") {'). 
Equation (14) predicts a finite difference between jip and pp diffraction slopes 
at fixed |f|: 

(15) *»'(», *) -*»•><*, t) = ? ( S , - »,) ; 

however, Sg>(», t)lb^{s, t) -»• 1 as s -*• oo. 
We also note: i) eq. (14) predicts a (-dependence of the diffraction peak; 

ii) b{s, t) ~ no, In sfq (s -* oo) saturates the bound oil diffraction slope (") for 
fixed |(| {q = V\t\). 

( M ) J . P . BURQ, M. ClIEMARIN, M. CHEVALLIER, A . S . DENISOV, C. DORE, T . E K E L O F , 
J. FAT, P. GRAFTSTROM, L. GUSTAFSSON. E. HAGBERO, B. ILLE, A. P. KASHCHITK, 
G. A. KOROLEV, A. V. KULIXOV, S. KULLANDER, M. LAMBERT, J. P. MARTIN, S. MAURY, 
M. QUERROU, V. A . SCHEUELSKY, E . M. SPIRIDENKOV, I . I . TKACH, M. VERBEKEN 
and A. A. VOROBYOV: Nuol. Phys. B, 217, 285 (19S3). 
{*) We like to thank J. P. MARTIN for a discussion on this point. 
(•«) A. MARTIN: CERN preprint, TH.3527 (1983). 
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We conclude that pp andpp clastic scattering at high energy allows a simple 
and unifying description; namely, that the scattering is due to two basic mech
anisms: diffraction and hard scattering. The. e two processes iuteifere destruc
tively producing dips, which become shouluers or breaks at collider energies. 
The hard scattering arises from the scattering of a nucleon valence core off 
the other core. In our opinion, the model has survived well the present analysis. 
We obtain a very consistent agreement wiib pp data for incident momentum 
30 GeV/c to 2056 GeV/c and also with preliminary pp data from 1SE and 
the SPS collider. If the predictions of the model are borne out by future collider 
experiments, then the existence of a nucleon valence core will be undoubtedly 
established. 

* * * 

One of us (MMI) was a visitor at C EEK when this work was done. He would 
like to thank Arue Lundby for the warm hospitality extended to him. We 
would like to thank our colleague.? in the CERX VAl arid R420 experiments, 
especially J. TIMMERMA>'R and A. BKEAKHTONE, for discussions on the pre
liminary results. This s\ork was partly supported by the U.S. Department 
of Energy under Contract .No. DE-AC02-79-ER1033GÅ. 

• R i Assrvro o 

Si Btudiu lo uvaHei'ing elast ico antiprotone protone e protone-protone neU'intervallo 
d'energia \'s ~ (10-4-1000) GeV in «» modello del nocriolo del nucleone di valenza 
proposto in precedenza. Si dearrive lo scattering con.e dovuto principalmente a due 
processi: la diffrazione e lo scattering duro L'ul t imo deriva dallo scattering del nocciolo 
di un nucli - du un altro noeriolo. 1,'interft-renza ditdruttiva tra i due processi produce 
avvallamon nolle sezioni d 'urto dilTerenziali j*j> e pp. Quando I 'enerpa aumenta oltre 
al l ' intervalk dell'lSK ( y « - (23-Mi2) <?eV) gli avvallamenti si colmano, e eventual-
mente si traaforruano in spalle o discontinuita d'energia del collider. Le differenze tra 
le sezioni d 'urto differenzinli pp e pi> si mantengunn annhe ad energie del collider. 
II confronlo con i dati deW'ISR inos' che il tnodello fornisce una descrizione quanti-
ta t iva dello sratterintr elustico pp in \ aes to intervallo d'energia. Si fanno previsioni 
delle sezioni d 'urto differenziali pp e pp a future energie del collider di \'s = 800 
e 2000 GeV. Per distinguere tra modelli in concorrenza, si sottolinea la necessity di 
misurare la sezione d 'urto differenziale pp del collider 1SR e SI'S neU'interrallo di |f| 
da 0.5 a 2.0 (GeV)". 

(*) Tradu;ione a euro delta Redazione. 
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In this report we briefly present results of an investigation of pp and 

pp elastic scattering based on a model that indicates the existence of a 

nucleon core of valence quarks.*1 Our analysis extends from 30 GeV/c incident 

momentum through ISR energies (/s = 23-62 GeV) to the highest presently 

accessible energy /s = 5-40 CeV at the SPS collider. We also present elastic 

differential cross sectioi " at the Fermi lab Tevatron energy vs = 2 TeV and at 

the future SSC energy /s = 40 TeV. 

High energy pp and pp elastic scattering in our model are primarily due 

to two proce*- '-s: diffraction and hard scattering. Diffraction dominates the 

small momentu -. transfer jegion, while the hard scattering is responsible for 

the large momentum transfer scattering. The dips in pp and pp differential 

cross sections arise from the destructive interference between the two pro

cesses. The hard scattering originates from the scattering of one nucleon 

core off the other core via exchange of uu and dd pairs in the u meson strte. 

Since u has odd charge conjugation, the hard amplitude i.i C odd and changes 

sign when we go from pp to pp scattering. The model correctly predicted the 

movement of the dip in pp elastic differential cross section with the change 
2 3 in incident momentum from 50 GeV/c to 30 GeV/c. ' 
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The impact parameter amplitude describing the diffraction scattering in 

this model has the form 

where the parameters R(s), a(s), N(s) characterize the size, the diffuseness 

and the absorption of the interaction region. We have considered the energy 

dependence of the diffraction parameters to be R(s) = R + R. Uns, a(s) = 

a + a, £ns, N(s) = N + N, JLns. For pp and pp the values of R , a and M are 
O 1 O 1 rr rr O O O 

allowed to be different, but the coefficients of ins terms, i.e., R , a 1, ^ 

are taken exactly the same. This parametrization is motivated by two important 

considerations: (1) asymptotically, i.e. when Uns •* ~, differential cross 

sections for pp and pp elastic scattering within the diffraction peak should 

be equal; (2) the diffraction amplitude should satisfy the asymptotic scaling 

of Auberson, Kinoshita and Martin; namely, the b dependence of the impact 

parameter amplitude should be scaled by ins when Froissart bound is saturated. 

There are six parameters describing the diffraction scattering. For pp 

we have determined these parameters by fitting the experimental differential 

cross sections at p. = 50 GeV/c and 1486 GeV/c (/s = 52.8 GeV) and using 

for hard scattering essentially the same parameters found in an earlier 

analysis. Once the diffraction parameters ar^ determined in this way, we 

are able to predict what the differential cross section should be at other 

energies. The results of our prediction for /s = 23.4, 30.5, 44.6 and 62.1 

GeV and the fit at /s - 52.8 CeV are shown in Fig. 1 together with the ex

perimental results. The agrrement between theoretical calculations and 
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experimental data is remarkably good indicating that the model provides an 

excellent description of pp elastic scattering. 

To investigate pp elastic scattering we used the preliminary measure

ments of the UA4 group at the SPS collider. From computer search we were 

able to obtain a satisfactory fit to their differential cross sections (Fig. 

2). In Fig. 3 we compare the differential cross section f-r̂ l due to the 

\dtr, 
diffraction amplitude alone and the differential cross sectionpp-J due to (dtJH 
the hard amplitude alone with the differential cross section -r̂  due to both 

dt 

the amplitudes combined (solid curve). The figure clearly shows the destruc

tive interference that produces the shoulder at |t| = 1.0 GeV . Finally, in 

Fig. 4 we present calculated pp and pp differential cross sections at the 

Ferrailab collider energy /s = 2 TeV and at the future SSC energy /s = 40 TeV 

together with the pr differential cross section at SPS energy /s = 540 GeV. 

The pp differential cross section at the latter energy is a fit to the L*A4 
da data. The curves in Fig. 4 show that at collider energies -3— for pp and pp 

are similar in shape and magnitude and are characterized by a dominant diffrac

tion peak accompanied by an abrupt change in the slope due to hard scattering. 

From our phenomenological study of pp and pp elastic scattering a clear 

picture of the nucleon structure emerges; namely, the nucleon has a core of 

valence quark surrounded by a cloud of quark-antiquark pairs or mesons. This 

picture immediately suggests examination of quark bag models and dynamical 

models of QCD confinement. In this context, we would like to mention that 

the chirai bag model of the nucleon is precisely based on the same picture. 

In fact, Brown et al. recently found from numerical calculations that the 

choice of the bag radius that should minimize gluon corrections, vacuum 

fluctuation effects and uncertainties of the effective Lagrangian is 0.44 F; 
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strikingly, this is exactly the value of our valence core radius. Another 
6 

important conclusion of Brown et al. Is that magnetic moments, baryon spec
trum, axial vector coupling constant etc. are insensitive to the bag radius, 
so that to determine the latter it is necessary to turn to high energy 

data a conclusion that strongly supports our phenomenological effort. 

These are indeed exciting developments indicating that if our interpretation 

of the UA4 collider data is correct, as opposed to other views, then the 

broad shoulder seen in this experiment is a direct evidence of the presence 

of a nucleon valence core. Clearly, future collider data and the Ferrailab 

Tevatron data would be crucial to resolve this issue. 

This work was supported in part by the U. S. Department of Energy under 

contract no. DE-ACO2-79-ER10336A. 
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Figure Captions 

Fig. 1. Solid line for /s - 52.8 GeV is a fit of the experimental data. 

Other solid lines represent predicted differential cross sections. Exper

imental points are the ISR pp data of Nagy et al., Nucl. Phys B150, 221 

(1979). 

Fig. 2. Solid line represents our fit of the preliminary pp collider data 

of the CERN UA4 group (M. Bozzo et al., Proceedings of the Europhysics 

Conference on High Energy Physics, Brighton, July 1983). ISR pp data at 

/s = 53 GeV for small as well as for large |t| are shown for comparison 

(K. R. Schubert, compilation in Landolt-Bornstein, Meue Serie vol. I 9, 

1980). 

Fig. 3. Solid line corresponds to our fit of the UA4 pp collider data. 

Dashed lines represent differential cross sections due to the diffraction 

process and the hard scattering process separately. 

Fig. ••. Elastic differential cross sections for pp (solid lines) and pp 

(dashed lines) at collider energies /s = 540 GeV (CERN SPS), 2 TeV (Fermilab), 

40 TeV (SSC). The op curve for /s = 540 GeV is a fit to the preliminary UA4 

data. 
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ABSTRACT 
Connection between the valance core aodel and the affective QCD nod*It 

of nneleon atxnetnie ia pointed oot. Alao. implication of recent pp 
differential exoaa taction aeaanreaenta at /a - 53 GeV on our previona 
calculation! ia ditonaaed. 
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High energy pp and pp elastic scattering has been investigated by ns 

in a model where the elastic scattering is primarily due to two processes: 

diffraction and hard scattering. Diffraction dominates the sull momentum 

transfer region, while the hard scattering is responsible for the large 

momentum transfer scattering. The dips and shoulders in pp and pp 

differential cross sections arise from the destructive interference between 

the two processes. The hard scattering originates fro» the scattering of 

one nncleon core off the other core via exchange of nn and dd paira in the 

u meson state. Since u has odd charge conjugation, the hard amplitude 

is C odd and changes sign when we go from pp to pp scattering. In the 

quantitative formulation of the model, the nuoleon cores manifest 

themselves as two form factors associated with the exchanged vector 

meson u. Furthermore, each forn factor represents a matter density 

distribution in a nucleon, and the distribution is identified as the quark 

number density distribution. 

In this report we briefly comment on results of an earlier 
- 2) 

investigation of pp and pp elastic scattering and the directions that 

need to be pursued in view of the recent experimental results, We also 

want to point out that new findings on the nucleon structure based on 

effective QCD models underscore the importance for studying the valence 

core model further. To elaborate on this point, we briefly review the 

major developments that have occurred in our concept of the nueleon over 

the last decade. 

we begin with the HIT bag model (Fig. la) propossd in 1974, where the 

nucleon is conceived as a bag of radius ° IP with unless valence quarks 

confined within the bag. Soon it waa recognised that the bag model breaks 

chiral symmetry, and to restore the symmetry one has to Introduce pioa 

cloud outside the bag and Impose conservation of axial vector current at 

the bag aurfaoe. This led to the chiral bag model showa in Fig. lb. The 
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next important development occurred following the realixation that if a 

quartic interaction tern is included for the pion field outside, the 

nucleon can be described as a soliton with a topological charge that can be 

identified aa the baryon number. The explicit quark degrees of freedom, of 

course, are gone in this "Skym i on" model. The most recent development has 

been the hybrid model, where one has the pion field (with Skyrne term) 

outside, a bag of small radius containing massless valence quarks inside. 

and a conserved axial vector current across the bag surface. 
4) Dotsile<* calculations on the basis of the hybrid model have revealed 

two important features: 

1. Low energy properties like charge radii and magnetic moments are 

insensitive to the bag radius. In fact, the two limits H = IF(HIT bag) and 

R •+ 0 (Skyrmion) lead to similar results. Hence, the bag radius cannot be 

determined by low energy properties, end one has to turn to high energy 

scattering to find its value. 

2. If, in the hybrid model, one attempts to calculate the optimal 

value of the bag radius from theoretical considerations, such as 

minimization of nonperturbative effects and vacuum fluctuation effects, one 

obtains a value of 0.44F. 

That is striking is that the structure of the nucleon emerging from 

the hybrid model is identical with the one we have arrived at from the 

study of pp and pp elastie scattering over a period of several years. In 

fact, the radius of the valence core found from the phenomenological study 

was 0.44F, exactly the value obtained by Brown et al. 

In view of this exciting development, we obviously intend to study 

further the nueleon valence core model. However, what has become clear to 

us is that an improved description of diffraction scattering within the 

framework of the model is necessary. So far we have takes the impact 

paxamete amplitude describing diffraction to be of the form 
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ezp [ix„<a.b)] - 1 2iM«)(R<s) + iita(s)) 

21 <E(s) + ina(i))2 - b 2 

where the parameters K(s), a d ) , N(s) characterize the size, the 

diffntenesi and the absorption of the interaction ratios. We hare 

considered the energy dependence of the diffraction parameters to be H(s) -

Kø + Hj In*. *(*) - * 0 + a^n», N{») - N Q + Njlna. For pp and pp the 

valne* of 1L, a. and N. were allowed to be different, but the coefficient* 

of ln* ter», i.e., &-• a,, and N were taken exactly the tame. Thi* 

paxametxization wat motivated by two important coniideratiom: (1) 

•aymptotically, i.e., when ln«-»», differential cross section* for pi 

ana pp elastic scattering within the diffraction peak should be equal; (2) 

the diffraction amplitude shonld satisfy the asymptotic scaling of 

Anberson, Kinoshita and Martin; namely, the b dependence of the impact 

parameter amplitude should be scaled by In* when Froi**art bound la 

saturated. 

The above formulation of diffraction scattering together with the hard 

scattering amplitude provided us a unified description of pp and pp elastio 

2) 
scattering over the energy range /« » 10 - 1000 GeV. However, our 

calculations showed that pp differential cro** section at /* - 53 GeV 

should have a sharp dip around | t| - 1.0 GeV . No suoh dip ha* been 

observed in ISB measurement*. ' From our point of view, this moans either 

phenomsnologically diffraotion was not adequately represented in oar 

calculations, or something basically was amiss in the model. To 

investigate th'.t point, we intend to impose crossing symmetry on the 

diffraction amplitude from the vary be «inning and not just as.-mptotically. 

Fui'thermore, diffraction also show* up in an indireot way la the evaluation 

of oax haxd scattering amplitude. •* woald, therefore, lika to iaclade aay 

improved dasorlption of dlffxaetioa scattering in the haxd scattering term. 
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Recently Gauron, Leader and Nieoleacu hare propoiad a «odel that 

daaoribas. jnat Ilka our modal, high energy pp and pp elastis scattering ia 

tans of diffraction and a hard soattaring anplltnds, which they call 

"odderon". Tha oddaron tarn, slaillar to our hard scattering tera, changea 

alga as on* goes from pp to pp scattering. It is of considerable interest 

to see whether with the improved description of diffraction included in our 

hard scattering amplitude — the latter turn» out to be an odderon (i.e., a 

C-odd analytic anplitnde that asymptotically providea a large growing real 

part). If this happens, then we will have shown that tha dynamical origin 

of the odderon Ilea in the hard acattering mechanism of the valenae core 

•adel. 

The surprising agreement between thahybrid model and the nncleon 

valence core model strongly ssggeats that dynamical mechanisms within the 

context of QCD be studied that lead to the confinement of valence quarks in 

a small region. The hybrid model itaalf cannot provide much insight into 

such dynamical mechanisms, since it postulates from tha vary beginning a 

confining bag surface and an effective localised pion field outside. Our 

phenomealogieal results, on the other hand, appear to provide a better 

inaight into how to approach the problem. From the valence core model, we 

have a quantitative idea about the single particle valance quark wave 

function VI?). and the questions we have to address are: How do we 

obtain such a quark wave function? What dynamical equation determines it? 

Furthermore, the outside clond (responsible for diffraction acattoring) haa 

to be a qq aaa and can repreaent a vacuum configuration that confinea tha 

valence quarks. So, how do we describe such a vacumm state, and how doea 

it lead to tha localisation of tha quark wave function? "Tie valance oore 

model appeara to provide us a challenging framework to develop theoretical 

ideaa on confinement aa wall aa a deacrlption of nuoleon structure that can 

be tested la future collider experiments. 
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Fig. 1. Effective QCD models of nucleon structure 
developed over the last decade. 
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Abstract 
The paper reviews the elastic and total cross sections, the real-to-imaginary part 

of the forward elastic amplitude, the elastic slope parameter, and the elastic differential 
cross section for pp and pp scattering in the ISR-SppS collider energy range. The data 
are compared with asymptotic theorems derived from first principles, and with various 
phenomenological models. It is pointed out that geometrical scaling and Reggeon field 
theory with critical Pomeron are inconsistent with the observed rise of crei/atat, and that 
the factorized eikonal hypothesis is ruled out by an impact parameter analysis of ISR 
and SppS collider data. We also discuss some unconventional models, represented by the 
maximal odderon model, the triple-gluon exchange model, and the nucleon valence core 
model. While the two latter models offer interesting dynamical descriptions of large-£ 
elastic scattering, the fundamental problem of formulating the diffraction amplitude has 
yet to be solved. 

* On leave from University of Oslo, Physics Department, Oslo, Norway. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

The amount and quality of pp and pp elastic scattering and total cross section data 
has now reached a level where data seriously constrain and test elastic scattering models, 
and, in fact, challenge our understanding of soft hadronic interactions in general. This 
new and exciting situation has arisen following the recent presentations of pp data which 
cover a wide energy and momentum transfer range, and which complement an already 
extensive range of pp data (see, for instance, refs.[1,2]). The CERN WA7 collaboration 
has presented pp elastic differential cross section data at pt = 30 and 50 GeV/c for 
momentum transfer up to |S| =: 5.8 (GeV/c)3 [2]. Various CERN groups have reported 
total cross section measurements for pp throughout the ISR energy range [3-5j, and the 
R420 group has presented pp elastic differential cross section data at y/i = 53 GeV for 
1*1 & 4 (GeV/c)2 [6,7]. The UA4 collaboration has measured the total cross section and 
the elastic differential cross section for |«| < 1.6(GeV/c)2 at v/» = 546 GeV [8,9]. Hence, 
a phenomenological picture of (anti)proton-proton elastic scattering and total cross 
sections now starts to emerge. However, the picture is far from complete, since we still 
lack pp data complementing the SppS collider data, as well as pp and pp data at super
high energies (Tevatron, SSC). This lack of completeness, which is likely to characterize 
our phenomenological knowledge for still many years, does to some extent impede our 
quest for a comprehensive and fundamental description of elastic scattering. However, 
asymptotic theorems derived from first principles provide some valuable information 
in the high energy limit. A more acute problem is that perturbative QCD lacks the 
capability of describing long-distance, low-pi processes. In particular, no fundamental 
description of diffraction exists, nor has the relationship between Regge phenomenology 
and QCD dynamics been established [10]. These problems may be intimately connected 
with the quark confinement problem. Further theoretical advances also seem to require 
new computational techniques within QCD. 

Se- eral excellent review articles on elastic scattering and total cross sections have 
recently been published [11-14]. In this paper, we review the experimental situation, 
and discuss relevant asymptotic theorems and phenomenological models. The emphasis 
is on the ISR-SppS collider regime, although the lower energy regime 30-50 GeV/c is 
briefly covered in the discussion of phenomenological models. 

Sect. 2 reviews the elastic and total cross sections, the real-to-imaginary part of 
the forward elastic amplitude, the elastic slope pf*rameter, and the elastic differential 
cross section for pp and pp scattering in the ISR-SppS collider energy range. It also 
compares the data with asymptotic theorems derived from first principles. 

Sects. 3 and 4 discuss a number of prominent phenomenological models in light of 
the recent data in the low and high energy regime. The models are grouped into 'con
ventional' and 'unconventional' models. The conventional models represent geometrical 
scaling, factorized eikonal models, and Reggeon field theory with critical Pomeron. 
These models have, until recently, dominated the theoretical landscape. They are truly 
phenomenological in the sense that no dynamics is provided; they are either based on 
a geometrical picture with an optical analogy, or rely on Regge theory aided by field 
theoretical techniques for calculating multi-Pomeron cuts. It is pointed out in Sect. 3 
that their predictions or fundamental hypotheses are inconsistent with high energy data. 
The unconventional models, discussed in Sect. 4, are the maximal odderon model, the 
triple-gluon exchange model, and the nucleon valence core model. These are compara
tively new approaches which turn out to be more successful when confronted with high 
energy pp and pp data. Tbey are based on the unconventional assumption that the 
dominant amplitude at large t is crossing-odd. With the exception of the maximal odd
eron model, they provide a dynamical description of large-1 elastic scattering. Tbey also 
contain considerably more parameters than conventional geometrical models, and have 
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therefore greater adaptive power (although often at the expense of predictive power). 
With the demise of conventional models, the unconventional models have clearly taken 
the lead in pointing out possible paths to be explored in the time ahead. 

Conclusions are drawn in Sect. 5. 

2. H I G H E N E R G Y pp A N D pp DATA. A S Y M P T O T I C T H E O R E M S . 

Table 1 shows a sample of total cross section measurements for pp and pp at \Ts = 
30, 53 and 546 GeV [5,9], and a compilation of total cross section data is shown in Fig.l. 
<7t0t is seen to increase by more than 40% from i/s = 53 GeV to y/i = 546 GeV. The 
question naturally arises whether this strong increase of fftot saturates (qualitatively) 
the Froissart bound [15], which, derived from unitarity, constrains the growth of <7tot: 

<r t o t < c ( l n s ) a , (2.1) 

where c = f / m j [15]. The CERN UA4 group has reported that their total cross section 
measurement ,'61.9 ± 1.5 mb) is compatible with (Ins) 3 growth [9]. This conclusion is 
apparently bated on the fact that the measured total cross section at -yfa = 546 GeV is 
in good agreement with a dispersion relation fit to lower energy aiai data, performed 
by Amaldi et al. [16], which has an energy dependence consistent with (Ins) 2 (Fig.l). 
A dispersion relation fit by Amos et al. [5], which takes into account the recent UA4 
data, iB also consistent with qualitative saturation of the Froissart bound. Block and 
Cahn, however, have performed an independent fit, which indicates that the growth is 
weaker than (Ins)' [17]. The different results may to some extent be due to different 
parametrizations of o- l o t , but they also reflect the considerable statistical uncertainty 
in the total cross section value at */s = 546 GeV. The most direct way to resolve the 
issue is obviously to improve the statistics at this energy, and to measure <7tot at some 
higher energies (e.g. -Ja = 900 GeV, now being reached at the pulsed SppS collider, 
and y/s ~ 2 TeV, the Tevatron energy).' 

An indirect way to gain information about the evolution of atot is to measure the 
real-to-imaginary part of the forward elastic amplitude: 

p = R e / ( s , t = 0 ) / l m / ( s , t = 0) (2.2) 

The p parameter is related to the total cross section through dispersion relations. 
Sukhatm" rt al. [18] have obtained a simple asymptotic approximation of p, which 
relates p .••> the local derivative of <rtot: 

PW — ~ T T — , , , s •-> oo (2.3) 
2<Tt„t(s) dins v ' 

This derivative analyticity relation shows that a rising total cross section implies a 
positive value of p. A rigorous proof of this has been given by Khuri and Kinoshita 

t The CERN UA5 collaboration has recently reported preliminary results from the 
pulsed SppS collider at y/i = 900 GeV. The total cross section of pp is found to be 
66.5 ± 1.8 ± 1.6mb, where the first error is statistical and the second systematic. This 
value agrees well with the fit by Amos et al. [5], which has a (Ins) 2 dependence. The 
UA5 group concludes that their preliminary measurements suggest <7tot ~ (In ») J locally, 
but <rtot ~" contt asymptotically [UA5 collab., talk by P.Carlson at the annual meeting 
of the American Physical Society, Division of Particles and Fields, Eugene, Oregon, 
USA, August 12-15, 1985]. 
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[19]. Through eq.(2.3), a measurement of p gives qualitative information about the rate 
of growth of crtot (the relation (2.3) does not hold in quantitative calculations). The p 
parameter is currently being measured at the SppS collider (1985 run), and the result 
may shed light on the evolution of <rtot at higher energies. 

Table 1 and Fig.2 show that p increases with energy up to the highest ISR energies. 
A dispersion relation fit by Arnaldi et al. [16] predicts p a. 0.15 at -Jl = 546 GeV (Fig.2). 
A more recent fit by Amos et al. [5] is in approximate agreement with this prediction 
(p ~ 0.13). It is noted from eq. (2.3) that for <7tot ~ (In*)', p ~ «r/lna as » -* oo. 
This shows that p will decrease asymptotically as ( lna) - 1 from positive values if the 
Froissart bound is qualitatively saturated. 

Although there is some uncertainty as to whether the Froissart bound is quali
tatively saturated or not at present energies, it seems clear that the bound is at least 
close to being saturated. This is quite remarkable, and could possibly indicate that an 
asymptotic regime is already being approached. However, the quantity a,i/a,ot strongly 
suggests that the asymptotic regime remains very remote, as we will discuss later. In 
fact, most theoretical models take this view (see Sects. 3 and 4). 

Table 1 and Fig.l show that the ratio a^t/a"'t approaches unity as the en
ergy increases from ^/s = 30 GeV to 53 GeV. This behaviour is consistent with the 
Pomeranchuk-type theorem [20] > which states that the total cross sections of particle-
antiparticle and particle-particle become asymptotically equal if at least one of the cross 
sections increases indefinitely: 

for 

and/or 
(2.4) 

It is noteworthy that the theorem (2.4) does not exclude the possibility that the differ
ence between the total cross sections may increase with energy. As a matter of fact, 
the difference A<7tol = af̂ t - a™t is allowed to grow indefinitely as In», the maximal 
growth permitted. Existing data do not indicate such a maximal growth, however. 
This can be seen from Fig.3, which shows the difference between pp and pp total cross 
sections (&<rtot) versus •/s. Aatot decreases approximately as s ~ 1 / s through the ISR 
energy range, in agreement with the standard Regge theory prediction for exchange of 
the odd-signature trajectories p and u. Of course, a maximal Ins growth of Aff lo t at 
much higher energies cannot be entirely ruled out by existing data (see Sect. 4.1). 

Table 1 and Fig.4 show that the pp elastic cross section increases by more than 
80% from </s = 53 GeV to 546 GeV, which is substantially faster than the growth of 
ctot. It is also noted that the ratio "f/>/"'/> approaches unity at the energy increases 
throughout the ISR range. This is in agreement with the Cornille-Martin theorem (21] 
on asymptotic equality between partide-antiparticle and particle-particle elastic cross 
sections: 

o'lK! —-* 1 (2-5) 
8 —* OO 

The ratio ff«i/Vlot shows a dramatic increase from the value a 0.170 at ISR 
energies to ~ 0.215 at the SppS collider (Table 1 and Fig.5). It has been shown by 
Auberaon, Kinoshita and Martin [22,23] that this ratio becomes asymptotically constant 
if the Froissart bound is qualitatively saturated. The constant ratio is a property of the 

• i b A T " 6 • i b A T " 6 

8 —» OO 

n-» 1 

" ' < " s —* oo 

'& '& ^̂  
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asymptotic geometrical scaling which then emerges as a consequence of first principles. 
More precisely, for 

~Ti const * 0 , (2.6) 
(Ins) 1 s —» oo 

the impact parameter dependence of the elastic profile function scales with In s: 

e x p [ , X ( s , t ) l - l f ( b' \ (27) 

which leads to a geometrical scaling property of the elastic differential cross section, and 
constant &ti jo tot'-

at s —> oo at 

— = const ?0 (2.8) 
^tot 5 —* CO 

The ~ 25% increase of t7,i/<Tiat from the ISR to the SppS collider strongly suggests that 
the asymptotic regime is far away from present collider energies. 

At high energies (ISR-SppS), the forward diffraction peak shrinks continuously, 
as can be seen from the continuous increase of the elastic slope parameter B* (Table 
1 and Fig.6). Martin has shown [24j that qualitative saturation of the Froissart bound 
leads to the following asymptotic behaviour of the elastic slope parameter: 

fl(s,t = 0) ~ c ( lns) 3 , 
s —+ cc 

(2.9) B(s,t<0) < - 7= f l n s 

s —* oo vffl 
for 

const ^ 0 
(Ins)* s -

There is thus a discontinuous asymptotic behaviour of B from t = 0 to t < 0. At 
finite energies, the transition from (Ins) 2 to (Ins) behaviour must take place at some 
small, howevei unspecified, t-value. For 0 < \t\ <, 0.10 (GeV/c) 2 , the measured pp 
slope parameter in the ISR-SppS energy region is found to be well fitted by the form 
B = A + C l n s (25]. 

The ratio fft0,/fi increases by about 25% from the ISR to the SppS (Table 1 
and Fig.7 (B is the slope parameter for \t\ < 0.10 (GeV/c) 3 ) . If the Froissart bound 
is qualitatively saturated, asymptotic geometrical scaling emerges as a consequence of 
first principles |22,23|, which leads to the property atct/B(t = 0) -> const ^ 0 (since 
"tot ~ C"») 3 , and B(t = 0) ~ ( 'ns) 3 ) . It should be noted, however, that the observed 
increase of atM/B applies to a small, but non-zero, t-value (B(0 < \t\ < 0.1)), whereas 
the asymptotic geometrical scaling prediction of a constant ratio applies to B(t = 0). 
It should furthermore be pointed out that o-tol/B is strongly correlated with <rct/"tot-

Table 1 and Fig.6 show that the pp and pp slope parameters approach each other as 
the energy increases throughout the ISR energy range. This behaviour is consistent with 
the Cornille-Martin theorem [21], which states that particle-anMparticle and particle-
particle elastic diffraction peaks become asymptotically identical: 

t B = ±[\n{do-/dt)\, where da/dt ~ eB'. 
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for t{s) inside the diffraction peak, and [der/dt{s,0)\/[do/dt(a,«(»))] finite for a -> co. 
It follows as a corollary that the elastic slope parameters become asymptotically equal: 

B - ( . , t ( a ) ) / B " t ( . , t W ) — - . 1 , (2.11) 
/ a —• co 

which also holds for t{s) = 0 [21]. The theorem on asymptotically equal elastic cross 
sections (eq.2.5) follows naturally from eq.(2.10). 

At both the ISR and the SppS collider, the elastic differential cross section exhibits 
a change of slope around j(| = 0.15 (GeV/c)2. (Table 1 lists slope parameters for 
|t| < 0.10 (GeV/c)2.) At both sides of the break, the differential cross section can be 
parametrized by a single exponential; data do not require an additional quadratic term 
of the form exp(B* + Ct2) [14]. 

Away from the forward direction, tb» <nward dip movement in \t\, observed in 
pp scattering at the ISR [l] as well as in lower energy pp scattering [2], continues up 
to -/a — 546 GeV (8). At this energy, the dip is replaced by a sharp break and a 
shoulder around \t\ = 0.9 (GeV/c)*. Moreover, the shoulder (or second maximum) rises 
drastically frorr the ISR to the SppS; in fact, the ratio [do-/dt(ehouldcr)]/[do-/dt(t = 0)j 
increases by roughly a factor 10. 

3. CONVENTIONAL MODELS 

In this section, we discuss three classes of 'conventional' models: ; ;ometrical 
scaling and factorized eikonal models (s-channel models), and Reggeon field theory 
with critical Pomeron ((-channel model). 

3.1 Geometrical Scaling 
In geometrical scaling (GS) [26], the phenomenology of hadronic interactions de

pends only on the size of the interacting particles. Thus, if the size of the interaction 
volume is accounted for, physics is assumed to be thesame for all hadrons at all energies. 
More precisely, the matter density distribution f)(6) is constant, where 6 = b/^<rtot. 
This means that the blackness is constant (the nucleon is equally 'grey' at all energies), 
and the increase of the total cross section in exclusively due to an expansion of the 
interaction radius. Hence there is only one source of energy dependence, represented by 
the scaling variable &/\/<rtot(*) ' n the impact parameter plane. The constant blackness 
implies that a,i/atot = const and atot/B = const. The elastic differential cross section 
is scaled by the variable t<r tat(s). It is has been assumed [26] that the GS regime is 
reached at ISR energies, where the ratio att/<rtot is approximately constant. 

One should distinguish between the pkcnomenological geometrical scaling de
scribed above, where the scaling variable is o/V^o'Mi and asymptotic geometrical scal
ing [22,23], where the scaling variable is 4/ln» (eq.2.7). The latter emerges asymptoti
cally as a consequence of first principles if the Froissart bound is qualitatively saturated. 
Phenomenological and asymptotic geometrical scaling coincide when <rt<>i ~ (Ins)'. 

GS has recently been critically examined by several authors. Kroll has noted 
[27] that GS fails to reproduce the measured elastic differential cross section at y/s = 
546 GeV, and that the increase of (r ei/V t o, at high energies is incompatible with the 
GS prediction of a constant ratio. If phenomenological GS is a regularity of hadronic 
interactions, it must set in at a much higher energy than originally expected. 

GS has also been tested in the impact parameter plane, and it has been shown 
[28] that the radial expansion of the inelastic overlap function from the ISR to the 
SppS is accompanied by a significant central increase (blackening), which violates the 
GS prediction AG|„(5) = 0 (b = o/v/^iotM)- This central increase of G\B can be 
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interpreted as an increase of the 'matter' or parton density in the collision. Dias de Deus 
has suggested [29] that a multi-parton interaction mechanism, which stimulates particle 
production, takes over at the SppS collider. The resulting increase of the scaled matter 
density distribution leads to violation of geometrical scaling, and can furthermore be 
associated with the violation of KNO scaling and the strengthening of the P(-multiplicity 
correlation. Dias de Deus has also suggested [30] a simple relation between the shape of 
the scaled inelastic overlap function (G i n(6)) and that of the leading particle spectrum. 
In this picture, the variation of Gm(b) between t/a = 53 and 546 GeV (which violates 
GS), and the related increase of crci/<rtot, leads to a variation of the leading particle 
spectrum with energy. It will be interesting to see whether this prediction is borne out 
by SppS collider data. 

In the high energy regime (ISR-SppS), the observed increase of (J,i/otot is suf
ficient to rule out GS. In the low energy regime, GS can just as readily be ruled out 
by the inward pp dip movement in do/dt from 30 GeV/c to 50 GeV/c [2]. These two 
observations are in fact sufficient to show that GS is violated at presently accessible 
energies. 

3.2 Factor l ied Elkonal Models 
These are s-channel models which are based on the eikonal representation of the 

diffraction amplitude: 

/(s,t) = « f bdb {l - eix<-'-b)} J0(by/^t) (3.1) 

The elastic scattering is completely described by the eikonal x( s> b). For a purely imag
inary diffraction amplitude, ix(s,t>) = — fl(g,6), where 0 is the opacity function. Ac
cording to the factorized eikonal (FE) hypothesis [31—34], the opacity factorizes as 

n(s,6) = K(s)-F(b) (3.2) 

K(s) can be a crossing symmetric expression (Bourrely el a/. [34]), or a simple nor
malization factor determined by the optical theorem (Chou, Yang [33]). F(b) is a 
model-dependent "matter density" distribution. Bourrely et a/, add low energy Regge 
terms toeq.(3.2) [34]. 

In FE models, the increase of the total cross section is due to a blackening of 
the nuclr <u (increased opacity), and the elastic profile function T[a, b) and the inelas
tic overlap function G i n («,/>) reach the unitarity (black disc) limit of 1 asymptotically 
(see ref.[2o| for definitions). Indefinite growth of <r t o t can be obtained by a simultane
ous, indefinite expansion of the nucleon radius. In the model of Cheng and Wu [32], 
the asymptotic radial expansion is proportional to Ins, so that the Froissart bound is 
qualitatively saturated. This model assumes that the nucleon approaches a black disc 
surrounded by a grey fringe area with an exponential profile at large b. 

FE models predict that crei/<rtot — 1/2 as » -» co, which is the black disc limit. 
The observed increase of o,i/otot can therefore easily be explained by FE models. How
ever, the asymptotic black disc regime is far away from present energies, where <M/<7tot 
is only about 0.2. 

In the Chou-Yang model [33], the matter density distribution F(b) is proportional 
to the charge distribution, which in turn is given by the Fourier transform of the elec
tromagnetic form factor. The model predicts a continuous shrinkage of the diffraction 
peak, and an inward dip movement accompanied by a rise of the second maximum 
with increasing energy, which is in qualitative agreement with high energy pp and pp 
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data. However, the model fails to describe the high energy data quantitatively (see, for 
instance, ref. [28]). In the low energy regime, the Chou-Yang model is readily ruled 
out by the observed inward dip movement in the pp differential cross section from 30 
to 50 GeV/c [2]. The model of Bourrely et al. [34], which includes low energy Regge 
background in the opacity function, is in better overall agreement with data. However, 
the model predicts a dip in the pp elastic differential cross section at y/e = 53 GeV, 
which contrasts with the observed shoulder [7]. 

The fundamental question which must be addressed is whether the opacity factor-
izes according to eq.(3.2) in the real world. A critical test of this underlying factorization 
hypothesis has recently been presented by Fearnley in ref. [28], where an impact pa
rameter analysis of pp data is performed at low and high energies. The results show 
that the factorization hypothesis (3.2) is strongly violated peripherally, both in the low 
energy regime 30-50 GeV/c, and in the high energy regime y/i = 53-546 GeV. This cor
roborates results from a previous impact parameter analysis of pp data at ISR ene'gies 
by Amaldi and Schubert [35]. The results from these analyses are highly significant, as 
they rule out factorized eikonal models at presently accessible energies. 

3.3 Reggeon Field Theory 
Reggeon field theory (RFT) with critical Pomeron is a t-channel model for high 

energy diffraction scattering [36-42]. It assumes the exchange of a critical Pomeron, 
and calculates corrections for muIti-Pomeron cuts using field theory techniques. Critical 
RFT predicts the following asymptotic behaviour (to leading order): 

- ^ - - ( l n o ) " 0 8 6 , 

fi'-Ons)113 , ( 3 ' 3 ) 

£ = £ « = omc<(M<") 
Hence, atat grows slowly (and does not saturate the Froissart bound!), (r,i/<rtot de
creases, the diffraction peak shrinks, and a scaling property of da/dt emerges. 

It is clear that the slow growth of CT1O, and the decrease of cr,,/Vtot are incompatible 
with the ISR and SppS collider data. It has therefore been suggested that present 
collider energies are below the asymptotic RFT regime. According to Dash and Jones 
[40], the observed rapid growth of <rtot may be due to successive excitations of heavy 
flavours, which delay the asymptotic regime. Baumel et al. [41] have introduced non-
asymptotic corrections to the total cross section by retaining two next-to-leading terms 
in the asymptotic expression, and including finite-energy Regge contributions which 
fall off rapidly as «~ 1 / , J and «"'. It has been pointed o'it by Baig [42) that even 
though the non-asymptotic cross section of Baumel et al. rises considerably faster than 
the asymptotic one, the fit reaches only 55 mb at the SppS collider energy. Baig has 
performed a fit based on the same non-asymptotic form as used by Baumel et ol., and 
find* that the total cross section of = 62 mb can be reproduced [42). However, the fit 
req .ires large corrections to the leading asymptotic term, and Baig concludes that the 
SppS collider energy is below the asymptotic RFT regime. It can be argued, however, 
that this non-asymptotic fit, which has 5 free parameters, provides scant evidence for 
an asymptotic RFT regime at higher energies. More important, the predicted decrease 
of ff,i/<r«0, contrast* sharply with the high energy data, and it i* doubtful whether non-
asymptotic correction* can reverse the predicted decrease. The observed increase of 
«W^ioi therefore seem* to rule out critical Reggeon field theory in its present form. 
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4. UNCONVENTIONAL MODELS 

In the model» discussed in Sect. 3, pp and pp scattering become identical at high 
energies. This is a general property of diffraction and Regge-exchange models; diffrac
tion is described by exchange of the Pomeron, which is crossing-even, and additional 
non-diffractive contributions from crossing even (/, Aj) and crossing-odd (p,w) Regge 
trajectories fall off fast with energy. The crossing-odd Regge amplitude F_(s, t) has the 
form 

^ J ^ = 7(i) S' : ,W- ,(i' + tanTa(t)/2) . (4.1) 

a(t) is the linear Regge trajectory, which lias the form 

a(t) = a0 + a't , (4.2) 

where ao ft* 0.5 is the intercept, and a' ft* 1 (GeV/c) - 2 is the 9lope. Hence, in the Regge 
picture, the crossing-odd component of the amplitude, which gives rise to a difference 
between pp and pp, falls off as s _ 1 / J at t = 0. Through the optical theorem, s - 1 / 2 is 
then the energy dependence of Afftot = t̂ofc "~ °fot: 

f-(»,0) _,,, 
A(7,ot(s)~ '-~8 ' / 3 (4.3) 

This Regge prediction for A<rtot is in fact in good agreement with data (Fig.3). 
Geometrical scaling (GS) is assumed to be a property of the Pomeron only, and 

hence it is necessarily crossing-even. At ISR energies, where GS has been applied, C-odd 
Regge components are expected to be negligible, leading to the prediction 

dafp d<jpp , s 

The assumption of asymptotic particle-antiparticle equality is well founded in general 
asymptotic theorems (eqs. (2.4), (2.5), (2.10), (2.11)), which are derived from first 
principles. It was noted in Sect. 2 that the quantities <rf£/fff£, oP

tfl°r

c* and B^jB^ 
indeed approach unity as the energy increases throughout the ISR range (altho jgh exact 
equality is not reached). 

However, the recent observation of a difference between pp and pp elastic dif
ferential ross sections in the dip region at •Ja = 53 GeV (Fig.8) (7] has drawn our 
attention to 'unconventional' models which incorporate important crossing-odd contri
butions at high energies, thus leading to a persistent difference between pp and pp.* 
It is noteworthy that asymptotic theorems on particle-antiparticle equality leave open 
the possibility of a persistent difference. Firstly, we have already noted in Sect. 2 that 
Afftoi = °%at ~ "t't c a n increase as fast as ln t without violating the Pomerarchuk-type 
theorem of's/a^'t -» 1 for s —> co. Secondly, the Cornille-Martin theorem on asymp
totic equality between pp and pp differential cross sections (eq.2.10) only applies within 
the diffraction peak. Hence, if the dip in da/dt is of more complex origin, e.g. due to 
interference between diffractive and non-diffractive processes, a persistent difference in 
the dip region or beyond does not violate the Cornille-Martin theorem. In the following 

' In the factorized eikonal and geometrical scaling models, the difference between 
pp and pp in the dip region can be qualitatively accounted for by including the real part 
of the amplitude, which is larger in pp than in pp at ISR energies (Fig.2). However, 
th«M descriptions do not work quantitatively (see, for instance, refs. [27,28]). 
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subsections, we will discuss some unconventional models incorporating C-odd compo
nents {F-) which become dominant at high energies and large momentum transfer. 

4.1 The Max imal Odderon Model 
This model, proposed by Gauron, Leader and Nicolescu [43), introduces a com

ponent of the C-odd amplitude F- which grows asymptotically as fast with energy as 
permitted by general asymptotic theorems: 

Im JF_(«,i = 0) 
s ~ in a (4.5) 
5 3 —* CO 

The optical theorem gives for A(7 t ot = fff^t — ^ot-

A<r ! o t = --lmF-U,t = Q) , (4.6) 
s 

which, together with eq.(4.5), leads to 

A<7 t o t ~ ln« (4.7) 
a -> oo 

The predicted growth of Afftoi thus saturates the asymptotic bound on the difference. 
This 'maximally strong' component of F-. turned "Odderon", is represented at t = 0 
by a double pole at J = 1 in the complex angular momentum plane. Since C-odd 
Regge contributions fall off rapidly as s~l/2, the Odderon becomes the dominant C-odd 
component at high energies. In fact, at high energies it dominates the elastic amplitude 
at large momentum transfer. 

The asymptotically dominant component of the C-even amplitude F+ is assumed 
to grow like (Ins) 3 at t — 0, thereby qualitatively saturating the Froissart bound: 

I m M M = 0) ~ (Ins)' (4.8) 
s a —• co 

This C-even component, termed "Froissaron", is represented at t = 0 by a triple pole 
at J = 1 in the complex angular momentum plane. 

The Watson-Sommerfeld transform is used to obtain a- and r-dependent expres
sions for the Proissaron and Odderon components of F+ and F_, respectively. 

At "low" energies (5 <, y/a <, 100 GeV), Regge poles and cuts dominate the F+ 

and F - amplitudes. The C-even amplitude ( f + ) also receives a contribution from a 
Pomeron trajectory with intercept 1. The total (complex) amplitudes for pp and pp are: 

' " = F + + f - ' (4.9) 
FfP = F+-F- l ' 

Good fits are reportedly obtained for pp and pp data (<rtoi, p, do/dt) ranging from 30 
GeV/c to </i = 546 GeV. There are 16 free parameters in the model. It i» noteworthy 
that already at y/i = 53 GeV, the amplitude becomes dominantly real and C-odd 
(Re F_) beyond the dip region. The diffraction peak is, of course, dominated by Im F+. 
In the dip region, F- contributes to the filling of the pp dip, whereas, due to its C-odd 
signature, it maintains the dip in pp scattering. The pronounced difference in the dip 
is predicted to persist in the TeV region. 

Is there any experimental evidence for the Odderon? Since we do not yet have 
pp data beyond I-SR energies, the existence of the Odderon can neither be proved nor 
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disproved. Although the difference between pp and pp elastic scattering in the dip region 
at ifa = 53 GeV (Fig.8) is a strong indication of an appreciable C-odd component at 
this energy, we do not yet know whether this component is maximally strong (~ In a) 
or not. To investigate this, pp data in the SppS collider energy region would be useful. 
Some information is, however, provided by existing total cross section data. As already 
noted, the difference Arrlat = of*, - ffj^, exhibits a decrease with energy which is nicely 
compatible with the Regge prediction A<rt0t ~ a - 1 ' 3 (Fig.3). In the maximal Odderon 
model, the asymptotic behaviour of A<r t o t is 

A<r t o t = - 2 i r C _ l n s , (4.10) 
S —* CO 

where C_ is a constant whose sign is unspecified. If C_ > 0, Autot -* ~oo for s —* oo, 
which implies that Aff t o t changes sign from positive (the sign at ISR energies) to negative 
at some high energy {pp and pp cross-over). Data do not entirely rule out such a 
behaviour, as they «how a continuous decrease of A<7tot throughout the ISR energy 
range. If C_ < 0, however, A<Tiot —* -t-oo for a —> oo, which means that the present 
decrease of Afftot must be followed by an increase at some high energy above the ISR 
range. In other words, Aa tot must exhibit a minimum. There is no evidence for such a 
minimum in existing data. 

At lower energies, there are clearly important C-odd contributions to the ampli
tude, which is evident from the pronounced dip in pp and shoulder in pp at p£ = 30 
and 50 GeV/c [2] J The total cross section of pp is also significantly larger than that 
of fp (by RJ 6 mb at 50 GeV/c). Although not explicitly stated, the maximal Odd
eron model presumably attributes tbis difference to low-energy C-odd Regge trajectories 
rather than the asymptotic Odderon. 

It can be concluded that existing data indicate the presence of an appreciable C-
odd amplitude at high energies, but it is an open question whether this component is a 
'maximally strong' Odderon. Total cross section data up to ISR energies do not provide 
any evidence for the Odderon. it is clear that an appreciable C-odd amplitude at high 
energies, let alone a maximally strong Odderon, requires a description which is totally 
different from conventional Regge theory. It should be pointed out that the dynamics 
of the Odderon introduced by Gauron ct al. is unknown. Rather than describing the 
scattering mechanism, the maximal Odderon model introduces a parametrization of a 
crossing-odd component which increases as fast as permitted by first principles. It will 
be interesting to see whether a dynamical description of th*: Odderon can be developed. 

In '•: following two subsections, we will discuss two dynamical models which 
involve d Ttinantly real and C-odd amplitudes at large s and t. These models, being 
the triple-gluon exchange model and the nucieon valence core model, do not require a 
maximal In s growth of the C-odd amplitude F-. Hence, one should distinguish between 
the maximally strong C-odd component (Odderon) of the maximal Odderon model, and 
the C-odd components of the triple-gluon and nucieon core models. 

4.2 The Triple-Gluou Exchange Model 
This model, proposed by Donnachie and Landshoff [44,45], provides a dynamical 

description at the parton level of large-f elastic scattering, while it relies on Reggeon-
Pomeron phenomenology to describe low-i scattering. 

The large-f elastic (anti)proton-proton amplitude is dominated by a C-odd com
ponent which is represented by a triple-gluon exchange diagram. Each quark in the 

* Thew structures should be compared with the shoulder in pp and dip in pp at 
y/i = 53 GeV. 
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interacting nucleon scatters an angle # c „ off a quark in the other nucleon via ex
change of a gluon. To lowest order in perturbative QCO, the diagram leads to the 
asymptotically energy independent behaviour da/dt = Ct~s for m 2 <K |t| <& «. This 
behaviour is assumed to gradually overtake the dimensional counting (and CIM) be
haviour da/dt ~ s~10F(8cm) at high energies. Ref.[46] contains a phenomenological 
discussion of these predictions, and it is concluded that the tripte-gluon prediction is in 
approximate agreement with pp data in the upper SPS-ISR energy range. 

The triple-gluon amplitude is real to lowest order in perturbative QCD. Hence, 
the phase of the large-t amplitude is close to IT for pp and IT for pp. Like the maximal 
Odderon model prediction of ref.[43], this contrasts with the conventional assumption 
that the amplitude is dominantly imaginary at large t. 

The effect of additional soft glunns in the diagram (Sudakov corrections) has not 
been fully established; it is thought, however, that higher order QCD corrections would 
introduce a weak energy dependence (fall-off). Moreover, the triple-gluon amplitude is 
proportional to a j , and is therefore very sensitive to variation of the effective coupling 
a, with a or (. The model takes ct, to be constants 0.3, and the large-t data offer little 
room for variation. 

The small-t region, and hence tbe total cross section, is dominated by single-
Pomeron exchange, while there are additional contributions from double-Pomeron ex
change, and, at lower energies, from C-even and C-odd Regge exchange. The t-
dependence of the gingle-Pomeron term is given by a linear Pomeron trajectory with 
intercept > 1, together with the Dirac form factor of the proton. The Pomeron is as
sumed to couple to individual quarks, much like the C-even isoscalar photon ("Pomeron-
photon analogy"), and it represents a multi-gluon exchange. The Pomeron-photon 
analogy receives some support from the additive quark rule, which works well for total 
hadronic c:c?i sections. There is also indication of Pomeron-single quark scattering in 
recent diffraction dissociation data from the ISR [47J. The single-Pomeron amplitude is 
parametrized phenomenologicaily as follows: 

&fcii=,- l t f, l W,»«p{(Mo-.)(i.(;)-|.v)}x (411) 

(fi 3 -)f' , Ul)(u47 1 1 U2) 

Fi(t) is the Dirac form factor of the proton, incorporating the electromagnetic dipole 
form factor; 0 is the Pomeron-quark coupling constant (free parameter), ui . . . u* are the 
proton spinor wave functions, a 0 is an energy scale of the long-range strong interaction, 
and i'x/2 ia the crossing-symmetric phase factor, which gives a real part (the crossing-
even Regge factor [sin £*at/>(()] has been negler ted). ap(t) is the linear Pomeron 
trajectory: 

aP(l) - 1 + ( + a'pt , (4.12) 

where the value c - 0.086 is obtained by fitting total cross section data, and a'p = 0.25 
(GeV/c)~ s (45|. The single-Pomeron con'-.bution Co the total cross section is thus 
proportional to a fractional power of * 

<»•„, ~ -' (4.13) 

This «-dependence violates the Proisaart bound (eq 2.1) as » — oo. However, the growth 
is expected to be damped if multi- Pomrron cuts are i ntroduced in the high energy limit. 
Given the «mall value of t, present collider energies are assumed to be far «way from 
the asymptotic regime where the Froissart bound ia saturated. Only double-Pomeron 
exchange is added in the latest version of the model (45]. 
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The contribution from Reggeon exchange is only important at lower energies. A 
single linear exchange-degenerate Regge trajectory is taken to represent the C-even / , 
Aj and C-odd p, w trajectories: 

aa(t) = a0 + a'Rt , (4.14) 

where «o — 0.44 and a^ — 0.93 (GeV/c)~ 2 . The exchange of to and p gives rise to 
the difference between pp and pp total cross sections at lower energies. Since A<7tot = 
fff*, - <T,£t is obtained from the C-odd Regge trajectory intercept at I = 0, i.e. 

A < 7 l c , t ~ s - 0 - 5 0 , (4.15) 

the difference vanishes rapidly with increasing energy, and is practically zero above 
y/a = 100 GeV [45}. This conventional Hogge behaviour, which is in good agreement 
with total cross section data (Fig.3), contrasts with the persistent Ins increase of Atrtot 
predicted by the maximal Odderon model [43j (Sect. 4.1). 

Double-Pomeron exchange is needed to produce a dip in pp scattering at ISR en
ergies, by cancelling the imaginary part of single-Pomeron exchange. No well-founded 
method exists for calculating double- (or muiti-) Pomeron exchange, however. In 
the Donnachie-Landshoff model, the double-Pomeron amplitude is calculated from the 
square of the impact parameter amplitude of the single-Pomeron term. The double-
Pomeron term is then normalized to exactly cancel the imaginary part of the single-
Pomeron amplitude at ^/s = 31 GeV [45|. The calculation of double-Pomeron exchange 
is necessarily somewhat arbitrary and ad hoc, and introduces uncertainty in the model 
predictions. 

To maintain the dip in pp, the real part o[ the single-Pomeron amplitude must be 
cancelled by the real triple-gluon amplitude. The triple-gluon term, which is normalized 
to the large-i data, is fine-tuned with a free cut-off parameter to obtain exact cancellation 
of the real part of the single-Pomeron amplitude at y/s — 31 GeV (45]. 

In pp scattering, however, the C-odd tripie-gluon amplitude interferes construc
tively with the real part of the single-Ponieron amplitude, and thereby fills the dip. 
The model thus correctly predicted [44) the recently observed shoulder in the pp elastic 
differential cross section at \fa = 53 GeV Because of the C-odd signature of the triple-
gluon amplitude, the model predicts a (shallow) dip in pp and a shoulder in pp at the 
SppS collider as well [45[. 

At = 3 0 and 50 GeV/c, pp exhibits a pronounced dip [2]. In order to pro
duce the ssary cancellation in the dip region of low eneigy pp scattering, the model 
invokes a -odd Reggeon-Pomeron term, which falls off rapidly with energy. Like the 
double-Pomeron calculation, the calculation of this term is somewhat ad hoc and un
certain. It is important to note that the dips in low-energy pp and high-energy pp 
scattering are assumed to originate from different exchange mechanisms, despite the 
apparent similarity of the dip structures 

Previous model calculations [44| were in good agreement with pp and pp data 
at ISR energies, but disagreed with the SppS collider data in the shoulder region by 
one order of magnitude. Donnachie and Landshoff have recently reported [45] that this 
discrepancy is removed if the energy srale of the long-range strong interaction (so) is 
changed from the nucleon mass squared (used in ref.(44{) to the "string tension", defined 
as Jo = (a'p) ' ~ 4 GeV' (some other minor parameter changes are also required). 
The latest calculation [45| is then in good agreement with pp and pp data (do I åt, <rtot> 
'« i / ' ton p) ><> the ISR-SppS energy range. 

At TeV energies, the difference between pp and pp in the dip is predicted to 
vanish, so that pp and pp differential cross sections become identical |45|. Previous 
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model calculations [44j, however, showed a pronounced difference in the dip at TeV 
energies as well. The re?-on for this rather dramatic change of prediction is not clear. 
Is it due to the . iple-Pomeron term being neglected in the latest calculation? This 
question ought t:j be clarified. 

Multi-Porieron exchange must become increasingly important as the energy in
creases, since f ne model in its present form, incorporating only single- and double-
Pomeron exchange, violates the Froinsart bound asymptotically, and thereby unitarity. 
Extrapolation to super-high energies therefore requires a well-founded procedure for 
calculating muiti-Pomeron exchange. Another problem is, of course, that one does not 
know at what "energy levels" additional multj-Pomeron cuts become important. These 
uncertainties obviously limit the predictive power of the model. The model may there
fore face its most severe challenge in the high energy limit. One should bear in mind 
that the Regge approach to high energy elastic scattering came to a halt because of the 
difficulties in calculating multi-Reggeon exchange. 

4.3 T h e Nucleo l i Valence Core M o d e l 
The nucleon valence core model of Islam et ai. [48-51] is a dynamical exchange-

type model which describes elastic (anti)proton-proton scattering in terms of two inde
pendent processes, each dominating different ^-regions. The dominant contribution to 
the large-t amplitude comes from hard scattering of a nucleon core of valence quarks 
off another core via vector meson exchange, and an independent Reggeon exchange be
tween surrounding seas of qq pairs. The hard amplitude is C-odd and dominantly real 
at high energies. The low-f region, on the other hand, is primarily diffractive, and is 
described by a Regge pole in the 3-channel. Interference between the two amplitudes 
gives rise to a dip or a shoulder structure in the intermediate-t region. 

It is interesting to note [51} that the nucleon structure proposed by the model, 
characterized by a core of valence quarks surrounded by a sea of qq pairs, is strikingly 
similar to the structure emerging from recent calculations within the hybrid 'bag' model 
for the nucleon [52]. In this effective QCD model, massless quarks are confined within a 
small bag. Cbiral symmetry is restored by a surrounding pion field, and a conserved axial 
vector current across the bag surface. Bro -"' et at. >52] have calculated that the optimal 
radius of the bag, which minimizes nonpertur jative effects and vacuum fluctuations, is 
0.44 fm. This is exactly the (r.m.a.) radius of the valence core calculated by Heines and 
Islam [48] using model fits to high energy pp elastic scattering data. 

In the folk'ving, we describe the formulation of the model, review the predictions, 
and outline the scope for further development. 

Large-t scattering is associated with a hard scattering potential which has the form 
of a 'smoothed' , energy dependent Yukawa potential between two extended sources with 
length scale 0 and complex coupling g{s)~ 

cxp m(r ' - / J 2 ) I / 3 1 

The corresponding Born amplitude 7\(» () has the form 

«•• cy-^m <«") 
The origin of the potential V(», r) is an exchange of a vector meson A-(uU+dJ) between 
two corn of nucleon valence quarks, together with an independent Reggeon exchange 
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between surrounding seas of qq pairs. The vector meson is identified as the isoscalar 
w, rather than the isovector p> since the latter would introduce a difference between pp 
and np elastic scattering in the dip region, which has not been observed. The vector 
meson w, having mass m, probes a matter density distribution p{r) of the nucleon core, 
which is given by the Fourier transform of the core form factor F[t). This form factor 
is determined by the radial dependence of the potential V(a , r ) , and has the form 

F ( t ) = { £ ( m 3 - 0 1 / J * i [ / H m J - t ) 1 ' ' : , ] } 1 / 2 , (4.18) 

where K\ is the modified Bessel function of the first order. The Reggeon exchange 
between the surrounding seas is described by an effective Regge trajectory intercept 
a(0) , which approaches 1 as a —• oo (the Pomeron intercept), i is the coupling of the 
effective Regge trajectory, and s 0 is the energy scale, currently set to 1 GeV 2 . 

The w exchange is C-odd, whereas the sea-sea interaction is C-even. Hence the 
overall signature of the hard amplitude is C-odd. 

The total elastic scattering amplitude T{$, t) is formulated using the eikona] rep
resentation in the impact parameter plane: 

T[„,t)=ipW f bdbJ0{bq){l-exp{iX{s,b))], (4.19) 
Jo 

where p and W are the c m . momentum and energy, respectively, and q = y/—i. The 
eikonal x(«, b) is given by the sum of diffractive and hard terms: 

X M ) = X D ( » , 6 ) + X I ( * . * ) , (4.20) 

where \D and xi a s e t n e eikonals associated with the diffraction amplitude and the 
hard Born amplitude (eq.4.17), respectively. Expanding exp(j'x(s, b)) in eq.(4.19), and 
retaining only the linear term of Xi(s,6), one arrives at the following approximation for 
the total amplitude: 

T(s,t)^TD(s,t) + TH(*,t) , (4.21) 

where 

TD(a,t) = ipW f bdbJQ(bq)\\ - exp(t 'x C (s ,6))] , (4.22) 
Jo 

and 
TH(s,t) = pW f°° bdbJ0(bq)exp(iXD(s,b))xi(s,b) (4.23) 

Jo 
To and 'i ,t are the diffractive and bard scattering amplitudes, respectively. Now, the 
Born amp '.ude Ti(«, t) can be approximated by retaining only the linear term in the ex
pansion of exp(i'xi(»,'>))' Moreover, for large q, small impact parameters predominate, 
and Xo{»,b) in eq.(4.23) can be approximated by XDU,0). Hence, the hard scattering 
amplitude takes the approximate form 

r H ( « 1 0 = ex P ( ix D (« ,Oj)T,OM) , (4-24) 

where Ti(*,t) is the Born amplitude given by eq.(4.17). exp(ixD(s,0)) is an absorption 
factor which reduces the hard Born amplitude due to inelastic absorption. The factor 
is conveniently written as n(»)exp(i{(s)) [48,49]. As » —• co, exp(i'XD(«.0)) —» const 
(unit&rity limit), whereas a(0) - 1 (Pomcron intercept), so that the hard component 
of the differential cross section has the asymptotic form: 
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Hence, in the high energy limit, the model predicts approximate (ln a) 2 fall-off at fixed, 
large t. 

As the momentum transferred through the vector meson w increases, the gluonic 
binding of the gg pair becomes weaker, until ultimately constituent interchange takes 
over. For fixed tjs and 8 —• oo, therefore, the model leads smoothly to Constituent 
Interchange Model (CIM) behaviour {dojdt ~ 9~iaF{$cm)). 

Diffraction, which dominates at low t, is defined by a Regge pole in the s-channel. 
The elastic profile function is taken to be 

e x p [ t x p M ) l - 1 ^ r[s) 
2i (R{s) + ixa(s)y~b* ' K } 

where the residue r(s) is given by 

r(s) = 2iN{s)(R(s) + ixa(a)) (4.27) 

The energy dependent parameters it*, a, and N can be interpreted as the interaction 
radius, diffuseness, and absorption parameter, respectively. The diffraction amplitude 
^I>(aiO> K i y e n by the Fourier-Bessel transform of the profile function, reads: 

TD{st t) - KpW (R{3) + t>a( f i)) N{3)Hl

0

1} [q {R(s) -f t > a t » ) ] , (4.28) 

where HQ is the Hanicel function of the first order. The amplitude (4.28) is singular at 
q = 0, which shows that the model doea nc 1 work in the forwa. i direction. For q > 0, 
however, H^ J can be approximated by its asymptotic form, and T/?(s,0 takea the form 

TD{a,t)^*pWN(a)(*-^"j exp [- ,»«.( .) + • ( , H ( . ) - *- + ^ ) ] , (4.29) 

where Z[s)exp(i<t>(s)) = R(s) + iiro(s). It is noted that the diffraction amplitude has a 
real part, and that it falls off smoothly in q. 

The energy dependence of the three diffraction parameters ia given in the following 
way [49]: 

pp: R(a) = flo + Ri Ins, a(e) = a0 + a. Ins, N(a) = N0 + Ni In» , 

pp : R(s) = Ao + fl[ In», a(«) aa * a, In a, N(a) = N0 + Ni In* 

[SQ = 1 GeV*). It is noted that the coefficients of the In a terms are equal for pp and pp. 
The parametrization (4.30) thus leads to the following attractive asymptotic properties 
of the diffraction amplitude as 9 — oo 49 pp and pp elastic differential cross secuons 
become identical within the diffraction peak, as required by the Cornille-Martin theorem 
(eq.2.10); asymptotic geometrical scaling cnerges, as required by Auberson, Kinoshita 
and Martin if otot ~ ( l a s ) 1 (eq.2.7), and tii» did Taction peak shrinks continuously 
according to B(a,q > 0) ~ In a/q for s * or. thus saturating the Martin bound on the 
slope parameter (eq.2.9) 

The complete elastic differential cross section lias the form 

i-jSn" ""•- (S)/(S).-(s).",($)r-«*>**»-
(4.31) 
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where 

The last term in eq.(4.31) represents the interference between the diffractive and hard 
amplitudes. Due to the C-odd signature of the hard scattering, the interference term 
has a negative sign for pp and a positive sign for pp. The interference term gives rise to 
a dip or a shoulder, depending on the sign and the magnitude of the term. 

The model has been fitted to pp and pp elastic differential cross section data in the 
energy range pc = 30 GeV/c to %/i = 546 GeV [49j. The hard scattering parameters 
(7, «Oi °<{0)> 0i m) are kept the same for pp and pp. Allowing the diffraction parameters 
Ro, do and No in eq.(4.30) to be different for pp and pp, good fits have been obtained 
to pp ISR data and to the pp collider data at ^/s = 546 GeV [49]. In the low energy 
regime, the basic features of the pp and pp elastic differential cross sections at 30 and 
50 GeV/c have been reproduced, including the rapid dip movement in pp with energy 
[49]. It should be pointed out that since the absorption factor exp(»xc(*,0)) and the 
Born amplitude Ti(s, t) in eq.(4.24) are dominantly imaginary at high energies, the hard 
amplitude 7 H ( S , C ) becomes dominantly real. 

The model predicts a dip in both pp and pp elastic differential cross sections at ISR 
energies. The dip gradually fills up, and transforms into a shoulder at the SppS collider 
energy and beyond. However, Breakstone et at. [7] have recently presented pp data at 
y^a = 53 GeV which show a shallow dip or shoulder around ]Jj ~ 1.3 (GeV/c) 2 . This 
result contrasts with the model prediction of a sharp dip around |t| ci 1.1 (GeV/c) 2 

[49]. Ws are currently investigating whether a better agreement can be obtained by 
improving the formulation of diffraction. Notable drawbacks of the present diffraction 
amplitude is the singularity at t = 0, and the lack of crossing symmetry. An interesting 
approach being considered is to use an elastic profile function which has two poles rather 
than one, and which is crossing symmetric: 

where 

2i v ' [ 6 J - Z ! ( s ) 6 2 - Z ' 2 ( s ) 

Z[s) = Ro + iira0 + (Ri + i i r a , ) ^» ) , 
Z'{s) - Ro - iVa<, + ( « ! - i!roi)f(s), 

The corre. 'unding diffraction amplitude then reads: 

TD(,,t) - 1pWC{s)i*~ [ff'1 V ( » ) ) + ffJ'WW)] • (4-33) 

where Hg is the Hankel function of the second order. Now, if C{s) only depends on 
a through the combination (In*/so - <*/2), the amplitude has the crossing symmetric 
property T'{se",t) = T(s , r ) . Moreover, we observe that Tp(e,t) given by eq.(4.33) 
is no longer singular at q — 0, since we now have two singular Neumann functions 
which cancel. ( K Q 1 ' ^ ) = Jo(x) + iN0{x), H 0

3 ) ( i ) = J0(x) - iN0(x)). Thus, if C(«) ~ 
(ln»/«o - " r / 2 ) ' for « —• 00, the Froissart bound is qualitatively saturated (<7tot ~ 
(In»)*). At finite energies, however, a phenomenological parametrization of C(») must 
be adopted, in order to obtain reasonable agreement with total cross section data. Exact 
agreement cannot be expected, since the amplitude (4.33) cannot represent the complete 
diffraction amplitude in the forward direction. This is evident from the fact tha t the 
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slope parameter at t = 0, which is proportional to -£[lnTjr)(s,t)]t=o* *8 infinite, even 
though Tc(a ,0) is finite. 

Finally, the sea-sea interaction in the hard scattering pr.. cess is represented by 
an effective Regge-pole exchange (eq.4.17). A more consistent approach would be to 
represent the sea-sea interaction by a diffraction amplitude similar to the elastic diffrac
tion amplitude. Our preliminary investigation indicates that this approach leads to an 
asymptotically real amplitude which is C-odd and behaves like 

s s —» oo m2 - t 

where 7 is an energy independent real constant, thus giving an approximately energy 
independent dojdt at fixed, large t. The hard scattering amplitude Tn(s,t) can then 
be interpreted as a 'zero-order* Odderon. 

It is too early to say whether the approach outlined above will lead to satisfactory 
overall agreement with pp -ind pp data in the ISR-SppS energy range. It is clear, 
however, that there is considerable scope for further development of the model 

5. C O N C L U S I O N S 

The total cross section of pp increases by more than 40% from the ISR to SppS 
collider; it is not yet clear, however, whether this growth saturates (qualitatively) the 
Froissart bound fftot < ( Ins ) 2 . A measurement of p — R e / ( a , 0 ) / I m f{s,0) at the SppS 
is expected to shed light on the evolution of <rtoi at higher energies, since p is related to 
the local derivative of atot-

The pp elastic cross section increases by more than 80% from ISR to SppS, which 
gives an increase of ael/aiot of about '25%. This increase shows that present collider 
energies are far from the asymptotic regime where the asymptotic geometrical scaling 
property aei/atot — const emerges as a consequence of first principles if ctot ~ ( Ins ) 2 . 

Comparisons between pp and pp data in the ISR energy range are consistent 
with general asymptotic theorems derived From first principles, which state that pp and 
pp total and elastic cross sections and elastic diffraction peaks become asymptotically 
identical. 

The increase of oei/rrt<il rulta mit geometrical scaling and Reggeon field the
ory with critical Porneron in the ISR-S^p:- energy range (geometrical scaling predicts 
0ei/<?tot ~ const; Reggeon fie<d thei.ry |,:t\in:ts that ffe;/atot decrep.see with energy). 
The observed increase of ael/ n o t is related to a significant increase of the central opac
ity in the pp collision from the ISR to SppS collider j28j, which violates the geometrical 
scaling prediction of a constant central opacity. 

Impact parameter analyses also show that the factor» et-J eikonrl hypothesis 
fl(s,6) = K(3) • F(b)t where (i(s,b) is the opactiy, is strongly violated in the peripheral 
region of pp and pp collisions at the ISR and SppS 128,35j. The results rule out the 
validity of factorized eikonal models at presently anes.hible energies. 

The recent observation of a dilference ueLween pp and pp elastic differential cross 
sections at yfs — 53 GeV |7| suggests that there is an important C-odd component of the 
elastic amplitude at high energies. In contrast, conventional Regge theory predicts that 
C-odd components (p, w trajectories) fall off rapidly with energy. In this paper, we have 
discussed three 'unconventional' models in which the large-t amplitude is dominantly 
C-odd at high energies: 1) The maximal Odderon model 113| invokes a C-odd amplitude 
('Odderon') which grows as fast with energy as permitted by first priniples. The model 
fits pp and pp data over a wide energy range. There in, however, no dynamics in the 
model. Moreover, no experimental evidence for the Odderon amplitude exists. 2) The 
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triple-gluon exchange model [44,45] describes large-t elastic scattering dynamically by 
a triple-gluon exchange diagram, which yields a real and C-odd amplitude. Low-t scat
tering is described by single- and double-Pomeron exchange and low-energy Reggeon 
exchange. The model is in good agreement with pp and pp data in the ISR-SppS energy 
range. To avoid violating the Froissart bound asymptotically, multi-Pomeron cuts will 
have to be included as 8 —* oo. There is, however, no well-founded method for calcu
lating multi-Pomeron cuts, and this limits the predictive power of the model. 3) The 
nucleon valence core model [48-51] describes large-t elastic scattering dynamically in 
terms of C-odd hard scattering between nucleon cores, and independent C-even Regge-
pole exchange between surrounding qq seas. Diffraction dominates at low t, and is 
described by a Regge-pole in the «-channel. The model is in good agreement with pp 
ISR and SppS collider data away from the forward direction, and describes lower en
ergy data qualitatively, but it disagrees with the recent observation of a shoulder in the 
pp differential cross section at T/B = 53 GeV. Current work on the model is aimed at 
improving the formulation of the diffraction amplitude. 

The triple-gluon exchange model and the nucleon valence core model provide 
interesting dynamical descriptions of large-i elastic scattering. However, a satisfactory 
description of low-t scattering and total cross sections has not yet been obtained. To 
improve our understanding of hadronic diffraction, the nature of the Pomeron should 
be further investigated. This is the aim of a recently approved experiment at the CERN 
SppS collider [53]. The ultimate goal must be to bridge the gap between Regge theory 
and QCD. 
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TABLE 1 
Total and elastic cross sections, the real-to-imaginary part of the forward elastic amplitude 
(p), and the elastic slope parameter (B) for pp and pp scattering at ,/i = 30, 53 and 546 
GeV. Data at y/a = 30 and 53 GeV are from Amos et al. (R211) [5]; data at -Ji = 546 
GeV are from Bozzo el al. (UA4) [8,9]. B is the slope parameter in the region |t| < 0.10 
(GeV/c)V 

,/s = 30 GeV v/i = 53 GeV v/s = 546 GeV 

« S (mb) 

"& (mb) 

„fP / .PP 
"tot/^tOt 

40.1 ±0.2 

42.1 ±0.6 

1.05 ±0.02 

42.4 ± 0.2 

43.3 ±0.3 

1.02 ±0.01 

61.9± 1.5 

9" 0.034 ± 0.008 
0.055 ± 0.029 

0.077 ± 0.009 
0.106 ±0.016 UA4 run 1935 

off (mb) 

off (mb) 

6.8 ±0.2 

7.2 ±0.3 

1.06 ±0.05 

7.2 ±0.1 

7.4 ±0.3 

1.03 ± 0.04 

13.4 ±0.7 

0.170 ±0.005 

0.171 ±0.007 
0.170 ±0.002 

0.171 ±0.007 0.216 ±0.012 

B"' ((GeV/c)"3) 

fl» ((GeV/c)"2) 

B"/B" 

12.2 ±0.3 

12.7 ±0.5 

1.04 ±0.05 

12.9 ±0.1 

13.0 ±0.5 

1.01 ±0.04 

15.2 ±0.2 

a»JB"> (mb(G«V/c)') 

o » / £ ) » (mb(G.V/c)') 

3.3.^.0.1 

3.3 ±0.1 

3.3 ± 0.05 

3.3 ±0.1 4.1 ±0.1 



F I G U R E C A P T I O N S 

Fig.l Compilation of total cross section data for pp and pp scattering. The dispersion 
relation fits of Amaldi et at. [16] are shown as solid curves (fig. from ref.[14]). 

Fig.2 The real-to-imaginary part of the forward elastic amplitude (p) at different c m . 
energies for pp and pp scattering. The solid curves show the dispersion relation 
fits of Amaldi ct ai [16] (fig. from ref.[14]). 

Fig.3 The difference between pp and pp total cross sections (A<7tot) versus ^/i. The line 
represents a Regge fit which falls off as s~a, a ~ 0.5 (fig. from ref.(4j). 

Fig.4 Compilation of elastic cross section data for pp and pp scattering (fig. from ref. (14J). 

Fig.5 The ratio <rci/ata% for PP and pp scattering, plotted against ^/s (fig. from ref.[14]). 

Fig.6 Compilation o{ pp and pp elastic slope parameters {B) in the extreme forward 
direction and at |(| ~ 0.2 (GeV/c) 1 , plotted against the lab. momentum (fig. from 
ref.[14|). 

Fig.7 The ratio trtot/B for pp and pp scattering, plotted against ^/s. B is the elastic 
slope parameter in the region 0 < \t\ < 0.10 (GeV/c) 2 (fig. from ref.[14]). 

Fig.8 Elastic differential cross sections of pp and pp at i/i — 53 GeV (fig. from ref.[7]). 
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ABSTRACT 

The p"p elastic differential cross-section at 30 GeV/c incident momentum has been 
measured in a two-arm spectrometer experiment (WA7) at the CERN SPS. The 
| t | - r a n g e covered extends from 0.5 to 5.0 ( G e V / c ) 2 . A pronounced d'p-bump 
structure is observed, with a sharp minimum around | t |=1 .7 ( G e V / c ) 2 . The 
results are compared to existing pp data and to some model predictions. 
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1 . Introduction 

The p"p elastic differential cross-section at 30 GeV/c incident beam momentum 
has been measured in the | t | - r a n g e 0.5 to 5.0 ( G e V / c ) s . The experiment was 
part of a programme at the CERN SPS, in which hadron-proton elastic scattering 
has been measured over a wide range of momentum transfers and beam 
momenta 1 " 6 1 , including $p 50 GeV/c scattering for 0 .7< | t |<5 .0 ( G e V / c ) 2 3 1 . 
This experiment is the first to measure p"p 30 GeV/c elastic scattering. 

2 . The experiment 

The experimental set-up, shown in Fig. 1 , consisted of a double-arm 
spectrometer downstream of a rquid hydrogen target , upon which an 
unseparated high-intensity beam was : ncident. A differential Cerenkov counter 
(CEDAR1) in the beam line identi f iei the incident antiprotons. The beam 
particles were detected by a beam hodoscope, while the scattered particles were 
detected fay counter hodoscopes in the forward- and recoil-arm iH1,PR1 and 
H2.PR2) . The scattered particle trajectories were determined by nine MWPCs 
(CH0-CH9) . The momentum of the forward particles was measured by a 
spectrometer magnet with an integrated field of 1.8Tm. Particle identification in 
the forward arm was provided by two threshold Cerenkov counters (C I and 
C2 ) . The tr igger imposed rough geometrical and kinematic constraints by means 
of hodoscope matrix correlations, beam signature requirements, and an energy 
threshold requirement for the forward particles, imposed by an 
iron/scintillator-sandwich calorimeter. 

C H O - 9 MWPC'i 
C I — 2 C«r«ftkov c o u n t * » 

- j -It H2 

CHS 
Hodoicop* CH9 

Figure 1 : Schematic view of the WA7 experimental set -up. 

Off- l ine track reconstruction and kinematic f i tt ing is described in r e f . 2 , 
together with the final event selection, based on minimum-x 1 cr i teria, the 
background subtraction, and the various corrections applied. 
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3. Results 

The pp 30 GeV/c elastic differential cross-section is shown in F i j . 2 a , together 
with the smoothed curve of the pp 50 GeV/c cross-section (solid curve) . A 
prominent dip around | t |=1 .7 ( G e V / c ) 2 is observed at 30 GeV/c, as compared to 
the equally prominent dip at 111 =1.5 ( G e V / c ) 2 for pp 50 GeV/c. Our data thus 
show that the dip moves towards lower | t | -values as the energy increases. 

-t ia»v/e)' - tto^we}1 

Figure 2: a) pp elastic differential cross-section at 30 GeV/c beam momentum 
(this e x p . ) , compared with the smoothed curve of the pp 50 GeV/c cross-section 
of ref.3. 

b) pp elastic differential cross-section at 30 GeV/c (this exp . ) com
pared with pp data at 5 . 0 8 ) , 6 . 2 9 ^ , 1 0 . 1 1 0 ) and 5 0 3 ) GeV/c. The data from 
refs. 8 and 9 ara presented as smoothed curves. 

This result disagrees with simple Geometrical Scaling (GS) , which arrives at 
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an outward dip movement in this energy region. Kroll has pointed out that the 
energy may be too small to expect a simple GS behaviour, since the 
non-diffractive Regge-like component of the pp cross-section is appreciable at 
lower energies . Nevertheless, in ref.7 the pp 50 GeV/c cross-section is 
calculated from the pp 1480 GeV/c eikonal, and this is seen as evidence for GS 
at this energy. It is therefore surprising that GS seems to hold when applied at 
50 GeV/c, while apparently the pp 30 GeV/c cross-section cannot be 
reproduced. 

F i g . 2 b 3 , 8 " 1 0 ) shows that the structure around |t|=0.5 (GeV/c) 2 in 
low-energy pp cross-sections has disappeared in the 30 and 50 GeV/c data, 
although a change of slope is still apparent at |t |=0.8 (GeV/c) J in the 30 GeV/c 
data. Moreover, the inward dip movement naturally associates the prominent dip 
in the 30 and 50 GeV/c data with the structure around |t|=2 (GeV/c) ! seen at 
10 G e V / c 1 0 ) . 

Such a dip development is in sharp disagreement with predictions by the 
geometrical model of Chou and Yang , in which the dip at 50 GeV/c is 
associated with the low-11| structure at lower energies, interpreted as the f i rst 
diffractive minimum. In acco-dance with the consequent outward dip movement, a 
dip at |t|=1.1 CGeV/c)2 is explicitely predicted for pp 30 GeV/c. Fig.3 (from 
ref. 11) shows the predicted pp and pp dip movement as a function of total 
cross-section. The curves l-IV represent the f i rs t , second and higher order 
dips predicted. Some experimental data points are plotted, including the pp 
50 GeV/c dip position. The experimental pp 30 GeV/c dip position has been 
added to the f igure, together with the pp 10 GeV/c data point for the structure 
around |t|=2 (GeV/c) a . Associating the 30 and 50 GeV/c dip with the 10 GeV/c 
structure, a dip movement contrary to the Chou-Yang prediction is obtained 
(dotted line). 

The nucleon core model of Islam and Guillaud correctly associates the dip 
at 50 GeV/c with the low-energy structure around | t |= 2 (GeV/c) s , seen as the 
second destructive interference between a diffractive and a hard amplitude. The 
model thus predicts the observed inward dip movement. The pp 50 GeV/c 
cross-section is reproduced by f i t t ing a set of eight diffractive and hard 

I'M scattering parameters . A similar analysis of the 30 GeV/c data will 
reportedly be done to further test the model. 

2 GS predicts a dip movement according to - t j ; „ - 1 / a . _ . . Since a..» decreases 
dip tot tot 

between 30 and 50 GaV/c, GS leads to an outward dipmovement with increas
ing energy. 
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Calculous 
- *xpt. 

t O . l . a O n i ! 50G.V/C 

- l m i n ( G e V / c ) 2 

Figure 3: pp and pp dip movement as a function of total cross-section, 
predicted in the Chou-Yang model ( f igure from r e f . 1 1 ) . Some experimental data 
points are plotted. The curves I - IV represent the multiple dips predicted. The 
experimental pp 10 and 30 GeV/c data points have been added by the author. 
Dotted line is obtained by associating the 30 and 50 GeV/c dip with the 
10 GeV/c structure at | t |»2 ( G e V / c ) 2 . 

A recent QCD model involving triple gluon exchange is reported to 
reproduce the pp 50 GeV/c cross-section well . We are eagerly awaiting model 
predictions for the pp 30 GeV/c cross-section. 

Recent FNAL pp data at 100 and 200 GeV/c 14) indicate that the dip at 
| t | » 1 . 5 ( G e V / c ) 1 persists to at least 100 GeV/c incident momentum and that the 
200 GeV/ data are consistent with the same behaviour, although statistics are 
poor. Hence, little movement of the dip is seen between 50 and 200 GeV/c. 

Fig.4a shows that the pp 50 GeV/c cross-section ' almost coincides with ISR 
.15) .«) pp data at 1064 GeV/c " J . Moreover, n recent WA7 d a t a 0 ' tha pp 50 GeV/c 

cross-section features only a shoulder. It is possible that this difference in pp 
and pp behaviour reflects the larger real part of the pp amplitude at lower 

' ) . At 
and a pp dip starts developing 

energies, effectively filling in the pp dip ( p „ o » - 0 . 2 at 50 GeV/c 

intermediate energies, p approaches p . =0, 
rpp r r pp 
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(p. , > = 100 GeV/c '). At collider energies, both p and p_ seem to be 
non-negligible, and, in fact, recent UA4 pp data at \/s=540 GeV for 

17) | t |<1 .5 ( G e V / c ) 2 show no dip s t r u c t u r e " ' . 

a) 
• pp SO GtV/c 

— pp 1064 G«V/c 

10 | 1 , 1 I I I I T T" 

b) 

• - l - 4 ( G . V I c ) ' 

Figure 4: a) pp elastic differential cross-section at 50 GeV/c , compared with 
the smoothed ISR pp 1064 GeV/c cross-sect ion 1 5 ^. 

b) Energy dependence of p"p elastic differential cross-section at f ix 
ed 11|-values of 2.0 and 4 .0 ( G e V / c ) 1 . The straight lines are eye-fits through 
data points at 3.6 G e V / c 1 8 ) , 5.C G e V / c 8 ) , 5.8 G e V / c 1 9 J , 6.2 G e V / c 9 J , 

.19) JO) 9.7 G e V / c ' 5 " , 10.1 G e V / c ' u ; . 30 GeV/c (this e x p j and 50 GeV/c 3) 

The energy dependence of the pp elastic cross-section at fixed | t | -va lues of 
2 .0 and 4 .0 ( G e V / c ) 3 is shown in F i g . 4 b 3 ' 8 ' 1 0 ' 1 8 ' 1 9 ) . Parametrizing as 

do /d t 'lab 

we find a=2.5 for | t |=2 (GeV/c )» , and o=1.6 for | t |=4 ( G e V / C ) 2 . This energy 
dependence differs from what we find for pp scattering in the same energy 
range ' , where « p p ( t ) is found to increase roughly l inear 1 / with | t | according 
to a p p ( t ) « 0 . 6 | t | * 0 . 7 . 
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ABSTRACT 

The pp elastic differential cross-section at 30 GeV/c incident momentum has been 
measured in a two-arm spectrometer experiment (WA7) at the CERN SPS. The 
| t | - r a n g e covered extends from 0.5 to 5.8 ( G e V / c ) 2 . A pronounced dip-bump 
structure is -cserved, with a sharp minimum around | t |=1 .7 ( G e V / c ) 2 . The 
results are compared with existing pp data at lower energies anr1 with our 
earlier Bp data at 50 GeV/c. A number of model predictions are discussed. In 
order to compare elastic scattering of pp with that of pp, we also present our 
recent measurement of the pp elastic differential cross-section at 50 GeV/c 
together with the pp data at the same momentum. Finally, the energy 
dependence of the pp f i xed - | t | differential cr >ss-section in the incident 
momentum range 3.6 to SO GeV/c is presented. 
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•J. Introduction 

The pp elastic differential cross-section at 30 GeV/c incident beam momentum 
has been measured in the | t | - range 0.5 to 5.8 ( G e V / c ) 2 . The experiment was 
part of a programme at the CERN SPS, in which hadron-proton elastic scattering 
has been measured over a wide range of momentum transfers and beam 
momenta 1 " 6 * , including pp 50 GeV/c scattering for 0 .7< | t |<5 .0 ( G e V / c ) 2 3 * and 
pp 50 GeV/c scattering in the | t | - r ange 0.8 to 4 .0 ( G e V / c ) 2 . This experiment 
is the f i rst to measure pp elastic scattering between 10 and 50 GeV/c over a 
wide | t | - r a n g e . 

2 . The experiment 

The experimental set-up, shown in F i g . 1 , consisted of a double-arm 
spectrometer downstream of a liquid hydrogen target , upon which an 
unseparated high-intensity beam was incident. A differential Cerenkov counter 
(CEDAR1) in the beam line identified the incident antiprotons. The beam 
particles were detected by a beam hodoscope, while the scattered particles were 
detected r>y counter hodoscopes in the forward- and recoil-arm (H1,PR1 and 
H2,PR2) . The scattered particle trajectories were determined by nine MWPCs 
(CH0-CH9) . The momentum of the forward particles was measured by a 
spectrometer magnet with an integrated field of 1.8Tm. Particle identification in 
the forward arm was provided by two threshold Cerenkov counters (C I and 
C2 ) . The tr igger imposed rough geometrical and kinematic constraints by means 
of hodoscope matrix correlations, beam signature requirements, and an energy 
threshold requirement for the forward particles, imposed by an 
iron/scintillator-sandwich calorimeter. 

Off- l ine track reconstruction and kinematic f i t t ing is described in re f . 2 , 
together with the final event selection, based on minimum-x' cr i ter ia, the 
background subtraction, and the various corrections applied. 



3. Results and discussion 

The pp 30 GeV/c elastic differential cross-section is shown in Fig.2 , together 
with the pp 50 GeV/c cross-section of re f .3 . A prominent dip around 
|t-|=1.7 ( G e V / c ) 2 is observed at 30 GeV/c, as compared to the equally prominent 
dip at | t |=1 .5 (CeV/c)2 for pp 50 GeV/c. Our data thus show that the dip 
moves towards lower | t ] -values as the energy increases. At both energies, the 
dip is followed by a pronounced second maximum and a subsequent fall-off in 
| t | . The pp 30 GeV/c data also indicate a change of slope around 
| t | =0.8 (GeV/cJ* . 

3 7-9) Fig.3 ' includes a comparison with lower energy pp data (5 to 
10 GeV/c ) . It is seen that the structure around | t |=0 .5 ( G e V / c P in the low 
energy data has disappeared in the 30 and 50 GeV/c data, leaving only a 
change of slope. Moreover, the inward dip movement observed when going from 
30 to 50 GeV/c naturally associates the prominent dip at 'hese energies with the 

9) structure around | t |=2 ( G e V / c ) 2 seen at 10 GeV/c . One is thus led to 
conclude that the d'p must develop rapidly between 10 and 30 GeV/c, and, 
during this process, move towards smaller | t | -values as energy is increased. 

Such a dip movement is in sharp disagreement with predictions by the 
geometrical model of Chou and Yang , in which the prominent dip at 
| t | = ' 5 ( G e V / c ) ' in the pp 50 GeV/c cross-section is associated with the low- | t | 
structure around | t | - 0 . 5 (GeV /c ) * seen at lower energies ( c i g . 3 ) . Chou and 
Vang thus arrived at an outward dip movement with increasing energy, and 
aredicted a d'p at | t | = l . l (GeV /c ) * in the 30 GeV/c cross-section. It is clear 
that this pedict ion is inconsistent with our pp data. 

Recently, Kroll has tested the Geometrical Scaling (GS) model using the pp 
50 GeV/c data of re f .3 , and finds that GS works well at this energy . It is 
therefore natc >l to ask if GS behaviour is present in the pp 30 GeWc data. 
GS predicts a dip movement according to * ' H | 0 " ^ ° t o t ' Since for pp er, . is 
larger at 30 GeV/c than at 50 GeV/c. GS would lead to a dip in the 30 GeV/c 
cross-section at a smaller | t | - va lue than at 50 GeV/c. This result disagrees 
with our data, which show the opposite dip movement. Of course, 30 GeV may 
be too low an energy to expect a simple GS behaviour 

In the nucleon core model of Islam and Guillaud . the dip it seen as a 
destructive interference between a diffractive and a hard amplitude. The model 
associates the dip at 50 GeV/c with the low-energy structure around 
| t | ' 2 ( G e V / c ) ' (Fig 3 ) . and thus correctly predicts the observed inward dip 
movement with increasing energy. The pp 50 GeV/c cross-section is reproduced 
by fitting a sat of dtffractive and hard scattering parameters. A similar 
analysis of the 30 GeV/c data hat recent'K been done , and the resulting fit 
i t shown in Fig 2 (solid curve) . The dip position it well reproduced. 
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In the recent model of Donnachie and Landshoff , high energy pp and pp 
elastic scattering are described in terms of single and double Pomeron and triple 
gluon exchanges. At lower energies (pi_ij£50 GeV/c), additional Regge-Pomeron 
contributions are needed to reproduce the dip in the pp data. In this model, 
the low energy pp dip therefore originates from a different process than the pp 
dip at ISR energies. 

Fermilab pp data at 100 and 200 GeV/c ' indicate that the dip persists to 
higher incident momenta. The dip position is uncertain due to poor statistics, 
but data point towards little dip movement between 50 and 200 GeV/c. CERN 
collider results show that the dip has disappeared in the pp data at 

16) Vs=540 GeV . At this energy, the differential cross-section features an abrupt 
change of slope around |t |z0.8 (GeV/c) 2 , followed by a shoulder, pp 
measurements at ISR energies are needed to investigate the dip development in 
the intermediate energy region. 

With the pp data now available, interesting comparisons between the pp 
elastic differential cross-sections with those of pp can be made. The pp 
50 GeV/c data cf ref.3, together with our recent measurement of the pp elastic 
differential cross-section at 50 GeV/c for 0.8<|t|<4.0 (GeV/c ) * 6 ' , make such a 
comparison possible over a wide | t | - range. The pp and pp 50 GeV/c 
cross-sections are shown in Fig.4. Also included are low-|t | pp 50 GeV/c data 
of Akerlof et al. . While the small- and large-11| pp and pp cross-sections 
roughly overlap, a major difference is seen in the dip region, where the pp 
cross-section features only a shoulder around |t|=1.4 (GeV/c) 2 . A similar 
< ifference appears when the pp 30 GeV/c cross-section is compared with pp 
30 GeV/c data of Edelstein et al. '. It is at ISR energies that the pp 

19) cross-section exhibits a dip-bump structure similar to that of the pp 
50 GeV/c cross-section. The pp 1060 GeV/c cross-section (Vs=44.6 G e V ) 1 9 ' 

3) almost coincides with the pp 50 GeV/c data . 

The energy dependence of the pp elastic differential cross-section» at fixed 
11|-value» of 2.0 and 4.0 (GeV/c)* in the beam momentum range 3.6 to 
50 GeV/c s shown in F i g . 5 3 ' 7 " 9 ' 2 0 " 2 " . Parametrizing as 

do/dt - P „ b - ° . 

we f ind o»2.5 for |t|»2 (G*V/c>*. and a.I 6 for |tl«4 (G«V/C)'. This energy 
dependence differ* from what wt f ind for pp scattering in the same energy 

6) range , where o D _(t) t» found to increase roughly linearly with | t | according 
to » p p(t ) ' 0.6|t|*0 7 
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Figure Captions 

Fig. 1 Schematic view nf the apparatus. 

Fig. 2 pp elastic differential cross-section at 30 GeV/c incident 
momentum (this exp.) , compared with the pp 50 GeV/c data of 
ref.3. Solid curve is the theoretical pp 30 GeV/c elastic 
differential cross-section calculated in the nucleon core model 

13) of Guillaud and Islam . 

Fig. 3 pp elastic differential cross-section at 30 GeV/c (this exp. ) , 
compared with pp data at 5 . 0 7 ' , 6 . 2 8 ) , 1 0 . 1 9 ) and 

3) 50 ' GeV/c. The data from refs. 7 and 8 are presented as 
smoothed curves. 

31 Fig. 4 pp elastic differential cross-section at 50 GeV/c compared 
with pp 50 GeV/c data of refs. 6,17. 

Fig. 5 Energy dependence of pp elastic differential cross-sections 
for fixed | t j -values at 2.0 and 4.0 (GeV/c) J . The straight 

20) lines are eye-fits through data points at 3.6 GeV/c , 
5.0 GeV/c 7 ) , 5.8 G e V / c 2 1 ) , 6.2 GeV/c 8 ) , 9.7 G e V / c 2 1 ) , 
10.1 GeV/c 9 ) , 30 GeV/c (this exp.) and 50 GeV/c 3 ) . 
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Errata 

Chapter 2, Section 2.1 

In the author-list of Phyiict Lettert 108B (1982) 51-54, 
the name 7. Ftarnlcy was left out by a mistake. 
Section 2.1 therefore presents the corresponding CERN preprint, 
in which this error has been corrected. 

Chapter 2, Section 2.6 

page 310, bottom line in second footnote: 
" - t « t « 5» " should read " -t •%;%*". 

page 318, lines 2 and 6 from above: 
" »o=53 GeV » should read " y/ia=&3 GeV ". 

page 318, line 6 from above: 
" The p-value " should read " The p-vaiue ". 

Chapter 4, page 9, line 7 from below: 
" 0.5 < |t|5.8 » should read " 0.5 < |t| < 5.8 ". 

page 39, line 4 from above: 
" to be proportional to " should read " to be equal to ". 

page 39, line 11 from below: 
" equations (5-7) and (5-8) * should read " equations (5-6)-(5-8) ". 

page 49, row 4 in Table 2: 
"0 .15±0 .1" should read «0.15±0.05 ". 

page 53, line 6 from above: 
" 50 GeV/c and 30 GeV/c " should read * 50 GeV/c to 30 GeV/c *. 


